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Abstract
The m echanical deformation behaviour of a partially molten granitic protolith is 
investigated, im plications towards a mechanism for extraction  o f low m elt 
percentages (« 3 0  %) are mathematically explored.
For this purpose a series of experiments on Westerly granite (with no added water) 
are presented in which samples were heated to temperatures between 800 and 
1200 °C, a t a confining pressure of 250 MPa. Samples were uniaxiaiiy deform ed to 
study the effects of constant strain-rate (4 * 10"'  ^ to 2 * 10“^ s 'b , creep and stress 
relaxation tests on the mechanical behaviour. The volumetric percentage of melt (0) 
in samples ranged from 3 % at 800 °C to 77 % at 1200 °C at heating times between
2.5 and 170 hours. However, none of the samples attained chem ical equilibrium, due 
to the short duration of tests. An equilibrium melt percentage was also not reached. 
Over this temperature interval the supported strength decreased from 500 MPa to less 
than 1 MPa (at a constant strain rate of 8 * 10'^ s"l) monotonicaiiy. No step-iike drop 
in strength, corresponding to a rheological criticalmelf percentage (van der Moien & 
Paterson 1979) was observed. A preliminary flow law for the partially molten rock was 
obtained to allow extrapolation to lower strain-rates. The viscosity of the melt was 
estimated a t 950 and 1000 °C from distances it could be m ade to perm eate into 
porous sand under a known pressure gradient. Melt distribution in static tests indicated 
a very low wetting angle (< 5°) which results in high melt contiguity even a t low melt 
percentages along grain boundaries.
Under ail conditions, the solid phases deformed by brittle fracture only. Samples 
with 3 < 0  < 10 % failed by forming a m acroscopic, ca taciastic  fault zone and 
associated axial cracks with voids in-filied by melt. Samples with 10 < o <  45% 
deformed by pervasive cataciastic flow. Melt was extruded into low pressure regions 
such as axial cracks in the piston shadows and between sample and jacket. These 
microstructures are interpreted to occur due to shear enhanced compaction of melt 
filled voids by analogy with uniaxial com paction of porous sands. In samples with 0  > 
45 % grains were carried about passively in the flowing liquid.
A simple m athem atical model is erected to describe a two stage process of 
extracting low volume percentage, granitic melt from its partially molten protolith with 
the aid of non-hydrostatic stress. Shear-enhanced compaction drives melt from the 
protolith into a series of in terconnected melt-fiiied veins, whereupon porous flow 
through the high-permeabiiity vein network allows rapid drainage of melt to higher 
crustai levels. M odeling suggests tha t melt extraction, with 0<  10 % and a melt 
viscosity of 10  ^  ^ Pas, is possible within geologically realistic time periods (10 Mo).
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Aims and Introduction
This thesis sets out to find a mechanical solution to the problem of extracting a granitic 
melt occupying a small volume fraction ( «  0.30) from a partially molten source rock. It 
has long been the belief of geochemists (e.g. White & Chappell 1977) tha t certain 
granitoid melts represent minimum melts of igneous and metasedimentary source rock, 
that can be extracted from their source rock. For example Sawyer (1991) suggested 
tha t the segregated migmatites he investigated displayed rare earth e lem ent 
distributions in restite and ieucosomes indicative of between 0.12 and 0.36 partial 
melting of the host metabasites. This stands in contrast to the results of rock mechanics 
experiments (e.g. Arzi 1978; van der Moien & Paterson 1979) which suggests tha t a 
rheological critical melt fraction exists, a t about 0.30 - 0.35 meit, below which meit 
extraction is very unlikely.
in recent years considerable progress has been made in the theory of melt extraction 
from a residual matrix of solid grains, particularly when driven by the density difference 
between the meit and the residuum (e.g. Turcotte & Schubert 1982; McKenzie 1984, 
1985; Sleep 1988). Application of these ideas to the partial melting of peridotites has 
been very successful. However, granitic meit extraction by this m ethod was deem ed 
impossible on geologicaiiy realistic time scales due to the high viscosity of acid ic melts 
(e.g. Wickham 1987).
Experimental studies on basic systems (Cooper & Kohistedt 1984; Cooper 1990) have 
demonstrated the role of differential stress in aiding melt extraction. The presence of 
differential stresses in lower crustai rocks has been widely recognized to accom pany 
migmatization in the form of e.g. foliation, folds, shear zones, boudinage etc. indicative 
of large scale flow. However, the a tta inm ent of m etam orph ic m icrostructural 
equilibrium, after most of the deformation has been accomplished, means tha t the 
evidence of deformation mechanisms operative during the m igmatic episode have 
generally been removed. Several attempts have been made to devise microstructural 
criteria diagnostic of "magm atic flow" (McLeiian 1984; Ashworth & McLeiian 1985; 
Nicolas et ai. 1988; Quick et al. 1992; Rutter et ai. 1993).
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Clemens & M ower (1992) argued th a t a rap id co llec tion  of melts into an 
in terconnected dyke system was necessary to extract granitic melts, and several 
authors have noted the common association of granites with shear zones and have 
argued that deformation may play a central role in the mechanics of accum ulating 
granitic melts (e.g. Wickham 1987; Hutton et ai. 1990; Hutton & Ingram 1992; Davidson 
et ai. 1992; Hippert 1994). It has been argued that meit is transported in dykes (Clemens 
& Mower 1992) and em piaced at higher crustai levels where the dykes balloon to form 
plutons and bathoiiths (Fowler 1994).
Experiments on granitic meit extraction must study systems tha t are as simple as 
possible. As the minimum meit extracted from metabasites, metasediments and 
granites will always be of granitic composition (White & Chappell 1977; MocRoe & 
Nesbitt 1980) it is realistic to use a 'granite' (sensu iato) as the starting material for partial 
melting experiments. The advantage in choosing a granite over a metabasite is that 
much lower temperatures are needed to induce partial melting (depending on fluid 
activ ity ). M etasedim ents, especially m etapelites, have much lower m elting 
temperatures than granite but tend to have a strong preferential mineral fabric 
(schistosity), as well as containing a large number of different phases, in granite the 
major phases are very limited (usually to quartz, feldspars and mica) and they tend to 
show a good uniform fabric. Also the grain size is usually large enough to allow easy 
recognition of different phases. This makes a 'granite' an ideal experimental rock.
Few experimental studies on the deformation of partially molten granitic material have 
been carried out. in the seminal study of van der Moien and Paterson (1979) known 
amounts of water were added to control the amount of melt generated a t the single 
test temperature (800 °C) and confining pressure (300 MPa) used. They demonstrated 
how the strength of the rock was dram atically decreased as the am ount of melt 
increased, largely owing to the reduction of the effective confining pressure through 
the pressure exerted by the meit, coup led with the progressive breakdown of the 
contiguity of the matrix of solid grains. Similar results were obtained in the studies of Arzi 
(1978), Auer et al. (1981), Paquet and Francois (1980) and Paquet et ai. (1981). In such 
studies the deformation of the matrix was by cataciasis. Dell'Angeio et ai. (1987) and 
Deil'Angeio and Tuiiis (1988) studied the flow of partially molten granitic rocks under 
conditions favouring intracrystaiiine plastic flow of the solid matrix (900 °C and 1500 
MPa confining pressure), again with added water. They also showed that fine-grained, 
sintered granitic aggregates could flow by melt-aided diffusive mass transfer. These 
observations differ significantly from the structures predicted by McKenzie (1984), who 
envisaged tha t the grains would be plastically deformed, so reducing the porosity of 
the rock, and expelling the meit without causing large scale grain damage.
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In this thesis a series of experiments on Westerly granite are presented in which 
specimens were heated to temperatures between 800 and 1200 °C with no added 
water. The amount of meit was therefore primarily controlled by the temperature as ail 
water available to the meit cam e from the breakdown of phyiiosiiicate minerals. The 
experiments were aimed at determining the mechanical behaviour of the com bined 
meit plus crystalline matrix of grains and the rheology of the meit alone. Microstructurai 
and m icrochem icai studies were performed to determine deformation mechanisms, 
the am ount of melting and its distribution, plus compositional variations in the meit and 
the way they relate to adjacent minerals. Finally an attem pt was made to apply these 
results to a simple model for natural syntectonic extraction and accum ulation of 
granitic melts.
1.2 Methodology
A first approach to study the mechanical behaviour of partially molten rocks, including 
deformation behaviour and melt extraction was fieldwork on the metamorphic aureole 
surrounding the Baiiachuiish Igneous Complex, Scotland. Diorite intruded at mid crustai 
levels caused partial melting in the pelitic country rocks (Baiiachuiish Slate, Appin 
Transition Series and Leven Schist). The aureole shows no evidence of overprint by either 
metamorphism or deformation after the partial melting event and it is therefore well 
suited to the study of primary partial meit structures. However, several aspects of the 
Baiiachuiish partial meit structures (e.g. m etam orphic reactions leading to partial 
melting, m elt dihedral angles, melt geochemistry, deform ation associated with 
em placem ent of the igneous complex, and meit structures associated with partial 
melting) had been investigated in earlier studies (e.g. Bailey & Maufe 1960; Pattison 
1985; Weiss 1986; Linkiater 1990; Flatten 1990). Detailed structural m apping of meit 
morphologies in partially molten pelitic lithoiogies was undertaken. These included 
orientation measurements of interconnected vein systems at Coire Chaorann, and 
widespread boudinage, exfoliation and viscous flow structures in the Chaotic Zone. 
However, without independent constraints on the stress field operating during partial 
melting and the absence of microstructurai deformation evidence (due to extensive re­
crystallization) it was impossible to constrain mechanical behaviour. Melt in the aureole 
is restricted to the zone of partial melting; no meit extraction beyond the realm of 
partial melting was observed, it was therefore impossible to study meit extraction in this 
setting.
From questions posed through fieldwork on Leven Schist, Appin Transition Series and 
Baiiachuiish Slate (meit distribution in the partially molten host rock) it was clear that it
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was necessary to have a better understanding of the m echanical behaviour of the 
com bined melt plus crystalline matrix and the rheology of meit alone, in order to 
understand the deformation mechanisms of rocks containing a low melt fraction. 
Professor E. H. Rutter (Experimental Rock Deformation Lab, Manchester) very kindly 
invited the author to perform several rock deformation experiments on the Baiiachuiish 
lithoiogies tha t show partial melting structures in the aureole of the granite. Care was 
taken to co llect specimens for rock deformation experiments outside the realm of 
influence of the Baiiachuiish Igneous Complex. On returning to the laboratory cores 
were drilled from the samples. However, due to a very strong fo liation in the 
metasediments, the cores were too friable to handle and commonly disintegrated into 
stacks of disks when drilled orthogonal to cleavage. Also the grain size of m ica (in 
excess of 2 mm) was deem ed too large to give a homogeneous and representative 
sample in cores of 6.3 mm diameter and 10 mm height. Tests on Leven Schist and 
Baiiachuiish Slate were consequently abandoned. However, it was still fe lt tha t 
experimental investigation into microstructures and deformation behaviour of partially 
molten metapelites was worth pursuing.
A replacem ent for the rocks collected a t Baiiachuiish was found in a homogeneous 
purple North Wales Slate. This rock type was of a fine grain size and of homogeneous 
composition, containing a pervasive slaty cleavage. Cores were easily obtained and 
were less friable. The confining pressure was chosen to be 250 MPa, as this is thought to 
be similar to the confin ing pressure of country rocks during the intrusion o f the 
Baiiachuiish Igneous Complex (Weiss 1991). Over a period of 11 months (in 1991) 21 
deformation tests (at 250 MPa confining pressure and temperatures between 550 and 
700 °C) were carried out using "Nimonic" deformation machines (see Covey-Crump 
(1993) for further machine descriptions). The solidus was found to be near 650 °C. The 
relatively small sample size (6 mm d iam eter and 10 mm length) proh ib ited  
measurement of the strength of partially molten samples above background noise 
(about 3 MPa differential load). Also the small grain size provided many nucléation sites, 
causing the melt to recrystallize during quenching such that glass could not be clearly 
observed optically and under the (secondary) electron microscope. Experiments were 
discontinued and a new test material had to be found.
A more simple rock was required in which the evolving melt could easily be observed 
and analysed, even a t low meit fractions. As the minimum melt of a metasediment, as 
well as metabasites and igneous rocks is granitic (see section 1.1 above) it seemed 
reasonable to choose an igneous rock as a substitute. A rock superbly suited to study 
the rheological behaviour of partial meit and the microstructurai interaction of meit 
and solid matrix during deform ation was found in the fine grained monzogranite
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Westerly granite from Rhode Island, USA. This rock has been extensively used by others 
in rock mechanics experiments to determine natural rock behaviours due to its fine, 
isotropic grain size (960 fim average diameter of grains occupying more than 97 % of 
the rock volume) and homogeneous composition (e.g. Brace et ai. 1968; Schoiz & Kranz 
1974; Zoback & Byerlee 1975; Wu & Thomsen 1975; Hadley 1976; Janach 1977; Kranz et 
al. 1982; Carter et al. 1981; Wong 1982; Wong et al. 1989; Hall & Bodnar 1989).
Experiments on Westerly granite were carried out in an internally heated "Paterson" gas 
rig in which cylindrical rock samples of -20 mm length and 10 mm diam eter were 
heated to temperatures between 800 and 1200 °C at a constant confining pressures of 
250 MPa. Constant strain rate tests were carried out with the load app lied by 
compressive movement of a piston a t strain rates between 4 * 10"'  ^ to 2 * 10"^ s"D 
During the experiments stress and axial displacement were recorded. Meit stress 
relaxation behaviour was recorded at maximum strain and a t several points during the 
deformation history. Deformation was followed by rapid quenching of the sample at 
100 °C per minute. Thin sections of the deformed samples were studied using opticai 
and electron microscopes. From microstructurai observations an extraction model for 
meit constituting a small volume fraction of the protolith (below 0.15) is proposed.
Ideally it would have been desirable to test this extraction mechanism using field 
observations. However, the exposure and microstructures observed were unsuitable for 
this purpose. The extensive re-crystaiiization in the partially molten rocks in the 
Baiiachuiish aureole prohibited comparison to microstructures observed in quenched 
samples of Westerly granite that were deformed in the laboratory. Extraction of melt 
into veins outside the zone affected by partial melting could not be observed in the 
field, hence prohibiting comparison of meso-structures in the field with this part of the 
melt extraction model, it also proved impossible to either construct a model describing 
deform ation of the Baiiachuiish aureole during the partial melting interval, or 
significantly improve on meso-structurai descriptions above those described by Harte et 
al. (1992). It was therefore felt that an inclusion of data  collected during fieldwork on 
the Baiiachuiish aureole did not add towards the conclusion reached in the following 
chapters. Therefore, descriptions of partial melting structures observed in the 
Baiiachuiish aureole have not been included in this work.
1.3 Layout
in the following six chapters the results from experimental deformation of WESTERLY 
GRANITE are described. This is followed by a chapter on m athem atical modeling of
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partial meit extraction from a host rock deformed during the melting interval. In detail 
the chapters comprise:
in Chapter 2 the characteristics of untreated Westerly granite are described to set a 
bench mark against which to judge microstructurai and geochem ica l changes 
induced by elevated temperatures and applied hydrostatic and differential stress.
Chapter 3 describes the effects of temperature and test time on meit fraction and 
crystal dissolution. The e ffect of crystallization on melt fraction is discussed. The melt 
habit in undeformed samples is described.
Chapter 4 encompasses geochem ical analysis of the test runs, including analysis of the 
compositional variations within the major phases with increasing tem perature and 
analysis of the phases generated as a by-product of melting. The meit phase is 
analysed with respect to spatial variation and the influence of adjacent phases on melt 
composition is investigated. Conclusions are drawn about the attainm ent of chemical 
equilibrium between the residual solid phases and meit in the experiments.
in Chapter 5 the results of stress-strain measurements recorded during deformation and 
stress relaxation are discussed and analysed. These give information on the strength 
and bulk rheology of partially molten charges.
Chapter 6 describes experiments designed to measure the viscosity and activation 
enthalpy for viscous flow of meit. These results are com pared to the bulk rheology and 
discussed in the light of the results of van der Moien & Paterson (1979).
Chapter 7 deals with the development of microstructures over the temperature interval 
studied. Analogies are drawn between the deformation microstructures observed in a 
porous sandstone com pacted  under differential stress (Rutter & Hadizadeh 1992) and 
those observed in the partially molten Westerly Granite. The stress conditions under 
which shear enhanced com paction is expected to operate are explored.
Chapter 8 comprises m athematical modelling of meit extraction by shear enhanced 
compaction, as observed in samples deform ed at intermediate temperatures, in 
association with gravity driven extraction of meit from an interconnected framework of 
veins. This is com pared to the gravity-settling model proposed by McKenzie (1984). 
M athem atical modelling is extended from Westerly granite to granitoid magmas in 
general to allow the calculation of meit extraction rates of granitic melts a t different 
meit fractions, melt viscosities and water contents, at variable strain rates and applied 
differential stresses.
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Chapter 9 summarises the preceding chapters and draws générai conciusions 
concerning the extraction of low melt fraction, granitic melts of high viscosity from their 
source. The transposition of microstructures observed in experiments to structures that 
can be observed in a natural setting is discussed, evaluating several partially molten 
rock scenarios.
The appendices describe the experimental equipm ent and procedures and the 
computer programs used in data processing. They are as follows:
Appendix 1. The "Paterson" gas rig is described briefly, including a detailed description 
of the ways different parameters were measured.This is followed by a description of 
sample preparation and procedures taking place during uniaxial compression testing. 
Finally post-testing sample treatment is described.
Appendix 2. The steps taken during data processing to determine the true stress and 
strain supported by the sample are described.
Appendix 3. The secondary electron microscope used is briefly described and the 
limitations of image processing and geochemical analysis are discussed.
Appendix 4. The routines used in crack density and crack orientation measurements 
are explored in this appendix.
Appendix 5. Thermogravimetry as a m ethod for determining the water content of 
samples is described and the results for Westerly granite are presented.
Appendix 6. Chemical analyses of crystals and melt are listed, followed by a listing of 
analyses from the powder sample (WGl).
Appendix 7. The da ta  processing routines tha t allow on line and post-test da ta  
processing are described, that form part of the program IROCKDEF.
Appendix 8. Listing of the data  processing package IROCKDEF written by Professor E.H. 
Rutter.
Appendix 9. In this program the formulas used for constructing diagrams plotting 
extraction rates of melt from partially molten Westerly granite and granitoid protoliths 
are described, associated with a listing of the resultant spreadsheets.
Appendix 10. Listing of the processed mechanical data  from deformed samples (WG2 
to WG30).
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1.4 Degree of cooperation with co-workers
Although the author was supervised by Professor Hawkesworth and Dr Blake a t the 
Open University, all experimental rock deformation was carried out in the Experimental 
Rock Deformation Laboratory a t the Geoiogy Department of the Victoria University of 
Manchester under the guidance of Professor E. H. Rutter. The author has worked in 
close cooperation with Professor E. H. Rutter effectively in the role o f a research 
assistant over a time period of three and a haif years. As the "Paterson" gas rig (on 
which all deformation experiments on Westerly granite were performed) was installed 
and commissioned during the time the author spent a t Manchester the controliing and 
da ta  processing software had to be written in paraliel with running samples on this and 
other projects. This software was written by Professor E. H. Rutter (Appendix 5) due to 
the developmental nature of the work on this machine during this period. As there was 
not com plete user control during the duration of the author's stay, the "Paterson" gas rig 
was operated solely by Professor E. H. Rutter. As with every research machine, problems 
were an tic ip a te d  and encountered during experiments. To com piem ent the 
experimental rock deformation, the author carried out some da ta  processing and all 
geochem ical, microstructural, melt fraction and fieldwork analysis, while Professor E.H. 
Rutter carried out viscosity calculations presented in Chapter 6 and modeling carried 
out in Chapter 8. The latter chapter is an extract from a jointly written paper (Rutter & 
Neumann 1995) and was included as the work presented in it builds on results from the 
deformation experiments.
1.5 Abbreviations used in diagrams
Several abbreviations are commonly used on photographic plates, in order to allow 
distinction between different phases. These are listed in Tabie 1.01.
Abbreviation Phase
am Amphibole
ap Apatite
bio Biotite
ca Caicite
ch Chlorite
cpx Ciinopyroxene
ep Epidote
gar Garnet
hae Haematite
' ilm iimenite
K-fsp Potassium feldspar
melt Melt
mu Muscovite
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ol Olivine
plag Plagioclase
opx Orthopyroxene
qtz Quartz
ru Rutile
sph Sphene
spi Spinel
wol Woliastonite
z Zircon
Table 1.01: List of mineral and melt abbreviations used on photographic plates.
1.6 Symbols used in mathematical equations
The symbols used throughout the following chapters and appendices are listed in Table
1.02. Roman symbols are listed first, followed by Greek symbols in the first columns. The 
next columns explains what the symbols represent, followed by a column listing the 
appropriate SI units. In the right hand column the equation, table, figure, chapter and 
appendix are listed, in which the symbol is first used. Letters represent:
A Appendix 
C Chapter 
E Equation 
F Figure
I  Table
Symbol Variable Unit Equ.
A Increase in hydrostatic pressure due to applied deviatoric stress Pa E7.01
a Effective radius of annulus. 2a = spacing between veins m E8.10
B Pore fluid coefficient dimensionless E7.01
b Width of meit channels (veins) m E8.06
Cb Compressibility of pore-free solid Pa-i E6.05
Cf Compressibility of meit Pa-i E6.05
Cr Compressibility of rock (pores+ solid) Pa-1 E6.05
D Exponential scaling factor dimensionless E5.02
c Specific heat kJ kg-i K-i E8.23
d Increment of increase dimensionless E5.01
E Young's modulus Pa EA2.01
e Factor e, base of natural log = 2.71828 dimensionless E5.02
erfc Complimentary error function dimensionless E6.02
F Meit fraction in fault zone vol fraction T3.01
f Exponential scaling factor dimensionless E3.01
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g Acceleration due to gravity (= 9.81) m s’2 E8.02
H Activation enthalpy for viscous flow of partially molten rock J mol'i E5.02
h Thickness of partially molten layer m E8.04
hm Thickness of melt layer extracted from layer h m E8.04
1 Arbitrary point in circle dimensionless EA4.01
1 Exponential scaling factor dimensionless E8.20
J Production of meit = vein emptying (melt fraction per second) s'l E8.09
j Radius of circle pixel EA4.01
k Permeability m^ E6.02
i-O Original specimen length mm EA2.01
Lt Specimen length after time t mm EA2.01
In Logarithm to the base e (naturai log)
log Logarithm to the base 10
M Melt fraction, after neo-crystallization vol fraction T3.01
m Slope of force/displacement line and machine complience dimensionless FA3.02
N Number of melt channels per metre dimensionless E8.07
n Empirical constant = slope of stress-relaxation curves dimensionless E5.01
O Mid-point of square dimensionless EA4.01
P Pressure Pa E7.01
P(r) Local fluid pressure at radius r Pa E8.10
P(x,t) Pressure variation with distance (x) and time (t) Pa E6.02
Pconf Confining = hydrostatic pressure Pa T6.01
Po Pressure in source Pa E6.02
Pv Melt pressure in veins Pa E8.10
Q Activation enthalpy for viscous flow of melt J mol'i E6.07
q Melt fraction extracted into an adjacent layer of quartzite vol fraction T3.01
R Gas constant = 8.31441 J mol'i K'l E5.03
r Radius between 0 and a, point a t which P = P(r) etc. m E8.10
RMSE Root mean square error dimensionless C3.05
S Machine stiffness kN mm'i EA2.06
Sa Complience of alumina specimen (=1/stiffness) mm kN'i EA2.02
Sm Machine complience mm kN’ i EA2.02
Ss Specimen complience mm kN'i EA2.02
Sf Total com plience mm kN'i EA2.02
T Temperature K E5.03
T@def Temperature at which sample was deformed °C T6.01
Tb Temperature of country rock K E8.22
Te Temperature in Celsius °C E3.01
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Ta Temperature at distance x from heat source °C E8.22
Tmax Maximum temperature the sample was heated to °C E3.01
To Temperature of heat source K T8.22
t Time s E6.06
th Time to com pact layer of thickness h s E8.04
tfo def Time sample remained at temperature prior to deformation h T5.01
tfotal Total time remained at temperature (>21 °C), prior to quenching h T5.01
U Mean veiocity in melt channels m s'l E8.06
u Dummy variable in complimentary error function dimensionless E6.04
V Volume mm^ E3.04
V Direction of oi dimensionless C8.2.3
Wo Upward velocity of fluid relative to matrix m s'l E8.02
X Transport distance m E6.02
y Distance m E8.22
z Grain size diameter m E6.03
V2 Laplace's operator m '2 E8.09
OCq v Average spacing between pixels pixel A4.3
®max Maximum spacing between pixels pixel A4.3
P Fluid storage capacity of the solid Pa-i E6.02
ÔC Com paction length m E8.01
e Strain %
" Strain rate s-i E5.01
£max Maximum strain % T5.01
Eu Strain at Ultimate strength of sample % C5.2.1
£y Strain at yieid point % C5.2.1
CD Melt percentage vol % C9.3
9 Melt fraction (= Meit percen tage/100), porosity in quartzite dimensionless E3.01
y Coefficient of thermoi conduction W m-i K-i E8.23
n Fluid viscosity Pa s E6.01
9 Crack orientation ° A4.3
K Thermal diffusivity mm2 E8.22
X Angle of macroscopic fault with respect to O] ° F5.17
0 Cross section area of specimen mm2 EA2.01
P Density kg m'3 E8.23
Ap Melt/matrix density difference kg m'3 E8.02
a Stress Pa E5.01
Ô Hydrostatic stress Pa C7.7.2
o ' Octahedral shear stress Pa 0,1.12
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Maximum principal stress Pa E6.01
02 Intermediate principal stress (assumed to equal 03) Pa C8.2.3
03 Minimum principal stress Pa E6.01
Go Average stress from remotely applied O] Pa E8.12
Gmax Maximum stress = Ultimate strength of rock Pa 15.01
Gxx Normal stress Pa F8.09
Gxy Resolved shear stress Pa F8.09
Oy Stress a t yield strength Pa C5.2.1
'to Compaction time s E8.03
V Water content wt % E8.16
D Effective viscosity of solid matrix Pa s E8.01
7t Factor 71 = 3.14159 dimensionless E6.06
Table 1.02: Symbols used in chapters and appendixes to describe mathematical variables.
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Chapter 2
Westerly granite:
Rock for deformation experiments
2.1 introduction
All experimental rock deformation tests were carried out on cylinders cored from a 
single block of Westerly granite (see Appendix 1 for sample preparation). In order to 
understand and Interpret changes to the starting material due to heating and uniaxial, 
compresslonal, deformation It Is necessary to understand the starting material In some 
detail. Therefore the Initial chem ical composition, petrography mineral compositions 
and microstructural fabric of the Westerly granite block used was examined.
The bulk chemistry served as a point of comparison for the composition o f melts 
deve loped during the high temperature experiments and the docum enta tion of 
original phase relationships and compositions allowed the melting process to be 
explored In Chapter 4. The microstructural fabrics were described to check for any 
preferred orientation that might effect the deformation and were later com pared to 
microstructures developed during deformation experiments to allow a discussion of 
deformation mechanisms (Chapter 7).
The polished thin section of Westerly granite that was used In all textural and chemical 
analysis of minerals In the starting material was arbitrary given the name WGO to ease 
comparison with samples heated to temperatures between 800 and 1200 °C that were 
given names between WGl and WG30.
2.2 Whole rock geochemistry
Major and trace element concentrations for bulk Westerly granite were analysed by 
XRF at the Open University (Table 2.01).
Oxide (wt %)_______________ Trace elements (ppm)_________ CIPW norm (wt %)
SK02 6&72 Rb 186 Q 2220
TI02 0.05 Sr 462 C 0.57
AI2O3 15.43 Y 9.8 or 27.13
F6203 2.68 Zr 308 ob 35.29
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MnO 0.03 Nb 12.9 on 8.28
MgO 0.75 Ba 1868 hy 1.87
CaO 1.83 Pb 29 mt 0.60
Na2 0 4.17 Th 26 hm 1.59
K2O 4.59 U 2 II 0.96
P2O5 0.14 Sc 3 op 0.32
LOI 0.61 V 35 Total 98.81
Total 99.46 Cr 15
Co 3
NI 7
Cu 9
Zn 84
Go 23
Table 2.01: Whole-rock analysis of Westerly granite. Analyses by P. Webb, Open University.
When plotted on a total alkall-sllica plot. Westerly granite (with this composition) lies on 
the rhyollte-daclte boundary In the classification scheme of Cox et al. (1979).
2.3 Petrography
Westerly granite Is a fine grained monzogranlte (Figure 2.01). It Is dom inated by feldspar 
and quartz, leaving a small volume to be occup ied by m ica (blotlte, chlorite and 
muscovite) and accessory phases (apatite, calclte, epidote, Iimenite, haematite, rutile, 
sphene and zircon). The granite has an even grain size distribution with no obvious 
phenocryst development. The grains form a tight Interlocking fabric with many 60 ° 
grain boundary triple junctions Indicating textural equilibrium.
Modal compositions were estimated using the Image processing facility linked to the 
Secondary electron microscope, a t the Geology Department of the Victoria University 
of Manchester (see Appendix 3 for machine description). The areal proportions of 
phases In 51 Images (at a magnification of * 110) were estimated, assuming that the 
areal percentage can be taken to equal the volume percentage (Underwood 1970). 
The errors on the modal percentages were estimated from the results of a study of the 
error In melt percent determ ination (Chapter 3.2.1). The modal percentages of the 
major phases are recorded In Table 2.02 and com pared to those determined by Wong 
et al. (1989) on a different sample of Westerly granite.
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Figure 2.01: Optical photograph of Westerly granite (WGO) taken at half polars.
Phase This study Wong et al. (1989)
Plagioclase 38.0 (± 5.7) 31.4
Quartz 29.2 (±4.6) 27.5
Microcllne 26.2 (±4.0) 35.4
M ica + accessories 6.5 (±1.4) 5.7
Blotlte 3.8
Muscovite 1.4
Chlorite 0.8
Accessories 0.6
Tnh iA  2.02: Modal composition of Westerly granite (volume %) estimated using Image processing 
associated with the Secondary Electron Microscope at the Geology Department o f the Victoria 
University of M anchester w ith dev ia to ric  error in brackets. Hydrous phases (Biotite, 
muscovite,chiorite) and accessories were further differentiaited using a point counter with 1000 
points counted. The right hand column lists modal proportions of Westerly granite as measured by 
Wong et al. (1989) using optical microscopy point counting.
The main difference between the volumetric percentages estimated In this study and 
by Wong et ol. (1989) Is the microcllne to plagioclase ratio. The ratio recorded In this 
study Is consistent with the CIPW norm percentages determ ined from whole rock 
analysis (though CIPW norm calculations will overestimate orthoclase, as all K2O in mica 
Is recast as orthoclase) (Table 2.01). Differences between the two analyses can be 
related to a com bination of different compositions due to heterogeneities of the 
monzogranlte on a pluton scale, and difficulty In distinguishing between feldspars 
optically, due to lack of twinnlnng.
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The grain size of the starting materiai was estimated by tracing the outiines of minerais 
from a thin section photo coiiage. The tracing was then scanned and processed using 
the program 'GRAINS (Evans 1995) to estimate average grain diameter; an average of 
300 |im was determined. However, this estimate of average grain size includes both 
major and accessory phases the latter being significantly smaller. As less than 2 % of the 
rock by volume is composed of a large number of accessory phases with a very small 
grain size, a grain size cut-off of 200 |um was used to determine the average diameter 
of the major phases, it was felt that this result, 960 ^m, reflected the average grain size 
of phases that control the deformation behaviour. This latter estimate compares well 
with an average diameter of 750 |im, determined by Wong et ai. (1989).
%
Figure 2.02: A Fry plot of grain centre points from a thin section of Westerly granite. The results 
indicate a slight mineral elongation of 5 %. 342 grain centre points were used to  construct the 
plot. Semi-major = 1.03, semi-minor = 0.94.
The program {GRAINS (Evans 1995) was further used to estimate the degree to which 
undeformed Westerly granite has a shape fabric. This was accomplished by comparing 
the distance between the m id-point of each grain with those surrounding it and 
plotting da ta  on a Fry plot (Figure 2.02). A slight shape fabric with mineral elongation of
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Epidote. The radioactive epidote oiianite is found as light brown needles in quartz and 
as a product of sericitization of plagioclase.
Haematite, This oxide is found as large (up to 100 |im diameter) euhedrai crystals in the 
vicinity of biotite where it reflects very strongly in bock-scattered electron images.
iimenite. iimenite occurs os a euhedrai accessory phase in the Westerly granite starting 
material, it occurs com monly in the vicinity of biotite but also forms part of the 
sericitization of plagioclase.
Muscovite. Forms alteration rims around biotite and it is the major com ponent in 
feldspar sericitization, even though it forms 1.4 voi % of the rock. Under the optica l 
microscope small flecks and, in some areas, small booklets can be observed.
Rutiie. Titanium oxide is found os small (below 10 |im diameter) inclusions in biotites and 
quartz crystals.
Sptiene. Titanite can be found adjacent to biotites. it forms euhedrai crystals up to 20 
|im in length and it was found os a large inclusion in plagioclase feldspar.
Spinet (magnetite). A small percentage ( «  1 % by volume) of spinel is found in the 
vicinity of biotite.
Zircon. This phase is found os very well rounded crystals included in biotites.
2.5 Crack characteristics of Westerly granite in sample WGO
The starting material shows a randomly orientated network of cracks with a low crack 
density (9 mm/mm^) when com pared to crock densities in deformed samples (Figure 
7.09). Cracks are concentrated on grain boundaries (Figure 2.07). in the fan-fold Figure 
2.07 a coiiage of bockscattered SE images is shown in conjunction with a tracing of 
phase boundaries and cracks, visible as black lines on the coiiage. Holes are shaded 
black. Some of the minerals have been labeled on the phase boundary map.
Crack density in quartz crystals is low. They have curvilinear shapes and commonly split 
the crystal, with few crack terminations in the centre of quartz crystals, in feldspars the 
highest crack density is concentrated in sites of sericitization towards the centre of the 
plagioclase crystals. Often the cracks associated with sericitization do not extend to the 
grain boundary. Biotite has little to no cracks in the untreated material except 
occasional cleavage parallel cracks. Accessory phases were too small to study a t the
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presented m agnification of * 85, though in general only few curvilinear cracks are 
found in most, with the exception of chlorite and muscovite that developed cracks 
parallel to cleavage.
Crack orientation in WGO is p lotted against a randomly chosen orientation in Figure 
2.06. Except for a strong preferred orientation in a horizontal and vertical orientation 
(with respect to scanning direction (Appendix 4))on insignificant preferred orientation 
was observed. The preferred orientation indicated is thought to relate to the shape of 
pixels (square), rather than an actual alignment in the starting material (com pare to 
Figure 2.07) and is thus an artifact of the groin orientation analysis program CRACKS by 
J. L. Neumann (pers. comm. 1994, Appendix 4). Therefore oil other crock orientation 
measurements have been normalized with respect to WGO (Figure 7.10).
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Figure 2.06: Crack orientation characteristics of WGO. Peaks at zero, 90 and 180 ° are thought to 
be artifacts of the program C racks by J. L. Neumann (pers. comm. 1994) (Appendix 4).
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no more than 5 % was observed. However, this fabric is very small and m ight be an 
artifact o f a small sample size, 342 grains. These measurements confirm the generally 
isotropic nature of Westerly granite.
2.4 Mineral compositions
The chem ica l composition and microstructurai habits of the major phases (feldspars, 
quartz, and biotite) ore initioiiy evaluated. This is followed by a description of accessory 
phases, tota lling less than 2 % of the rock. A deta iled description of geochem ical 
variation of phases is given in Cficpter 4, with representative chemical analysis listed in 
Appendix 6.
2.4.1 K-feldsoar
K-feldspar occurs in its low tem pera tu re  structural form m icrocllne. it varies 
compositionaiiy between Or(96.9-89.6)A b(io .4-3 .1)An(0.7-0.0)(Figure 2.3, b. Appendix 6 
for geochem ical analysis).
Ttie microcllne crystals are anhedrai with many acutely angled corners (Figure 2.03, a). 
Overall the crystals are commonly roughly equant to rectangular. The cross-hatched 
twinning pattern is well developed towards the centre of the crystals but is generally 
absent towards the rims, in some examples only small remnant areas of cross-hatching 
persist. Areas of cross-hatching ore com m only associated with serlclte alteration. 
M icrocllne crystals are occasionally intergrown with aibite to form microperthite. The 
orientation of perthite veins is commonly oblique to cleavage in the K-feidspar host.
2.4.2 Pioaioclose
Plagioclase appears highly serlcltlzed In WGO but where fresh It has a composition of 
O>'(i.5-0)Ab(99.0-8Q.4)An(2Q.l-l .0) (Figure 2.03, b). Sericitized feldspars show inclusions of 
ca ic ite , ep idote  and most commonly muscovite. However, minerals associated with 
feldspar alteration rarely replace as much as 3 % of the volume of ploglocloses.
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Figure 2.03: K-feldspar and plagioclase chemistry and petrology in WGO.
Plagioclase forms anhedrai but generally rectangular crystals with well rounded corners 
(Figure 2.03, c). It has less of an interstitial character than K-feldspar and com m only 
shows a high degree of alteration concentrated in the centre of the crystals (Figure 
2.03, d). Antiperthite is occasionally observed where K-feldspar forms amorphous blebs 
within a plagioclase crystal. C leavage Is generally poorly developed with sub-planar 
cracks cutting the crystals oblique to cleavage. Large numbers of small scale cracks 
are associated with the alteration products in the centre of the feldspar crystals tha t 
interlink to  form an intricate network (Figure 2.06).
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2.3.3 Quartz
Quartz generally shows an equant anhedrai shape with rounded corners but often 
scalloped crystal edges (Figure 2.04, a). Quartz-feldspar Intergrowths can be observed. 
Unstrained quartz crystals often contain fluid Inclusion trails and rutile needles, which 
can  m ake up to 1 % of the volume of the quartz crystal. Quartz grains with well 
deve loped strain-mottled extinction occur locally (Figure 2.04, b). They show more sub­
rounded shopes thon unstrolned quartz crystals and ore free from fluid Inclusion trolls 
and rutile needles (Figure 6.01, b). Quartz crystals show a low density of curvlllneor 
cracks (Figure 2.06).
a b
Figure 2.04: O ptical micrographs of quartz In WGO. a.) Quartz crystal containing fluid Inclusion 
trolls; b.) strained quartz.
2.4.4 Blotlte
Blotlte forms the next major constituent of Westerly granite, occounting for 3.8 vol % 
and commonly has o grain size of about 500 |im. It Is associated with accessory apatite, 
ca lc lte , Iimenite, haem atite ond allanlte ond shows little chem lcol variation (Figure
2.05, b).
Blotlte forms well developed rectongular books without deformation structures (Figure
2.05, a). Froctures In b lotlte develop parallel and orthogonal to cleavage. Partial 
alteration to chlorite takes place parallel to c leavage and alterations of whole blotlte 
crystals are seen occasionally. Chlorite fibres show radiating and parallel alignment.
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though parallel fibres usually develop oblique to the biotite c leavage they are 
replacing (Figure 2.05, a). Occasional muscovite overgrowths ore observed.
100 am '
Figure 2.05: Biotite chemistry and petrology in WGO. The biotite has been partially replaced by 
chlorite and shows muscovite overgrowth.
2.4.5 Accessory phases
Several accessory phases were found, usually associated with sericite in feldspars or 
clustering around biotite crystals. Combined they contribute less than 2 % of the rock by 
volume. They are listed in alphabetical order:
Apatite, Apatite is found as euhedrai lath-shaped inclusions in biotite, parallel to the 
m ica cleavage, where it forms grains with diameters reaching 200 i^m. Locally euhedrai 
apa tite  crystals occur ad jacent to biotites (Figure 4.04). Apatite is also one of the 
phases associated with feidspar sericitization.
Caicite. Small traces o f caicite, well below 0.2 % of the total rock, are found as part of 
the sericitization in plagioclase feldspars. It also occurs as laths parallel to and  
Incorporated in biotite crystals, possibly as a biotite alteration product. It occasionally 
forms biotite pseudomorphs.
Chiorite. Is commonly found to replace biotite (see section 2.3.4 above). However, 
chlorite replacement Is rare (forming 0.8 vol % of the rock).
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Figure 2.07: Collage of bockscattered SEM Images of the starting material (WGO) with grain 
boundary and crack maps. Black shaded areas on both SEM pictures and tracings are either the 
edge of the thin section or hoies within the section.
4
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SEM Backscattered Image
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Chapter 3
Westerly granite melt:
Physical properties and melting kinetics
3.1 Introduction
In the experiments described in this study. Westerly granite samples were heated to 
between 800 and 1200 °C (Table 3.01), the elevated temperatures causing partial 
melting. The rapid quenching which terminated the experiments (Appendix 1) caused 
the m elt to form a glass, thus allowing melt fraction, melt distribution and meit 
morphology to be described. The compositional variations of the melt are described in 
Chapter 4.3.
Melting kinetics were explored by documenting the variation of melt fraction with 
temperature and the time samples were held a t high temperature. The temperature 
effect was further explored in three experiments (W G l8 , WG21 and WG22), in which 
the samples were heated to 1100 - 1200 °C prior to deformation a t 850 - 900 °C. These 
experiments were designed to measure melt viscosity (Chapter 6) but extensive neo­
crystallization occurred after dropping the temperature. Finally the e ffec t of melt 
extraction was documented. In four experiments (WG23, WG24, WG25 and WG27), also 
conducted to measure melt viscosity (Chapter 6), melt flowed into a crushed quartzite 
low pressure reservoir above the specimen. This appeared to iower the amount of melt 
generated.
Melt water content is another critical parameter that can effect the melt fraction. The 
experiments in this study were conducted under essentiaily vapour absent conditions, 
the samples having been oven dried prior to use (Appendix 1). However, small 
quantities of water were generated by the melting of hydrous phases such as m ica and 
chlorite. To ailow comparison of the results of this study with those of other workers and 
to fac ilita te  the extrapolation of the experimental results to  a real geo log ica l 
environment (Chapter 8), on attem pt was m ade to measure the quantity of water 
available In the Westerly granite to be incorporated in the melt.
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Sample Peculiarities TmoxCC) P (MPa) def. type t @T (h) melt fraction
W Gl powder 900 250 static 129.0 0.27
WG2 800 250 dynamic 2.4 0.05
WG3 900 250 dynamic 2.5 0.07
WG4 1000 250 dynamic 2.5 0.20
WG5 950 250 dynamic 3.0 0.14
WG6 850 250 dynamic 2.5 0.04
WG7 800 250 dynamic 4.0 0.03
WG8 800 250 dynamic 96.0 0.30
WG9 900 250 dynamic 46.5 0.12
WGIO 900 250 dynamic 96.0 0.13
W G ll 1000 250 dynamic 71.0 0.27
WG12 1050 250 dynamic 4.0 0.34
WG13 1100 250 dynamic 4.0 0.48
WG14 1000 250 static 52.0 0.28
WG15 900 250 static 56.0 0.12
WG16 900 250 dynamic 17.5 0.14
W Gl 7 900 250 dynamic 52.5 0.18
WG18 TJI 1100°C=> 900 250 dynamic 25.0 M 0.47 /  0.25
WG19 900 0 static 10.0 0.77
WG20 900 250 dynamic 171.0 0.17
WG21 Tit 1200°C=> 850 250 dynamic 47.75 M 0.63/0.16
WG22 T ii 1100°C=> 900 250 static 27.5 M 0.60 /  0.38
WG23 melt extraction 1000 250 dynamic 3.25 .l/q .O l/F .25
WG24 melt extraction 1000 250 static 3.25 0.9/q 0.1
WG25 melt extraction 940 250 static 3.5 0.6 / q 0.0
WG26 1000 250 dynamic 124.75 0.44
WG27 melt extraction 950 250 dynamic 8.5 0.8 /  q 0.002
WG28 900 250 dynamic 51.0 0.16
WG29 1000 250 dynamic 44.75 0.26
WG30 1000 250 dynamic 168.0 0.31
Table 3.01: List of Samples and their tem perature, confining pressure, deform ation histories 
(dynamic = suffered deformation), time sample spent a t temperature (hours), and average melt 
volume fraction, determined by BSEM method (Section 3.3.1). M = melt fraction determined from 
glass and neo-crystals; q = melt extracted into crushed quartzite, recalculated to volume fraction 
o f the Westerly granite sample (Section 3.3.4); F = melt fraction in fault zone. The heating 
sequence is com plicated in samples W G l8, WG21 and WG22. These were initially heated to  1100 
and 1200 °C respectively, but held a t a lower temperature prior to quenching.
3.2 Melt fraction determination
Melt fraction was estimated using two different methods:
1. C om puter a ided  im age processing of back  sca tte red  e lec tron  
images,(Appendix 3) (Figure 3.01, b).
2. Area fraction of melt traced on photo collages of optical thin section photos
(Figure 3.01, a).
In both methods, the area fraction of glass in the sample is estimated; it is assumed that 
this Is equal to the volume melt fraction in the sample immediately prior to quenching
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(Underwood 1970). The methodology of each procedure Is first explained, followed by 
a comparison between the two methods of melt fraction determination.
a b
500
Figure 3.01 : Melt distribution in a partially molten sample (W G l2). All three images are of the same 
location and magnification on the thin section, a.) Optical m icrograph (half crossed polars), 
isotropic glass identifies melt location. It is difficult to distinguish between melt and holes in the 
thin section; b.) SEM back scattered image, the grey scale displaying contrasts in atom ic 
number. The melt has a shading of grey between those for plagioclase and K-feldspar. It Is easily 
distinguished from hole, c.) Tracing of area occupied by melt (shaded), using both optical and 
SEM pictures. The indicated edge of the sample in b.) markes the original sample edge prior to 
deformation. Some melt plus fragments protrude beyond this edge due to  melt movement 
(compare with Chapter 7.3.2).
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3.2.1 Back scattered electron microscopy (BSEM) image processing
In this method, melt fraction was determined by analysing a back scattered electron 
im age showing atom ic number contrasts (Figure 3.01), thus enabling the distinction 
between different phases (Appendix 3). First the brightness and contrast of the image 
was adjusted to best differentiate glass from crystalline phases, a feel for the melt 
distribution having been gained from optical microscopy and EDS spot analysis under 
the SEM (Chapter 4). These images were then imported into on image processing 
package where the continuous grey scale im age was split into 8 colour bands 
corresponding to 1/8 of the grey scale respectively. The band closest to the glass grey 
scale value was selected and the cutoffs were adjusted so that, as far as was possible, 
no crystalline phases fell within the band and all the glass was highlighted (See 
Appendix 3). This was difficult as most melt has a grey scale value between that of 
plagioclase and K-feldspar and a transitional change between feldspars and melt was 
commonly seen (Figure 3.12). This results in an inherent error in the measuring method 
which is evaluated below. Commonly the melt was heterogeneously distributed in the 
samples, so on a ttem pt was m ade to cover as much of the sample os possible within a 
reasonable time. To this end over 60 melt estimates of melt fraction were m ade for 
each sample from evenly spaced images a t a m agnification of * 110, covering 
approximately 80 % of the sample area. The volume melt fraction was taken as the 
average of these measurements.
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Figure 3.02: S tandard devia tion of melt fraction measurements using the BSEM im age 
processing facility. On one sample, W G l7, eight localities were chosen which had contrasting 
melt fraction. At each of these localities, six estimates of melt fraction were made from images
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with varying contrast and brightness. The standard deviation of melt fraction at each locality 
was calculated and plotted against the average of the six measurements.
In order to evaluate the inherent error in this melt fraction determination method, eight 
image locations were selected in WGl 7 with contrasting glass content. At each locality 
six estimates of meit fraction were m ode from images with different contrast and 
brightness settings, the grey scale band cut-offs for meit being independently set for 
each image. The standard deviation of the six melt fraction estimates was calcu la ted 
and plotted against average melt fraction for the locality (Figure 3.02). This defined a 
linear increase in standard deviation with melt fraction which was extrapolated to 
higher and lower melt fractions. The inherent error was estimated as plus or minus one 
standard deviation. A com plete melt estimation run was repeated for one sample, 
W G l4. The difference between the two readings, 0.28 and 0.29, is well within the 
predicted measurement error of ± 4.5%.
3.2.2 Optical meit fraction determination method
In the optica l m ethod, the volume meit fractions were determ ined from the area 
fraction of gloss identified on photo collages taken on on optica l m icroscope at 
m agnifications of * 4 and * 10 (Figure 3.01). Each collage covered less than one 
quarter of a thin section and only one collage was created per thin section due to the 
length of time required to process each sample. Under crossed polars, glass is isotropic 
and indistinguishable from holes and cracks in the thin section. However, with half 
crossed polars, the meit can be identified as a uniformly grey phase that stands slightly 
proud of the epoxy glue used for fixing the specimen to the gloss slide. The outlines of 
melt dom inated areas were transferred onto tracing paper and the area melt fraction 
was estimated using a subroutine in the (GRAINS program (Evans 1995).
3.2.3 Comparison between different measurement techniaues
The optical method was felt to be inferior to the SEM method for three reasons. (1) As a 
result o f the much higher magnifications used, the BSEM m ethod gives a better 
estimate of melt fraction In areas where significant quantities of small crystalline phases 
were generated during the melting process (Figure 3.04, c) or where the melt Is 
intimately associated with the remnants of a primary phase. (2) Due to the automation 
possible in the BSEM m ethod it was possible to cover a much greater area of the 
specim en in a shorter time than was possible for the op tica l m ethod. The
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heterogeneous distribution of the melt makes this an im portant factor. (3) The 
automation of the BSEM also reduces the subjectivity in defining the area of meit.
Melt fractions were estimated by both methods for samples WG3, WG8, W G l6 , W G l8 , 
W G l9, WG22, and WG24 and the values obtained were com pared (Figure 3.03). There 
was good agreem ent in the melt fractions obtained by both methods except for 
samples WG22 and W G l8 . These two samples were both from temperature stepping 
experiments which resulted in the growth of a significant proportion of neo-crystais. 
There was not sufficient resolution in the optical method to differentiate the glass from 
the neo-crystals for these two samples.
In the light of the above considerations, it was felt that the BSEM method provided an 
efficient, reproducible and accurate method for the determination of melt fraction. It 
was this m ethod tha t was used for determining the melt fractions recorded in Table 
3.01.
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Figure 3.03: Plot of melt fraction estimated using optica l m icrograph collages against those 
obtained from image processing of BSEM images for samples WG3, WG8, W G l6, W G l8, W G l9, 
WG22 and WG24.
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3.3 Melt tiabit and distribution
3.3.1 Meit hab it in hydrostatic samples
In order to understand the melting process, it is important to describe the habit of gloss 
and  quenchied meit, in samples hea ted  under hydrostatic stress conditions; the 
discussion is com pleted in conjunction with the geochem ical da ta  in Chapter 4. The 
glass habit in hydrostatic samples also serves os on important point of reference when 
describing the  micro-structures and deformation mechanisms in samples deformed in a 
differential stress regime (Chapter 6). In the following section, the gloss habit in samples 
W G l4, W G l5, WG24, WG25 and WG29 is described. These were ail heated under 
tiydrostatic conditions, the details of temperature, heating time and meit fraction being 
summarised in Table 3.01.
In the lowest meit fraction samples , WG24 and WG25 (0.06 and 0.08 meit volume 
fraction), gloss occurs os films along quartz/quartz boundaries and, less commonly, on 
quortz/fe idspcr boundaries. Meit wetting of quartz grains was thorough enough to fill 
cracks cutting through this mineral (Figure 3.04, a). No glass films were observed on 
feldspar/feldspar boundaries, in these samples, but commonly there was evidence for 
partia l melting in the sericitized cores of plagioclase crystals. Biotite crystals were all 
surrounded by thin gloss films and meit was seen to have penetrated cleavage parallel 
cracks. Glass in the vicinity of biotite com monly shows brown iron staining. The grain 
boundaries of the primary phases are rounded when com pared to the starting 
m ateria l. However, the meit-grain boundaries do not have a consistent radius of 
curvature and there are occasional sharp angular corners remaining on the primary 
phases.
With increasing meit fraction the groin boundary wetting becomes more pervasive and 
larger m eit pools develop a t the sites of primary biotites, K-feldspar and quartz. In 
W G l5, 0.12 melt by volume, feldspar/feldspar contacts were w etted by meit films 
(Figure 3.04, b) and in W G l4, 0.28 meit by volume, even the isolated melt pockets in 
the sericitized cores of plagioclase crystals are connected via meit filled cracks to the 
surrounding meit network ( Figure 3.04, c). in WG14, the presence of secondary mineral 
phases in the m eit can be clearly observed (Figure 3.04, c); these are discussed in 
Chapter 4.2.4.
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Figure 3.04: Melt habit in hydrostatic tests a.) WG25, 0.06 melt, b.) WG15, 0.117 melt, c.) WG14, 
0.281 melt and d.) WG19,0.768 melt.
If the textures described above ore assumed to represent textual equilibrium, the 
ubiquitousiy observed groin boundary wetting wouid impiy very iow m eit wetting 
ongies. This is in marked contrast to the equiiibrium wetting ongies of 60 - 60 °C 
predicted and observed by Jurewicz and Watson (1984, 1985) for granitic systems, in 
the present experiments, oithough groin edges, porticuiorly quartz, ore rounded reiotive 
to the starting moterioi, there ore sufficient sharp groin corners and breaks in the radius 
of curvature of groin melt boundaries to suggest that the samples hove not reached 
textural equiiibrium (Buiou et ai. 1979). However, similar groin coating meit films were 
reported by Loporte (1994) experiments were carried out under dis-equiiibrium 
conditions due to short run times. Loporte measured dihedral angles of between 12 to
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different phases and cracks were traced. Black shading emphasises the large number of vesicles 
in the sample. WG19 was heated at room pressure to 1200 °C and contains 0.768 melt.
m
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SEM Backscattered Image Outline of groin boundaries Cracks
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16° a t quartz triple junctions. For meit wetting angle of less than 60°, the melt forms a 
continuously interconnected network along grain edges allowing meit mobilization 
(von Bargen & Waff 1986). The iow wetting angles of meit developed in the experiments 
o f this study indicate that it should therefore be possible to mobilize melt even a t iow 
melt fractions.
Test WG19 was heated to the highest temperature of 1200 °C a t room pressure. In 
contrast to the tests described above, there was a significant development of vesicles 
(0.2084 by volume. Figure 3.04, d). Larger vesicles are com monly surrounded by 
intensely iron stained glass. The only primary crystal phases remaining in this sample are 
well rounded quartz crystals. Crypto-crystaiiine feldspar needles form shadowy ghosts 
marking the former sites of primary feldspar crystals.
The vesicles observed in WG19 were caused by the release of volatiles on melting of 
(primarily) micas under atmospheric pressure. This suggestion is supported by the 
intense iron oxide staining rimming the vesicles. Smaller vesicles may have developed 
during the melting of sericite, a mixture of muscovite, carbonate and feldspar. The 
presence of angular quartz crystals in WG19 could be due to spoiling of angular 
fragments from quartz grains during the melting interval (Figure 3.05). This could be due 
to differential stress induced by meit expansion in the meit-fiiied cracks in the quartz 
crystals or due to the rapid heating or quenching of the sample. Vésiculation is 
suppressed in samples heated under confining pressure. Instead volatiles are dissolved 
into the melt phase.
3.3.2. Meit distribution in deformed samples
Meit is no t homogeneously distributed in deform ed samples, in most samples with 
m acroscopic fau lt development, the fault zone was found to have a higher meit 
fraction than the rest of the sample. For instance in specimen WG23, the fault zone 
contains 0.25 meit by volume whereas the sample contains only a 0.10 melt fraction 
(Figure 3.06). Melt was also collected between the jacket and the specimen (bulge of 
material in Figure 3.01). Meit concentration are also found in iow pressure regions 
associated with the pressure shadows produced by the pistons, filling open axial 
fractures.
in all these instances meit is concentrated into dilatant zones., with pore fluid pressure 
lower than that in the surrounding sample. This pressure gradient between dilatant 
zones and the remaining sample drove melt towards iow pressure regions, as is
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graphically illustrated by the meit extraction experiments WG23, WG25, WG26, and 
WG27 where meit moved into the low pressure crushed quortzite reservoirs p laced  
ad jacent to the Westerly granite samples (Chapter 6, Figure 3.11)
a
■Alumina spacer
1000 pm
©K-fsp
500 pm
Figure 3.06: Melt concentration along the fault zone in sample WG23. While the bulk rock 
contained as iittie as 0.103 melt, the fault zone contains as much as 0.247melt. a.) BSEM image of 
fault zone with cataclastic fault material plus melt protruding adjacent to the alumina spacer a t 
the end of the sample (spacer has been removed and is now marked by square indent a t the 
bottom of the section), b.) detail of fault zone.
3.4 Melting kinetics
The most significant control on the meit fraction achieved in the experiments was 
expected to be temperature. A plot of melt fraction against the maximum temperature 
for ail experiments (Figure 3.07), using the data  recorded in Table 3.01, does indeed 
show an increase in the maximum meit fractions achieved with temperature but it also 
shows a considerable scatter of meit fraction determinations across the temperature 
range, especially a t iow melt fractions. The factors which could explain this da ta  scatter 
are explored before on attem pt is made to determine a temperature / meit fraction 
relationship.
The meit fraction data are differentiated on Figure 3.07 in the following manner:
1. Normal tests \NQ\Q heated to a particular temperature and then quenched 
after a period of time that may have involved deformation.
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2. in the Temperature step tests \\\q sample temperature was reduced during 
the tests. On Figure 3.07 the remnant glass fraction is p lotted (see section
3.4.2. below).
3. The Powder test was an experiment conducted  on pow dered Westerly 
granite at 250 MPa.
4. Meit extractior^  tests \nq\q similar to normal tests but meit was extracted into 
a low pressure crushed quortzite reservoir (Chapter 6)
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Figure 3.07: Plot of melt fraction versus maximum temperature. See text for explanation of sample 
differentiation. Error bars give RMSE ranges on melt fraction uncertainties.
3.4.1 Meit fractions in /To/mo/samcles. the effect of temperature and time
Norma! tests. identified as open circles in Figure 3.07 show a general increase in meit 
fraction with time. While there is an initial gradual rise between 800 and 950 °C, meit 
fractions increase more rapidly a t temperatures in excess of 950 °C, with com plete 
melting expected close to 1300 °C. However, large deviation from the best fit line can 
be observed, especially a t 900 and 1000 °C. This can be due to either heterogeneities 
of the starting material, or due to the effect of time the sample spent a t temperature.
The relationship between heating time and meit fraction is illustrated by the spread of 
meit fraction recorded at 900 and 1000 °C (Figure 3.08). A poorly defined general 
increase in meit fraction with heating time is recorded for both of these temperatures. 
Extrapolation of this trend a t 900 °C implies that a t least several weeks wouid be 
required to achieve the meit fraction seen in the /oow/c/er sample (W G l) in solid
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Westerly granite cylinders. The broad spread of melt fraction measurements around the 
general trend could result from material variation. The gradual increase in melt fraction 
over a long period of time recorded in these vapour absent experiments is in marked 
contrast to observations by Piwinskii and Martin (1970). They found that in a granite- 
water system a heating time as iow as 3 hours was sufficient to develop a constant 
am ount of melting.
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Figure 3!08: Meit fraction increase against time the sample spent a t temperature. Symbols as in 
figure 3.7. Dashed line marks trend of increase, a.) samples heated to 900 °C with log time scale, 
b.) samples heated to  1000 °C  with log time scale, c.) repeat of a.) with linear time scale, d.) 
repeat of b.) with linear time scale.
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3.4.2 Melt fraction reduction due to neo-crvstailization of melt
Three tests were initially heated to elevated temperatures (1100 and 1200 °C) prior to a 
temperature drop to between 900 and 850 °C where the samples remained for several 
hours before quenching. This caused neo-crystaiiization of the melt phase reducing the 
glass fraction present in the sample (Figure 3.09). The m elt fraction present a t the 
maximum temperature was estimated by adding together the volume fraction of neo­
crystals and glass.
Sample Tmax total t@JiT neo-cryst (frac.) glass fraction {() meit @ max T
WG18
WG21
WG22
1100
1200
1200
25.0
47.7
2A5
21.5
30.7
2&3
0.216(0.460) 
0.465 (0.744) 
0.216(0.364)
0.254 (0.54) 
0.160 (0.256: 
0.377 (0.636:
0.470(1)
0.625(1)
0.593(1)
Table 3.02: Reduction of melt fraction In rock samples due to partial crystallization of the melt 
phase. The maximum temperature, the total heating time, the time spent a t or below 900 °C, the 
fraction of newly crystallized phases , the fraction of glass remaining In the sample and an 
estimation of the melt fraction at the maximum temperature are listed. In brackets are fractions 
of neo-crystals and glass are recast as a fraction of the melt at maximum temperature.
1000 um
Figure 3.09: Illustration of neo-crystals and remnant glass in WG21. It is estimated that in this 
sample the melt fraction a t the maximum temperature (1200 °C), 0.625, was reduced to 0.160 
on cooling to 850 °C. a.) O ptical thin section photo of sample with newly formed aclcu lar 
feldspars showing a light grey colour against the black backdrop of melt, b.) BSEM image of the 
same section. Light grey feldspar crystals grow In the darker grey melt. Compositional zoning in 
the feldspars Is Indicated by bands of different grey shading.
In sample WG21, the neo-crystals appear to account for up to a fraction of 0.75 of the 
originai melt fraction and grew in 47 hours. This rapid neo-crystallization is In contrast to
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observations by Piwinskii and Martin (1970), who suggested that between 7 and 18 days 
are required to completely neo-crystallize a wet granitic melt.
3.4.3 Powder melt fraction
In one test (W G l) Westerly granite was crushed to reduce the grain size of 960 |Lim in the 
starting material to below 20 jim. The sample was then heated to 900 °C at 250 MPa for 
129 hours. The small grain size and the long duration of heating were chosen to ailow 
phases to equilibrate, hence attem pting to generate an equilibrium melt fraction 
measurement a t this temperature. A melt fraction of 0.168 was measured, significantly 
in excess of melt fractions measured in other tests at the same temperature, however, 
geochem icai evidence suggests that even in this sampie chem ical equilibrium was not 
achieved (Chapter 4.3.3). This indicates the possibility tha t with considerabiy longer 
experiments, higher meit fractions couid hove been achieved in the majority of 
experiments, including the powder sample W G l.
3.4.4 Decrease in melt fraction durina melt extraction
An attem pt to determine melt viscosity (Chapter 6.3) involved four specimens, where a 
4 mm thick layer of crushed quortzite of 200 |im average diameter was added beneath 
the specimen. Samples showed melt penetration from the granite into the ad jacen t 
quortzite (Figure 3.08), with the exception of WG25. Caicuiating area fraction of pores 
on BSEM images, the crushed quortzite was found to hove on average porosity of 6% 
(assuming area fraction equalling volume fraction (Underwood 1970)). Measuring the 
average penetration distance of the meit into the quortzite allowed the volume of melt 
contained in the quortzite to be estimated. This was normalized as a fraction of the 
Westerly granite sampie volume, calculated from the measured length of the specimen 
and the initial specimen diameter of 9.4 mm.
Sample T(°C) Specimen L Penet. in qtz 6 melt qran norm. 6 melt qtz Total
WG23 1000 16.4 mm 3.1 mm 0.103 0.014 0.117
WG24 1000 14.7 mm 1.8 mm 0 . 88 0.011 0.099
WG25 940 15.9 mm 0 0.060 0.0 0.060
WG27 950 15.4 mm 0.88 mm 0.076 0.004 0.080
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Table 3.03: Melt fraction reduction in partially molten granite due to extraction into ad jacent 
porous quortzite. Extracted melt fractions are reca lcu lated to  equal volume fraction as if 
contained in the granite.
The total melt fractions in these tests foil significantly short of the overage melt fraction 
of other tests performed a t 1000°C (shaded squares in Figure 3.04 and 3.06) which is 
between 0.20 and 0.28 melt. The shortfall in final melt fraction may be due to extraction 
of melt inhibiting further melt production in the "restite".
Canister0 mm
eld of
Crushed Quorztite
WG23, T = 1000 °C,
P = 250 MPa, ê =5 =:< 10'  ^ s
Alumina spacer 
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granite  m elt 
penetration  into 
quortzite.
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I 10 m m  I
Crushed Quortzite 
Westerly granite
Figure 3.10: Set up of melt extraction test and BSEM collage of quortzite layer (black = holes, dark 
grey = quartz crystals) into which light grey melt has partially penetrated.
3.5 Determination of a melt fraction temperature relationship
In order to define the temperature dependence of meit fraction, only normal tests, os 
defined in Chapter 3.3.1, in which the total heating time was 10 hours or less were 
considered (see Table 3.01). This was done to exclude the effects of heating time, meit 
extraction and neo-crystaiiization. The selected da ta  define a clear exponential 
increase in melt fraction with temperature (Figure 3.04). Plotting log melt fraction vs 
temperature, a good linear fit (RMSE = 0.9) was obtained for temperatures between 800
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and 1050 °C (Figure 3.05), giving a relationship of meit fraction (0) and temperature in 
degree Celsius {Tc)\
This can be re-written as
log (1) = log f 4- *  Tc
E3.01
E3.02
solving for the exponentia l constant (/) a formula expressing the exponentia l 
relationship between melt fraction and temperature can be expressed as:
(|) = 3.77 * 10-5 exp (0.00875 * Tc) E3.03
This exponential relationship is only valid up to 1050 °C. The slower increase in melt % 
with temperature above 1050 °C is indicated by the dashed line on Figure 3.11, b.
0.01
900 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200
Temperature (°C)
850800750
Figure 3.11: Plot of temperature against log melt fraction , see text for selection of data; Solid line 
shows linear fit for data  below 1050 °C, while the dashed line depicts the general trend towards a 
slower increase in melt fraction at temperatures in excess of 1050 °C.
3.6 Water content of Westerly granite samples
Although the experiments on Westerly granite were conducted on oven dried samples, 
small amounts of water are available to be incorporated in the melt phase. This water is 
present in the crystalline structure of chlorite and mica and in quartz fluid inclusions. 
Three approaches were taken to the estimation of water content.
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First an estimation of the vo latile  con ten t of the granite  was ob ta ined  by 
thermogravimetry (Appendix 5) and from the loss on ignition quantity obtained from 
whole rock XRF analysis (Table 2.01). Thermogravimetry measures the weight loss of a 
crushed sampie heated up to 1100 °C, while the LOI is the proportion of emission lost in 
whole rock analysis, thought to equal the volatile content.
Secondly an attem pt was made to calculate the water content (vj/) available from the 
percentage of mica (biotite, muscovite and chlorite) observed in the Westerly granite 
starting material (Table 2.02). In this method ail the m ica in the rock (6.0 vol %, Table 
2.02) was assumed to be 3.8 % biotite (containing an average water content of 4 w t %),
1.4 % muscovite (containing 4.54 wt % H2O) and 0.8 % chlorite (with 11.8 w t % H2O) 
(overages after Deer et ai 1966). For this calculation it was assumed tha t volume 
percent and weight percent could be interchanged. By making this approximation it is 
assumed that the density of the three sheet silicates is about the same as the density of 
the experimental charge.
A third a ttem pt used the volume of vesicles in W G l9 (heated to 1200 °C a t room 
pressure. In this sampie 20.84 % of the area of the thin section were occup ied  by 
vesicles. This con be taken to equal the volume fraction of vesicles (Underwood 1970). 
Using Boyle's low
P]*V i P2*V2
Ti T2 E3.04
a volume for 1 mole of water (K /=  1.11 * 10® mm^) a t 1200 °C and 0.1 MPa can be 
ca lcu la ted , assuming tha t the volume of vapourized water a t 25 °C and 0.1 MPa 
occupies 22.4 * 10^ mm 5. However, the volume of the rock cylinder (9.4 mm diameter 
and 20 mm length) is only 590 mm^, of which 20.84 % is occup ied by vesicles. The 
vesicles therefore contain 118.6 mm^, which contain 5.49 * 10'^  mol water. Assuming a 
density of granite of 2.65 kg m'5 and of water = 1 kg m"5 the weight of water \s ij/= 2.07 
* 10''^ % in the starting material.
Method LOI Thermogravimetry % of mica vesicles
% water 0.61 0.64 (± 0.01) 0.25 0.000207
Table 3.04: Weight percentage water available in Westerly granite to be incorporated in the melt 
phase. Methods ore 1. Loss on ignition (XRF whole rock data  Table 2.1), 2. Thermogravimetry 
(Appendix 9) 3. calculating the water extractable from mica, recast as weight percentage of 
bulk rock, and 4. Vesicle volume in W G l9 (1200 °C, 0.1 MPa).
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The thermogravim etry and loss on ignition results p lace  an upper limit on w ater 
available. This is because volatiles are also released by the decomposition of ca lcite  
(C O 2), present in the feldspar alteration material,. Confidence in this upper limit is 
increased by the close agreement between the thermogravimetry and LOI results.
The m ica calcu la tion provides a minimum estimate. This is because it is difficult to 
account for all the m ica in fine grained sericite and the method does not account for 
water in quartz fluid inclusions, which would be released at temperatures in excess of 
800 °C (Roedder 1984).
The water content, estimated from the volume of vesicles in W G l9, is thought to be 
unrealistically iow, as it is probable that not ail water will exsolve from the melt. Also 
vesicle volume could be smaller than expected, as true adiabatic expansion might not 
have taken p lace due to the short duration of the test and large viscosity of the melt 
surrounding the vesicles, as well as vesicle shrinkage on cooling.
Confirmation of the water percentage available for the melt can be obta ined by 
com paring the temperature melt fraction relationship defined by the experiments for 
this study with the theoretical melt fractions derived from partial melting of a general 
pelite with variable water content (Clemens & Vieizeuf 1987). In Figure 3.12 results 
presented by Clemens and Vieizeuf (1987), calculated a t 1000 MPa and 500 MPa, have 
been extrapolated to 250 MPa and the short duration norma/ fesf\Nes\e'(\^ / granite data 
(see Chapter 3.4.1) and the powder tesf^ NG} have been plotted. The extrapolation is 
most accura te  a t low water content and iow melt fractions where there is least 
d ifference betw een the Clemens & Vieizeuf models a t 1000 and 500 MPa. The 
comparison suggests that the Westerly granite norma! test M o  are consistent with a 
water percentage of about 0.15% whereas the powder fest\% consistent with a water 
percentage of 0.3%. It is possible that either more water was released in the longer 
duration pow der test, increasing the melt fraction, or that the short duration tests 
underestimate the melt water content as they did not reach an equiiibrium melt 
fraction. A water content of y/= 0.3 w t % in the starting material is also inferred when 
comparing melt viscosity da ta  with empirical data  by Shaw (1965) (Figure 8.06).
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Figure 3.12: Melt generation in a general pelite with variable water content extrapolated to 250 
MPa (after Clemens & Vieizeuf 1987). Open circles represent Westerly granite short duration test 
data and closed circle represents W G l, th e  p o w d e r  te s t. Dashed line is the best fit short duration 
melt fraction temperature relationship (Section 3.4.5).
3.7 Conclusion
With the onset of melting static tests showed the deveiopment of very iow meit wetting 
ongies, with meit fiims surrounding quartz and m ica crystais (Chapter 3.3.1). This 
indicated an immediate contiguity of the meit phase from the onset of meiting. Melt 
was not hom ogeneousiy distributed throughout deform ed samples, bu t was 
concentra ted  in iow pressure regions such as ad jacen t to pistons and in d iia tant 
cataciastic fault zones cutting the specimen (Chapter 3.3.2).
Complete meiting of muscovite and chlorite took place a t temperatures below 800 °C, 
while biotite and K-feidspar disappears in tests above 1050 °C, and piagiociase above 
1200 °C. Vésiculation of melt heated to 1200 °C at room pressures (W G l9) is 
concentrated at sites of former hydrous phases (Chapter 3.3.1),
Meit fraction was found to be dependent on heating time and temperature and was 
also reduced in meit extraction experiments (Chapter 3.4). An exponential meit fraction 
temperature relationship was defined for the short duration tests over the temperature
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range 800-1050 °C (E3.03). in none of the experiments was an equiiibrium melt fraction 
attained.
The water content of Westerly granite charges available to be incorporated in the melt 
is estimated to lie a t or above y/- =0.3 with an upper limit a t 0.6 weight % (Chapter 3.6). 
An a ttem pt to estimate the water content of a vesicuiated m elt generated a t 
atmospheric pressure produced a value of 0.0002 %. This is though t to be an 
underestimate.
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Chapter 4 
Geochemistry
4.1 Introduction
in this chapter the chemical compositions of crystalline phases and meit are explored. 
The change in composition of minerals in the starting material with increasing meit 
fraction and minerals formed during the meiting interval are docum ented. The 
chemical variation of meit a t different temperatures, and thus different meit fractions, is 
discussed and the major influences on meit compositions are evaluated. Although a 
detailed account /  assessment of the chem ical processes occurring during partial 
melting is beyond the scope of this thesis, some general conclusions are drawn 
regarding the major influences on melt and mineral compositions.
The sampie W Gl is described, in which a powdered rock sample was heated to 900 °C 
for 129 h in an a ttem pt to determine the equiiibrium meit composition of meit a t this 
temperature. Finally the minerals produced during crystallization in samples W G l8 and 
WG21 (Chapter 3.3.5) are described and com pared to compositions of the same 
minerals in the starting material.
The chemical compositions of minerals and meit were determined by energy-dispersive 
x-ray spectroscopy on the Manchester scanning electron microscope (Appendix 5, 10). 
Samples for chemical analyses were chosen to cover the temperature spread between 
800 and 1100 °C, spaced at 100 °C intervals (Table 4.01). Between 53 and 125 spot 
analyses were taken per sample, and representative data are listed in Appendix 6.
Sampie Tmax(°C) P (MPa) t (h) @ T meit fraction
WG2 800 250 2.4 0.053
WG8 800 250 96.0 0.035
WG3 900 250 2.5 0.073
W G ll 1000 250 71.0 0.271
WG12 1050 250 4.0 0.335
WG13 1100 250 4.0 0.477
Table 4.01: Experimental test temperatures, confining pressures, duration of heating and melt 
fractions of samples used in chemical evaluation.
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4.2 Mineral compositions in experimental ctiarges.
The crystaiiine phases can be spiit into those occurring in the starting material (cfiapter 
2) tha t are involved in the meiting process, and phases occurring only in samples 
heated to 800 °C and above.
Sampie WGO WG2&WG8 WG3 W G ll WGl 2 WGl 3
Temperature 21 800 900 1000 1050 1100
amphibole • • •
apatite • • • •
biotite • • • • • •
calcite •
chlorite •
epidote •
garnet • •
haematite • • •
iimenite • • • • •
K-feidspar • • • • • •
muscovite • •
olivine • • •
piagiociase • • • • • • •
pyroxene • • • • •
quartz • • * # • • •
rutile •
sphene • •
spinel • • # • • •
woiiastonite • # •
zircon •
Table 4.02: List of crystaiiine phases found in the starting material and In samples heated to  
between 800 and 1100 °C.
Table 4.02 lists the occurrence of phases in samples heated to different temperatures. 
As WG2 and WG8 were both heated to 800 °C. analyses from these two samples are 
grouped together in the following discussion. Representative analyses of all crystalline 
phases are displayed in Appendix 6. In this section the chem ical compositions of the 
major constituents of the starting material (feldspars, quartz and biotite) are explored 
first. This is followed by an investigation of accessory phases that together form less than 
1 % of the volume of the rock. These are listed alphabetically.
4.2.1 Feldspar
Both K-feldspar and piagiociase occur in the starting material. Compositional ranges of 
both feldspars a t different temperatures are listed in Table 4.03.
T(°C) • K-feidspar Piagiociase
21 Or(96.9-89.6)Ab(io.4-3.1)An(0.7-0) Or(i .5-0)Ab(99.0-80.4)An(20.1-l .0)
800 Or(94.8-40.6)Ab(51.4-5.1 )An(4.6-0) Orel o.8-0)Ab(98.1-65.4)An(26.0-1.3)
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900
1000
1050
1100
Or(94.9-49. i )Ab(40.3-4.5)An(7.6-0) 
Or(89.9-57.6)Ab(40.3-9.0)An(2. 1 -0) 
Or(89.5-40)Ab(47.5-io.5)An(i4.3-0) 
not present in sample______
Or( 19.5-0) Ab(91.2-61.4) An( 19.6-3.9) 
Or(i 2.3-1.2) Ab(84-68.1 ) An( 19.6-14.6)
Or(7-0.8)Ab(87.6-13)An(82.2-11.0)
Or(28.3-0.9)Abc81.7-47)An(27-l 7.2)
Table 4.03; Chemical variation of feldspars with Increasing temperature
Orthoclasea
WGO 
21 °C 
n = 38
Albite Anorthite
Orthoclaseb
W G2,n= 12
WG8 , 
800 °C f  
n = 39 / •
Anorthite
Orthoclasec
WG3 
900 °C 
n = 40
AnorthiteAlbite
Orthoclased
W G ll 
1000 °C 
n = 22
AnorthiteAlbite
Orthoclasee
WG12 
1050 °C 
n = 40
AnorthiteAlbite
Orthoclase
WG13 
1100°C 
n = 14
Albite Anorthite
F igu re  4.01: Triangular plots of feldspar composition with respect to orthoclase, a lbite and 
anorthite content, a.) WGO; b.) WG2 and WG8; c.) WG3; d.) WGl 1; e.) W G l2 and f.) W G l3.
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In the starting material potassium feldspar occurs In Its low tem perature polymorph 
microcllne with an average composition of Or(92.7) Ab(6.8) An(o,3).
With increasing temperature K-feldspar compositions show on increase in sodia, such 
that the increase in albite content increases from below 10.4 % to over 47 % (Figure 
4.01, Table 4.03). This Increase in sodium is also often associated with an additional 
com ponent of calcium. At 1050 °C only remnants of K-feldspors remain, while In sample 
WG13, heated to  1100 °C, all crystalline K-feldspar has disappeared. Melting of K- 
feldspors takes piace from the edge of the crystal towards its core and aiong cracks 
(Figure 4.02).
© K -^ ‘
©melt
I mm
©melt
100 um I
Figure 4.02: BSEM images of feldspars in the starting material and at elevated temperatures, a.) 
WGO; b.) WG8, Melting along quartz-K-feldspar and quartz-plagioclase boundaries; c.) W G l 1. 
Large melt pools where piagiociase and orthoclase have melted, d.) W G l3. Remnants of 
p iagiociase are visible with light grey shaded areas in the melt ind icating former sites of 
orthoclase crystals.
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On backscattered SEM images a gradual transition from the grey value (indicative of 
average atom ic weight ratio) of K-feidspars to that of melt are observed (Figure 4.02,
c). At 1100 °C (Figure 4.02, d) positions of m elted K-feldspars are visible in 
backscattered images as light, diffuse, rectangular areas. Indicating that the K-feldspar 
components had not diffused com pletely into the surrounding melt. With Increasing 
tem pera ture  the piagiociase turns more anorth ltic, often associated w ith the 
introduction of some potassium into the mineral structure (Figure 4.01). Plagioclases with 
strong ternary character (ail three cations present in significant quantities) are found at 
temperatures of 800 and 900 °C (Figure 4.01). With further increase in temperature 
plagioclases show more anorthltic character, that is particulariy pronounced at 1050 
°C. At 1100 °C plagiociases piotting a t the most anorthitic end of plagioclases In the 
starting material and more anorthitic piagloclases with strong ternary character remain. 
Complete melting of piagioclases takes piace just above 1200 °C, as only small ghost­
like remnants of piagiociase crystals were observed In sample W G l9 (heated to 1200 
°C at room pressure) (Figure 3.04, d). Melting takes place around sericite Inclusions and 
from crystal edges and cracks (Figure 4.02,b & c). As In K-feldspar the transition 
between grey voiues of meit and piagiociase is transitional In backscattered SEM 
images (Figure 4.02).
4.2.2 Quartz
Quartz was rarely analysed and, as expected, only small compositional variation was 
observed. This was manifested by oxide traces of alumina (up to 1.4 w t %), Iron oxide 
(1.5 wt %) and magnesia (0.9 wt %) (for representative analyses see Appendix 6). 
However, the occurrence of trace elements may be due to edge contamination, as all 
anomalous readings were taken very close to the crystal boundaries (less than 10 |im). 
It occasionally contains epidote (allanite) and rutile needles. Quartz is the oniy primary 
mineral tha t survives heating to 1200 °C, though it clearly contributes to the partial 
melting process. SEM bock-scattered images (Figure 4.02, c, d) show tha t partial 
melting results In the loss of the original angular crystal shape of quartz. The crystals 
becom e rounded and melt penetrates along cracks. Contacts between quartz and 
melt are always sharp in BSE images, rather than gradationai as In the case of feldspars.
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4.2.3 Biotite
Biotite forms the fourth major constituent of Westerly granite. It is commonly altered to 
chlorite and shows muscovite rims in the starting material; it is commonly associated 
with accessory phases such as apatite, calcite, iimenite and haem atite, zircon and 
allanite. The starting material (WGO) shows a narrow compositional spread of biotite 
com positions (Figure 4.03). Recalculating mineral formula and p lo tting b iotite  
compositions on the phlogopite-b io tite  compositional field (after Deer, Howie & 
Zussman 1966) all biotite analyses falls into the biotite field, plotting half way between 
annite and siderophyllite and half way between phlogopite and annite (Figure 4.03 c,
d).
a
c
Annite
AI2O3 b AI2O3
# WG0(n = 5) 
o WG2(n = 29)
and WG8 (n= 11), 800 °C 
□ WG3 (n = 9), 900 °C 
A W G ll (n = 4), 1000°C 
O WG12(n = 6), 1050°C
FeOMgO MgOFeO
Siderophyllite
d
Î Annite
- o
Biotite
Phlogopite
Phlogopite Eostonite
60
□o
40
60 Eostonite40
Figure 4.03: Triangular plots of biotite compositions with respect to proportion of aluminium, iron 
and magnesium oxide. The grey shaded area in a.) indicates the enlargem ent o f the 
paralle logram  b.). The biotite-phlogopite compositional field is p lotted (after Deer, Howie & 
Zussman 1966, p. 212) in c.) with an enlargem ent of the area conta in ing the highest 
concentration of anoiyses in d.).
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Figure 4.04: BSEM images of biotite in the starting materiai and a t e ievated temperatures, 
identified phases are iabeled. a.) WGO, biotite showing muscovite intergrowth parallei to 
cleavage; b.) WG8, Melting parallel to cleavage; c.) WG3, melting parallel to c leavage and on 
biotite grain boundary; d.) eniargement of c.) to show secondary phases resulting from biotite
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melting; e.) W G ll and f.) W G l2. Most of the biotite has melted, with oniy small remnants 
remaining.
Despite large compositional spread most biotite anaiyses for each temperature (800 to 
1050 °C) piot near the composition of biotites in the starting material. There is a slight 
shift towards siderophyllite enrichment with increasing temperatures, suggesting biotites 
with higher crystallization and melting temperatures (Deer et ai. 1966). There was a very 
slight increase in the phiogopite/annite ratio with increasing temperature.
At 800 °C, breakdown of biotite takes place along cleavage planes (Figure 4.04, b). This 
results in the production of melt and secondary minerals (pyroxenes, am phibole , 
olivine, sphene and spinel) that grow in iayers parallel to the original biotite cieavage. 
in sample WG3 (900 °C) biotites have melted sufficiently to allow mobilisation of the 
b iotite -dom inated m eit (Figure 4.04 c, d, e). in the highest tem perature run where 
biotite was observed (W G l2, 1050 °C), only ragged remnants of b iotite remained 
(Figure 4.04, f). In sample WG13, 1100 °C, all biotite had been consumed, with 
pyroxene, spinel, garnet and olivine and other accessory phases marking the sites o f 
former biotites (Figure 4.02, d).
4.2.4 Accessorv minerals
While accessory minerals in the starting materiai are apatite, chiorite, epidote, iimenite, 
hematite and muscovite (Chapter 2.4.5), the accessory phases formed as a product of 
melting inciude pyroxenes, garnet, oiivine, amphiboles, sphene and spinel (Table 4.02).
Amphibole. Amphibole was found in the starting material (WGO), as well as in samples 
WG2 (heated to  800 °C) and W G l2 (heated to 1050 °C). As these samples represent 
test run across almost the entire tem perature intervai, with oniy seven positiveiy 
identified analyses (listed in Appendix 6), it is iikely that amphibole may have been 
present a t interm ediate temperatures, but was not found due to its extremeiy low 
volume (« 1  %) in samples. While amphiboles in WGO and WG2 have silica contents 
averaging 33.1 % this value rises to 49.2 % in W G l2. increases in iron, magnesium, 
sodium, and potassium were offset by a loss in caicium. Still, all amphiboles can be 
classified as beionging to the hornblende group. In WGO amphibole occurred os a 50 
|im euhedral crystal, whereas the hornblende found In WG2 forms a dendritic inclusion 
paraliel to c ieavage in biotite. In the case of W G l2 amphibole crystals are very small 
needles (below 2 |im  width) in melted areas of piagiociase feldspar. This indicates tha t
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the amphibole in WG2 was iikely to be primary, whereas the needles in W G l2 might 
have formed as a by-product of one of the melting reactions. Amphiboie m ight be 
retrograde epidote.
Apatite. This minerai was found in the starting materiai, as well as a t 800 °C (WG8), 900 
°C (WG3) and 1000 °C (WGl 1). There is iittie variation between crystals In the same 
sample and with increasing temperature with CaO forming between 53.1 and 55.7 % 
and P2O5 between 40.8 and 43.7 %). Minor traces (0 to 1 %) of siiica, AI2O3 , FeO, No2 0  
and K2O were found. Apatite in WGO, WG8, WG3 and WGl 1 are euhedral crystals, with 
sizes ranging between 50 and 100 fim. In WG3 the apa tite  crystals were found as 
inclusions in biotite, whereas in W G l3 they form hexagonai crystais surrounded by melt. 
It Is thought that apatites play little to no role in partial melting, at ieast up to 1100 °C.
Caicite. This phase oniy occurred in WGO where small traces of silica, AI2O3 , and FeO 
were found, each contributing less that 1 % to the tota l analysis (Appendix 6 for 
analyses). It forms small, < 10 |im diameter, crystals and forms part of the host of crystals 
associated with piagiociase sericitization. it is found as inclusions in both quartz and 
piagiociase.
Chiorite. This alteration product of biotite was only found In WGO. Mineral analyses 
showed that all chlorites beiong to the iron-rich end-member brunsvigite (Appendix 6 
for analyses ) with magnesia forming between 13.0 and 14.2 %.. Siiica contents vary 
between 25.4 and 26.0 %, aluminium oxide forms between 17.6 and 18.7 % and iron 
oxide between 25.7 and 27.6 %. The crystais also contain traces of manganese.
Epidote. As for chlorite, this minerai was oniy found in the starting material. Mineral 
appearance (brown staining, see chapter 2) and iow totals (Appendix 6) indicate that 
all epidote crystals that were analysed are allanite, containing significant thorium, 
yttrium and rare earth elements (Deer et al. 1966).
Garnet. This mineral was found in samples WG2 (800 °C) and WG3 (900 °C), where it 
forms as inciusions in piagiociase and in areas of molten biotites, never achieving 
diameters above 10 |im. Compositionaliy they fail near the grossular end member with 
between 25.8 to 45.8 % SI02, 18.8 to 35.8 % AI2O 3 and 17.3 to 28 % CaO. Minor 
com ponents of iron, titanium, sodium and potassium oxides were found, never 
exceeding 1.2 %.
Haematite. Haematite was found both in the starting material, WG8 heated to 800 °C, 
and WG3 heated to 900 °C. Some of the samples contain traces of silica, alumina, 
titania and sodia though never more than one eiement in each analysis and never
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exceeding more than 0.4 %. It occurs as 10 to 50 p.m diameter weil rounded crystais, or 
as smali inciusions in biotite.
Hmenife. This phase was found In the starting material, as well as In samples heated 
between 800 and 1100 °C, with the exception of 1050 °C (W G l2). Ilmenites across the 
temperature range contain between 44.7 and 58.19 % Ti02 and 49.2 to 58.8 % total iron 
as FeO, with the exception of two analyses a t 800 °C that are enriched in iron to 68 and 
76 % (Appendix 6). Some sampies are also enriched in MnO up to 9.8 %.
TiOg
(rutile, anatase, brookite)
Fe0.2Ti02
2Fe0.TI02
(ulvospinel)
# WGO (n = 1 II)
o WG2 (n = 13 II), 800 °C 
and WG8 (n = 4 II, 1 sp)
□ WG3 (n = 1 il, 2 sp), 900 °C 
A W G ll (n = 5 il, 2 sp), 1000 °C 
O W G12(n= 1 sp), 1050 °C
♦  W G13(n= 1 II, 4 sp), 1100°C
F e 0 .T i0 2
(iimenite) FG203.TI02
(pseudobrookite)
FeO Fe203
(magnetite)
F02O3 
(haematite, maghemite)
Figure 4.05: Fe-TI analyses plotted on triangular compositional diagrams of the com bined spinel 
and iimenite da ta  with titanium oxide p lotted against FeO and Fe2 0 3  (after Deer, Howie & 
Zussman 1966). Major compositional solid solutions series are included. Phases are p lotted on mol 
per cent basis.
On Figure 4.05 iimenite compositions show a general slight enrichment in titanium with 
respect to the solid solution line between iimenite and haematite. Analyses a t 800 °C 
show solid solution of iimenite towards haem atite, which is aiso present in these 
sampies. Higher temperature analyses cluster around the composition of iimenite in 
WGO. Crystals appear a t all temperatures in two different forms. In the first it appears as 
weil rounded crystals, often up to 200 ^im in diameter, whiie the latter form is as small 
anhedral crystals (<20 ^im diameter) that appear in the vicinity of melting biotites, often 
enclosed by biotites.
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Muscovite. This white mica was found as overgrowths on biotites in WGO. However, no 
muscovite was observed a t e ievated temperatures. Compositionaiiy this phase 
appears to be strongiy heterogeneous. While silica varies from 29.8 to 47.3 %, aluminium 
oxide shows a spread from 7.3 to 28.6 % and iron oxides show a spread of 3.8-9.1 %. 
Additionally a host of other oxides are found. While individual oxides are not present in 
every muscovite analysis, they can attain up to 11.4 wt %. (1102 0-1.2 %, MgO 0-2.7 %, 
CaO 0-10.1 %, K2O 0-11.4%, No20 0-0.4 %). The only oxides that were not de tected  
were those of m anganese and phosphorus. The large scale o f isomorphous 
replacements a t both octahedral sites in the muscovite crystal lattice can account for 
the compositional variations observed (Deer, Howie & Zussman 1966).
Oiivine. This mineral was found In samples heated to between 1000 and 1100 °C. 
Whereas all olivine analyses at 1050 and 1100 °C have an average olivine compositions 
of Fa = 32.9, Fo = 67.1% with little compositional spread those a t 1000 °C are somewhat 
richer in iron (Fa5i .5F048 .5). Small traces of alumina,, manganesla, ca lc ia  and sodia 
can be found, though never exceeding 1 %. At 1000 °C olivine forms euhedral crystals 
ad jacent to melting biotites, attaining 20 |im diameter. With Increasing temperature, 
olivine crystals Increase In size and are still always associated with sites of biotite 
breakdown. At 1100 °C olivine can be seen to form skeletal crystals attaining diameters 
of 100 |im (Figure 4.11, c).
Pyroxene. Both ortho- and clinopyroxene were found in samples between 800 and 1100 
°C. Cllnopyroxenes are found at temperatures between 800 and 1000 °C, while 
orthopyroxenes occur over the whole temperature range (Figure 4.06).
Cllnopyroxenes plot near the boundary between augite and ferroaugite. Traces of 
titanium, manganese, sodium and potassium oxide are found in mineral analyses, 
though never exceeding 1.7 % (full analyses In Appendix 6). Clinopyroxene have 
amorphous crystal shapes of less than 10 |im diameter, forming a t sites of biotite 
breakdown (Figure 4.04, e). in contrast, orthopyroxene forms euhedral, orthorhombic 
crystals up to 20 |im length and 5 |xm width. These always occur In reaction rims 
between quartz and extensively melted areas (Figure 4.11, b), or In melt films between 
biotite and quartz as in the case of W G ll (Figure 4.04, e). Compositions of 
orthopyroxenes fall In the hypersthene (WG13) to ferrohypersthene fields, and range 
just into the pigeonite field. Pure enstatlte (100%) Is also found In samples WG3 and 
WG13 (at 900 and 1100 °C respectively) and forms at sites of biotite breakdown, often 
in close association with olivine. Again traces of all other oxides are found in 
orthopyroxene anaiyses.
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Diopside Hedenbergite o WG8 (n = 3), 800 °C
□ WG3 (n = 5), 900 °C 
A W G ll (n = 2), 1000 °C 
O W G12(n= 1), 1050 X  
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Figure 4.06: Pyroxene quadrilateral showing end member compositions of pyroxene solid solution 
series (after Deer, Howie & Zussman 1966). Horizontal dot-dashed line marks transition between 
ortho- and clinopyroxene, the inclined line the transition at 30 % ferrosillte the transition into the 
pigeonite/hypersthene field that has minerals with monoclinic symmetry a t high temperatures 
(Deer, Howie & Zussman 1966).
RutHe. This mineral was found in the starting material, as well as in samples WG2 and 
WG3, heated to 800 and 900 °C respectively. Samples show small percentages of silica. 
Iron, magnesium and potassium oxides, though never forming more than 5 % of the 
total weight of analyses. As In the starting material, rutile Is generally Included In biotites 
where It forms amorphous crystals, rarely attaining sizes above 5 |im, with the exception 
of WG3, where a 30 |im rutile crystal was found, with anhedrol crystal shapes.
Sphene: Sphene was found In the starting material and WG8, heated to 800 °C. Only 
one analysis In each sample could be Identified as sphene. Compositionaiiy 
substitutions of alumina (up to 6.1 %) and Iron oxlde(2.4 %) could be observed. In both 
thin sections this phase forms euhedral crystals of 100 |im length.
Spineh Spinel crystals were found a t all temperatures. Compositional trends are 
displayed In Figure 4.05. While most spinel compositions are close to that of magnetite 
analyses display significant amounts of aluminium and magnesium oxide percentages 
(Figure 4.05) (for analyses see Appendix 6). No end-member magnetite compositions 
were found. Instead Iron re-allocatlon shows mineral phases tending further towards 
FeO. In the starting material spinel falls In the Hercynlte compositional field with 
contributions of alumina (47.7%), Iron oxlde(44.3 %) and manganese oxide (6.4%). This 
composition Is not reflected a t elevated temperatures. The manganese oxide content 
falls to below 1%, In all samples from 800 to 1100 °C, associated with a rise In silica (0.3- 
4.4%), magnesia (5-8.4%), calcia (0-1.2%) and potassla (0-0.5 %). (The manganese oxide 
content will decrease as garnet crystallizes). However, the most marked Increase Is In
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titania, tha t rises from 0.6 to 12.6 % at temperatures between 1000 and 1100 °C, 
indicating a change in composition towards titaniferrous magnetite. Spinel crystals are 
generally associated with biotites. In the starting material and a t temperatures up to 
900 °C spinel crystals rarely attain diameters above 20 |im. At higher temperatures (1000 
to 1100 °C) spinels form needles of up to 10 |im length that turn more dendritic with 
Increasing temperature. At 1100 °C spinel Is found at sites of former biotites (Figure 4.04, 
c).
WoHasfonit&. Wollostonlte Is found at temperatures between 800 and 1050 °C (WG8, 
WG3, WG12). Traces of titanium, aluminium. Iron, manganese and magnesium oxides 
were found, though never exceeding 1 % (Appendix 6 for mineral analyses). 
Recalculating mineral analyses In terms of wollostonlte - enstatlte - ferrosillte content 
only the lowest temperature sample shows pure end-member compositions, while up to
1.2 % contributions from both pyroxene end members can be found between 900 and 
1050 °C (Appendix 6). This phase Is generally found In the vicinity of partially molten 
biotites, where wollostonlte dendritic needles rarely attain sizes above 5 p.m.
Zircon. This phase was only found In the starting material. Here It Is enclosed In biotites, 
often associated with a pleochrolc halo. Oxides of aluminium. Iron, calcium  and 
sodium never exceed 1.5% (Appendix 6). Crystal sizes rarely attain 10 |im diameter with 
euhedral shapes.
4.3. Melt compositions
As described In the previous section and Chapter 3, melting of phases takes place from 
the grain boundary towards Its centre, thus forming an Interconnected network of melt. 
In addition Isolated melting takes place In the core of feldspar crystals In areas of 
serlcltlzatlon (compare to Section 5.2.1).
In this section the compositional variations of the melt phase at various temperatures In 
the test samples are discussed. This Is followed by an Investigation of how ad jacent 
mineral phases Influence melt compositions by plotting melt compositions. Next, the 
change In composition with distance to primary crystalline phases Is explored. Finally 
melt compositions In the powder sample (W G l) Is analysed In which an a ttem pt was 
m ade to establish the equilibrium melt composition a t 900 °C by heating a crushed 
sample (with grain size around 10 |im) for 129 hours.
Melt was Identified In back-scattered electron Images (Chapter 3.2). Using a focussed 
electron beam of 1 pm diameter, spot analyses of melt compositions were carried out. 
Counting times were set to 25 seconds to reduce the loss of low atom ic weight atoms
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such as sodium, as light atoms are easily displaced In a phase w ithout a crystal 
structure by prolonged exposure to an electron beam. Points for melt analysis were 
chosen so as to explore the variability of melt with respect to distance to different 
phases. Distinction between feldspar and melt analysis were m ade by the present of 
magnesium and Iron In the chem ical analysis and the m aintenance of feldspar 
stoichiometry a t oxide totals between the set limits (Appendix 4). The bias In da ta  
collection due to subjective selection of sites Is compensated for by the large number 
of analyses carried out.
4.3.1 Compositional variation of the melt phase 
Marker plots
The variation of oxides In the melt phase was first explored by plotting all other oxides 
against SIO2 In weight percentage In Figure 4.07. Each plot contains the melt analyses 
of all samples listed In Table 4.01, as well as mineral phases occurring In the starting 
material that contain the elements analysed In the plot.
The only minerals In the starting material that contain appreciable amounts of titanium 
are biotite, sphene and rutile. Plotting tltonla against silica (Figure 4.07, a), melt analyses 
show up generally less than 3 w t % titanium. If any. There Is a small Increase In the 
amount of titania In some melt analyses with lower than average silica content (60.5 %) 
a t temperatures between 800 and 1100 °C. Also analyses with higher than average 
silica content sharply reduce their titanium content to approach zero.
Alumina concentrations vary between zero and 70 % (Figure 4.07, b). The largest 
proportion of analyses from samples between 800 and 900 °C, cluster around 
slllco/alumlnlum ratios of feldspars. Other analyses define one trend a t below average 
silica (60.5 %) and constant aluminium content (= 20 %) towards compositions of mica, 
and another trend towards an Increase In aluminium with decreasing silica content, 
tending towards spinel compositions.
Few melt analyses conta in  m anganese (Figure 4.07, c). Analyses con ta in ing  
manganese show a weak Increase In manganese with deceasing silica content, 
trending towards spinel compositions.
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Figure 4.07: Marker plots of melt compositions. Letters on each plot indicate the composition of 
mineral phases contained in the starting material. A vertical arrow next to  the letter representing 
a  mineral Indicates that these phases contain higher percentages of the oxide in question than 
displayed In the plot, such as rutile with 100 % Ti02 in a.). An inclined arrow, such as that next to K 
and P in b.) points to a true location of these two phases a t the centre of melt analyses 
accum ulation where it was impossible to locate the indicative mineral letter, w ithout obscuring 
other data.
The same increase in oxide found in the previous examples with decreasing siiica 
content is observed when plotting magnesium and iron oxide against silica (Figure 4.07, 
d, e). The general trends fall along the line on which the two magnesium containing 
phases in the starting material fall (chlorite and biotite). The 800 °C meits show the 
greatest spread in composition.
in the calcium Marker piot (Figure 4.07, f) meit anaiyses either show no appreciable 
calcium  content, or show a tightiy ciustered trend towards plagioclase. Few show 
appreciobie increases in calcium , these are dom inated by the lowest temperature 
samples (800 °C ) , trending towards epidote, sphene, iimenite and apatite.
A more cieariy defined relationship between the compositions of meit and different 
phases contained in the starting materiai is shown when piotting sodia against silica 
(Figure 4.07, g). While the majority of data  cluster around the sodium/silica ratio of K- 
feidspar there ore ciear trends towards increased sodium/silica ratio of plogiociase and 
decreased sodia/silica ratio of quartz. A weak trend of decreasing sodium content with 
decreasing siiica content con also be observed.
The Marker plot of potassium against silica (Figure 4.07, h) shows simiiar trends to sodium 
Marker plot (Figure 4.07, g) with compositions trending towards quartz and K-feidspar 
from the maximum density of anaiyses a t around 7 % K2O, 65 % Si02. Some melt 
analyses also trend towards the compositions of biotite and muscovite or show a 
decrease in potassium with decreasing silica towards the baseline.
In conclusion, the Marker piots show that meit compositions show no tight ciustering of 
compositions, w ith iim ited increase in clustering tow ard a po in t of equilibrium 
composition with increasing temperature. Compositional trends can be explained by 
increased contributions of different minerals in the starting material to the melt. Melt 
compositions are also controlled by varying diffusional rates of elements and have not 
been homogenized.
Total alkalis versus silica plot
in order to further investigate meit compositions the anaiyses a t different temperatures 
are piotted on a diagram of No20 + K2O versus Si02 (Figure 4.08).
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Figure 4.08: Total alkalis versus silica plot, a.) melt analyses at temperatures between 800 and 
1100 °C; b.) melt analyses of powder experiment W G l, heated to 900 °C for 126 hours (filled 
circles) and Westerly granite whole rock data, results are discussed in Chapter 4.3.3 (see Table 2.1 
for analyses); c.) Compositional fields of common volcanic rocks (after Cox. Bell & Pankhurst 
1979) with square indicating composition of Westerly granite.
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Figure 4.08, a cieariy indicates that no equilibrium composition was reached in any of 
the compositional charges heated to between 800 and 1100 °C. While there is a tighter 
ciuster of anaiyses a t the highest temperature (1100 °C) there is stiii a significant spread 
in composition. The compositional spread of the analysed melts Is greater than that of 
volcanic rocks (Figure 4.08, c). Analyses show the greatest density towards more siiica 
rich, acid ic, compositions, which centres near or at the whoie rock composition of 
Westeriy granite (Chapter 2) at the boundary between rhyoiites and dacites. This piot 
emphasises the degree of disequilibrium of meit a t ail temperatures.
Mineral-specific triangular plots o f mett compositions
An attem pt was also m ade to evaluate the influence of main constituents of Westeriy 
granite, namely quartz, feldspars and m ica, on meit compositions, in order to study 
compositional variation of the meit, compositions were plotted on a triangular plot 
using Si02, CaO + Na20 + K2O and MgO + FeO at the apexes to represent the three 
mineral groups respectively (Figure 4.09). The positions of feidspar end-members and 
biotite ore aiso p lotted for reference, as well as the composition of melt resulting from 
10% biotite breakdown to orthopyroxene plus melt (grey oval).
Melt compositions a t 800 °C (Figure 4.09, a) tali on or near the feidspar base-iine with 
some samples trending towards quartz. Some melts contain components from biotite, 
though no pure b iotite meits were observed. This trend is aiso found in oli higher 
temperatures, as well as an apparent increase in biotite and quartz infiuence on melt 
compositions.
Oxide percentages of melt were re-calculated in terms of norm composition, in order to 
further evaiuate the infiuence of major crystailine phases on melt compositions. As melt 
compositions across the temperature range showed iittie compositionai trends with 
increasing temperature it was felt that one sample could be chosen for analysis. The 
meit analyses da ta  from WGl 1 (1000 °C) were chosen (Figure 4.10) as a large number 
of analyses were carried out on this sampie and it contains ali the main mineral phases.
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Figure 4.09: Oxide triangular piots of melt compositions determined by EDS spot analysis. Apexes 
were chosen to represent the three major phases. Quartz = 3102; biotite = MgO+FeO; feldspars = 
Na20+K20+Ca0. Positions of feldspar end members fall along the base-line between 3102 arid 
Na20 + K2O + CaO and are highlighted by arrows, while biotite compositions are plotted as filled 
squares with open crossed squares representing biotite end-member compositions and the filled 
square marking the average biotite composition in the starting material. Open square marks 
position of orthopyroxene, which is the by-product of 10 % melting of biotite (grey oval).a.) 800 
°C; b.) 900 °C; c.) 1000 °C; d.) 1100 °C.
Melt compositions on Figure 4.10, a either scatter near the feldspar base-line or show a 
tight mixing trend between overage feldspar and quartz. Figure 4.10, b confirms the 
small influence of biotite on melt composition. Melt compositions near the average 
feldspars show the strongest influence by biotite. Melt compositions projected onto the 
feldspar plane (Figure 4.10, c) fall halfway between orthoclase and albite or are found 
to plot in the area of high temperature ternary feldspars.
Figure 4.10 (on foiiowina oaae): CiPW normative compositions of meits in sample W Gl 1, 1100 °C,
27.2 % melt, n = 77. Black triangles and circles mark compositions of feldspars in the same sample, 
n = 21. a.) Quartz, albite and orthoclase diagram, indicating mixing trends between quartz and 
feldspar compositions, b.) Corundum, albite and orthoclase triplet, indicating mixing trends 
between biotite and feldspars, as muscovite and biotite ore the only corundum normative 
minerals in the starting material, c.) Orthoclase, albite and anorthite triplet. Melt compositions are 
superimposed onto the standard feldspar compositional triangle.
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4.3.2 Spatial variation of melt composition with respect to adjacent phases
In this section the spatial variation in meit composition with distance to crystalline 
phases will be explored. For this purpose three BSEM images were chosen in which meit 
analyses were found to be sufficient in number to explore this problem. One image of 
W G ll and two from W G l3 were chosen (Figure 4.11) and compositions p iotted on 
mineral specific triplets ad jacent to the BSEM photo, on which the points of analyses 
have been marked.
in Figure 4.11, a the composition of meit (e.g. Table 4.04) surrounded by K-feidspar. 
plagioclase and quartz is explored. Meit compositions (number 119, 128 and 125) fail 
on the feidspar baseline though are generally enriched in quartz relative to ad jacent 
feldspars.
Meit analyses 119, 125 and 128 show compositions between quartz and feldspars 
(Figure 4.11, a), tha t agree with the location of these analyses between quartz, 
plagioclase and K-feidspar. in contrast to these, the analysis 124 shows a decrease in 
siiica associated with an increase in alumina, calcia and sodia.
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.Figure 4.11: Spatial variation of melt and crystal compositions. Images on the left are BSEM 
images, where numbers mark sites of chemical analysis that are then displayed to the right of the 
photo  on a triangular plot as open (melt) and closed (mineral) circles. Numbers on the plot 
correspond with those on the ad jacen t photo, ordered with decreasing Si02 content. Letters 
identify the mineral type (f = feldspar; px = pyroxene). Triangles mark feldspar end-member 
compositions and the filled square average biotite composition in WGO. Numbers which appear 
only on the BSEM image relate to analysis where no phase could be positively identified, or totals 
fell below 96 %.
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Min Si02 TI02 AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 Total
119 XX 73.74 0 14.29 0 0 0 0.43 3.12 6.19 97.77
124 XX 64.3 0 21.76 0 0 0 3.08 7.77 2.54 99.45
125 XX 70.93 0 17.35 0.56 0 0.29 0.86 3.95 6.98 100.9
128 XX 74.21 0 12.16 0 0 0 0.27 2.18 5.51 94.34
120 FP 65.32 0 18.64 0 0 0 0.19 3.57 11.2 98.92
127 FP 66.05 0.3 19.16 0 0 0 0.27 3.45 11.58 100.8
129 FP 65.95 0.4 18.85 0 0 0 0 2.69 12.59 100.5
131 FP 65.81 0 18.92 0 0 0 0.43 4.51 9.79 99.46
Table 4.04: Compositions of melt and K-feldspar in sample W G ll with sampling localities 
indicated in Figure 4.11, a. /V ind ica tes melt compositions, while 6Pidentifies feldspar analyses.
Analysis 125 is the only meit composition hinting a t some accessory phase infiuence 
with traces of iron and magnesium and increased alumina. Generally, melt analyses 
reflect the composition of partially melting crystals surrounding it.
in Figure 4.11, b the top  half of the image is dom inated by a quartz crystal, with melt 
and pyroxene crystals beneath. In this image the change in melt composition with 
distance from this quartz crystal in W G l3 was explored, with analyses listed in Table 4.05.
Num. Min Si02 TI02 AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 Total
1 XX 73.68 0.92 7.51 4.29 0 0.96 0.95 2.15 4.9 95.35
17 XX 73.11 0.88 8.61 4.55 0 1.11 1.02 1.93 4.88 96.10
2 XX 74.64 0.92 8.37 4.50 0 1.04 1.02 2.20 5.06 97.75
7 XX 71.24 0.83 9.66 4.41 0 1.08 1.27 2.22 5.38 96.11
8 XX 67.06 0.93 11.69 4.72 0 1.42 1.43 2.11 4.84 94.23
12 XX 63.15 0.97 13.18 5.49 0 1.66 1.99 2.79 5.23 94.46
16 XX 63.03 1.34 13.17 5.47 0 1.70 2.09 3.08 5.65 95.53
15 XX 62.11 1.26 14.37 5.87 0 1.96 2.19 3.02 5.51 96.29
3 PX 58.42 0.27 2.38 16.38 0.31 17.54 2.42 0.73 0.97 99.41
4 PX 54.81 0 0.66 18.66 0.50 23.35 1.87 0 0 99.85
5 PX 53.40 0.35 0.52 19.53 0.47 22.46 1.06 0 0.15 97.93
6 PX 54.62 0.34 0.61 20.05 0.62 22.95 1.38 0 0 100.57
17 PX 54.29 0 0.73 19.31 0.46 23.57 1.27 0 0 99.63
Table 4.05: Compositions of melt and orthopyroxene in sample W G l3 with sampling localities 
indicated in Figure 4.11, b. /V ind ica tes melt compositions, while P X  identifies pyroxene analyses. 
Melt analyses are sorted according to increasing distance from quartz crystal.
A steady decrease in siiica content with distance from the quartz crystal was observed. 
Meit compositions show an increase in titanium, aluminium, iron, magnesium, calcium, 
sodium and potassium oxide closest to the co n ta c t with quartz whose fraction 
continues to increase with distance to the quartz crystal. The decrease in silica away 
from the partially molten crystal bears witness to slow diffusion of silica from the 
dissolving quartz crystal. The compositionai trend of melt compositions with distance is 
not towards the composition of biotite in the starting material (Figure 4.11, b), but 
towards a possible mixed source influenced by both mica and feldspars. Light minerals 
that mantle the quartz contact are orthopyroxenes, formed as a reaction product of 
the melting process. The position of this pyroxene mantle indicates that the average
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meit composition, away from the quartz crystals needs to be enriched in silica to allow 
the formation of pyroxenes.
Figure 4.11, c shows melt surrounding quartz and plagioclase remnants. The former site 
of a now com plete ly melted biotite is indicated by the abundance of accessory 
phases, including olivine, clinopyroxene and apatite, in the bottom left hand corner of 
the picture. Oxide concentrations of analyses are listed in Table 4.06.
Min Si02 TI02 AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 Total
10.2 XX 64.11 0 19.16 3.72 0 1.23 1.2 4.35 6.72 100.49
10.3 XX 60.86 0 20.59 4.55 0 1.5 1.43 4.53 6.41 99.87
10.4 XX 59.98 0.47 19.98 3.84 0 1.21 1.46 4.38 6.31 97.63
10.5 XX 65.25 0 20.19 1.70 0 0.42 1.17 4.71 7.49 100.92
10.6 XX 61.67 0.47 18.73 3.54 0 1.14 1.51 4.28 6.56 97.9
10.7 XX 62.26 0.85 16.84 4.46 0 1.44 1.62 3.81 6.31 97.58
10.8 XX 58.44 0.56 19.04 7.66 0 1.81 0.50 4.18 8.09 100.27
10.10 XX 55.77 0 19.17 10.14 0 2.04 2.33 4.16 6.37 99.97
10.12 XX 61.21 0.94 18.40 4.57 0 1.38 1.35 4.99 6.21 99.04
10.14 XX 67.79 0.57 13.79 3.33 0 1.12 0.98 2.94 6.15 96.67
10.15 XX 76.54 0.56 7.03 3.76 0 1.13 0.41 1.76 4.66 95.84
10.16 XX 73.40 0.61 9.98 3.88 0 0.95 0.76 2.54 5.75 98.47
10.11 OL 37.90 0 0.50 31.09 0.34 33.86 0 0.57 0 104.26
10.9 FP 62.92 0 24.30 0 0 0 5.83 8.25 0.68 101.97
10.13 FP 64.87 0 23.01 0 0 0 3.94 9.10 0.30 101.21
10.14 FP 65.73 0.53 18.92 0 0 0 0.39 4.16 10.13 99.86
Table 4.06: Compositions of melt and minerals in sample W G l3 with sampling localities indicated 
in Figure 4.11, c. AX indicates melt compositions, while O ! identifies olivine analyses and F P  
plagioclase analyses.
Two compositional trends can be suggested from the triplet associated with Figure 4.11, 
c. The first is marked by an increase in both silica and mafic components and, while the 
second trend is characterised by an decrease in silica, associated with an increase in 
iron and magnesium oxide. Analyses associated with the first trend are taken in the melt 
channel between two quartz crystals towards the top right hand corner of the image. 
The increase in silica can be explained by the proximity to partially molten quartz, while 
the increase in mafic content possibly relates to biotite that melted outside the image 
view. However, in this case one would have expected an e levated iron and 
magnesium contents in analyses 2, 3 and 12 tha t are ad jacen t to the large 
accum ulation of accessory crystals tha t are thought to represent a former site of 
biotite. However, most of the accessory phases are found to be olivine, that would 
have quickly reduced the amount of both iron and magnesium in the surrounding meit 
on crystallization. Anaiyses associated with the second trend are located close to a 
partially molten plagioclase crystal, if meit surrounding this p lagioclase crystal 
represents a mixture of predominantly biotite and feidspar components, then the lack 
of accessory crystallization might explain the elevated iron and magnesium content in 
points 8 and 10. The melt analyses in this image thus suggest that melt compositions are
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controlled by a com bination of partially melting minerals and crystallizing phases in 
close proximity to the spot analysed.
4.3.3 Powder experiment W Gl - attem pt at oroduclna an eaullibrium melt composition.
As the melts in the previously examined samples have been demonstrated not to have 
homogeneous compositions a t different temperatures, an a ttem pt was m ade to 
determine an equilibrium chemical composition a t 900 °C. For this purpose a sample of 
Westerly granite was crushed to a grain size equal to and below 20 jim  by aga te  
milling. The sample was then statically heated at 900 °C and 250 MPa for 129 hours. 
After quenching, a thin section was produced from the sample, followed by treatm ent 
identical to  that for the other samples discussed in this chapter (polishing, carbon 
coating & EDS spot analysis).
Figure 4.12 shows the textures and melt compositions of this sample. Despite grain size 
reduction (from 960 |im in the starting material to 20 |im in W G l) there is still large 
chemical variation between different melt analyses when projecting analysis on a 3102 
versus CaO + Na20 + K2O and MgO + FeO triangular plot.
a b
SiO.
100
60
Ca0+Na20+K20MgO+FeO
Fiaure 4.12: Microstructures and chem ical analyses of melt of sample W Gl that was 
powdered, then heated to 900 °C for 129 hours in an attem pt to produce a sample 
with equilibrium melt percentage and composition, a.) Texture of sample W G l; b.) 
mineral specific triplot of melt compositions with n = 15 (open circles). Closed triangles 
show the positions of feldspar end members.
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While some melt compositions fall between those of the feldspar end members others 
show a preferential enrichment in both silica and magnesium plus iron (Appendix 6). 
The compositional trends of melt in sample WGl are further explored in Figure 4.08, b in 
which total alkalis are plotted against silica. Again, compositions do not converge on a 
single point. However, more basic melt analyses in samples WG3 heated to the same 
temperature of 900 °C were not observed with most compositions falling into the 
rhyolite and dac ite  fields of volcanic rock nomenclature. Compositional variation 
indicates that 129 hours was insufficient to allow an equilibrium melt to be atta ined, 
both compositionaiiy, and volumetrically (compare to Chapter 3), despite the fine grain 
size.
4.4 Interpretation of mineral and melt compositions in terms of partial melting processes
In all experimental charges heated to and above 800 °C melting of crystalline phases 
occurs. An increase in temperature not only results in a gain in melt fraction, but also 
changes the composition of some of the remnant primary phases, most notably in 
feldspars. Also, several crystalline phases are form ed as by-products of melting 
reactions. As melting took p lace under disequilibrium conditions it was deem ed 
impossible to draw up actual melting reactions. However, some general reaction paths 
can be hinted at, as individual melt compositions strongly reflect the compositions of 
minerals they are closest to. Following a discussion on compositional changes of 
remnant feldspars with increasing temperature the interrelationship between primary 
and secondary phases with respect to broad melting reactions is evaluated.
4.4.1 Interpretation of chemical variation of feldspars with increasina melt fraction
Over the melting interval the volume fraction o f feldspars decreases and the 
composition of the remnant feldspar crystals changes. With increasing temperature 
and melt fraction the potassium content of K-feldspors and the sodium content of 
plagioclases are reduced (Figure 4.01). These changes are accom pan ied by an 
increased ternary character of the feldspars and can possibly be attributed to several 
factors that can work in isolation or conjunction:
1. In general, melting takes place from the edge of a crystal towards its centre except 
where the system is melting along grain-transecting cracks or a t sites of plagioclase 
sericitization. If feldspar crystals are systematically zoned (for instance more albitic cores
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for K-feldspors), then marginal melting of feldspar crystals will tend to reduce the 
compositional distribution.
2. Feidspors with different compositions have different melting temperatures, as the 
iiquidus and soiidus are inciined between the feidspar end-members. This wiii lead to 
preferential melting of feidspors with the iower soiidus and iiquidus. An inciined soiidus 
between aibite and anorthite (Figure 4.13, a) has been reported by Deer, Howie and 
Zussman (1966). This resuits in a preferentiai meiting of plagioclases with a higher sodium 
content, ieoving remnants of piagiociases with the most anorthitic character at the 
highest temperatures (1100 °C). This trend was observed in piagiociases, where oniy 
piagiociases with the highest anorthite content (of piagiociases in the starting materiai) 
are preserved a t 1100 °C.
However, this m ethod does not expiain the preferentiai disappearance of potassium 
rich orthociase, as the soiidus is wing-shaped with an increase towards both orthociase 
and aibite with a minimum at around Ab750r25 (Deer, Howie & Zussman 1966).
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Fiaure 4.13: Change of remnant feidspar compositions on portioi meiting. Verticoi 
do tted  iines mark compositions of feidspors in starting materiai. a.) C hange of 
piagiociase minerais on meiting. Top curved iine is the iiquidus, the iower iine is the 
solidus. With increasing melt fraction the remnant piagiociases are more anorthitic 
(after Deer, Howie & Zussman 1966); b.) Solidus between aikoii feidspar end members. 
Curved lines mark soiidii of coexisting vapour with different water contents (after Ebadi 
& Johannes 1991). Note that Ebadi and Johannes (1991) used a system with varying 
Xco2 fluid, rather than fiuid absent.
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3. As plagioclase. K-feldspar and quartz are the major constituents of the starting 
material (38. 29% and 29 % by volume respectively. Table 2.2). plagioclase /  K-feldspar / 
quartz triple junctions are relatively common. The melting reaction Is therefore 
expected to Involve all three phases. Ebadi and Johannes (1991) (Figure 4.13, b) 
demonstrated tha t in such a system, the minimum temperature on the solidus will 
always occur with roughly equal molar proportions of albite and orthoclase. whatever 
the water content. Assuming that most melting occurs In the vicinity of the triple 
junctions described above, it is expected that approximateiy equal volumes of albite 
and orthociase end members will be consumed during melting.
The average cation contents of feldspars In the starting material Is K-feldspar = 
Or93Abo7 and plagioclase = A b çg .a A n ç j. As there Is 1.3 times more albite than 
orthoclase present In the starting material, there Is an excess of the albite end member 
over the orthoclase end member. If melting continues to consume approximately 
equal proportions of both end-member feldspars, as suggested above, this would 
explain the survival of primary plagioclase crystals a t higher temperatures than K- 
feldspar.
Orthoclase
1000 °C, 100 MPa
900 °C. 50 MPa
750 °C, 100 MPa
f-llOO^C.lOOMPa 
\^1100°C,500 MPa
AnorthiteAlbite
Figure 4.14: Feldspar com positional Isotherms for ternary feldspars. Circles represent the 
compositions of some strongly ternary natural feldspars. After Deer. Howie & Zussman (1992). 
page 394.
4. The Increase In ternary character of feldspars with Increasing temperature can be 
expiained by the increased freedom for cation substitution with increasing temperature 
(Figure 4.14) (Deer. Howie & Zussman 1992. p. 392). The proximity of feldspars belonging 
to the two solld-solutlon series and presence of melt containing all three cations might
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allow some cation exchange to take place near crystal boundaries a ffected by partial 
melting.
Another explanation is that these readings do not refer to crystalline phases but com e 
from melt compositions which have permeated Into the dissolving feldspar crystals that 
maintain feldspar stoichiometry within the set limits (± 4 % of Ideal stoichiometry, 
compare to Appendix 4).
4.4.2 Accessory phases - reactants and products to meltlna reactions
Accessory phase relationships are listed In Table 4.07. This table lists accessory minerals 
that are spatially linked to the independenf\r\\r\Q\o\  ^to the left of the table. The middle 
column lists accessory minerals found Incorporates In the independent In the
starting material, while the right hand column lists accessory phases not found In the 
starting material, that are found at sites of partially or completely molten independent 
minerals a t temperatures between 800 and 1100 °C. It seems likely that a combination 
of independent plus accessories are likely to be Involved In a melting reaction which 
produces melt plus reaction products. However, while there are likely to be Influences 
on the melt formed by other ad jacent grains (e.g. it Is Impossible to obtain pyroxenes 
by merely reacting quartz with small amounts of epidote) the reaction products also 
change with tem perature. The most obvious change in reaction p roduct with 
temperature Is the transition between garnet and olivine as products of biotite melting 
at temperatures around 950 °C. All other reaction products change with temperature 
are less marked and both products can be found In samples heated to temperatures 
spanning several hundred degrees Celsius, such as the change between spinel and 
Iimenite where there is an Increase In volume ratio of spinel /Iimenite with Increasing 
temperature, with Iimenite not found In samples above 1050 °C.
One aspect also illustrated by the variety and composition of crystalline reaction 
products Is the disequilibrium conditions under which melting took place. It is highly 
unlikely tha t the olivine crystals de tec ted  have formed In a silica saturated system 
(Deer, Howie & Zussman 1966), as olivine of intermediate composition are unstable In 
this kind of setting. Sites where biotite melting took place are generally characterized 
by several accessory phases usually associated with more basic melts.
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independent Alteration / Inclusion Reaction product
Amphibole
Apatite
Biotite Amphibole Garnet
Apatite Iimenite
Chlorite Olivine
Haematite Pyroxene
Muscovite Spinel
Rutile Wollostonlte
Spinel
Zircon
Flaematite
Iimenite
K-feldspar
Plagioclase Epidote Garnet
Calclte
Muscovite
Quartz Epidote Pyroxene
Sphene
Spinel
Table 4.07: Inclusions and crystalline reaction products associated with independent crystalline 
phases found in the starting material WGO. Alteration products are minerals In the starting 
material that formed by the sub-solidus breakdown of the host, such as chlorite replacing biotite, 
whereas reaction products are crystalline by-products of a melting reaction, associated with or 
surrounding the site of the host.
4.4.2 Summary of compositional trends of melt
From the outset. Marker plots revealed the role of crystalline phases In Influencing melt 
compositions. Compositional trends can In all cases (Figure 4.7, 4.8) be attributed to 
variable contributions from major and accessory phases. With Increasing temperature 
the compositional spread decreases, but in no case was the melt composition reduced 
to a homogeneous composition. This disequilibrium in melt compositions Is also 
confirmed when melt analyses of all temperatures are projected onto a tota l acid 
versus silica plot. Melt compositions fall In all field of volcanic rock types (after Cox, Bell 
& Pankhurst 1979). Spread of analyses decreases with Increasing tem perature, 
ciustering near the projected point of Westerly granite whole rock data that falls on the 
boundary between the rhyolite and dacite compositional fields. Projection of analyses 
onto triangular plots with apexes chosen to represent the three major phase groups 
(SIO2 = quartz; CaO + Na20 + K2O = feldspars and FeO + MgO = mica) showed melt 
compositions dom inated by feldspar and quartz with oniy minor influence by mafic 
oxides. An overall melting reaction of Bt + Qtz + Plag +K-fsp = Meit + Gar /  Opx /  Spinei. 
In no case did melt phases reflect compositions expected from pure biotite breakdown 
(biotite -> m elt + orthopyroxene). Spatial melt analyses variation proved tha t melt 
compositions are strongiy infiuenced by the crystals surrounding that are contributing to
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the melt formation, as well as crystalline phases forming as a by-product of the melting 
reaction. Only localized equilibria are atta ined a t best, with limited melt movement 
being Insufficient to effect chemical homogenization of the melt. Grain size reduction in 
W Gl to 20 |im was Insufficient to reduce diffusion distances to a degree where an 
equilibrium melt composition could be established in the time span a t which the 
sample was kept a t temperature (129 hours at 900 °C and 250 MPa). Data from WGl 
agrees with the trends for melt compositions in other analysed samples between 800 
and 1100 °C.
4.5 Melt re-crystallization products
Three samples were Initially heated to between 1100 and 1200 °C, followed by a 
tem perature drop to between 850 and 1027 °C where the samples were held for 
several hours prior to quenching (Table 3.3, Chapter 3.3.5). This process led to partial 
neo-crystalllzatlon of the melt phase. The lower temperature test WGl 8 (heated to 1100 
°C, prior to deform ation between 900 and 1027 °C), shows crystallization of both 
feldspars and biotite (Figure 4.15), while the higher temperature samples WG21 and 
WG22 only displayed extensive feldspar crystallization. The compositions of biotite neo­
cry sts In W G l8 are first com pared to compositions of biotite In the starting material, 
followed by an Investigation of feldspar compositions In sample WG21.
4.5.1 Biotite neo-crvstalllzatlon In W G l8
Biotite crystals with an average diam eter of around 20 |im were found to have 
crystallized In the melt of W G l8 in close association with olivine, sphene and apatite, as 
well as feldspars (which were not analyzed) (Figure 4.15). Analyses of biotites In the 
starting material and neo-blotltes In W G l8 are displayed In Table 4.08.
Com pared to biotites In the starting material (WGO) the newly crystallized biotites In 
W G l8 are enriched In calcia and sodia but reduced in potassla content. The neo-crysts 
have somewhat higher annlte/slderophyllite and phlogoplte/annlte ratios than In the 
starting material (Figure 4.15, b). This Indicates that the biotite crystals In W G l8 may 
have formed at lower temperatures than those in the starting material (Deer, Howie & 
Zussman 1966). This compositional shift of W G l8 with respect to WGO contrasts sharply 
with the deve lopm ent of biotite compositions In the samples analysed previously 
(Figure 4.3) where biotite compositions remained close to that In the starting material 
with a slight decrease In annlte/siderophylllte ratio. The larger spread in compositions is
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also confirmed in the aluminium versus iron and magnesium triangular plot (compare 
Figure 4.3 with Figure 4.15).
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Figure 4.15: Neo-crystallization of biotite and feldspars In W G l8. due to sample being kept at 
temperatures between 900 and 1027 °C after Initial tieating to 1100 °C. a.), b.) optica l thin 
section photos of W G l8, where b) gives an enlargement on a.), c.) plot of biotite analyses from 
WGO (filled circles) and W G l8 (open squares) on phlogoplte-blotlte compositional field. Plot after 
Deer, Howie & Zussman (1966). d.) composition of neo-blotlte crystals (open circles) with respect 
to aluminium. Iron and magnesium. The large shaded circle represents average biotite In WGO.
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Min SI02 TI02 AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total
WGO
25 Bi 38.4 2.33 15.1 20.1 0 11.1 0 0.39 9.57 97
26 Bi 37.2 2.49 14.8 20.7 0 10.1 0 0 9.78 95
40 BI 38 2.68 14.6 20.3 0.33 10.1 0.19 0.42 9.71 96.3
41 BI 37.2 2.83 14.5 20.7 0.36 10.3 0 0.51 9.84 96.3
45 BI 37.2 2.98 14.9 20.1 0.3 10 0 0.38 9.67 95.6
46 BI 37 2.94 14.4 20.9 0.23 9.89 0 0.7 9.82 95.9
50 BI 37.8 3.2 15.2 19.6 0 10.3 0.13 0.39 9.48 96.1
72 BI 37.3 2.27 14.7 20.4 0.33 10.2 0 0 9.86 95
average 37.5 2.72 14.8 20.4 0.19 10.2 0.04 0.35 9.72 91.5
40.96 2.97 16.17 22.9 0.21 11.1 0.04 0.38 10.6 100.0
W Gl 8
10 BI 46.4 1.86 14.5 7.79 0 5.28 4.47 2.89 5.98 91.8
11 BI 50 0.31 15.6 15.8 0.43 5.44 2.7 4.36 2.74 97.7
13 BI 35.7 1.02 13.5 15.3 0 10.1 0.58 0.94 7.75 84.9
14 BI 37.1 4.78 14.3 16.2 0 11.4 0.38 1.09 8.53 93.8
17 BI 35.2 2.78 13.7 14.8 0 10.5 1.1 1.11 8.14 88
18 BI 35.7 5.27 13.5 16.8 0 10.5 0 0.99 8.3 91.2
19 BI 39.4 5.58 15.3 13.9 0 11.2 0.53 1.89 7.96 95.7
21 BI 39.1 2.2 14.1 15.3 0 12.7 1.56 1.24 8.72 96
22 BI 37.1 5.82 14.5 14.9 0 13 0 1.07 8.34 94.7
23 BI 37.1 6.26 14 15.2 0 9.9 0.42 1.03 7.75 91.7
24 BI 45.8 2.79 14.8 14.1 0 8.62 0.29 1.96 7.71 96
average 39.9 3.51 14.3 14.5 0.04 9.88 1.09 1.69 7.45 92.9
43.0 3.75 15.4 15.6 0.04 10.6 1.17 1.82 8.02 100.0
Table 4.08: Analyses of biotites In WGO and neo-crystalllzed biotite In W G l8.
4.5.2 Feldspar neo-crvstallization in WG21
In contrast to WGl 8, the neo-crystallization in samples initially heated to 1200 °C (WG21 
and WG22) was restricted to feidspors (Figure 3.9). in Figure 4.13 the compositions of 
neo-feldspars and adjacent melt hove been plotted, with analyses listed in Table 4.09.
There is Iittie compositional variation between newiy crystoiiized feldspars and the melt 
surrounding (Figure 4.13). A decrease In silica is associated with a slight rise in calcia, 
sodia and potassla in the neo-crystallized feldspars (Table 4.09). However, the most 
marked difference between neo-crystaliized feldspars and meit is the ten fold increase 
in titania and lock of iron oxide in the feldspars. The small compositional variation In 
major oxides (silica, alumina, calcia, sodia and potassla) between feldspars and meit is 
confirmed by the low contrast between the two phases on BSEM images (Figure 3.9), 
Feidspar compositional zoning is indicated by the striped appearance of feldspars 
(Figure 3.9, b). The composition of K-feldspors crystallized (Figure 4.16, a) contain 
roughly equal proportions of sodium and potassium.
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Figure 4.16: Compositional variation of neo-crystaiiized feldspars and remaining melt in WG21. 
Neo-feldspars are given an open circle symbol, while analyses of meit surrounding the feldspars 
are given a filled circle symbol, a.) compositions of melt and neo-feldspars are pro jected onto 
the feldspar plane; b.) compositions of meit and crystals with respect to major phases present In 
the starting material.
Min SIO2 TIO2 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total
4 XX 65.4 0 16 0 0 0 0.12 3.5 6.93 92
8 XX 62.8 0 16.3 0 0 0 0 3.5 7.16 89.8
9 XX 64.7 0 16.8 0 0 0 0.21 2.51 6.19 90.4
11 XX 64.9 0 16.1 0.58 0 0 0.2 3.66 6.74 92.2
12 XX 63.1 0.47 17.5 0 0 0 0 3.72 9.73 94.5
13 XX 63.3 0 16.9 0.31 0 0 0.32 3.78 6.84 91.5
15 XX 63.1 0 16.8 0.28 0 0 0.29 3.72 6.78 91
16 XX 64.7 0 16.3 0 0 0 0 3.64 6.97 91.6
18 XX 63.1 0 16.9 0.29 0 0 0.18 3.72 6.94 91.1
22 XX 63.3 0 16.7 0.33 0 0 0.16 4.07 6.93 91.4
average 63.8 0.05 16.6 0.18 0 0 0.15 3.58 7.12 91.5
69.7 0.05 18.1 0.20 0 0 0.16 3.91 7.78 100.0
1 FP 62.5 1.08 17.5 0 0 0 0 3.71 8.49 93.3
2 FP 63.1 0.63 17.6 0 0 0 0 3.84 9.37 94.5
3 FP 62.6 0.86 17.8 0 0 0 0.3 3.51 9.23 94.2
5 FP 63 0 17 0 0 0 0.36 4 7.45 91.8
6 FP 63.7 0 17.9 0 0 0 0.29 4.19 9.39 95.5
7 FP 59.6 1.1 18 0 0 0 0.82 4.02 8.05 91.5
10 FP 63.6 0 14.8 0 0 0 0.15 3.4 6.2 88.2
14 FP 63.4 0.41 17.7 0 0 0 0.18 4.03 8.83 94.6
17 FP 63.5 0.48 17.9 0 0 0 0.28 3.86 9.64 95.6
19 FP 63.4 0.67 17.9 0 0 0 0.39 4.41 8 94.8
20 FP 63.6 0.27 18.2 0 0 0 0.47 4.61 7.87 95.1
24 FP 63.6 0.64 18.1 0 0 0 0.22 4.48 8.39 95.5
average 63.0 0.51 17.5 0 0 0 0.29 4.01 8.41 93.8
67.2 0.54 18.7 0 0 0 0.31 4.27 9.00 100.0
Table 4.09: Compositions of neo-crystalllzed feldspars and surrounding melt In WG21. %Vldentlfles 
meit analyses, while 7Arelates to feldspar analyses.
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4.5.3 Interpretation of neo-crvstallization
Neo-crystalllzatlon of the melt phase In samples W G l8 and WG21 took p lace under 
disequilibrium conditions. Crystallization was rapid, as Indicated by zoning In feldspars In 
WG21 and the small size of biotites In W G l8. Biotite compositions also suggest lower 
crystallization temperatures than those a t which biotites In the starting material 
crystallized. Neo-feldspars In WG21 with roughly equal proportions of sodium and 
potassium cations correspond with the minimum In the K-feldspar solidus curve 
displayed In Figure 4.13, b.
4.6 Summary and Conclusion
At temperatures 800 °C and higher melting of Westerly granite took p lace In the 
experimental charges studied. Partial melting not only results In the production of melt 
but leads to chem ical changes In the remnant crystalline phases and the creation of 
accessory phases that form crystalline by-products of melting reactions.
K-feldspors Increase their albite content with Increasing temperature until com plete 
melting commences a t temperatures above 1050 °C (Chapter 4.2.1), associated with 
an Increase In anorthitic character In plagioclase that are still found In the highest 
temperature run analysed a t 1100 °C. These compositional trends can be explained by 
several d ifferent processes working In Isolation or conjunction. l.)A  differences In 
chem ical compositions between rims and cores of minerals will result In a gradational 
change of composition as the rims becom e molten. 2.) An Inclined solidus between 
feldspar end-members will result In preferential dissolution of feldspars with compositions 
closer to the end-member with the lower melting temperature (Chapter 4.4.1). 3.) An 
overall Increase In ternary characte r of feldspar compositions with Increasing 
temperature can be explained by an Increase In freedom for feldspar compositions at 
elevated temperatures (Deer, Howie & Zussman 1966). 4.) The preferential dissolution of 
K-feldspar can be explained If the melting reaction Involves both feldspar groups, 
whereupon the minimum In the solidus falls a t a point where sub-equal proportions of 
orthoclase and albite are present. As K-feldspars fill a smaller volume fraction of the 
starting material when com pared to plagioclase, K-feldspar volume Is reduced more 
rapidly (Chapter 4.4.1).
Quartz crystals show no compositional change, but belts of pyroxene crystals mantle 
quartz contacts to melt a t temperatures In excess of 1000 °C (Chapter 4.2.2).
With Increasing tem perature the siderophyllite to annite ratio of b iotite rises until 
com plete melting commences a t temperatures In excess of 1050 °C (Chapter 4.2.3).
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Melting takes place parallel to c leavage and Is associated with the production of 
several different accessory phases (garnet, Iimenite, olivine, pyroxene, spinel and 
wollastonlte). Transitions between crystalline by-products with tem perature can be 
observed. There Is a sharp transition from garnet to olivine between 900 and 1000 °C 
(Chapter 4.2.4) and a gradational transition towards orthopyroxene from clinopyroxene 
over the temperature Interval of 800 to 1050 °C (Chapter 4.2.4).
Melt compositions generally reflect the compositions of partially melting crystalline 
phases and minerals forming os a by-product of the melting reaction (Chapter 4.3.2). 
The majority of melt analysis cluster around the composition of whole rock Westerly 
granite (Chapter 4.3.1). However, melt compositions show a large compositional spread 
In oxide content In all samples heated to between 800 and 1100 °C. In no cose. 
Including the powder test W G l, were melts In chemical equilibrium produced.
Neo-crystalllzatlon of melt In samples W G l8 and WG21 (Chapter 4.5) resulted In biotite 
and feldspar nucléation. Biotite and feldspars crystallized In the lower temperature 
sample W G l8 (Initially heated to 1100 °C), with biotite compositions Indicating a lower 
temperature of nucléation than those found In the starting material. Only K- feldspars 
crystallized In WG21 (heated to 1200 °C). Compositions of both melt and feldspars In 
WG21 plot near the solidus minimum between orthoclase and albite compositions (In 
the quortz-orthoclase-olblte system (Ebadi & Johannes 1991) (Figure 4.13, b). Rapid 
crystallization Is suggested by zoning of feldspars on WG21 and small crystal sizes of 
biotites In W G l8.
In conclusion, partial melting of the rock took place under disequilibrium conditions In 
all tests (including W G l) and generated a large number of different accessory phases 
as crystalline melting by-products. Only local melt - mineral equilibria were atta ined at 
best, and limited melt movement and chemical diffusion were Insufficient to a ffect 
homogenization during the time Interval where the rock was partially molten.
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Chapter 5 
Stress-strain and stress relaxation data
5.1 introduction
In this chapter the mechanical output from stress-strain and stress relaxation tests are 
presented and discussed, along with information on the m acroscopic deformation 
behaviour of the samples.
Cylindrical samples of Westerly granite (20 mm length and 9.5 mm diameter) were 
deformed in the PATERSON gas rig (see Appendix 1 for test procedures and machine 
descriptions and Appendix 2 for da ta  processing) a t temperatures between 800 and 
1100 °C and a constant confining pressure of 250 MPa. Applied strain rates ranged 
between 2 * 10'^ s"^  to 3 * 10"'  ^s"^, with (maximum strains varying between 8.4 and 57.4 
7o. Experiments lasted betw een 2.5 and 171 hours. The deform ation histories of 
deformed samples are listed in Table 5.01 (compare aiso to Appendix 10 for detailed 
mechanical data  for individual tests).
Stress and strain on the sample were recorded during constant uniaxial compression. 
This was foiiowed by a stress relaxation cycle where the specimen was allowed to relax 
a t approximately constant strain with stress and strain rate measured and caicuiated. 
Finally the samples were quenched a t a rate of 100 °C per minute to preserve 
microstructures induced during uniaxial compression (these are described in Chapter 
7).
The general trends in stress-strain tests with varying strain rate, temperature and melt 
fraction are studied. The influences of temperature and melt fraction on the maximum 
supported stress by the samples are discussed in Chapter 5.2. Stress relaxation curves 
are studied to evaluate their dependence on strain and melt fraction (Chapter 5.3). This 
is foiiowed by a discussion of the inter-relationship between stress-strain and stress 
relaxation da ta  for sampies deformed under simiiar conditions (temperature and strain 
rate). The assumption that stress relaxation data  can be used to evaiuate slow strain 
rate stress-strain behaviour is tested and conclusions are drawn towards deformation 
characteristics in the three dimensional field of stress - strain - strain rate, a t different 
melt fractions (Chapter 5.4). The evoiution of macroscopic deformation behaviour with 
temperature are discussed in Chapter 5.5 (for microstructures see Chapter 7).
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T
CC)
Cmax
(MPa)
Emax
(%)
:
(%)
ss/sr
N5
t to def 
(h)
t totai 
(h)
meit 6 
(tract)
fault
G)
WG2 800 487.15 9.41 8E-05 1 2 2.4 0.053 44
WG3 900 196.95 14.07 8E-05 1 2 2.5 0.073 35,37
WG4 1000 3&79 12.25 8E-05 1 2 2.5 0.203 78,81
WG5 950 105.17 13.77 8E-05 1 2 3 0.144 90,49
WG6 850 518.86 8.44 8E-05 1 2 2.5 0.044 45,47
WG7 800 372.63 8.82 8E-05 1 2 4 0.033 37,41
WG8 800 343.4 14.3 8E-05 1 90 96 0.035 37,40, 44
WG9 900 63.63 1&62 8E-05 1 46 46.5 0.120 39,42
WGIO 900 153.58 15.26 8E-05 1 94 96 0.131 52
W G ll 1000 58.13 13.23 8E-05 1 625 71 0.271 53
WG12 1050 20.75 32.63 8E-05 1 2.5 4 0.335 none
WG13 1100 2.81 30.13 8E-05 1 2.5 4 0.477 none
WG16 900 181.68 226 8E-05 3.5 17.5 0.135 42,63
WG17 900 119.94 17.36 2E-6 1 0 52.4 0.179 90,90,90
WG18 1100
1027
946
896
946
0.48
4.61
8283
176.04
104.09 24.51
8E-04
lE-05
2E-04
lE-04
8E-04
1
1
1
1
3.25
3.5
4.5
5.5 
24.5 25 M .25/.47 46,51
WG20 900
900
102.78
139.19 13.36
2E-07
8E-05
1
1
0.75
166 171 0.168 none
WG21 1200U900
850
900
953
30
30
30
30
creep
creep
creep
creep
2E-07
6E-08
2E-07
5E-06
1
1
1
1
18.0
20.0
23.5
42.0 47.75 M .16/.62 62
WG23 1000 194.22 24.52 8E-05 1 2 3.25 0.103 50
WG26 1000
1000
1000
14.08 
2&28
14.08 14.77
2E-07
9E-06
4E-04
1
1
1 26.5 124.75 0.435 none
WG27 950 243.42 24.95 lE-04 1 4 8.5 0.076 45
WG28 900 114.98 "4214 "4E-05 5 2 51 0.155 37
WG29 1000 41.42 "45.57 "6E-05 5 3 44.75 0.257 none
WG30 1000
1000
12.98
3246 "57.40
"2E-07
"3E-04 2
1
166.5 168 0.313 38
Table 5.01: Test histories of deformed samples, ss/sr N- lists the number of stress-strain-stress 
relaxation cycles the sample underwent under the foregoing conditions. The macroscopic fault 
angle with respect to a /Is  listed In the right hand column. The starred (*) sampies WG28 to WG30 
suffered a 50 °C temperature profile across the sample, hence only half the specimen was 
deformed In each case, thus explaining the very high strains (emax)- WG21 was deform ed at 
constant stress creep conditions at 30 MPa. Results from stress-strain data  of WG21 are described 
In Chapter 6.2.2. See Table 3.01 for static test histories.
5.2 Stress-strain behaviour
The influence of strain rate, strain, temperature, melt fraction and strain history on the 
stress-strain behaviour of sampies are explored in this section.
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5.2.1 General shapes of stress-strain curves
With increasing app lied  strain the stress supported by the sample rises in an 
approximately linear fashion until the yield point\s encountered (at cyand ay in Figure
5.01). With further increase in stress the deformation behaviour departs from linear 
elastic, with a slowing increase in stress with strain until a maximum stress value has 
been atta ined and the stress-strain curve turned horizontal (at e^and  opiax'^ ^ Figure
5.01). This point is called the ultimate strength a t which the sample changes in 
behaviour from strain hardening to strain weakening. This is usually associated with the 
localization of a macroscopic fault in low temperature samples (com pare with section 
on macroscopic behaviour. Chapter 5.5).
Ultimate strength
max
Yield point
CO
Strain
Figure 5.01: Basic shape of stress-strain curves on which the position of the yield point and the 
ultimate strength of the sample have been highlighted.
Prior to reaching the yield point the sample is elastically deformed. Beyond this point 
the sample will deform plastically with increasing stress. Whereas active deformation 
and localization of fractures happen in the rising part of the stress-strain curve, the 
deformation of the sample is characterized by sliding along pre-existing dislocations in 
the strain weakening part of the curve, after the ultimate strength of the rock has been 
exceeded.
5.2.2 Samples deform ed a t near identica l conditions - the e ffe c t of m aterial 
heteroaenelties on sample behaviour
This section considers a suite of fifteen isothermal experiments in which samples were 
deformed a t a strain rate of 8 *  10"^ s"  ^ a t temperatures between 800 and 1100 °C 
(Table 5.01). At temperatures of 800, 900 and 1000 °C several samples were deformed 
a t the same strain rate and temperature, thus a t near identical conditions. These give
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information on the reproducibility of tests and allow an error bar to be established, 
which reflects the material variability (for errors due to experimental and measuring 
uncertainties see Appendix 2).
Of the three sampies deformed at 800 °C (WG2, WG7, WG8) (Figure 5.02, a), the 
strongest (WG2) showed a steep increase in stress with increasing strain until 
attained. The stress then dropped rapidly with increasing strain. WG7 displays medium 
strength at low strains with stress dropping slowly with increasing strain. The weakest test 
at low strains (WG8) had no pronounced peak stress, but displayed a very smooth and 
gradual increase in stress with increasing strain that finally flattened out to constant 
stress with increasing strain. The ultimate strength of samples varied not only in value of 
omax' but also with strain e^a t which attained. Ultimate strength deviates by
79.7 MPa. An average stress curve of WG2 and WG7 was added to Figure 5.02, a (dot- 
dashed line), while the vertical range bar gives an indication of variability in peak stress. 
The horizontal range bar gives the deviation in strain at which the ultimate strength was 
attained.
Four tests were deformed at 900 °C (WG3, WG9, WGIO, WG16) (Figure 5.02, b). Of 
these, three can be seen to tali roughly in the same error margin as tests deformed at 
800 °C (WG3, WGIO, WG16). However, sample WG9 is significantly weaker than the 
others. This marked deviation is thought to be a result of a slow jacket leak, increasing 
pore pressure in the specimen and thus decreasing the yield strength (confirmed by 
microstructural evidence; com pare with Chapter 7.2). Data from WG9 was not used 
when calculating the average deformation characteristics a t these temperature and 
strain rate conditions.
At 1000 °C two samples were deformed at the same strain rate (Figure 5.02, c). The 
sample W G ll displays a omax 63 % higher that am ax for WG4. However, with 
increasing strain the strength of WGl 1 drops rapidly, while the strength of WG4 steadily 
rises with increasing strain, resulting in similar supported stress at 12 % strain.
Variation in the stress-strain behaviour of sampies deformed under near identical 
conditions can be summarized as follows: The ultimate strength of samples varied by ± 
30 %. Also shapes of stress strain curves differ. Sampies (WG2, WG7 (Figure 5.02, a); 
WG3, WGIO (Figure 5.02, b) and WGl 1 (Figure 5.02, c)) showed a dramatic decrease in 
supported stress, once the ultimate strength of the sample had been exceeded (as 
sketched in Figure 5.01).
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Figure 5.02: Stress-strain curves for samples deformed at a constant strain rate of 5*10'5 under 
isothermal conditions, a.) 800 °C; b.) 900 °C; c.) 1000 °C. Range bars give deviation of ultimate 
strength of different sampies from idealized stress-strain curve (dot-dashed line).
in contrast, samples WG8 (Figure 5.02,a), WG16 (Figure 5.02, b) and WG4 (Figure 5.02,
c) showed more diffuse yield behaviour and more shallow increase of stress with 
increasing strain.
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As ind icated by the stress strain da ta  assembled in Figure 5.02, samples deform ed 
under near identical conditions can have different stress-strain curve shapes. This is most 
likely related to the different evolution of microstructures, related to heterogeneous 
material of samples, due to the large grain size of 0.96 mm, com pared with a small 
sample size of a cylinder of 9.4 mm diameter and 20 to 21 mm length.
5.2.3 Effect of temperature on stress-strain behaviour
In Figure 5.03 the average stress-strain curves derived in Figure 5.02 are p lotted in 
conjunction with results from experiments at 850 °C (WG6) , 950 °C (WG5), 1050 °C 
(W G l2) and 1100 °C (W G l3).
500 1
400 -
WG6, 850 °C, 4) = 0.044 
800 °C average
9= 300 - / /  WG12, 1050°C,
/ / WG13, 1100°C 4) = 0.335
/  (j) = 0.477 /200 - 900 °C average
CO
WG5, 950 °C,(|) = 0.14'4
100 -
1000 °C average
Strain %
Figure 5.03: Stress strain curves of isothermal samples deformed at a constant strain rate of 8 *  10'
5 s 'l a t various temperatures. Solid lines mark single experiments; dashed lines mark averages of 
several experiments determined in Figure 5.02. Maximum strain readings from W G l2 (6.86 MPa at 
32.5 % strain) and W G l3 (1.31 MPa at 30.13 %) were not inciuded to ease comparison between 
the different stress-strain curves.
With increasing temperature a dram atic drop in maximum supported stress con be 
observed. While samples deformed at 800 to 850 °C supported as much as amax = 
518.86 MPa, the sample deformed at 1100 °C (W G l3) supported only amax = 2.81 MPa. 
Associated with this decrease in supported stress Is a change In the shape of the stress- 
strain curves. A t low temperatures (800 to 850 °C) a steep increase in strength with 
increasing strain can be observed, until the yield point is reached. With further strain the 
sampies strength drops sharply.
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Figure 5.04: Control of tem perature and melt fraction on the maximum supported stress of 
samples deform ed at a constant strain rate of 5 *  10"^ s"  ^ and temperature. Open circles mark 
samples WG2 to W G l3 (excluding WG9) and W G l6, while the filled circles highlight samples 
WG23 and WG27, where part of the melt was extracted Into adjoining quartzlte, reducing the 
overall melt fraction. Range bars on b.) give standard deviatoric error on melt fraction (after 
Figure 3.2); c.) Log maximum supported stress versus melt fraction with open and filled circles as 
above. Filled squares are da ta  by van der Molen & Paterson (1979) where Delegate apllte was 
heated to 800 °C a t 200 MPa with different melt fractions produced by the addition of water (0 - 
2 w t %) to produce a variety of melt fractions. The result plotting on the x-axis refers to van der 
Molen and Paterson's (1979) powder specimen (compare to Chapter 6.4).
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In contrast, higher temperature samples (900 to 1100 °C) show a much more gradual 
Initial Increase of stress with strain. These samples have more diffuse yield behaviour, 
with a less pronounced decrease In supported stress with Increasing strain beyond the 
ultimate sample strength. An Increase In strain a t which the ultimate strength of the 
sample was exceeded with Increasing temperature was not observed.
The maximum stress supported by samples deformed at the same strain rate Is plotted 
against tem perature In Figure 5.04, a. The steep decline In maximum stress with 
Increasing tem perature Is easily seen. However, there Is quite large deviation of 
supported stress of samples from the general trend (drawn as a dashed line), especially 
WG6, heated to 850 °C and the two filled circles that mark sample WG27 and WG23 at 
950 and 1000 °C respectively. The strength of the samples decreases most markedly at 
temperatures between 800 and 900 °C. However, there Is Insufficient da ta  to soy 
whether this decrease Is smooth (os Indicated by the dashed line) or step like.
5.2.4 Chanae of maximum stress supported with melt fraction
The Increase In sample temperature Is also closely linked to a general Increase In melt 
fraction (Chapter 3.3). As there Is no linear relationship between melt fraction and 
temperature, the relationship between maximum supported stress and melt fraction 
needs to be explored (Figure 5.04, b). For Isothermal samples a smooth drop of 
maximum stress over the melt fraction Interval can be seen. The steepest decrease In 
specimen strength occurs a t melt fractions between 0 and 0.10 by volume. With 
Increasing melt fraction the strength decreases smoothly over the melting Interval of ((j) 
= 0.10 to 0.477), until It approaches the flow strength of melt at cj) = 1 melt. A critical melt 
fraction (van der Molen & Paterson 1979) a t approximately c|) = 0.30 melt, a t which a 
sudden drop In strength of the rock, associated with a step from sample behaviour 
controlled by matrix to melt dom inated behaviour, was not observed (Figure 5.04, c). 
This aspect In studied further In Chapter 6.4 where the effect of melt viscosity on amax is
assessed.
5.2.5 Effect of strain rate on sample behaviour.
Further tests were performed at strain rates between 1 * 10'^ s"^  and 2 * 10'^ s'^ In order 
to study the effect of strain rate on deformation behaviour. An upper limit to strain rates 
Is set primarily by the maximum data-logging rate of the machine (1 per second) and
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the maximum differential stress that can be applied without causing permanent plastic 
deformation of the rig. Thus, a practical maximum speed corresponds to about 20 % 
shortening in abou t 1 minute. On the other hand very slow strain rates will cause 
partially molten rocks to hove strengths close to the detection limit of the machine (~1 
MPa) (compare also to Appendix 2).
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Figure 5.05: Stress-strain curve dependency on strain rates a.) 900 °C; b.) 1000 °C.
in Figure 5.05, a all isothermal tests deformed at 900 °C at strain rates of 8 *  10'^ s"^  or 
slower (with the exception of WG9) are displayed on a stress-strain plot. As the strain 
rate is reduced there is a decrease in amax- The step in the WG20 stress strain curve is 
due to strain rate stepping from 1 * 10"^ to 5 * 10"^ s'^ during the test run. Additional 
complications arise in com paring tests deformed at different strain rates a t the same
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temperature, as a lower strain rate required much longer test runs which resulted in 
higher meit fractions (Chapter 3).
The decrease in supported stress with decreasing strain rate can also be observed a t 
1000 °C (Figure 5.5, b). The stress-strain curve of WG26, deformed a t 2 *  10"^ s"  ^ rises 
smoothly over the strain interval, until the strain rate was stepped up.
5.2.6 Effect of strain historv on stress-strain deformation behaviour.
Besides tests consisting of a single loading event followed by a single stress relaxation, 
several tests involved a more complex deformation history. These tested whether stress 
relaxation events influenced stress-strain behaviour over a long strain interval. Two types 
of Isothermal strain history tests were conducted:
• Constant strain rate test punctuated by several stress relaxation events
(WG28, WG29).
• Multiple stress-strain -  stress relaxation events with stress-strain tests performed
at various strain rates (WG20, WG26).
Two multiple loading events a t a constant strain rate of 8 *  10'^ s '^  separated by stress 
relaxation events were performed at 900 and 1000 °C (WG28 and WG29 respectively). 
Both samples experienced a 50 °C temperature profile length-wise across the sample, 
leading to deformation entirely confined to one half of the specimen cylinder. To allow 
for this heterogeneity, strain rates were therefore recalculated (Appendix 2 , Appendix 
10) assuming that all compressive movement was accom m odated by the hotter half of 
the sample, thus doubling the strain and halving the strain rate imposed on this half of 
the samples. However, os only relative stress-strain values are used in assessing the 
e ffect of multiple loading events on stress-strain curve shapes, the data  from these two 
samples can be used in Figure 5.06.
At 900 °C (Figure 5.06, a) sample WG28 suffered five separate loading events. At the 
beginning of each loading event the supported stress increased sharply until the yield 
surface was met. At the Inflection of the stress-strain curve (from near vertical to near 
horizontal) permanent deformation of the specimen proceeds . The parts of the curves 
representing the post-yieid behaviour were joined (by a dot-dashed line) to give the 
com ple te  stress-strain curve of the specimen (Figure 5.02, a). This curve is similar in 
shape to the surface obtained for samples deformed at the same strain rate, but 
involving only one deformation cycle (Figure 5.02, b). However, the maximum stress 
measured in WG28 was 25 % less than amax in the other tests. This related to the short
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effective length for samples WG28 owing to the described temperature profile. A similar 
trend can be observed In WG29 (Figure 5.06, b). Again a single stress-strain curve can 
be drawn that joins flattened parts of the different loading events. The ultimate strength 
of the sample was not reached In the second and third loading event, explaining the 
divergence of maximum stress of the sample from the fit (dot-dashed line) In the strain 
Interval of 5 to 16 %. In difference to WG28, there Is a better m atch of ultimate strength 
between samples deformed with a single deformation cycle (Figure 5.02, c) and WG29 
(Figure 5.06).
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Figure 5.06: Multiple loading of samples at constant strain rate, a.) WG28,900 °C; b.) WG29, 1000 
°C. Solid line marks stress-strain history of the sample. Steep sections mark loading of samples after 
a stress-relaxatlon event; permanent deformation occurred where the stress-strain curve flattens. 
Dot-dashed lines mark fit to flattenend parts of multiple loading events.
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Figure 5.07: Multiple loading of samples a t different strain rates, a.) WG20, loaded at 900 °C at
strain rates of 2 *  10'^  s 'l and 5 * 10'^ s' '. Dot-dashed line Is the average stress-strain curve of 
WG2 and WG7 from Figure 5.02, b, b.) WG26 deformed at 1000 °C at strain rates of 2 *  10'^ s ' \  9 
* 10'^ s 'l,  and 4 * 10'^ s ' \  Dot-dashed line Is the average stress-strain curve of WG4 and W Gl 1 
from Figure 5.02, c. Range bars In a.) and b.) give variation of ultimate strength of samples that 
m ade up average curves (after Figure 5.02).
e-1
In nine tests strain rate stepping was carried out, of which two are displayed in Figure 
5.07. Strain rate stepping was accomplished either by altering the strain rate during on­
going deformation, or by separating different strain rate tests by stress relaxation events, 
in ail tests strain rates were increased with strain and time, in WG20 (Figure 5.07, a) the 
two compressionai events were separated by a stress relaxation event. Loading of this 
sample after the stress relaxation event produced a steep rise of the stress-strain curve, 
foiiowed by permanent deformation associated with a fiattening of the stress-strain 
curve. At the faster strain rate the sampie supported a higher stress. Superimposed on
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Figure 5.07, a is the average stress-strain curve of sampies WG2 and WG7 (from Figure 
5.02, b) which were deformed at the same temperature and strain rate as the second 
loading event of WG20. The two curves show a fit within the ind ica ted range bar 
marking the difference in uitimate strength.
Sample WG26 (Figure 5.07, b) suffered three loading events a t increasing strain rates, 
separated by stress relaxation events. As for WG20 (Figure 5.07, a) stress-strain curves 
can be drawn as dot-dashed lines for specimen behaviour at low strains for the higher 
strain rate curves. The average curve of WG4 and W G ll is also inciuded, which 
allowed modelling of the low strain equivalents of the faster strain rate deformation 
segments. The fitted curve for the fastest strain rate segment of 4 *  10'^ s'^ faiis within 
the range error of uitimate strength belonging to the average curve of WG4 and 
W G ll.
Both types of multiple stress-strain- stress relaxation cycles demonstrate that the strain 
history of the sampie does not influence the shape of stress-strain curves a t higher 
strains.
5.3 Stress relaxation tests
At certain stages during uniaxial deformation the compressive deform ation of the 
specimen was stopped and the specimen was allowed to relax a t constant strain as 
described in Appendix 1. Stress and strain were recorded (Appendix 10). During stress 
relaxation, elastic deform ation of the sampie (accum ula ted  during differentia l 
compression of the sampie) was dissipated through plastic strain within the specimen. 
As the sampie was no longer dynamically deformed during stress relaxation the strain 
rate decreased from the strain rate a t which the sampie was deformed during the 
stress-strain test and approached zero a t infinite time. Therefore, stress relaxation data 
are displayed as logarithmic plots of stress versus strain rate. Stress relaxation tests were 
terminated after a strain rate of between lO'^-^ s‘  ^ and 10'®-^ s '^  as a further decrease 
in magnitude of strain rate could only be achieved by a further increase in magnitude 
of time. Several aspects of stress relaxation were studied:
• Stress relaxation tests on sampies a t the same tem perature and with 
approximately the same meit fraction provide information on the variability 
in the starting material and repeatability of experiments.
• Effect of temperature on stress relaxation behaviour.
• Effect of meit fraction on stress relaxation behaviour.
• Effect of progressively increasing strain on stress relaxation behaviour.
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Effect of initial strain rate on the subsequent stress reiaxation behaviour.
5.3.1 Effect of startina materiai variability on stress relaxation behaviour
As aiready described in Chapter 5.2, several suites of tests were performed a t Identical 
temperatures, pressures, and strain rates with roughly similar melt fractions tha t were 
terminated by a single stress relaxation cycle.
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Figure 5.08: Stress relaxation curves of samples deformed under near identical conditions a t 800 
and 900 °C.
Stress relaxation curves In Figure 5.08 show some Intrinsic variability In m agnitude of 
stress with strain rate. This effect Is most clearly seen at low temperatures (Figure 5.08, a). 
At 800 °C little to no stress relaxation occurred in samples WG2 and WG7 at strain rates 
above 2 * 10"^  ^s " \  With decreasing strain rate sample WG8 relaxed a t strain rates 
below 2 * 10"^ s 'l a t a constant gradient. While WG7 and WG8 showed very similar
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stress relaxation behaviour, sample WG2 supported a larger stress. This difference In 
behaviour has to be attributed to mlneraloglcal and structural heterogeneities of the 
starting material.
With increasing temperature sampies relaxed more readily. At 900 °C there is less 
variation in supported stress a t the same strain rate (Figure 5.08, b) than there was a t 
800 °C (Figure 5.08, a). Despite W G l6 relaxing faster than WG3 and WGIO, an overall 
constant stress reiaxation gradient was maintained.
5.3.2 Effect of temperature on stress reiaxation
On Figure 5.09 representative stress reiaxation curves of sampies deformed at different 
temperatures are displayed. A drop in supported stress was seen with increasing 
temperature and meit fraction. While little to no stress reiaxation takes place a t fast 
strain rates (above 2 * 10-6 s-1) in tests heated to 800 and 850 °C, samples heated 
above 900 °C show stress reiaxation over the strain rate interval 10-4 to 10-7 s-1.
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Figure 5.09: Stress reiaxation curves a t temperatures between 800 and 1050 °C. For spread of 
stress reiaxation data  on individual curves compare with Figure 5.08 and Figure 5.10.
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Over the temperature interval 900 to 1050 °C and in the strain rate range of 10"^ to 10’  ^
s'^ a constant slope of ail stress relaxation curves was observed. This constant slope 
suggested that the material relaxed a t a constant gradient over the temperature 
interval. A slope not equal to one indicates that the material has a non-Newtonian 
rheoiogy over the studied temperature/strain rate interval.
5.3.3 Effect of meit fraction on stress reiaxation
Two sampies (W G l8, WG21) were heated to high temperatures (1100 and 1200 °C 
respectively), in order to produce a high meit fraction, foiiowed by deformation and 
stress reiaxation a t lower tem peratures, assuming that the meit fraction established at 
higher temperatures are maintained (compare to Chapter 3.3.5). As deformation and 
stress reiaxation events on these two sampies took place a t 850, 900,950 and 1000 °C, it 
is possible to compare the stress reiaxation curves of these two sampies with those of 
other sampies deformed at the same temperature, but with comparatively lower meit 
fractions. Comparison is com plicated by neo-crystaiiization of biotite and feldspars in 
the meit phase of these sampies (Chapter 3.4.1, Chapter 6.2.1). in sampies WG23 and 
WG27 the overall meit fraction was reduced by extrusion of some of the meit into an 
adjacent layer of quortzite. Meit fractions of ail sampies are listed in Table 3.01.
in Figure 5.10, a the stress reiaxation behaviour of WGl 8 with (J> = 0.254 glass (but glass 
plus neo-crysts in the meit phase equal 0.47) is plotted as a dashed line next to the 
results from other experiments deformed at 900 °C but from sampies containing an 
average meit fraction of 0.073 to 0.179 (average (j) = 0.136). Sampie W G l8 shows the 
same stress reiaxation behaviour as the other runs in supporting a simiiar stress and 
relaxing a t the same rate as the other sampies. This indicates that in the case of W G l8 
the glass fraction does not influence the maximum supported stress at 900 °C. The dot- 
dashed line on Figure 5.10, a links the terminations of differential deform ation at 
different strain rates and demonstrates that a slope of stress supported at different strain 
rates is more shallow in stress-strain experiments than during stress reiaxation.
in contrast to W G l8 a t 900 °C WG27 and WG21 show different stress reiaxation 
behaviour a t 950 °C (Figure 5.10, b). While sampie W G l8 showed simiiar supported 
stress to WG5 (WGl 8 (|) = 0.254, WG5 (j) = 0.144) with simiiar slopes of stress reiaxation 
curves, sampie WG27, containing less than half the volume of meit than WG5 (with (j) = 
7.6) supported a much higher stress than sampies WG5 and W Gl 8, though stress 
reiaxation took place at the same slope as found in the two former sampies.
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Figure 5.10: Effect of melt fraction on stress relaxation. a.)Solld lines mark stress relaxation curves of 
samples tiea ted to  a maximum temperature of 900 °C.while the dashed line Indicates the stress 
relaxation curve for W Gl 8 ((t) = 0.256 - 0.47), Initially heated t o i  100 °C, prior to deformation at 900 
°C ((j) = 0.073 - 0.179), and hence containing a higher melt fraction than other samples. The dot-
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dashed line joins the termination of stress-strain curves. Indicating stress relaxation of samples 
under differential compression, b.) Stress relaxation a t 950 °C. WG27 ((]) = 0.076) had a lower melt 
fraction than WG5 (({) = 0.144), while W G l8 ((j) = 0.256 - 0.47) and WG21 ((]) = 0.16 - 0.625) have 
increased melt fractions. Filled and open triangles mark different stress relaxation events on 
W G l8. c.) Stress relaxation at 1000 °C. WG23 (cj) = 0.103) has a lower melt fraction than WG4 (({) = 
0.203) and WGl 1 ((j) = 0.271), while W G l8 ((}) = 0.256 - 0.47) had a higher melt fraction. Again two 
separate stress relaxation events for W G l8 are marked.
In contrast sample WG21 (that was initially heated to 1200 °C) showed much more 
pronounced strain weakening up to strain rates of 5 * 10“^ s"^ foiiowed by a fiattening 
of stress reiaxation curve trending at the same slope os W G l8 and WG5. This sudden 
increase in strength with decreasing strain rate (below 5 * 10"^ s” b  might relate to the 
onset of neo-crystaiiization in WG21.
At 1000 °C (Figure 5.10, c) the effect of reduced (WG23) and increased meit fraction 
(WGl 8) on supported stress is similar to that observed in WG21 and WG27 at 950 °C. The 
general gradient of stress reiaxation is maintained in ail sampies a t 1000 °C. WG23 (({) = 
0.103 meit) supports a larger stress than WG4 ((j) = 0.203) and W Gl 1 ((j) = 0.272). In 
contrast to lower temperature sets (Figure 5.10, a and b) sampie W G l8 supports a 
much lower stress than WG4 and WGl 1. This may be due to crystallization of the meit 
phase not having taken place a t this temperature in W G l8, in which case the sampie 
would hove contained a meit fraction up to twice that of WG4 and WG 11 ((j) = 0.47).
5.3.4 Effect of strain on stress reiaxation behaviour
The effect of strain on stress reiaxation was studied in three sampies undergoing multiple 
stress-strain - stress relaxation cycles (Figure 5.11).
in sampie WG26 the stress reiaxation curves shift with increasing strain (Figure 5.11, a). 
This sampie becam e progressively weaker with increasing strain, though the slope of 
the stress reiaxation curve was maintained. The dot-dashed line links the starting points 
of stress relaxation events, as WG26 suffered strain rate stepping in the stress-strain part 
of the deformation cycles. This dot-dashed line also points to some strain weakening 
with decreasing strain rate and increasing strain. In the other two tests multiple loading 
a t constant strain rates and stress reiaxation cycles were applied. The stress relaxation 
curves lie closer together and have the same slope (Figure 5.11, b and c), indicating 
less strain weakening. Especially in sampie WG29 (Figure 5.11, b) the stress reiaxation 
curves from different stress reiaxation events superimpose on each other. A slight shift 
towards a smaller supported stress with increasing strain can be seen in WG30 (Figure 
5.11, c). in summary, there was insufficient and ambiguous evidence to suggest that 
strain influences the slope of stress relaxation curves.
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Figure 5/11: Effect of strain on stress relaxations at 1000 °C. Three samples (a.) WG26, b.) WG29 
and c.) WG30 suffered multiple loading and stress relaxation cycles. Numbers ad jacent to stress 
relaxation curves relate to the position of consecutive stress relaxation cycles in the stress-strain 
history of the sample. Circles indicate spread of da ta , while the do tted  line in a.) links the 
beginning of stress relaxation cycles, a.) Stress relaxation cycles of WG26 at strain between 8.11-
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8.29 (1), 8.83 - 10.17 (2) and 13.3 - 14.77 % (3) respectively, b.) stress relaxation cycles of WG29 at 
strains between 9.91 - 11.32 % (1), 20.03 - 21.20 % (2), 30.42 - 31.66 % (3), 39.28 - 40.40 % (4) and 
44.46 - 45.57 % (5) respectively. Note, that reprocessing only assumed half the specimen length 
(Table 5.01). c.) stress relaxation cycles of WG30 at strain between 48.63 - 49.73 % (1) and 56.52 - 
57.40 % (2) strain respectively. Note, that reprocessing only assumed half the specimen length 
(Table 5.01) (Appendix 10).
5.4 Stress, strain, strain rate interreiotionstiip
Assuming that there is no change in the slope of stress relaxation curves with increasing 
strain (Chapter 5.3.4), the stress relaxation data  can be used to predict the shapes of 
stress-strain curves a t higher strains (in the case of strain rate stepping), and, more 
importantly at lower strain rates than can be achieved in the laboratory. This allows the 
deformation behaviour of partially molten Westerly granite a t geologically realistic 
strain rates (below 10’ ^^ s"b and stresses (below 1 MPa, the detection limit of the 
deformation rig) to be predicted.
In Figure 5.12, a stress relaxation da ta  are used to predict the shape of stress-strain 
curves at elevated strains. The vertical parts of the solid stress-strain curve (Figure 5.12, 
a) describe stress relaxation events. Stress relaxation curves of WG26 are displayed in 
Figure 5,12, b. Circles In Figure 5.12, a mark the stress values a t Identical strain rates to 
those at which the samples were deformed at, extracted from the stress relaxation 
data. These points are linked to the horizontal, differential deformation port of the stress- 
strain curves using a dot-dashed line. A good agreement between stress-strain curves 
predicted from stress relaxation data and stress-strain experiments can be observed.
Thus stress relaxation data  can be used to predict the shapes of stress strain curves at 
far lower strain rotes than experimentally possible (down to strain rates of 10'®-^ s"b. This 
allows the construction of a stress envelope at various temperatures In differential stress 
- strain rate - strain space (Figure 5.13). A marked decrease In strength with increasing 
strain and decreasing strain rate can be observed, leading to supportable stress at 
strains above 15 % and below a strain rate of 2 * 10"? below 1 MPa, even a t 900 °C. 
With Increasing strain rate and decreasing strain the strength of the sample rises rapidly.
At geological strain rates (below 10'^^ s"b a sample containing a melt fraction below (|) 
= 0.10 will give little resistance to deformation over the whole temperature interval 
studied (800 to 1050 °C). The difference in supported strength with varying strain rate Is 
more marked a t lower temperatures.
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Figure 5.12: Prediction of stress-strain curves from stress reiaxation data, a.) Riot of stress strain 
curves of W Gl 1 and WG26 (1000 °C). While only one stress-strain - stress relaxation cycle was 
carried out on W Gl 1, sample WG26 suffered three cycles, with consecutive stress-strain events at 
higher strain rates, separated by stress reiaxation events. Stress relaxations are identified by near 
vertical drops and increases of stress. Open circles mark positions of lower strain rates of other 
stress-strain events, extracted from stress strain data , with dash-dotted lines linking these circles 
with relevant stress-strain curves, b.) Stress-reiaxation curves of WG26, used to  predict shapes of 
stress-strain curves in the plot above. Open and closed circles indicate spread of data.
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5.5 Flow law for partially molten Westerly granite using stress relaxation data
So far it has been noted that stress relaxation curves tend towards a common gradient 
at slower strain rates, with little to no e ffect of temperature (Ctiapter 5.3.2) or strain 
(Ctiapter 5.3.4). This indicates that in stress reiaxation deformation is dom inated by the 
deformation behaviour of meit, as there is no change in slope over the melting interval 
indicative of a change in deformation behaviour from crystal dom inated to meit 
dom inated deform ation behaviour. As stress-reiaxations fail on the expected  
extrapolations of stress-strain curves (Figure 5.12) the behaviour of the partially molten 
rock must be contro lled by the behaviour of the meit, rather than the plastic 
deformation rate of the matrix of solid grains, even a t low meit fractions in the area 
where a common gradient on stress reiaxation curves could be observed (below a 
strain rate of 10'^ s'^ a t temperatures of 800 to 850 °C and at ail studied strain rates 
beiow 10"^ s"^  a t temperatures above 850 °C).
By determ ining the slope of stress reiaxation lines (/? value) that applies to stress 
reiaxation da ta  and fitting poiynomiai regressions to stress reiaxation curves a t
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individual temperatures, it is possible to formulate a flow law for the deform ation 
behaviour of Westerly granite over the temperature interval of 800 to 1050 °C. Equally 
spaced points are chosen on individual temperature lines, with the regression repeated 
for other temperatures, giving equal weighting to ail temperatures.
Defining n as the inverse slope of the linear fit to the stress reiaxation curves a t slower 
strain rates, the slopes of the stress reiaxation curves (/? valuê) (Figure 6.12) of linear fits 
to the lower strain rate portion of the stress can be expressed using the formula:
E5.01
n = 2.92
with (O'marking an increment of increase. The n-vaiue is associated with a root mean 
squared error (RMSE) for the first order fit of ± 0.266. The RMSE is the standard deviatoric 
error of stress reiaxation da ta  to the linear fit, with strain rate dependent on stress and 
tem pera ture . The n value is the same for ail temperatures, as da ta  from ail 
temperatures was used to define the slope, with equal weighting given to each 
temperature.
The flow law, associated with this stress reiaxation behaviour can be given as:
Ç = D e-H/RT (jn E5.02
with Z) is an exponential scaling factor, //b e in g  the activation enthalpy and n being 
the stress exponent equal to the slope of the curve. This formula can be rewritten as:
log ^ = log D - ^  + n * log a E5.Ü3
The factor H/R is the spacing between the temperature lines. Hence the activation 
enthalpy can be caicuiated, for multiple regression, as H= 510061 ± 1000 J m o h \
The flow law for partially molten Westerly granite can thus be expressed as:
g = 10-5.832 exp o2.92 E5.04
with tem perature (7) in Kelvin and stress (a) in Pascals. Though this formula is only an 
approxim ation of the deformation behaviour of partially molten granite under the 
experimental conditions described above, it is used in meit extraction modeling in 
Chapter 8.
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Figure 5.14: First order linear fits to lower strain rate stress relaxation data  of samples WG2 to 
W G l3, excluding WG9, giving an n value of 2.92, associated withi a root mean square error 
(RMSE) of ±0.266. Black filled symbols give ttie  point of onset of stress relaxation in selected 
samples between 900 and 1050 °C.
In order to test the influence of strain on the n value of stress relaxation, the slope of the 
first order fits (Figure 5.14) on straight segments of stress relaxation curves was plotted 
against strain (Figure 5.15). Results from multiple regression are p lo tted as a solid 
horizontal line between 5 to 20 % strain, with the large white box Indicating the RMSE. 
Tests In which several stress-relaxatlon events took p lace are p lotted as open and 
closed symbols, with consecutive stress relaxation events linked by a dot dashed line. 
Despite a large spread of strains, mainly due to half effective lengths of samples WG28, 
WG29 and WG3Ü (Table 5.01), no significant Increase In n values with Increasing strain 
was noted, despite some strain Influence on samples such as WGl 8 and WG26.
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Figure 5.15: Plot of the slope of first order fits of stress-relaxatlon da ta  versus fraction strain. The 
white box marks the result from multiple regression data  (Figure 5.12), while dot-dashed lines link 
consecutive stress relaxation events o f a single sample. Error ranges mark root mean square error 
ranges for regression on single readings. Points without error ranges have RMSE's less than the 
diameter of the chosen symbol.
5.6 Morphology of deformed samples
The m acroscopic shapes of deformed samples and the location of ridges and faults 
visible on the iron jacket surrounding each sampie are shown in Figure 5.16. Conclusions 
are drawn towards deformation processes at different temperatures. For this purpose 
the remnants of samples after thin section making (Appendix 1) were analysed and 
their outlines traced (Figure 5.16).
Samples deformed at temperatures between 800 and 900 °C developed a single fault 
plane or conjugate set of faults cutting the specimen obliquely. Between 950 and 1050 
°C fault surfaces were less well developed, associated with barrelling of samples giving 
a more "lumpy" exterior shape and buckling the iron jacket. Thickening of the specimen 
took place where the fault intersected the sides of the specimen. W G l3, deformed at
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1100 °C, shows a smooth sample outline with thickening of the specimen at the piston 
ends, resulting In a dog-bone shaped specimen.
850
WG6WG2 WG8WG7
WG20 WG28WG3 WG16 WG17WGIOWG9
950 °C
50 mm
WG5 WG27
1000°C
WG30WG4 W G ll WG29WG26WG23
1100 °c 1200°C1050°C
WG21WG18WG13WG12
Figure 5.16: Outlines of specimens after thin section making (com pare also to Appendix 1), at 
natural scale. Samples were cut longitudinally, at a right angle to any macroscopic faulting, 
where present. The extraction of one to four thin sections, close to the specimen axis leads to 
apparent varying thickness of samples. Lines within sample confines detail ridges of fault lines or 
humps of the iron jacket, mantling the sample. Light grey shaded blocks indicate the location of 
alumina spacers. Where the spacers are still a ttached  to the specimen analysed the grey 
squares are drawn adjoining the sample, otherwise a gap is left. Darker shaded areas in WG27 
and WG23 show location of crushed quartzite (Q) and Outhibridge Ganister Sandstone (G) 
(compare also to Figure 3.10).
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Exceptions from this classification are samples WG27 and WG23, that developed a well 
defined fault trace, more characteristic of samples deformed at lower temperatures, 
and samples WG18 and WG21 that faulted despite Initial heating to temperatures in 
excess of 1050 °C. Temperature profiles of 50 °C across samples WG28, WG29 and 
WG30 resulted in heterogeneous deformation, leading to bulging in the lower half of 
the samples (where the sample temperature was hotter) and straight sided sections in 
the colder, upper half.
As suggested by Figure 5.04, the deformation behaviour of the samples was controlled 
more by melt fraction than temperature. A lowering of melt fraction by extraction Into 
ad jacen t quartzite (WG27, WG23) and neo-crystallizatlon of the melt phase (WG18, 
WG21) took p lace in all abnormally shaped samples (Table 5.1), suggesting tha t 
macroscopic behaviour was primarily controlled by melt fraction. Excluding low melt 
fraction samples the remaining samples can be divided between those that deform 
brittllely (below 1050 °C) and those that deform ductllely (above 1050 °C).
The brittle section con further be subdivided Into those showing a strong localization of 
the fault zone and those with more pervasive deformation. This marks the transition 
between brittle and more ductile deformation behaviour and occurs between 900 and 
1000°C.
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Figure 5.17: Angle of macroscopic faults in deformed samples. A= 0° is parallei to the differential 
compression direction a i , while A = 90 °C is a t right angles to this orientation and parallel to  ctj A is 
associated with a measuring error of ± 3 ° ,  due to the barreling of samples. Numbers adjacent to
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open circles refer to sample number (WG). Filled circles mark fault angles developed in WG18 
and WG21 that were initially heated to 1100 and 1200 °C, but deformed at lower temperatures.
Fault angles measured with respect to o i at temperatures between 800 and 850 °C 
show quite a tight spread between 37 to 47 ° with an average of A= 42 ° (Figure 5.17). 
A much wider spread of fault angles Is found between 900 and 1050 °C. Here a spread 
from o i parallel cracks to bulges parallel to 03 con be found, with diffuse bulges 
dominating at the higher temperature end of this zone (compare also to Figure 5.16). 
Deviation from the overage 42 ° with increasing temperature and melt fraction must be 
related to a change In the microscopic deformation behaviour (possibly due to on 
increase In melt fraction) and will be explored further In Chapter 7. No fault zones were 
observed in samples deformed at temperatures In excess of 1050 °C.
5.7 Summary and conclusion
Differentially deformed samples of partially molten Westerly granite show an Initial 
approxim ately linear increase In stress with Increasing strain until the yield point is 
encountered, followed by a more gradual rise In stress until the ultimate strength of the 
sample has been reached (Chapter 5.2.1). While some samples show strain softening 
with a further increase In strain, other samples (deformed at the same temperature and 
strain rate conditions) display more diffuse yield behaviour without strain weakening at 
higher strains, thus indicating different evolutions of microstructures. This difference in 
stress-strain behaviour con be attributed to a difference in phase distribution and 
composition of phases in the starting material due to large crystal diameters (~ 0.96 
mm) and small sample sizes (10 mm diameter and 20 mm height).
With Increasing temperature a steep decline In supported stress from 800 °C (520 MPa) 
to 1100 °C (3 MPa) can be observed (Chapter 5.2.2), associated with a more diffuse 
yield behaviour. The ultimate strength of samples was reached a t similar strains (g^ 
average = 4 %) over the temperature Interval. However, the fit of decrease in stress with 
increasing temperature Is less satisfactory than the fit with increasing melt fraction 
(Chapter 5.2.4). A linear fit of log stress versus melt fraction between (|) = 0.03 and 0.477 
confirms the absence of a critical melt fraction (van der Molen & Paterson 1979) a t (j) = 
0.30. The steepest decline In strength occurs In the melt Interval between (j) = 0.03 and
0.10 and agrees with data by van der Molen and Paterson (1979). Stress supported 
throughout the stress-strain experiment is proportional to the app lied strain rate 
(Chapter 5.2.5). This relationship is unaltered by the deformation history of the sample 
(Chapter 5.2.6).
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Stress relaxation tests show little stress relaxation of samples between 800 and 850 °C at 
strain rates faster than 1 * 10'^-^ s~\ Below this strain rate and a t temperatures in excess 
of 850 °C stress relaxation occurs at a common slope (Chapter 5.3.1, 5.3.2). Sample 
heterogeneity has little influence on the supported stress (Chapter 5.3.2). The supported 
stress is closely linked to the melt fraction. An Increase in melt fraction is associated with 
a decrease in supported stress and vice versa. There is insufficient evidence to support 
the notion that an increase In strain results in a decrease in supported stress (Chapter
5.3.4). While strain softening is evident in some samples (e.g. WG26 in Figure 5.11, a), no 
strain softening is observed in others (e.g. WG29 in Figure 5.11, b). There is no Increase in 
slope of stress relaxation curves with increasing tem perature and melt fraction, 
ind ica ting tha t there Is no change from matrix dom inated to m elt dom inated 
deformation behaviour over the temperature (800 to 1050 °C) and melt fraction (3.5 to 
33.5 %) Interval. Instead samples are presumed to be dom inated by melt deformation 
behaviour, even a t low melt fractions ( 6 = 0.03) In stress relaxation experiments. Stress 
relaxation da ta  was used to predict the shape of stress-strain curves a t 900 and 1000 °C 
In stress - strain - strain rate space at strain rates below those accessible in stress-strain 
experiments. Using a com bination of stress-strain and stress relaxation da ta  indicates 
tha t a sample deform ed a t geologically realistic strain rates (1 * 10'^^ s“ b  a t the 
temperature interval of 800 to 1050 °C will pose little resistance to deformation ( «  1 
MPa).
Using multiple regression on stress relaxation data  it is possible to establish a flow low for 
partia lly m olten Westerly granite deform ed under the presented experim ental 
conditions (Chapter 5.5). The slope of stress relaxation curves {n-volue) of 2.92 equals 
the stress exponent in the flow low and the spacing of temperature lines in Figure 5.14 
allow an activation enthalpy of H= 510061 J mol"^ to be calculated. Thus the flow law 
can be written as ? = lO"^ ^32 @(-510061/RT) ^2.92 (E5.04) with /?being the gas constant 
in J mol'^ and / “the sample temperature in Kelvin.
The m orphology of deform ed samples (Chapter 5.6) suggests tha t three different 
macroscopic deformation behaviours operate over the temperature Interval:
1. 800 - 900 °C: Samples with localized brittle fault
2. 900 - 1050 °C: Samples with more pervasive brittle deformation
3. > 1050 °C: Ductilely deforming samples
Samples with reduced melt fractions Indicate that deformation behaviour Is strongly 
influenced by melt fraction, rather than temperature (compare also to Chapter 7). The 
change In fault angles from A = 42 ° (± 3 °) a t 800 to 900 °C to a much larger spread 
between 900 and 1050 °C from axial cracking (parallel to o j) to specimen bulges 
parallel to crjconfirm  a change In deformation mechanism.
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Chapter 6 
Melt viscosity and activation enthalpy
6.1 introduction
In order to understand the deformation behaviour of partially molten WESTERLY GRANITE 
it is necessary to understand the properties of the melt phase. Melt viscosity, which 
varies significantly with both water content and temperature, will control the strain rate 
when the deformation Is accom m odated by melt flow.
There are severe difficulties when trying to measure the viscosity of a melt derived from 
a partially molten rock. In the high pressure / temperature apparatus used in the 
present study It is not possible to extract the small quantities of melt generated to allow 
direct measurement of viscosity by conventional methods, such os monitoring the 
speed of falling spheres. Instead an effort was m ade to determine the melt viscosity 
indirectly, making observations within the confines of the experimental setup.
Two approaches were taken to attem pt to estimate the properties of melt alone. In the 
first, samples were initially heated to 1100 or 1200 °C In order to fuse most of the rock 
volume. The temperature was then lowered rapidly to between 850 and 1000 °C, 
whereupon the sample was deformed. Melt viscosity was estimated using stress 
relaxation or constant stress creep data  for what was Ideally a cylindrical sample of 
viscous liquid. In the second approach, melt was allowed to penetrate Into the pores of 
an ad jacent layer of quartz sand. The depth of penetration a t different temperatures 
was used to calculate melt viscosity and its temperature sensitivity. In this chapter both 
approaches are described and results are discussed In detail.
6.2 Apparent viscosity measurement by stress relaxation, creep or constant strain rate 
deformation
Two samples were initially heated to 1100 (WG18) and 1200 °C (WG21) In order to fuse 
most of the rock volume {Tinifiah (Table 6.1). The temperature was then lowered rapidly 
to the range of 850 to 1000 °C, where the samples were deformed ( 7 ^ ^ .
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Sample WG18 WG21
Tinitlal (°C) 1100 1200 const, stress creep
^confining (MPa) 250 250
T @ def (°C) 1027 946 896 946 900 850 900 953
t before def (h) 3.5 4.5 5.5 24.5 18.0 20.0 23^ 42.0
Gmax (MPa) 4.61 82.83 176 104.1 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0
strain rate (s"b lE-5 2E-4 lE-4 8E-4 2E-07 6E-06 2E-07 5E-06
Emax (%) 24.51 3266
t total (h) 25 47.75
glass (j) + ncryst 0.47 0.625
glass 6 0.256 0.160
Table 6.01: Deformation history and melt fractions of temperature stepping experiments WG18 
and WG21.
Assuming tha t the m echanical behaviour of the rock is melt controlled in samples 
containing In excess o f^  = 0.45 melt (this Is well in excess of the melt fraction o f^  = 0.35 
above which it is to be expected that solid phases no longer form an interconnected 
structural framework) it should be possible to measure viscosity and activation enthalpy 
values close to those of pure melt. It was impossible to measure the strength directly of 
samples deformed a t temperatures as high as 1100 and 1200 °C, because the jacket 
strength exceeds that of the sample a t these temperatures (Appendix 3). The samples 
were deformed a t temperatures between 850 and 1000 °C (Table 6.01), therefore the 
increase in apparent viscosity with decreasing temperature allowed meaningful stress- 
strain and stress relaxation measurements to be recorded.
Apparent viscosity (of melt plus crystals) was measured indirectly a t temperatures of 
900 and 1000 °C. The apparent viscosity (77) of the sample can be calculated as (Nadal 
1930; Griggs 1936):
(G l-03)Ti =
3 ?
E6.01
where (g /-gJ) is the differential stress applied and? is the axial strain rate. The ( V 3) 
factor takes Into account the axisymmetric deformation geometry, as the viscosity is 
defined as shear stress divided by shear strain rate.
Two contrasting deformation regimes were applied to a ttem pt to measure apparent 
melt viscosity. In the first sample (WG18) a constant strain rate testing routine was used
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and stress relaxation data  were recorded at various temperatures. The second sample 
(WG21) was deformed under a constant stress creep regime, with the resultant strain 
rates used to calculate apparent viscosity.
6.2.1 Viscositv estimate usina temperature steooina associated with stress relaxation
For the test WG18 a rock sample was initially heated to 1100 °C for 4 hours producing (j> 
= 0.47 meit, followed by a step-wise lowering of temperature to 896 °C (Table 6.01).
o o  i
- »  946 °C
-  2.0
CL896 ''C o
CO
1027°C
log strain rote (s-i)
Figure 6.01: Stress relaxation curves of WG18 at 1027 to 896 °C. The dashed line indicates level of 
stress (10 MPa) at which strain rate was read off to calculate bulk viscosity. Dot-dashed lines lines 
mark general trends of different stress relaxation events.
As the slope of the stress relaxation (Figure 6.01) curves does not equal unity, the bulk 
rheology Is non-Newtonian. The apparent viscosity decreases with increasing stress, it is 
therefore necessary to state at what stress value the viscosities were calculated. The 
stress relaxation paths were plotted (Figure 6.01) and strain rates read off a t a common 
differential stress value of 10 MPa. The stress of 10 MPa was chosen as It is significantly 
above the stress supported by the iron sampie jacket over the temperature intervai 
(Appendix 2) and is accessible a t more than one temperature. Apparent viscosity 
estimates using WG18 stress reiaxation data a t various temperatures are given in Tabie 
6 .02 :
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Temperature (°C) Viscosity @ 10 MPa for WGl 8
896 1.6* 10^^ Pascal seconds
946 4.2 * 10l3 Pascal seconds
1027 1.6 * 10^2 Pascal seconds
Table 6.02: A pparent sample viscosities a t (a  /  - 0 3 ) = 10 MPa as a function of 
temperature, calculated from stress relaxation data of WGl 8.
6.2.2 Viscosity measurement using temperature stepplna associated with constant 
creep stress deformation
In contrast to  W G l8, the sample WG21 was deformed under constant stress creep 
conditions (Figure 6.02). A constant stress of 30 MPa was applied a t temperatures of 
846, 900, and 953 °C, after the sample had been coo led from 1200 °C, and the 
Increase of strain with time was recorded.
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Figure 6.02: Strain - time plot of WG21 deformed under constant creep conditions a t 846,900 and 
953 °C, after initial heating to 1200 °C. A change in temperature is associated with a change in 
the strain rate. Open circles mark a selection of individual da ta  points, while the dot-dashed lines 
are first order fits to  strain-time data. Calculated strain rates are listed.
Using the constant stress value plus measured strain rates It is possible to calculate the 
viscosity of this sample, using equation E6.01:
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Temperature (°C) Viscosity @ 30 MPa for WG21
953
900
846
2.1 * 10^2 Pascal seconds 
4.0 *1 0 l3  Pascal seconds
1.6 * 10l4 Pascal seconds
Table 6.03: Apparent sample viscosities of WG21 deformed at constant creep conditions a t (cr/ 
a j)  = 30 MPa.
6.2.3 Discussion
While apparent viscosities of W G l8 and WG21 are quite close to the viscosities 
pred icted by Shaw (1965) a t high temperatures (1100 and 950 °C respectively) 
apparent viscosities are significantly increased a t lower temperatures (Figure 6.03). The 
most pronounced change in viscosity is between 1000 and 1100 °C in W G l8 and 
between 950 and 900 °C in WG21.
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Figure 6.03: Change In apparent viscosity with temperature in W G l8 and WG21 with viscosity of 
granitic melts by Shaw (1965) plotted as reference.
On thin section examination, much of the meit phase in both samples was found to 
have crystallized (Table 3.01, Table 3.03, Table 6.01, and Figure 3.08, Figure 4.15). As a
result of neo-crystaiiization the glass fraction in both samples was reduced, from (() = 
0.470 to 0.256 in WG 18 and (j) = 0.625 to 0.16 in WG 21. The hoped for high meit fractions 
during deformation were not realised, it is suggested that the steepest portion of the 
viscosity temperature trend for WGl 8 in Figure 6.3 marks the onset of neo-crystaiiization.
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The lowest viscosity d ifference between Shaw's (1965) empirical da ta  and those 
ca lcu la ted from deformation da ta  of W G l8 and WG21 were recorded at the start of 
deformation tests, possible before crystaiiization of the meit phase occurred (compare 
also to Chapter 5.3.3).
6.3 Melt viscosity and viscosity activation enthalpy calculations from melt permeation 
experiments
in a second approach to measure meit viscosity, a 4 mm long cylindrical section of 
loose quartz sand, of initially 200 }im mean grain diameter (cf), was mounted a t one 
end of the granite sampie to ac t as a trap for meit squeezed out of the granite. Tests 
were carried out at 940 and 1000 °C (Table 6.04).
sampie WG23 WG24 WG25 WG27
T(°C) 1000 1000 940 950
^confining (MPa) 250 250 250 250
<?max (MPa) 194.2 static static 243.42
Emax (%) 24.52 static static 24.95
strain rate (s"b 5E-05 static static lE-04
t before def (h) 2 static static 4
t total (h) 3V5 3.3 3.5 7.6
(j) in granite 0.089 0.088 0.06 0.076
6 granite + qtz 0.103 0.096 0.06 0.08
penetration (mm) 3.1 2.57 0 0.88
Table 6.04: Treatment histories and melt fractions for meit extraction experiments.
The meit extracted from the granite was squeezed into the pore spaces between the 
quartz grains (Figure 3.10), where a porosity (^ ) of 6 = 0.059 was retained in the quartz 
layer after the experiments were com pleted. This porosity was determined by tracing 
pore space outlines from SEM collages and calculating the area fraction using the 
iGRAlNS com puter program (Evans 1995). A sharp boundary exists between quartz pore 
spaces entirely filled by meit and those filled by air (Figure 3.10). in no case was partial 
wetting of pore spaces observed. The boundary between melt filled and air filled 
porosity is slightly curved, with less penetration a t the edges of the specimen. This was 
due to a higher degree of quartz grain hydrostatic crushing a t the edges of the 
specimen and /o r viscous boundary drag. There was no significant difference of 
penetration depth between deformed and hydrostatic tests. The hydrostatic pressure 
alone was sufficient in ail cases to cause impingement crushing of the quartz grains and
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to drive melt from the partially molten granite (at 250 MPa confining pressure) along a 
steep pressure gradient into the quartzite pores (effectively a t zero pressure).
6.3.1 Viscositv calculation
The analysis is based on measuring the maximum distance tha t the m eit has 
perm eated in a known time (a few hours), driven by a meit pressure gradient from Pq 
(250 MPa) in the source region to effectively zero pressure in the pore spaces (1 MPa 
was used in calculations). The problem is analogous to the one-dimensional flow of 
heat into a half-space (%> 0) initially a t a low temperature from an interface (%= 0) 
suddenly raised to a higher temperature at time t -  0 and maintained a t that value for t 
> 0 (Carsiaw & Jaeger 1959). For the analogous problem of permeation, the solution is:
= erfc — , ^ . .  E6.02
where P(x, t)\% the meit pressure in the zone of permeation, Po'\^  the source pressure, k 
is permeability, p is the fluid storage capacity  of the solid, k\s the permeability of the 
crushed quartz, n is the fluid viscosity, and erfc is the com plementary error function 
(see Turcotte & Schubert (1982) p. 160, Table 4-5 for er/t: calculation and values), that 
can be approximated by
erfc (u) = 1 - (1 - exp (- 4 u2/ti)^/2 E6.03
for the dummy constant u . The crushed quartzite porosity (0 ) and grain size ( ^  were 
used to estimate the permeability (A) of the quartz grains using the relation E6.04 (after 
McKenzie 1984), but with the denominator set at 400 to be consistent with the results of 
Bourbie & Zinszner (1985) on Fountaineiien Sandstone of the same porosity.
Using values of 0 = 0.059 and z= 200 * lO'*  ^m (see above), the permeability is 2 * 10" 
M m 2.
The fluid storage capacity of the quartzite, p, is given by (Fischer 1992)
P = Cb + 0 Cf - (1 +0) Cf E6.05
where Qpis the compressibility of the pore-free quartzite. C/is the compressibility of the 
meit and Cyis the quartzite compressibility, p can be approximated by <p Cf. assuming
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that Q?is proportional to Cr- Substituting values for C / = 8 *1 0 '^^  Pa“  ^ as reported by 
Murase & McBirney (1973) for molten rocks a t 1000 °C, and setting P(x, t) /  Pq = 0.001, 
with P(x, t) ~ 0.1 MPa a t the maximum distance atta ined by the melt front after time t, 
where %= 3.1 mm and t -  3.75 hours (Table 6.04) the viscosity can be calculated as:
6.2 k 17t
Ti = p ^2 E6.06
with T) = 0.99 10^ Pas (± 0.6) a t 1000 °C for WG23. The factors of d i ’ and n give a
simplifief solution to the complimentary error function. The viscosity estimate might be
slightly high, as the model assumes for grains with constant diameter. Instead voids 
contain suspended fragments (Figure 3.10) that can restrict throat sizes between voids, 
decreasing the permeability.
6.3.2 Viscosity activation enthaiov calculation
The value of the activation enthalpy for viscous flow of melt (CD does not depend on 
the values of 0, p and k. but only on the ratios of the transport distances and times, x], 
X2, / /a n d  /^respectively, a t the two temperatures /"/and Thus:
Tl ■ T2
Using values for %and /o f  WG23 and WG27 (Table 6.05) a value of é?= 320 ± 51.2 kJ 
mol“  ^ con be calculated. The only known entity in E6.05 is the Cf the compressibility of 
the melt. However, as the melt is likely to be the most compressible entity the pore-free- 
solid and rock are assumed rigid with all compression token up by the melt. This 
assumption leads to a large error margin on the viscosity value (correct within on order 
of magnitude), whereas the value for é?moy be correct to 20% (error due to curved 
permeation front o f melt and uncertainties of time estimates). From Show (1972) the 
value of Oior dry obsidian is 360 kJ m o l" \  and the viscosity a t 1000 °C is 1.4 * 10® Pas, 
close to the result obtained from the melt penetration experiment (0.99 * 10® Pas).
6.4 Viscosity variation with temperature and weight percent water
In order to com pare melt viscosities to apparent sample viscosities, it is necessary to 
extrapolate the viscosity calcu la ted from the permeation experiments a t 1000 °C to
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higher and lower temperatures. This together with the viscosity variation with water 
content is required for the modeling presented In Chapter 8.
At constant water content, the temperature dependency of viscosity is of the form 
(Show 1972):
T| = const + exp(Q/RT) E6.08
Where Q is the activation enthalpy for viscous flow of melt (determ ined to be 320
kJ/mol, see above), /?is the universal gas constant and r\s the temperature In Kelvin.
Using equations E6.06 and E6.05 the equation E6.07 con be re-written os:
n = 8.13* 10-6 exp(320000/RT) E6.09
6.5 Comparison of melt viscosity with apparent viscosity from deformation tests.
The deformation behaviour of partially molten experimental charges Is controlled by 
both the melt and solid phases; therefore It is instructive to com pare the maximum 
stress supported by deformed charges with the predicted behaviour of ()) = 0.1. In Figure
6.04 the m elt fraction is p lo tted  against the maximum supported strength of 
experimental charges, deformed at a constant strain rate of 8*10'® s'^ (Table 5.01). The 
x-oxls con also be divided into a tem perature scale, due to  the m elt fraction 
tem perature dependence determ ined in Chapter 3.3. The theoretical maximum 
supported stress of the melt a t a particular temperature can be calcu la ted from the 
m elt viscosity, the maximum supported stress, a t constant strain rates, being 
proportional to the viscosity (E6.01). For Figure 6.04 the melt viscosity calculated a t 1000 
°C from the WG23 permeation experiment was extrapolated to 800 and 1200 °C using 
E6.09 (Table 6.05).
Temperature (°C) viscosity (Pas) Gmax (MPa)
800 2.7* lOlO 6.7
900 1.4* 10? 3.2* 10-1
950 3.4* 10® 8.2* 10-2
1000 1.0* 10® 2.4* 10-2
1100 1.2 * 10? 2.7* 10-®
1200 1.7 * 106 4.0* 10-®
Table 6.05: Melt viscosities and ultimate strengths at temperatures between 800 and 1200 °C, 
calculated using equation E6.09.
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Figure 6.04: Plot of log maximum supported stress (equivalent to effective viscosity) against melt 
fraction and temperature at a constant strain rate of 5 *  10'® s'T The maximum supported stress 
of all tests deform ed a t 5 * 10'® s 'l is shown as filled squares. The filled circle is the coicu ia ted 
maximum supported stress of melt alone of ri = 0.99 * 10® Pas at 1000 °C (as ca lcu la ted in 
Chapter 6.3.1). Open circles represent maximum stress of melt betw een 800 and 1200°C 
extrapolated using E6.08 (see Table 6.05 for values). The temperature scale is derived from melt 
fraction by E3.01 below 1050 °C; melt fraction of WG21 (neo-crystals plus glass fraction) was used 
to locate 1200 °C.
The results presented In Figure 6.04 clearly indicate that, for the experiments on Westerly 
granite described here, the trend of decreasing effective viscosity with increasing melt 
fraction can be projected to intersect the 100 % melt viscosity trend with no step-like 
decreases in viscosity. This contrasts sharply with a step-like decrease in effective 
viscosity which van der Molen and Paterson (1979) suggested occurred at a critical 
meit fraction, where a transition from matrix to melt dom inated sample behaviour 
occurs. Instead there is a smooth transition from effective viscosity dominated by matrix 
deformation behaviour to melt viscosity over the melting Interval (Figure 5.04, Figure
6.04).
The results of van der Molen & Paterson (1979) apparently Indicate that a critical melt 
fraction should have been observed in the Westerly granite tests between 6 = 0.30 and
0.40 melt fraction. Their experiments were all carried out a t 800 °C, with increasing melt 
fraction achieved by adding from 0 - 2 %  water to the samples (Figure 6.05); the highest 
melt fraction (0 = 0.24) was achieved by first crushing the charge before adding 2 % 
water. It was also assumed that (j> = 1.0 granitic melt would have a viscosity of 10^ Pas. 
Problems with their approach are as follows:
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1.) The addition of water to achieve higher meit fractions wiii significantiy reduce
the meit viscosity (Show 1965,).
2.) Crushing the final charge increased the sample porosity fraction  to 
approximately 0.4 yet meit fraction was only = 0.24, thus leaving a remnant 
porosity fraction of 0.16 in the partially molten sampie. As shown by Rutter & 
Hadizodeh (1992), this would hove dram atically reduced the m echanical 
strength of the sampie.
3.) The viscosity assumed for ^ = h O  meit is considerably lower ( 1 * 1 0 ^  Pas) than
that predicted by Shaw (1965) for 800 °C and 2 % water (r| = 10^ Pas).
Up to (j) = 0.20, the data of van der Molen & Paterson (1979) define a trend very similar 
to that recorded in the present research (Figure 5.04). However, in their experiments the 
increase in meit fraction is directly linked to the increase in added water which would 
hove reduced the meit viscosity in the some manner as temperature in the current 
experiments. The deviation of the powder sampie from their log stress melt fraction 
trend, with a maximum supported stress below the detection limit of van der Molen & 
Paterson’s (1979) apparatus (Figure 6.05, a), could be due to the increased initial 
porosity os suggested in 2.) above. Finally, if more realistic higher granitic meit viscosities 
hod been used by von der Molen & Paterson (1979) in their figure 14 (Figure 6.05, b) the 
necessity for a critical meit fraction would have been much less compelling.
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Figure 6.05: Effect of increasing melt fraction on ultimate strength and thus apparent viscosity of 
Delegate apiite (NSW Australia) with data  from van der Molen & Paterson (1979). All samples 
were deform ed a t a common temperature of 800 °C and strain rate of 1 * 10"^ s ' l .  The key 
indicates that different symbols are given to groups of samples to which varying weight fraction
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of water have been added. In contrast to all others, the open triangle marks a test where the 
sample was crushed, prior to the addition of 2 w t % HgO, in order to raise the produced meit 
fraction a.) log maximum supported stress versus melt fraction; b.) Plot of log differential stress 
versus melt fraction as published by van der Molen & Paterson (1979). Range bar (T&Y) shows 
range of plastic flow of Westerly granite between 700 and 900 °C, strain rates of 10'"  ^s'^ and high 
confining pressures (150 -1500 MPa) after Tuilis & Yund (1977), while the lower curve shows relative 
viscosity of suspension with a fluid viscosity of 10^ Pas (after Jeffrey & Acrivos 1976). Filled circles 
are data  from experimental deformation of Delegate apiite of van der Molen & Paterson (1979), 
while the open circle marks viscosity of granitic meit with 2 w t % water a t 800 °C (after Shaw 
1965).
6.6 Summary and Conclusions
it is fe lt tha t melt viscosities estimated using the tem perature stepping methods 
(Chapter 6.2) are overestimates, due to large scale neo-crystaiiization of the meit phase 
during the deformation intervai.
Meit viscosity estimated by the permeation experiment on WG23 (Chapter 6.3) is 
considerably lower than those estimated a t similar strain rates and temperatures in 
samples using the temperature stepping method (r| = 10® Pas ± 0.6 a t 1000 °C), and 
agree with da ta  of Shaw (1965). The activation enthalpy for viscous flow of meit was 
calculated to be Q= 320 ± 51.2 kJ/moi.
With the aid of the activation enthalpy it was possible to approximate the meit viscosity 
of Westerly granite melt as ri = 8.13 * 10" ^ exp (320000/RT) (Chapter 6.4).
Comparing e ffective  viscosity (max stress supported by matrix plus meit) with the 
viscosity of the meit a slow convergence of the two values with increasing meit fraction 
was observed (Chapter 6.5). No critical melt fraction was observed.
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Chapter 7 
Deformation microstructures
7.1 Introduction
in this chapter the microstructures of deformed Westerly granite charges are described. 
The variation of deformation style, os deformation temperature and stress-strain history 
are varied, is evaluated and the implications for meit extraction mechanisms are 
discussed. Finally the deformation mechanisms developed are p laced in a geological 
context. Ail microstructurai descriptions and conclusions are the work of the author; the 
discussion of geological context derives from the paper by Rutter and Neumann (1995).
7.2 Micro-cracks
The most prominent microstructures observed in ail experimental charges heated a t 250 
MPa were grain transecting micro-cracks. These are developed in both hydrostatic and 
differential stress experiments. Crack maps were m ade ( by tracing cracks from SEM 
collages (Appendix 3)) for a suite of both hydrostatic and differential stress samples.
in the hydrostatic experiments (WG 14 and W G l5, Figure 7.02, 7.03), cracks develop 
without a strong preferred orientation. No shear displacement was seen across any of 
the cracks and they are not penetrated by melt, in differential stress tests (Figures 7.04 
to Figure 7.02) the cracks only rarely accom m odate shear strain (e.g. the fault zone in 
WG2, Figure 7.04) but they commonly becom e dilatant and are penetrated by meit 
(e.g. WG 5 (Figure 7.06), W G l2 (Figure 7.07) and W G l3 Figures 7.08). The large areas of 
meit glass in W G l3 (Figure 7.08) contain a low density of cracks that tend to be short.
Crack density and crack orientations were explored using scanned images of the crack 
maps using the IGRAlNS and CRACKS software packages (Appendix 3). Apart from the 
marked increase in crack density over the starting material, no systematic variation of 
crack density with either temperature, maximum differential stress or strain rate could 
be defined (Figure 7.1, Table 7.1). Samples a t temperatures below 0.2 meit fraction 
show a greater spread of crack densities than those heated to higher meit fractions.
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F ig u re  7 .01: C r o c k  d en s itie s  o f  d e fo r m e d  (o p e n  c irc ie s ) a n d  s ta t ic  (fiiie d  c irc ie s ) tests p io t te d  
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Figure 7.03: SEM co llage  of the static sam pie W G l5 with phase boundary and crack maps.
W G 1 5  SEM Backscattered Image Outline of grain boundaries Cracks 1.0 mm
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Rnure 7.02: SEM collage of the static sample W G l4 with phase boundary and crack maps. The 
insert shows the approxim ate location of the SEM collage on the sample. Letters on the phase 
boundary map identifies some of the phases. Porosity is shaded black in the crack map.
mw
WG 14 SEM Backscattered Image Outline of grain boundaries
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Rnure 7.06: SEM collage of WG5 with phase boundary and crock maps
e.
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WG 5 SEM Backscattered Image
;
Outline of groin boundaries Cracks .0 mm
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Figure 7.07: SEM collage of W G l2 with phase boundary and crack maps,
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Outline of grain boundaries Cracks
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Figure 7.04: SEM co llag e  of WG2 with phase boundory a n d  c rack  maps. D ot-dashed line mark 
the location o f m acroscopic fault Ines, with terminations on the co llag e  m arked by the  letter F. 
The uniaxial compression direction Is parallel to the arrow.
WG 2 SEM Backscattered Image Outline o f grain boundaries Cracks 1.0 mm
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5IÇJ.1C9.. 7 05: SEM collage of deform ed sample WG3 with phase boundary and crack maps 
Macroscopic fault traces are indicated by dot-dashed lines.
W G  3  I 1.0 mm I
SEM Backscattered Image
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Figure 7.09: SEM collage of WG9 with phase boundary and crack maps.
I
&
WG 9 SEM Backscattered Image Outline of grain boundaries Cracks I 1.0 mm I
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Figure 7.08: SEM collage of WG13 with phase boundary and crack maps.
o
WG13
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1.0 mmWG 13
SEM Backscattered Image Outline of groin boundaries Cracks
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Sample Strain rate (|) melt cd (mm/mm^)
Starting material
WGO 0 20 0 830
Static samples 
WG15 0 900 0.117 4268
WG14 0 1000 0.281 55.09
WG19 0 1200 0V68 42.85
Deformed samples 
WG2 8.00E-05 800 0.053 80.57
WG7 8.00E-05 800 0.033 45.68
WG8 8.00E-05 800 0.035 35.17
WG6 8.00E-05 850 0.044 6638
WG3 8.00E-05 900 0.073 71.71
WG9 8.00E-05 900 0.12 34.85
WGIO 8.00E-05 900 0.131 72.04
WG16 8.00E-05 900 0.135 59.00
WG17 8.00E-05 900 0.179 58.56
WG5 8.00E-05 950 0.144 37.28
WG4 8.00E-05 1000 0.203 47.11
W G ll 8.00E-05 1000 0.271 44.56
WG12 8.00E-05 1050 0^35 5238
WG13 8.00E-05 1100 0.477 4249
Table 7.01: Crock density statistics of all samples on w liic ti crack density was measured.
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Figure 7.10: Crack orientation statistics of deformed samples WG2, WG3, WG5, WG12 and WG13 
normalised to crack densities of WGO (Figure 2.04) (Appendix 4). Relative crack orientation 
frequencies are plotted on the y-axis, instead of absolute crack orientation frequencies to allow 
easier comparison between samples.
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A normalised plot of crock orientations (Figure 7.10) indicated that samples WG2 and 
WG5 have a marked preferred orientation sub-paraliei to o ] but WG12 contains a 
conjugate set of fractures sub paraliei to 03 . In WG3 and WG13 no preferred crack 
orientation couid be defined.
it is suggested tha t the micro-cracks developed os a response to com paction and 
heating a t 250 MPa as a com parab le  crack density is seen in both static and 
differential stress samples. Either axial or shear cracks may be accentuated during the 
application of differential stress. Short cracks observed in glass, such as In WG13 (Figure 
7.08), indicate that at least some of the cracks were formed during sample quenching. 
However, preferred orientation of cracks is too small, to allow crack orientation and 
densities to be used at deformation indicators.
7.3 Strain accommodation structures in samples witti applied differential stress
To aid description, samples are d iv ided into three groups using m acroscopic 
characteristics (Ctiapter 5.6);
1. Localized faults: in these samples the strain is largely accom m odated on a 
localized macroscopic fault.
2. Distributed grain size reduction: these samples also developed fault zones 
but significant strain is accom m odated by more pervasive deformation.
3. Ductile flow: these appear to have deformed in a ductile manner on the 
scale of the whole sample.
7.3.1 Microstructures of samples with a localized brittle deformation
Samples belonging to this group show localized brittle deformation, manifest as a 
macroscopic fault with little deformation outside this zone. The deformation conditions 
and melt fractions for these samples are shown in Table 7.02.
Brittle faults cutting the specimen are not developed as a single continuous fracture on 
a microscopic scale, but consist of an array of sub-parallel anastamosing fractures in 
fault zones up to 80 )im wide. These form a relatively clean discrete fracture (Figure 
7.11) or can be associated with intense cataciasis (Figure 7.12, Figure 7.08). Preferential 
alignment of fine grained material oblique to the fault zones in the fractures can be 
observed in WG7 (Figure 3.06). Deformation in these samples is concentrated along the
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m acroscopic fractures with sparse deformation apart from grain transecting 
cracks away from the main fault.
micro-
Sample______ strain rate (s~b max. strain (%) T (°C)_____ time @ T (h)_____ ^
WG2 5E-05 9.41 800 2.4 0.053
WG3 8E-05 14.07 900 2.5 0.073
WG6 8E-Ü5 8.44 850 2.5 0.044
WG7 8E-05 832 800 4.0 0.033
WG8 8E-05 14.3 800 963 0.035
WG9 8E-05 1632 900 20.0 0.120
WGIO 8E-05 15.26 940 94.0 0.131
WG23 8E-05 24.52 1000 3.2 0.103
WG27 8E-05, lE-04 24.91 950 8.0 0.076
Table 7.02: Deformed samples that deformed by localized brittle behaviour, sample WG27 was 
de fo rm ed at tw o different strain rates. Samples WG 23 and 27 were run with a low pressure 
crushed quartz reservoir Into which melt was extracted (Chapter 3.4.4).
2 mm
Fiaure 7.11 : Optical thin section photographs of discrete, anastamosing fault zones in samples 
WG2 and WG7, both heated to 800 °C and deformed at 8E-05. a.) Fault zone splay in WG2, b.) 
Anastamosing fault zone in WG7.
The grain size reduction in the fault zone, resulting in (optically) unresolved crypto- 
crystolllne groins, is best observed in specimen WG9 (Figure 7.09). Shear m ovem ent 
along the fault zone resulted In Intense brecciotlon of all minerals, especially biotlte 
(Figure 7.11, b). Biotlte is bent into the fault zone and is then smeared out, often filling 
interstitial gaps between angular quartz and feldspar fragments. However, despite 
fragmentation and rotation, the biotlte fragments retain optical continuity. Feldspars 
also suffer translation and brecciatlon. Quartz grains adjacent to the fault zone ore
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strained. Wing cracks are developed away from the fault zone, feeding into large, 
open, axial cracks (Figure 7.09). In the light of these observations it is suggested that the 
grain size reduction is entirely due to m echanical cataciasis, with crystaiiine plasticity 
limited to few quartz grains a t the boundary between macroscopic fault zones and 
undeformed rock.
a
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Fiaure 7.12: Samples WG23 and WG9 that deform ed by forming a cataclastic fault zone, a.) 
optical thin section photo of WG23 (compare to  SEM image of same Image in figure 3.7) showing 
cataclastic fault, b.) SEM image of detail of cataclastic fault zone in sample WG9 (com pare to 
Figure 7.09).
in most samples in this category, the open axial cracks and dilated fault zones are melt 
filled (Figure 7.05). This occurs because open pores within the sample will be a t 
effectively zero pressure. The resulting steep pressure gradient between the open pores 
and the melt plus grain matrix (at a hydrostatic pressure o f 250 MPa) will drive melt flow 
into the open pores. In contrast, the porosity in the dilatant fault zone and axial cracks 
of sample WG9 are open but not melt filled, despite the melt fraction of 0.13, coating 
quartz and feldspar grains, observed in this sample. It Is thought that this Is the result o f a 
leak In the specimen jacke t which would hove allowed the  penetration of high 
pressure argon into the pore space so inhibiting melt flow. This proposition is supported 
by the com parative weakness of the sample when com pared to samples deform ed 
under similar conditions ( Chapter 5.2.2).
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7.3.2 Samples with distributed aroin size reduction
This ca tego ry  covers a range of m icrostructural styles. In some samples grain size 
reduc tio n  is only associated w ith m acroscopic fau lt zones, but with cataciasis 
distributed over a broader, more diffuse, area than in the localized fauit category 
(C hap te r 7.3.1). A t the other end of the spectrum grain size reduction is w idely 
distributed throughout the specimen, except for the piston pressure shadows. Ali tests 
displaying pervasive brittle deformation also developed macroscopic faulting oblique 
to  the main compression direction. Experimental conditions for samples in this category 
are  summarised in Table 7.03.
Sample strain rate (s 'b max. strain (%) TCC) time @ T (h) (!) melt
WG4 8E-05 12.25 1000 2.50 0.203
WG5 8E-05 13.77 940 3.00 0.144
W G ll 8E-05 13.23 1000 20 00 0.271
WG12 8E-05 3233 1050 4.50 0.335
WG16 8E-05 20.15 900 3.50 0.135
W G l 7 8E-06 1.620 900 33.00 0.179
WG20 8E-07, 5E-05 13.36 900 172.80 0.168
WG26 lE-03,3E-02 14.77 1000 145.50 0.435
WG28 8E-05 42.14 900 51.00 0.155
WG29 8E-05 16.08 1000 44.75 0.257
WG30 2E-07,3E-04 28.33 1000 168.00 0.313
Table 7.03: Deformed samples showing pervasive brittle behaviour. Samples WG20 and WG26 
w ere  deform ed a t two strain rates.
I mm
Figure 7.13: Conjugate fault zones defined by the alignment of isolated pockets of cataclastic 
m ateria l in a.) WG4 and b.) WGl 1.
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At the more locaiised end of the spectrum, e.g. WG4 and WGl 1, conjugate fault zones 
ore defined by the alignment of isolated pockets of grain size reduction (Figure 7.13, a). 
In W Gl 1 the cataclastic material plus melt protrudes past the edge o f the specimen on 
both sides of the thin section and  the fault zone Increases in width towards the centre 
of the specimen (Figure 7.13, b).
M
500 Lim
1 mm
Figure 7.14: Groin size reduction in a central girdle parallel to 03 in samples WG16, WG5. WG20 
and W G l7, ordered accord ing to increasing melt fraction, a.) WG16, 900 °C, 0.135 melt fraction; 
b.) WG5, 950 °C, 0.144 melt fraction; c.) WG17, 900 °C, 0.179 melt fraction d.) WG26, 1000 °C, 
0.435 melt fraction.
In contrast, samples WG5, W G l6 , W G l7 and WG26 are characterised by a girdle of 
grain size reduction at the centre of the specimen, parallel to  03, which is associated 
barreling of the sample (Figure 7.14). The width o f the deformed zone is en larged
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tow ards  the centre of the specimen in W Gl 7 and WG26. The rock in the cataclosticaliy 
de fo rm e d  zone is structurally homogeneous, excep t for occasional short anastomosing 
shea r zones a t iow angles to 03 , con ta in in g  cataciastic  material. These shear zones 
p ro v id e  channels for the extrusion o f ca tac las tic  material plus melt beyond the 
spec im en  periphery (Figure 3.01, Figure 7.15). Away from the short shear zones, grain 
size reduction is concentrated in isolated pockets (Figure 7.14). Material inside these 
pocke ts  consist of crushed quartz and feldspars w ith the occasional biotlte crystal, the 
interstitial spaces being infilled by melt. Evidence for crystal plastic deformation was not 
observed.
Alumina
Piston shadow
shadow
Alumina spacer 
I
m m 2 mm
Figure 7.15: Whole thin section photos of a.) WG5 and b.) W G l2, displaying pervasive cataclastic 
de fo rm ation  behaviour.
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Figure 7.16: Pervasive ca taclastic  deform ation in sample W G l2. a.) & b.) Detail of pocke ts  
containing cataclastic fragments surrounded by melt in W G l2. c.) Un-collapsed pocket in the  
piston shadow marking site of biotite that has almost completely melted, d.) Melt filled cracks in 
the piston shadow.
Pervasive grain size reduction is best developed in sample W G l2, in which grain size 
reduction is common throughout the brood central zone of the specimen (Figure 7.15 
and Figure 7.16, a, b). On a  macroscopic scale, the sample has assumed a d istinct 
barrel shape, with a poorly developed fault zone at 33.5 ° to a ] . in the pressure shadow  
zones, at either end of the specimen, the interlocking grain texture of the granite is still 
preserved. Here significant melt pools both a t the sites of former biotites and in axial 
cracks can be found (Figure 7.16, c, d). However, the central zone appears to have  
been d isaggregated; the  maximum grain size is reduced, large grains are m ore  
rounded and no longer form an interlocking texture (Figure 7.16, a, b). The matrix o f this 
zone consists o f an intim ate association of m elt with small quartz and fe ldspar
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fragments, located in discrete pockets and spread aiong the grain boundaries of the 
larger grains. No microstructurai evidence for grain plasticity was observed. A weak 
preferred alignment of cataclastic pockets forming conjugate sets a t 30 to 60 ° to a i 
w as observed. Deform ation associa ted  w ith the m acroscop ic  fa u lt was 
indistinguishable from the pervasive grain size reduction described above. Melt and 
ca tac lastic  material have been squeezed from the confines of the specimen in the 
central zone (Figure 7.16, a, b and Figure 3.01).
it is thought tha t the distributed grain size reduction, described above, results largely 
from m echanical dam age during dis-aggregation of the original interlocking mineral 
texture and subsequent melt lubricated grain boundary sliding which accom m odated 
sample shortening. This could be described as deformation by pervasive cataclastic 
flow, as distinctly different from myionitic grain size reduction, as no evidence for plastic 
deformation of both quartz and feldspar grains was observed.
7.3.3 Microstructures in ductile specimens
Microstructures in these specimens show little evidence for brittle deformation during 
the  app lica tion  of differential stress. Ali the shortening appears to have been 
accom m odated  by flow of the melt. Experimental conditions are summarised in Table 
7.04.
Sample T(°C) strain rate (s 'b max e (%) 6 melt
WG13 1100 5E-05 30.13 0.477
WG18 1100> 1027 -896 lE-05, 8E-04 24.51 0.470/0.250
WG21 1200 > 850-953 lE-07, lE-03 3266 0.625/0.164
Table 7.04: Experimental conditions of samples with ductile  deform ation structures. Samples 
W G l8 and  21 were cooled prior to being deform ed betw een 850 and 1027 °C (for full 
experimental conditions see Chapter 6.2, Table 6.01). The second melt fraction in these two 
samples represents that of preserved glass after neo-crystallizatlon.
in sample W G l3 the melt displays irregular iron staining (crypto-crystailine iron oxide 
crystals) in optical microscopy (Figure 7.17; Figure 7.08). The swirly outline of iron oxide 
stained melt indicates tha t flow of the melt occurred, but was insufficient to 
homogenize the melt phase. This is consistent with chem ical evidence (Chapter 4). 
Quartz grains are well rounded with thick melt films penetrating cracks. The only 
remaining feldspar, plagioclase, has Ill-defined crystal shapes. Melt protrudes into the
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crystals parallel and a t right angle to cleavage, totally dis-aggregating original feldspar 
grains in places (Figure 7.08). Accessory phases such as pyroxenes form lath shaped 
crystals in bands around quartz grains but show no preferential orientation. Variation in 
the thickness of melt films between adjacent quartz crystals can be observed (Figure 
7.17, b). There is occasional evidence of impingement dam age to  grains, though 
lacking evidence for groin plasticity.
I mm
Figure 7.17: Microstructures of ductilely deformed sample W G l3.
in both W G l8 and WG21 neo-crystaiiization of the melt phase took p lace during 
deformation betw een 850 and 1027 °C (Compare with Chapter 3.4.2 and Chapter
6.2.4). Despite extensive reduction in the melt fraction that this caused, little cataciasis 
took place with no deformation structures of the neo-crysts was observed (Figure 3.09 
for WG21 and Figure 4.12 for W G l8). The macroscopic faults visible on the exterior 
surfaces of both W G l8 and WG21 are not apparent microstructuraliy.
7.4 Summary of microstructures
The most common microstructures are grain transecting micro-cracks. These appear to 
have developed during loading and heating. No systematic variation with temperature 
or stress history couid be determined (Figure 7.18). On microstructural criteria samples 
can be split Into three groups
1. Faulted samples with restricted cataciasite development. Grain plasticity in 
quartz was restricted to areas a t the edge of the macroscopic fault zone, in
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these samples strain was largely accom m odated along single or conjugate 
cataclastic faults. Deformation was limited to grain transecting cracks away 
from fauit zones. Meit commonly penetrated fault zones and open cracks.
A(l): WG9, SEM collage
1 mm
B(i): 0 < (t< 0 .1 0
cracks
Brittle, dilatant
A(ll): W Gl2, optical A(lil): W Gl3, optical
i
1 mm 1 mm
B(il): 0.10 <([)< 0.45
specimen end
melt
Pervasive cataclastic flow
B(lli): (t >0.45
Figure 7.18: Summary of different microstructures observed in deformed samples of Westerly 
granite. Examples are taken form i WG9: brittle; li W G l2: pervasive cataclastic flow and Hi W G l3: 
ductile.
2. Faulted samples deformed by pervasive cataciastic flow. Deformation is 
characterized by textural dis-aggregation and cataciasis associated with 
meit assisted grain boundary sliding, without grains deforming plastically. 
Samples com m only deve loped  barrel geometries. With increasing 
temperature and meit fraction, the zone of pervasive cataciastic  flow 
expanded.
3. Samples deformed by ductile flow. At high melt fractions remnant crystals 
are suspended in the melt phase. Shortening is accom m odated by flow in 
the meit phase.
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7.5 Parameters influencing the style of microstructures developed in samples
There are several parameters that could influence the style of deformation of a sample. 
These Include temperature, melt fraction, strain rate and maximum strain applied.
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Figure 7.19: Plot of melt fraction versus tem perature and log strain rate on which different 
deformation mechanisms are highlighted using different symbols. Open circles mark samples 
deforming by brittle deformation, filled squares samples that deformed by pervasive cataclastic 
flow, while the diamonds signify samples that deformed ductilely.
In Figure 7.19 sample characteristics are plotted on melt fraction versus temperature 
and strain rate plots. Different symbols are given to the three different deformation style 
groups. There is little to no effect of temperature on deformation style (Figure 7.19, a), 
but deformation style is almost exclusively controlled by the melt fraction the sample 
contains. The observed dominant control of melt fraction on deformation behaviour is 
confirmed by WG23. In this test melt extraction resulted In localized brittle deformation, 
despite being deformed at temperatures usually associated with samples deforming by 
pervasive cataciasis (1000 °C).
The effect of maximum strain on the developm ent of deformation style can not be 
evaluated as the peak stress was exceeded in all tests. Strain rate variation did not 
appear to effect the microstructures developed (Figure 7.19, b).
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7.6 Interpretation of microstructures
In this section the change in observed deformation mechanisms as the meit fraction 
increases is explained as a consequence of the changing physical properties of the 
experimental charges.
7.6.1 Low meit fraction, brittle deformation
The localized brittle failure of iow meit fraction  specimens is typ ico i of the 
microstructurai development during iow temperature brittle deformation in iow porosity 
(i.e. crystaiiine) rocks (Paterson 1978). With increasing stress the specimen accum uiate 
micro-crack accom m odated strain (Paterson 1978). The increase in axial load results in 
m icro-cracks opening predom inantly parallel to the specimen axis (a i) .  This is 
associated with radial specimen diiatancy (Brace & Riiey 1972), involving the formation 
of axial micro-cracks (Figure 7.20, a).
a b
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pressure
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Spawled fragments (sf)
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view Pian view
Figure 7.20: Development of single or conjugate sets of macroscopic faults associated with 
cataciasis. a.) En-echeion axial microcracks formed during radial specimen diiatancy link up to 
form single or conjugate sets of shear faults at the point of ultimate strength of the sample, b.) 
Fragment production on the fault surface due to shear movement on a rough fault surface. A 
moving indenter causes the generation of inclined cone cracks that link up to  form angular 
fragments that themselves later ac t as indenters on the fault surface. Thus the am ount of 
fragments in the fault zone increases exponentially.
Fault failure occurs a t peak stress on the stress-strain curve (Chapter 5.2.1). Faulting 
develops parallel to a direction of high resolved shear stress in the specimen. The 
macroscopic fault develops by coalescing a series of en-echeion axial cracks (Figure
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7.20, a). Friction along the rough fault surface results In spalding of fragments a t grain 
edges, as a moving Indenter causes the generation of Inclined cone cracks that link up 
to produce angular fragments (Figure 7,20, b). These angular fragments a c t as 
Indenters themselves, resulting In an exponential Increase In fragments In the fault zone. 
This process o f fragment generation culminates In the accum ulation of cataclastic 
material In the fault zone.
7.6.2 Samples deformlna bv pervasive cataclastic flow
With Increasing melt fraction (0.1 to 0.45) cataclastic deformation Is no longer restricted 
to the m acroscopic fault zone, but Is distributed throughout the specimen (with the 
exception of the piston pressure shadows that contain melt filled, axial cracks). The 
boundaries to  the fault zone are gradational and becom e associated with small 
pockets containing a mixture of melt and cataclastic material. Conjugate shear 
fractures connect pockets of cataciasite and melt. These microstructures can be 
com pared to those generated by pore collapse In porous sands (Rutter & Hadlzadeh 
1991).
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Figure 7.21: Reduction of hydrostatic pressure necessary to cause pore collapse (= pervasive 
cataclastic flow) by the application of a small deviatoric stress (after Rutter & Hadlzadeh 1991). 
Solid line and filled circles represent samples of Ougthibridge Ganister (with 100 ^im average 
diameter) deformed under a small deviatoric stress by Rutter and Hadlzadeh (1991), while dotted 
lines show ca lcu lated transition lines for brittle-ductile transition of quartzite (with groin diameters 
of 200 (a) and 400 ^im (b) respectively) using only hydrostatic stress after Zhang et al. (1990).
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grain shape facilitates pore collapse through the sliding motion of the grains (Figure 
7.22, c, d). Once sliding along a crack Is Induced, fragm ent production is self- 
perpetuating, pulverising the grain boundaries where sliding Is taking p lace (Figure 
7.20). This provides an explanation for the extreme width of cataclastic flow zones of up 
to half the grain size diameter. The large degree of grain dam age Induced by this 
process, shear enhanced compaction (SEC), would not be Induced during purely 
hydrostatic com paction, accounting for the observed efficiency of a small differential 
stress In aiding pore collapse (Figure 7.21). Grain boundary sliding dominates over trans- 
granular axial cracking as confining pressure Is Increased provided tha t sufficient 
porosity Is available to accom m odate the m echanical fragments produced by the 
sliding (Figure 7.23). When all available pore space has been Infilled the sample 
occupies the smallest volume. With continued Increase of strain, diiatancy ( In the form 
of axial cracking) supervenes and fault localization occurs.
Comparison of Shear enhanced compaction in porous sandstone with cataciastic fiow 
in Westeriy granite
Unlike Oughtlbrldge Ganister, the unmelted Westerly granite has a tight crystalline 
fabric with little to no porosity (0.9 % (Wong et al. 1989)). At first sight the microstructures 
deve loped by shear enhanced com paction  of the sandstone are not d irectly 
analogous to those seen during the pervasive cataclastic flow deformation of Westerly 
granite. However, as the melt fraction In Westerly granite Is Increased, melt filled gaps 
between crystalline phases are generated. As demonstrated by the microstructures 
described, the melt phase Is mobile In the presence of a pressure gradient (Figure 3.01); 
this was generated either by the application of a differential stress field or the existence 
o f a low pressure reservoir (e.g. the crushed quartzite In samples WG23, WG24, WG25 
and WG27 or open axial cracks). In this Instance melt filled pockets can be reduced In 
size by grain boundary sliding, com pacting  the granite In a manner similar to 
Ougthibridge Ganister. No melt movement occurred In the static tests run without a low 
pressure reservoir (W G l4 and W G l5) and no melt pore collapse was observed (Figure
3.04).
During the shear enhanced com paction of Westerly granite, crystal fragments were 
co llected  In the centre of the collapsed pores and melt was displaced to lower 
pressure regions. Including open axial cracks In the piston pressure shadows and the 
edge of the specimen (Figure 7.16, d and Figure 3.01). The high viscosity of the melt 
caused some of the fragments to be transported by the melt phase and to be
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extruded at the specimen edge (Figure 3.01). It Is suggested that fault failure of the 
samples occurred after all available melt pores had been collapsed.
The occurrence of shear enhanced com paction Is also thought to be limited by the 
following two factors:
1.) The applied strain rate must be sufficiently low to allow flow of melt.
2.) The melt In the sample has to form an Interconnected network, with sufficient 
con tact remaining between remnant crystals to allow pressure to be applied 
to the solid framework. The melt wetting angles of 60 ° or less, expected for 
granitic systems, would allow the developm ent of an Interconnected melt 
network, even a t low melt fractions (Chapter 3.3) (van Bargen & Waff 1979). 
The melt fraction must be low enough for the grain framework to support the 
applied stress field during deformation.
In summary, an analogy between the shear enhanced com paction of Ougthibridge 
Ganister and the pervasive cataclastic flow described from Westerly granite Is drawn 
for two reasons:
1.) The pervasive cataclastic flow, seen best In W G l2 (Figure 7.15 and Figure 
7.16), appears to cause the collapse of melt pools by grain boundary sliding 
associated with cataciasis;
2.) No com paction and collapse of melt pools were observed In samples with a 
similar melt fraction but subjected only to hydrostatic stress (Figure 3.04).
In order for shear enhanced com paction to be a viable deformation mechanism, the 
strain rate must be low enough to allow the melt phase to flow and the melt fraction 
low enough for there to be a grain fabric capable of supporting stress.
7.6.3 Ductile deformation structures
Iron oxide crystal staining that Indicates movement within the sample was taken up by 
the melt phase (Figure 7.17). Variable thickness betw een rem nant quartz and 
plagioclase crystals can be observed (Figure 7.17). This contrasts with the uniformly thick 
melt films observed In static test (Figure 3.04). Variable melt films confirm lateral 
m ovement of grains with respect to each other. This Indicates that deformation took 
p lace by flow of the melt phase where remnant crystals of quartz and plagioclase 
suspended In the melt phase were carried about passively by the melt. The melt films
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reduced im pingement dam age caused by collision of ad jacen t grains as no solid 
framework existed a t these high melt fractions. The reduction of Impingement dam age 
resulted In a reduction of crack density com pared to that found In both brittle and 
cataclastic flow tests.
Samples that developed neo-crystalllzatlon of the melt phase showed no evidence of 
deformation structures In the new phases (Figure 3.09, Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16). This 
Indicates that crystallization was sufficiently small to allow deformation to be taken up 
by the melt phase. It Is unlikely that the new crystals only formed after deformation was 
term inated, as quenching of the sample occurred within a very short time (0.5 hours 
max) of the termination of deformation. The crystallization of the melt phase during 
deformation was also confirmed by the marked Increase In viscosity during deformation 
(Chapter 6.2). Macroscopic faulting evident as ridges on the jacket surrounding the 
sample (Chapter 5.6) must have taken place by localized shear In the melt phase In the 
direction of maximum resolved shear In the sample, rather than fracturing of crystalline 
material as suggested by the lack of brittle deformation structures.
7.7 Comparison of pervasive cataciastic fiow in intermediate melt fraction samples of 
Westeriy granite with the behaviour of saturated soils and porous sands.
In the following discussion, an extract from the paper by Rutter and Neumann (1995) 
explores the stress strain and yield surface shape of saturated soils and sandstones. This 
Is necessary to develop a deeper understanding of the behaviour of partially molten 
rocks during shear enhanced com paction prior to the modeling presented In Chapter 
8. This Is followed by a discussion of the effect of melt fraction on the size of the yield 
surface and deformation behaviour of partially molten rock as explained using a yield 
surface shape used to describe the deformation behaviour of porous sands and 
saturated soils.
7.7.1 Deformation behaviour of saturated soils and porous sands
Cataclastic flow of saturated soils and porous sands has been previously been 
described and mathematically modeled by Muir & Wood (1990), Zhang et al. (1990 a) 
and Rutter & Hadlzadeh (1991). If the pore fluid Is Immobile, the app lica tion  of 
hydrostatic or deviatoric stress to the grain matrix causes a rise In pore pressure. If the 
pore fluid Is not trapped, the resulting pore pressure gradient causes drainage, with 
concom itant collapse of the grain matrix and porosity reduction. Skempton (1954)
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showed thot the hydrostotic ond deviotoric ports of the stress stote con be identified 
with porticuior ports of the pore pressure increment P.
P = B (a3 + A(oi - Q3)) E7.01
where y9is the pore fiuid coefficient thot is generoted due to the chonge in crj ond A 
being the odditionoi pressure due to the oppiied deviotoric stress. For o soturoted soil B 
= l , o s o  woter filled, interconnected porosity will oiwoys hove hydrostotic pressure 
equoiiing the pore pressure. For unioxiol compression A is expected to be obout 1/3 if 
the pore pressure foithfuiiy reflects the chonge in the meon stress through the coiiopse 
of the solid fromework (A is below 1/3 for over-consoiidoted soils ond positive for poorly 
consoiidoted soils such os quick sond). A oiso vories during the tests, os porosity is 
reduced, if the initioi porosity is so smoii thot deviotoric stress results in diiotoncy during 
foiiure, pore pressure foils hence A con be negotive.
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Fiaure 7.24: Plot of octahedra l shear stress (o ) against effective hydrostatic stress ®  illustrating 
schematically the closed form of the yield surface for a porous solid. As porosity increases the size 
of the yield surface shrinks. To the left of the critical state line (constant volume deformation) the 
failure is d ila ta tionai (leading to  fault localization); to the right it is com pactive . Values of 
maximum and minimum principal stresses (a /a n d  o j)  for axisymmetrical loading are indicated, 
corresponding to a given point on the failure surface (C). The change of the m echanical 
properties of a rock in which a partial melt (= porosity) is generated are described by the 
shrinkage of the yield envelope, reducing the effective stress state as melt pressure develops. 
Point (A) marks the strength of the unmolten protoiith that decreases with increasing meit fraction 
(B). Strength is further reduced by the addition of a shear stress to (C).
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Rocks with sufficient initiai porosity con be m ade to coiiopse purely through the 
application of hydrostatic pressure (Schock 1973; Zhang et ai. 1990 a) (Figure 7.21). Thus 
failure can occur without application of deviatoric stress, initially lower porosities require 
dram oticaiiy higher pressures to cause pore collapse. A t iow pressures rocks foil by 
cataciastic fault formation with accom panying diiatancy that results in an increase of 
strength with decreasing mean pressure. However, the existence of hydrostatic 
com paction  of porous rocks means that the failure surface must pass through a 
maximum and close bock onto the hydrostatic stress axis. The failure surface becomes 
ca p p e d  (Figure 7.24). The vector describing the distortionai and volum etric 
components of strain is normal to this failure surface and directed outwards. Thus at the 
point of hydrostatic com paction  the strain vector is paraliei to the abscissa (no 
distortionai strain). Where the slope of the failure surface is negative, the strain vector is 
the sum of a com pactive and a distortionai component. Where the slope is positive, at 
lower mean pressures, there is a dilative volumetric com ponent plus a distortionai 
component.
The maximum on the failure surface marks the transition from dilatant failure (resulting in 
fault formation) to com pactive failure (accom panied by macroscopic ductility), in soil 
mechanics this is known as the critical state. The negative slope of the failure surface in 
the com pactive region means that the combination of deviatoric stress with the mean 
stress leads to pore coiiopse a t lower mean stress than would be required in the 
absence of deviatoric stress. For this reason the negative sloping failure surface is coiled 
the region of shear enhanced compaction (Curran & Carroll 1979; Zhang et ai. 1990 a). 
With decreasing levels of initial porosity, the loop of the failure surface rapidly expands, 
defining a surface in porosity - deviatoric stress - means stress space. The crested line of 
this surface is the critical state line of soil mechanics. The intersection with the mean 
stress - porosity surface (at zero deviatoric stress) is called the normal consolidation Une.
7.7.2 Comparison of porous sands with oartiallv molten rock
The above characteristics of soils and porous rocks con aid the understanding of meit 
extraction from partially molten rocks. A rock under hydrostatic stress (a) (point A on 
Figure 7.24) just before the onset of melting has effectively zero porosity and lies well 
within the yield surface. As melting commences with the possibility of meit migration (if 
a local pore pressure gradient becomes established) the yield surface cap shrinks onto 
the point representing (â). Compaction commences and pore pressure rises above the 
hydrostatic pressure, if it has not already done so (if melting involves a specific volume 
increase). The effective mean stress now migrates along the hydrostat (pushed by the
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shrinking yieid surface) untii a dynamic balance is atta ined between porosity loss by 
com paction and porosity creation by melting (point /9on Figure 7.24). The point on the 
normal consolidation line provides sufficient effective pressure to drive the matrix 
com paction, as the pore fiuid migrates down its pressure gradient.
if, in addition, a deviatoric stress, a '(octahedra l shear stress) is applied (point C o n  
Figure 7.24), on add itiona l com ponent of pore pressure is genera ted , equal 
approximately to one third the deviatoric stress. Thus gradients of the deviatoric stress 
can additionally drive melt migration. These may be iocaiiy much steeper than the 
gravity-induced regional variation in mean stress. Under the high tem perature 
conditions considered, the effective size of the yieid surface loop will shrink with 
decreasing strain-rate. This is a factor that is not usually important in the behaviour of 
porous rocks a t iow temperatures.
it will be recalled that three characteristic microstructurai types and failure modes were 
identified with progressively rising meit fraction. These were:
1. cataclastic faulting
2. distributed cataciasis of the grain matrix with pore collapse
3. fiow of a viscous suspension without inter-granuiar cataciasis
The analogy with porous sandstone suggests that 1 and 2 correspond to Mohr-Couiomb 
d ila tan t faulting and shear-enhanced com paction  respectively. The dram atic  
weakening of the rock over the melting range (Figure 5.04) testifies to the large scale 
collapse of the yield surface. The experiments using a porous quartzite sink (WG23, 
WG27) for extruded m eit add itiona lly  dem onstrated the strengthening and 
embrittlement that can result if porosity is reduced (Figure 7.19, b), and corresponds to 
the high pressure embrittlement reported for initially high porosity sands consequent 
upon hydrostatic pore collapse [Byerlee & Brace 1969; Zhang et al. 1990b).
7.8 Summary and Conclusion
1) With increasing meit fraction a change in deformation mechanism was documented 
from brittle failure a t low (0 - 0.1) melt fractions, to distributed cataclastic fiow at 
intermediate (0.1 - 0.45) meit fractions and viscous fiow at high (>0.45) melt fractions 
(Figure 7.18). Little evidence was observed for crystal plastic fiow of quartz and feldspar 
above 800 °C, which was described by Dell' Angelo & Tuliis (1987 & 1988). This 
difference in observed microstructures relates to Dell' Angelo and Tuliis's tests on
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portiaiiy moiten Westeriy granite having been performed at higher confining pressures 
(1500 MPa) than those presented in this work (250 MPa).
2) It is proposed that the distributed cataclastic fiow developed as a result of shear 
enhanced com paction. This process couid contribute to the separation of meit from a 
portiaiiy molten region a t meit fractions between 0.1 and 0.45 for a meit with similar 
characteristics to that produced under conditions similar to those in the experiments 
presented above.
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Chapter 8 
Mathematical modeling of melt extraction
8.1 Introduction
The m athem atical modeling presented in this chapter is an a ttem pt to quantify the 
possible rates of meit extraction from partially molten rocks in the mid crust (8 - 10 km 
depth = 250 MPa confining pressure). The kinetics of shear enhanced com paction are 
com pared to those of other meit extraction mechanisms, and the time required to 
extract meit from systems with (j) < 0.30 is discussed. A m athem atical model o f meit 
extraction created by Prof. Rutter in the light of results reported in the previous chapters 
forms part of a paper submitted by Rutter and Neumann (1995). The discussion of the 
implications of this model as applied to partially moiten granites and pelites (Chapter
8.2.4.8.3) result from the numerical experiments of both Prof. Rutter and the author.
Firstly, using the equations of McKenzie (1984), it is demonstrated that it would take an 
infeasibly long time to separate significant quantities of granitic meit by gravitationaily 
driven porous flow alone (Chapter 8.2.1). A two com ponent partial melt extraction 
model is therefore erected, in the first component, it is envisaged that melt is separated 
from restite and flows into a network of veins by shear enhanced com paction (Chapter
8.2.3). In the second com ponent, the melt in these veins is then collected into a dyke 
system and evacuated towards higher crustai levels, driven by the density contrast 
between the matrix and the meit, as proposed by Clemens & Mower (1992) (Chapter 
8.2.2).
In Chapter 8.2.4 the model is established and extraction rates for a Westeriy granite 
melt are calculated. This is followed by a discussion of the geological applications of 
this model (Chapter 8.3). The extraction rates for peiitic partial melts are calculated, the 
effects of changing meit water content (and hence viscosity) and the magnitude of 
the applied differential stress being explored.
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8.2 Ttie problem of the extraction of granitic magma from source regions.
In this section, meit extraction rotes are calcu la ted and com pared using models of 
porous flow during com paction (McKenzie 1984), collapse of a vein network (Clemens 
& Mower 1992), and shear enhanced compaction.
8.2.1 Grovitv-driven extraction bv porous fiow
The problem of the extraction of melts from a com pacting matrix, driven by the density 
contrast between melt and solid phases, has received a great deal of attention (Figure 
8.01) (e.g. McKenzie 1984, 1985 and many subsequent developments).
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Figure 8.01: Dynamic model o f melt extraction from a deform able matrix (after Richter & 
McKenzie 1984). White circles represent remnant grains with diameter (<o), while grey shaded 
areas are melt; /? gives the initial thickness of the partially moiten layer, /?/77 gives the thickness of 
the extracted layer o f melt after time (//j). a.) initial state of uniform fluid content and distribution; 
b.) same system after time has elapsed. Compaction of the matrix has caused segregation of 
the melt, associated with a growing fluid layer on the top of the system.
Wickham (1987) applied McKenzie's (1984) model to the origin of granitic magmas and 
concluded that the slow extraction rates resulting from the high viscosity of granitic 
liquids would preclude the origin of large plutons by this mechanism in reasonable 
periods of time. A simple assessment of the problem can be obtained by evaluating 
the following equations of McKenzie (1984):
The com paction length, 6 c. that measures a characteristic length scale, is
ÔC = ( Ft k / T1 ) E 8.01
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where n is an effective viscosity for the solid matrix, A is the matrix permeability (defined 
by relation E 6.03) and ;/ is the fluid viscosity.
The upward velocity of the fluid relative to the matrix {wq) is
^  k (1-4)) Ap g E8.02
n4)
where (p\s the porosity (melt fraction), Ap is the meit/matrix density difference and ^ is  
the gravitational acceleration.
The com paction time (to) is
The time tp\o com pact a layer of thickness /?and the amount of melt Z?/?? (Figure 8.01) 
produced after extracting a factor e(= 2.72) of the total meit, are given by:
th = ^  ; = E8.04
Which can be rewritten as:
This demonstrates tha t the tota l com paction time is not dependent on the matrix 
viscosity if 5c «h.
In ail previous studies, for lack of data , a figure of 3 * 10^^ Pas has been used for the 
effective matrix viscosity, sometimes a t arbitrarily chosen temperatures (e.g. Wickham 
1987). This viscosity value is based on experimental da ta  of Cooper & Kohistedt (1984) 
for grain-size sensitive diffusive creep of peridotite saturated with 15% basaltic meit a t 
1300 °C. Based on experimental da ta  presented in previous chapters, this viscosity is 
inappropriate and too high for partially moiten granite. At face value the experimental 
da ta  presented in Chapters 5.5 and 6.2 suggest a value of 1.7 * 10^^ Pas, which is the 
figure for Westerly granite a t 900 °C, extrapolated to 1 MPa flow stress and 10% strain, 
when the meit fraction is about 10% by volume (using equations E5.04 and E6.01). The 
matrix viscosity would increase slightly with decreasing strain rate as the stress fails 
owing to the non-linearity of the flow, unless diffusion creep becomes dominant. 
However, a t the same temperature the matrix viscosity would be lower if time were 
allowed for a true equilibrium meit fraction to becom e established (Chapter 3). At 800 
°C, a t the same stress and strain but with (p only 0.04 , the viscosity would be about 100
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times higher. At the same melt fraction the viscosity difference would be much less 
marked.
For granite a t 900 °C, with a density contrast between meit and matrix of 500 kg m’ 
meit viscosity of 1.3 * 10^ Pas (E6.06), and a permeability of 2.5 * 10'^^ m^, based on a 
grain-size (o) of 1 mm and a meit fraction (porosity) of 10% and using k= d?- (|)^/400 
(Chapter 6.3.1, E6.04), dc = 1.8 * 10'2 m. The separation velocity becomes 2.7 * 10'*  ^
m m /a, and the com paction time is 7.4 * 10*^  years. The time scale is better viewed by 
considering the com paction of a layer initiaiiy 1 km thick, whence //7 becomes 4 * 10^ 1 
years to extract 60 m of meit. This emphasizes the apparent impossibility of forming 
granitic piutons by gravity-induced porous flow alone.
8.2.2 Gravitv-driven extraction of meit from a vein network
Clemens and Mawer (1992) demonstrated tha t by collecting m agm a into a dyke 
system (> 3 m wide and 1000 m long) from a system of meit filled veins (lO's mm width) 
and propagating the dyke by 20 km in 8 months it is possible to inflate a bathoiith (of 
2000 km^ in 900 years, if the meit has a viscosity of 10^ Pas). The m agm a velocity can 
be sufficient to achieve geologically realistic intrusion rates and avoid thermal 'death' 
of the system before reaching the upper crust. Sleep (1988) has also considered the 
role o f tapp ing  of meit by veins and dykes in connection with m afic m agm a 
em placem ent, in this way, porous flow through intergranuiar pores may only have to 
transport melt a short distance, a few metres a t most, to the nearest veins (Figure 8.02), 
in contrast to the McKenzie analysis above.
it is possible to examine approximately the kinetics of meit extraction from a vein 
network by analogy with McKenzie's gravitational com paction and porous flow model 
described above, in this analogy, an anastamosing network of melt veins may be 
considered as intergranuiar porosity; com paction proceeds by the deform ation of 
matrix 'fish', bounded by these veins (Figure 8.03). This clearly results in a marked 
increase in the permeability of the rock mass when com pared to the analysis in 
Chapter 8.2.1, but ail other basic parameters remain the same.
The permeability of veins can be roughly estimated by considering laminar viscous flow 
through a paraiiei-sided channel of width b under pressure gradient dP/dx. in the 
system considered, a vertical pressure gradient will be caused by the density contrast 
between the meit and the surrounding rock.
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Fiaure 8.02: illustration of the model for extraction of granitic meit from its protoiith, 
which is heated from below. Meit is driven into orientated veins of average separation 
2o. as a result of shear enhanced com paction under axisymmetric loading. Even 
though veins are connected in three dimensions, the meit volume in the veins does not 
exceed 15 % of the volume of the whole rock, as it has to be possible to transmit shear 
stresses across the whole rock (impossible to transmit shear stresses across meit).
The mean velocity in the channel (6/) is
2
dP/dx E8.06
For a network of A^channeis/m, this is analogous to Darcy's law with permeability given 
by
N b ^k = 12 E8.07
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Figure 8.03: Sketch» of gravitational com paction of melt filled veins, surrounding "fish" shaped 
parcels of rock. Compaction produces shear across the veins. However, as described in Figure 
8.02, the meit fraction in the veins must remain below 0.15 for the com bined meit extraction 
process of shear enhanced com paction and gravitational vein extraction to remain operational.
For 1 channel per metre, with = 10 mm, 0 = 0.01 and 8.6 * 10"*^  m^. Thus 5c is 
increased to 3.6 m, ivq\s increased to 100 m m/a and is reduced to about 37 a. //7is 
reduced to about 10^ years to extract a 10 m layer of meit from an original layer 1 km 
thick. The formation of substantial masses of granitic magma from the drainage of vein 
networks is clearly a viable process within the time frame of a tectono-thermai event, 
largely owing to the high effective permeability of the vein network.
8.2.3 Shear-enhanced com paction to drive melt into vein networks
A two stage model is proposed, where shear enhanced com paction provides a viable 
process to drive meit into the vein system. The kinetics of this process must now be 
considered because the extrusion of melt into veins and the gravity-driven pooling of 
meit from the veins are sequential processes, the slower of which will control the overall 
rate of melt extraction. When the second process is faster, the overall rate is controlled 
by the vein filling process alone, and the width of the veins does not a ffect the overall 
rate. When the first process is faster, the veins will be kept filled to a level corresponding 
to the equilibrium meit fraction a t that temperature, if this process operates a t a slower 
rate than vein emptying, vein filling will control the ultimate kinetics of meit extraction. A 
kinetic model is now described and calculations are perform ed to see if shear 
enhanced com paction can provide a process that will fill the veins fast enough for
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significant quantities of granitic melt to be extracted in a geoiogicaiiy reasonable time 
(below 10&a (Wickham 1987)).
A set of prismatic columns of partially molten rock is assumed tha t are bounded by 
variously oriented planar veins tha t intersect in a common direction, (k) which is the 
direction of a /(Figure 8.02). The meit pressure in the veins is the local value of crj(= 0 2 )^  
the minimum value of pore fluid pressure that will be able to keep parallel sided veins 
open. Meit fraction contained in the veins has to be sufficiently low to allow for shear 
stresses to be transmitted across the volume of the rock to allow shear enhanced 
com paction to occur in the rock surrounding the meit filled veins, if the vein wails are 
sufficiently irregular and discontinuous, meit pressure may sometimes be slightly less 
than oj\n  the veins, as the vein may be kept open in places by the wail rock supporting 
the stress; this is a requirement for meit extraction into the veins to occur (Sleep 1988).
At the vein wail, cr/w iii also drop to crjas the vein wails cannot support a shear stress. 
The local stress difference (a / - crj) is inferred to generate a smaller difference in pore 
pressure (a /  -crj)/3 (from relation E7.01), the gradient of which drives meit radially into 
the veins (Figure 8.02). For convenience, it is assumed tha t this process is time- 
independent (steady-state), a t least for the period tha t about 10 to 20% porosity 
collapse occurs. Steady-state requires that the overall rate of the process is controlled 
by the rate of meit production, which is in turn controlled by the heat flux into the zone 
of partial melting. Thus conditions are assumed isothermal, so that the heat input can 
just maintain the latent heat requirement for a constant rate of meit production, if the 
heat flux rises, then temperature and meit production rise, fluid and matrix viscosities 
fail, but the stress difference also fails, tending to counteract an increase in overall 
extraction rate, and vlce-versa\^  heat flux is too low to maintain temperature. The heat 
budget is also influenced by the advective heat transfer from loss of meit.
The local fluid pressure P(r)W\W be assumed to correspond to one-third the value of the 
mean stress with being the local stress (Figure 8.02)
P(r) = ^  E 8.08
For steady-state radial permeation, Laplace's equation must be satisfied for the pore 
pressure
v 2 p  = i i l ^  E8.Ü9
where Vis the rate of production of meit (meit fraction per second), which is constant 
a t ail points in the (isothermal) material, and being Laplace's operator. The solution is
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= E8.10
and substituting for P(0on6 assuming Pv = o3
= + E 8 .ll
where Py\s the fluid pressure in the veins and <7 is the effective radius of the column 
(Figure 8.02).
The condition of mechanical equilibrium for each column is
aa = 2 f a(r) r dr E 8.12
o
where oq is the average value of the remotely app lied maximum stress (a /) .
Substituting for and integrating gives
j ^ 8 k ( a o - a 3 )  E 8 . 1 3
3  a ^ r i
which gives the rate a t which meit is added to the veins.
The deviatoric stress must also be consistent with the resultant strain rate. The rate of 
vein filling, V can be considered to be equivalent to the stress-induced strain rate as 
given by the flow law (E5.04), provided the strain is dominantly com pactive rather than 
distortionai. Thus
J = 5= D exp (a i -G3)n  E 8.14
where Z7and /?are empirical constants, P\s the gas constant, T is the temperature in 
Kelvin and H is the activation enthalpy for flow of the partially molten rock (after E5.03). 
in this analysis values for /9, /7ond / / ( 10'^-®^2 pQ-n s ' \  2.92 and 510061 J m o i'b  are taken 
from the empirical flow law derived from the deformation experiments on Westerly 
granite (E5.04). Simultaneous equations E8.13 and E8.14 can be solved for Vand (o] - 
a j / in  order to ensure that the extraction rate is consistent with both constraints.
Inserting values for Westerly granite a t 900 °C, equivalent to those utilised in the vein 
com paction calculations in the preceding sections (i.e. k= 2.5 * 10'^^ m^, 77 = 1.3 * 10?
Pas, a= 0.5 m), the solution for (oq-o3)\s 0.04 MPa and the meit extraction rate, J, is
2.6 * 10'^ a " \  Thus the time to extract a volume fraction of 0 = 0.10 of the available meit 
volume (i.e. sufficient melt to fill the vein system with 1% porosity) is 4 * 10^ a. This is one 
order of m agnitude slower than the time required for gravity-driven com paction to
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extract meit from the veins (see above), but still sufficient to supply an intrusion within a 
reasonable geological time scale (below 10*^  years). A decrease in viscosity, possible by 
either increasing the tem perature or increasing the water content , will make the 
extraction rates more favourable (Figure 8.04, a and Figure 8.05).
8.2.4 Extraction rate sensitivity to temperature, vein spacing and grain size
An increase in temperature will increase the melt fraction, reduce the meit viscosity 
and decrease the strength of the matrix. These factors should both increase melt 
extraction rates from the vein system and speed up vein filling by shear enhanced 
com paction. The effects of vein spacing are less clear. On the one hand it is expected 
that as veins becom e more closely spaced, meit has less distance to flow through the 
rock matrix, speeding up the vein filling process. However, on the other hand, for a 
given meit fraction, the width the veins when fully charged is reduced; this will reduce 
the vein effective permeability, slowing down the evacuation of meit from the vein 
system. An increase in grain size should increase the speed of extraction. These three 
factors are investigated to quantify their influence on extraction rates and to determine 
under what conditions the vein filling (equal to the shear enhanced extraction rate) or 
vein emptying process controls the overall kinetics.
Figure 8.04, a graphically displays the time required to extract a fraction of melt 0, from 
a layer initiaiiy 1 km thick of Westerly granite under isothermal conditions for a range of 
temperatures from 700 °C to 1050 °C. The extraction rates for both vein extraction and 
shear enhanced com paction were calculated (Appendix 9), the time relevant to the 
slower rate being plotted. For comparison, the time to extract 0 of meit from the same 
layer of Westerly granite, over the same range of temperatures, by McKenzie's gravity 
driven porous flow model is also shown.
To ca lcu la te  melt fraction and meit viscosity a t each tem perature, the empirical 
relations reported earlier (E3.03, E6.01, and E6.09) were used. The matrix permeability 
was estimated from meit fraction and grain-size, using the two porosity relationships 
E6.03 and E8.07. When overall kinetics are controlled by vein emptying, it is supposed 
that the vein thickness is controlled by the available meit fraction, thus:
b = ^  hence k = E8.15
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Fiaure 8.04: a.) Comparison of extraction times of (t> = 0.10 by porous flow model (McKenzie 1984) 
and a combination of vein extraction plus shear enhanced com paction with vein spacing 2 a =  1 
m. b .) change in extraction times of Westerly granite with varying vein spacing a t different 
temperatures. The dot-dashed line marks the transition between vein extraction and shear 
enhanced com paction being the extraction rate limiting process.
for parallel veins in two dimensions. However, In three dimensional space on additional 
set of veins occurs a t right angle to the set seen In the two dlmenionol version. Hence, 
the formula has to be changed to k = (|)^/(4 * N 2 *  12). This reduces the permeability of 
the veins, os veins become thinner os each vein is assigned a smaller fraction of melt.
However, melt fraction Is subject to a maximum value of 9 = 0-15, set to allow shear 
stress to be supported across the rock. With higher melt fraction shear stress may not be 
successfully translated across the rock, as melt can not support shear stress. A/, the 
number of veins per metre, may be determined from field observations. To construct
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Figure 8.04, a a value of 1 vein per metre was used (as In Chapter 8.2.2), which results in 
a value of 0.5 m for the effective radius (d).
The results of these calculations indicate that (with veins spaced at 1 per metre) the 
time to extract a proportion <p of dry Westerly granite melt from a 1 km layer will always 
be controlled by shear enhanced com paction (Figure 8.04). If It Is assumed tha t a 
thermal event responsible for granite magma generation might lost for 10&- 10^ years 
(e.g. Clemens & Mawer 1992), melt extraction Is viable above 900 °C, corresponding to 
a melt fraction of 0.10. This Is in stork contrast to the time scale for melt extraction by 
porous flow which never drops below 10^ years for the temperature range considered.
In order to Investigate the control of the vein spacing on the extraction rote, the 
calculation was re-run varying the vein spacing from 0.5 veins per m to 20 veins per 
metre. By plotting vein spacing against time for a series of Isothermal conditions. It Is 
clear that the extraction time falls to a minimum at between 2 and 5 veins per metre 
(I.e. a spacing of 0.5 - 0.2 metre) (Figure 8.04 b). The minimum also coincides with a 
change from vein com paction rote control a t low vein spacing to shear enhanced 
com paction control at high vein spacing.
8.3 Extension of ttie model to general granitoid peiitic partial melts
Granitic melts with d ifferent water contents are characterized by different melt 
viscosities a t a given temperature. There Is also an increase In melt fraction with 
increasing w ater content. Therefore It was considered pertinent to extend the 
modelling described above to cover general granitoid politic partial melts with variable 
water content. For this purpose on empirical equation has to be found to calculate the 
melt fraction and viscosity for given water content and temperature.
8.3.1 Calculation of melt fraction and melt viscosity a t varvina temperature and water 
content
The melt fraction with varying water content of the source rock was approximated from 
the curves presented by Clemens and VIelzeuf (1987), adjusted to 250 MPa (Figure 
3.10). By re-plotting the da ta  presented In Figure 3.10 as log melt % versus temperature 
(Figure 8.05, a) it Is possible to fit a straight line to Clemens & VIelzeuf's (1987) da ta  
between 700 and 950 °C, giving:
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log (|) = constant + 0.9 log \j/ E8.16
with (p being the melt fraction and ^ ih e  weight percentage of H2O In the rock.
O '
800 °C @ 250 MPa-o-
After Clemens & Vielzeuf 
1987 @250 MPa
Westerly granite data  
-0 .3  % HpO@ 250 MPa
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log Wt % H2 O 10.0Temperature C°C)
Figure 8.05: Dependence of melt fraction on temperature and water content of the source rock 
with da ta  from Clemens & Vielzeuf (1987) adjusted to 250 MPa (compare to Figure 3.10). a.) Plot 
of log melt fraction versus temperature where open circles are data  for partially molten petite by 
Clemens & Vielzeuf (1987) and filled circles Westerly granite data  from this study, b.) Plot of log 
melt fraction versus log water content of peiitic source rocks a t 800 °C and 250 MPa. Note that 
the melt phase will have between 5 and 10 w t % H2O from dehydration melting, depending on 
the amount of mica present.
Combining E3.03 and E8.16 the melt fraction equation can be re-written so that: 
log (}) = log f + 0.9 log \|/ + Tq E8.17
where /^Is temperature in °C. By Inserting values for Tc = 800 °C, (|) = 0.10, and \|/ = 0.4 It 
Is possible to calculate the value of 4 thus obtaining an equation for melt fraction with 
varying temperature and water content.
4=10-3.68 y  0.9 exp (0.00875 Tq) E8.18
This relation is correct to within about 10 % of the value of 4 up to about 950 °C and for 
water contents between about 0.2 and 3 w t %.
The empirical da ta  published by Shaw (1965) (Figure 8.06) were used to Infer the 
relation between water content and fluid viscosity. Applying a first order best fit 
representing log viscosity versus log water content over the range of 0.1 to 5 w t % water 
a relationship between viscosity and water content can be described as
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log T| = constant - 3.3 log \\i E8.19
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Figure 8.06: Relationship between viscosity and water content a t temperatures between 700 and 
1200 °C .(after Shaw 1965 and Petford 1993). Vertical dot-dashed line indicates water content of 
Westerly granite, a.) log viscosity versus water content; b.) log viscosity versus log water content 
plot. Open circles show position of data  as transferred from a.) with dashed lines linking da ta  of 
the same temperature. The inclined solid line shows linear fit applied. The grey shaded ellipse 
gives the viscosity of Westerly granite at 1000 °C (Compare to Chapter 6).
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Combining equation E8.19 with the equation giving the change In viscosity of Westerly 
granite melt with temperature, E6.08, an equation for viscosity con be found
log T| = log I + 3.3 log \}/ + ^  E8.20
Substituting the value of 320 kJ mol'^ for Q, the activation enthalpy for viscous flow of
Westerly granite melt (Chapter 6.4), as determined in E6.06 and Inserting values for 
viscosity and temperature (10® Pas and 1000 °C respectively) the facto r /  can be 
calcu la ted, thus giving an equation for melt viscosity with varying temperature and 
water content
n =  1 0 - 6 . 8 2  e x p  ^  XI / -®-® E 8 . 2 1
produces a maximum error of * 5 for water contents ranging between 0.2 and 5 w t % at 
1000°C.
8.3.2 Modellna of melt extraction of aranitoid oelitlc melts
The calculation E8.14 was repeated for vein spaclngs of 1 vein per metre (Figure 8.07, 
a) and 10 veins per metre (Figure 8.07, b) for melts with 0 .3,0.5 ,1 and 3 weight % water; 
the models are contoured for the differential stress responsible for shear enhanced 
com paction. At 1 vein per m, the rote of melt extraction tends to be governed by 
shear enhanced com paction, whereas at 10 veins per m, the rate of vein emptying is 
the controlling process. If a cut off of 10^ years is applied for the length of a melt 
producing event, then for both models the lowest tem perature a t which all the 
available melt can be extracted Is 850 °C for the dry melts, dropping to below 700 °C 
for the wetter melts.
For the wetter melts (above 0.5 wt % In the 10 veins per m model and 3% In the 1 vein 
per metre model) the calculations require progressively unreollstlcally high deviatoric 
stresses due to shear enhanced com paction having to balance the rate of vein filling. 
The rate of extraction Is more than likely ultimately limited by stress-controlled boundary 
conditions, where the origin of the deviatoric stress can be due to local lateral density 
variations (due to different ad jacent rock types) and tectonic deviatoric stresses. For 
this reason, an arbitrary upper limit of 10 MPa deviatoric stress was applied in this model. 
This limits the rate at which melt can enter the vein system, driven by shear enhanced 
com paction, a t a particular temperature. This effect has been taken Into account In 
the curves presented for melt with 1 and 3 wt % water in the 10 veins per m model and
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the 3 w t % water curve in the 1 vein per m model. Overail, the effect of a iimit on the 
maximum atta inab ie deviatoric stress is to increase the time required to fiii the vein 
system and, where shear enhanced com paction is the rate controiiing process, the 
time to extract the melt.
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Figure 8.07: Vein extraction of partial melts with water contents between 0.3 and 3.0 w t %. The 
plots are contoured also for constant viscosity and differential stress, with a cutoff applied at 10 
MPa. Grey shaded area gives zone where plastic deformation of quartz can take p lace (after 
Paterson & Luon 1990). a.) extraction times assuming vein spacing of 1 vein per metre, with the 
extraction controlled by shear enhanced com paction, b.) Extraction times of melt in a system 
with 10 veins per metre. Extraction is controlled by the speed of vein drainage. Latent heat iimit 
after Bergantz (1989). In both models an average grain diameter of 1 mm was used.
A further limiting factor a t high rates of melt extraction is the maximum atta inable rate 
of melting, as determined by the heat flux (e.g. Bergantz 1989). Assuming that the zone 
that finally undergoes partial melting is heated by an igneous intrusion underlying this 
zone (Figure 8.02) the time at which partial melting of the country rock a t a distance y 
from the boundary to the igneous con tac t reaches the tem perature 7Â which is
between Tq , (the temperature of the intrusion) and (the temperature of the country 
rock. The temperature ^  can be calculated (after Turcotte & Schubert 1982) as:
^ ^ ^  = e rfc— ^  E8.22
'o -'b  2Vkt
with 6>/7fc'being the complimentary error function (Turcotte & Schubert 1982, p. 160) and 
K-being the thermal diffusivity of the country rock with
K = ^  E8.23pc
where y is the coefficient of thermal conduction, p is the density and cis the specific 
heat. Substituting values for granite with y = 3.2 W m'^ a density of 2650 kg m'^ and 
a specific heat of 1 kJ kg’  ^ K'  ^ the thermal diffusivity of granite can be ca lcu la ted as 
0.1 mm^ s'E This value for y com pletely ignores the latent heat of fusion needed to 
cause melting of the country rock protoiith. The latent heat of fusion of granite is similar 
to that of basalt with 320 kJ kg'^ (Turcotte & Schubert 1982). Howeyer, if only a fraction 
of (}) = 0.10 of the rock is molten, this value effectively drops to 32 kJ kg'T if this amount 
of melting takes place over a temperature interval of 50 °C the latent heat of fusion is 
0.61 kJ kg‘  ^K-T As this value is on the same order of magnitude as the specific heat,
and if the tem perature of the country rock has to be raised by several hundred
degrees Celsius before melting commences, it can be ignored in future calculations.
Assuming a hot body kept a t 1100 °C intruded into country rock initiaiiy a t 600 °C it is 
possible to calculate the time for a distance y = 500 m (half way through the layer that 
partially melts) from the contact to reach each temperature at which the extraction 
rate was estimated.
Using equations E8.18 and E8.21 in conjunction with E8.22 it is possible to calcu la te 
extraction rates of meit from a partially molten protoiith, contoured for constant 
viscosity, differential stress and water content (Figure 8.09).
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The e ffect of changing grain diameter (z) on extraction rate is studied in Figure 8.08. 
Whiie extraction rates in Figure 8.07, a were caicuiated for grain size diameter of 1 mm, 
in Figure 8.08 grain size diameters of 2 and 5 mm were used respectiveiy, with vein 
spacing at 1 vein per metre.
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Figure 8.08: Vein extraction of portioi melts w itli water contents between 0.3 and 3.0 w t % with 
constant vein spacing of 1 vein per metre. Gain diameters in permeability, stress and viscosity 
calculations were varied between a.) 2 mm and b.) 5 mm.
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With increasing grain size the extraction time drops exponentionaiiy. While meit 
extraction a t 2 mm is dominantly controlled by shear enhanced com paction the rate 
of vein emptying is the dom inant rate controiiing step in a senario with an average 
grain size diameter of 5 mm. However, with increasing grain size the applied differential 
stress also rises exponentially, reaching unrealistic values (above 10 MPa) in melts from a 
source rock that contains above 1 wt % H2O and has a temperature below 850 °C.
it is also possible to calculate extraction rates with increasing temperature (controlled 
by an increase in temperature) a t a constant water content (Figure 8.09).
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Figure 8.09: illustration of ttie change in extraction time with changing water content assuming a 
vein spacing of a.) 1 vein per metre, and b.) 10 veins per metre. Plots are contoured for constant 
viscosity and water content.
This indicates that the 1 vein per metre model is more efficient a t extracting meit and in 
this case it is even possible to extract a (j) = 0.08 within the 10^ years time iimit. As might
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be expected, a wetter less viscous melts can be extracted more quickly than a drier 
more viscous meit at the same meit fraction.
8.4 Physical requirements of the two stage model
it is not immediately clear whether conditions for shear enhanced com paction (SEC) 
and vein formation can arise simultaneously. SEC requires the fluid pressure in the veins 
to be less than effective a j (Figure 8.02), although the difference may be rather small. 
However, it is com monly held tha t fluid pressure must equal or exceeded a j for 
extensionai fractures to occur (Clemens & Mawer 1992). This situation could arise 
sporadically, for example as a result of the net specific volume increase associated 
with vapour absent melting (Clemens & Vielzeuf 1987, Davidson & Schmid 1993). Vein 
formation might also be favoured if there is a pre-existing planar fabric in the rock, or 
through the upward propagation of hydraulic fractures from beneath, where the meit 
pressure may be higher. As demonstrated in Chapter 7, brittle failure under differential 
stress can lead to axially orientated cracking even under high effective mean stress, 
although long cracks probably require a low effective mean stress (Davidson & Schmid 
1993). Once a slightly irregular vein network had formed it would be unlikely that veins 
could be closed com pletely, thus conditions of meit pressure slightly lower than a j 
should be able to exist for periods of time (Davidson & Schmid 1993).
No information regarding the form of the yield surface for a partially molten system, in 
particular whether it is tail and narrow or short and w ide in a ' - â space is available 
(Figure 8.10). if the former, it is possible for a single stress state to give rise to shear- 
enhanced com paction  in the a j d irection associated with contem poraneous 
form ation of extensionai veins. If the latter, the tw o conditions canno t arise 
simultaneously, but vein or shear fault formation conditions would have to  arise 
sporadically. This kind of shift due to sporadic increase in pore fluid pressure, due to an 
increase in meit volume has been previously described as melt embrittlement by 
Davidson and Schmid (1993).
The flow law assumed to  describe the solid matrix (E5.04) is tha t ob ta ined by 
extrapolation of the empirical law for Westerly granite, insofar as the extrapolation is 
valid, it applies to the particular water content and meit fraction of Westerly granite. No 
attem pt has been m ade to compensate for the larger meit fractions associated with 
truly equilibrium melting and the greater meit fractions for wetter rocks. Changing the 
flow law derived in equation E5.04, to include a steeper increase in melt fraction with 
temperature, then the activation enthalpy ( / / )  and supported stress will decrease. This
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will result in a lower strain rate needing to be applied to cause viscous flow of partially 
molten rock a t constant temperature. This will lead to faster extraction rates with 
Increasing temperature than modeled above.
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Figure 8.10: Possible stiapes for the failure surface of a partially molten rock, a.) Steep failure 
surface in w hich extensionai fa ilure and shear enhanced  co m p a c tio n  can  occu r 
contemporaneously, b.) An episodic shift in pore pressure results in consecutive formation of 
extensionai cracks and shear enhanced com paction of the surrounding matrix.
Although co tac las tic  deform ation of the matrix was clearly involved in oil the 
experiments, it is not known how much more effective meit-ossisted diffusion creep 
becomes with decreasing strain-rate (e.g. Dell' Angelo & Tuilis 1987; Deli' Angelo et ol. 
1988; Tuilis & Yund 1977), and how this will modify the flow low, but oil these effects ore 
expected to enhance the kinetics, as plastic deformation of grains will allow smaller 
melt volumes to be extracted at lower applied stresses and strain rates.
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Limited indications of intro-crystaiiine fiow  were oniy seen in the experimental 
microstructures a t 800 °C (Chapter 6). This is not surprising, for the differential stresses 
applied were too low to activate intra-crystaiiine plasticity in quartz or feldspars above 
this temperature. Indeed, using the preferred plastic flow laws for quartz plasticity of 
Paterson & Luan (1990) the stress/stroln-rote combinations associated with granite 
m agm a extraction lie below those required for quartz plasticity over most of the 
temperature/time space considered. Figures 8.07 shows the limited extent of the region 
(700 to  800 °C) wherein it is expected tha t quartz plasticity might be expected in 
partially molten granite (grey shaded area).
8.5. General Discussion and Conclusions
The above 2-stoge model for melt extraction provides a method whereby a viscous 
granitic melt can be separated from a partially molten source area and transported a 
significant distance In a geologically realistic time scale. This process is qualitatively 
similar to tha t outlined by Clemens & Mower (1992), In which the role of deformation 
synchronous with meit extraction was emphasized.
it has been com mon in discussions of this point in the literature to concentrate on the 
question of vein formation by hydraulic fracture and to neglect tha t of how meit 
becomes expelled into the veins.
The overall kinetics arising from the model proposed in Chapter 8.2.3 are faster than 
gravity-driven porous flow model for two reasons. First, In the stage of extraction of melt 
by porous flow, transport distances to the veins ore small and meit pressure gradients, 
although small, are hundreds to thousands of times higher than those arising in large- 
scale porous fiow. Secondly, once the meit has accum ulated in veins, the effective 
permeability due to channel fiow in the fractures is several orders of magnitude higher 
than that for intergranuiar fiow, although now the pressure gradient is reduced to the 
low, gravity-induced value. There is ample scope for adjusting the details of the model 
and the values of the parameters used, but It Is seems clear that the com bination of 
shear enhanced com paction together with local segregation into veins provides the 
basis of a viable mechanism for granite extraction.
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Chapter 9 
Summary and conclusion
9.1 Summary
This thesis set out to explore the process of melt extraction from a protoiith containing a 
small melt fraction and to establish a flow low for partially molten granite. For these 
purposes a series of experiments was carried out on dry Westerly granite over the 
temperature range of 800 to 1200 °C a t 250 MPa confining pressure. Most of the 
samples were unlaxlally deformed at constant strain rates that varied between 4 * 10'^ 
to 2 * 10'^ s associated with stress relaxation tests to study the mechanical behaviour 
of a portioiiy molten rock over a wide temperature and meit fraction ((|) = 0.03 to 0.77) 
and strain rate range. Static tests were carried out to evaluate meit morphologies, while 
chemical analysis of phases In selected samples allowed evaluation of melting kinetics 
and crystalline phases generated as a meit by-product.
AN experimental samples were cored from a single block of Westerly granite, a fine 
grained monzogranite with an average grain size of 300 |im, though the greatest part 
of the rock volume Is mode up of grains with an average diameter of 960 jiim (Chapter
2.3). The rock is isotropicoiiy textured and the modal composition can be given as 
plagiociase (An o to 15) = 38%, K-feidspar (Or 90 to 98) = 26 %, quartz = 29%, biotite = 5 % 
with accessory quantities of muscovite, chlorite, apa tite , iimenite, hem atite and 
sphene. There are variable degrees of sericitizotion of plagiociase crystals.
In static experiments meit was distributed as thin films along groin boundaries indicating 
a low melt wetting angle (()> < 5°). thus allowing a high contiguity of melt, even a t low 
melt fractions (Chapter 3.3.1). Melting takes place a t low temperatures (800 °C) along 
quartz and blotlte grain boundaries and a t sites of plagiociase sericitization. Complete 
melting of chlorite and muscovite occurs even in the lowest temperature samples (at 
800 °C), whereas biotite and K-feldspar were not observed In samples heated above 
1050 °C. Plagiociase occurs In samples up to 1100 °C. while the highest temperature 
sample (1200 °C) only remnant quartz was observed.
With increasing temperature the meit fraction increased smoothly from 6 = 0.03 a t 800 
°C to (}) = 0.77 a t 1200 °C. A small increase in melt fraction with time was observed, 
though this e ffec t was secondary com pared to the increase in meit fraction with
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increasing temperature. The meit distribution was heterogeneous and in deformed 
samples was concentrated along macroscopic fault zones and In low pressure regions.
An equilibrium meit fraction was not atta ined in any sample, including the powder 
sample W G l, during times ranging between 2 and 170 h the sample remained a t 
tem perature (Chapter 3.4.3). The volume fraction of meit (6) in samples heated for 2 
hours at temperature Tq (in Celsius) over the temperature range of 700 to 1000 °C con 
be approximated by:
({) = 3.77 * 10-5 exp (0.00875 * Tq) E 3.03
The disequilibrium nature of partial melting was also expressed by the heterogeneity of 
melt compositions In all samples analyzed (Chapter 4.3). Melt compositions strongly 
reflected the compositions of ad jacent crystals Involved In the melting process, and 
formed as a meit by-product, with compositional equilibration oniy atta ined iocaiiy. The 
crystalline meit by-products varied widely in composition and included olivine, that can 
not exist in equilibrium with granitic melts, thus Indicating the relative chem ical Isolation 
of melts, and the limited degree of m echanical and chem ical hom ogenization 
(Chapter 4.2.4).
A smooth decrease of maximum supported strength with increasing meit fraction over 
the meit interval (800 to 1100 °C) occurred a t the same strain rate (Chapter 5.2.2). A 
rheological critical melt fraction ç>\ed\c\e<^  by van der Molen and Paterson (1979) was 
not observed. Strain rate stepping tests in conjunction with stress relaxation tests 
confirmed that stress relaxation data  can be used to predict deformation behaviour of 
partially molten samples a t strain rates below those accessible In the experimental set­
up (Chapter 5.4), as deformation behaviour Is unaffected by the deformation history of 
the sample. Multiple regression of stress relaxation data  defines a fiow law for partioiiy 
molten Westerly granite deformed under the present experimental conditions (Chapter 
5.5):
I  = 10-5.832 exp o2-92 E5.04
with temperature (A) in Kelvin and stress (cr) in Pascals and /?being the gas constant (in 
J moi'^ K 'b  and ? being the strain rate (in s"l).
The viscosity of meit alone (77 ), estimated by the permeation distance into porous 
sandstone under a known pressure gradient (Chapter 6.3), can be approxim ated to 
change with temperature by:
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n = 8.13* 10-6 exp(320000/RT) E6.08
This agrees with viscosity estimates by Shaw (1965), and are equivalent to  melt 
extracted from a politic source rock that contains 0.3 wt % H2O (Clemens and Vielzeuf 
1987),. This proportion of water is consistent with the proportion of hydrous phases 
present in the starting material (Chapter 2.3).
With increasing melt fraction deformation microstructures change. At low melt fractions 
(0 < (j) < 0.10) Westerly granite samples fall by brittle failure (Chapter 7.3.1), with the 
developm ent of a macroscopic, cotociastic fault zone. Deformation is limited away 
from the fault zone. Meit fills voids between cataciostic fragments and axial cracks. At 
interm ediate melt fractions (0.10 < <\> < 0.45 %) samples deform ed by pervasive 
cataclastic flow (Chapter 7.3.2), whereas samples containing 6 > 0.45 meit deformed 
by viscous fiow (Chapter 7.3.3). By analogy with uniaxial deformation of porous sands 
(e.g. Rutter & Hadizadeh 1992) the two lower melt fraction deformation mechanisms 
correspond to Mohr-Coulomb dilatant faulting and shear enhanced com paction 
respectiveiy. The voids in the granite are the volume filled by meit. As these voids 
collapse melt Is expelled Into low pressure regions and outside the sample confines. The 
dramatic weakening of the rock with increasing meit fraction testifies to the large scale 
collapse of the yield surface (Chapter 7.7).
Using soil mechanics the extraction rote of granitic meit from a partially molten rock by 
shear enhanced compaction con be calculated. Combining this approach with a 
model of the gravity-driven extraction of meit from an interconnected network of veins 
(Clemens & Mower 1992), steady-state extraction rates (V) for Westerly granite can be 
ca icu ia ted  by simultaneously solving the extraction of meit from the vein network 
(E8.13) and extraction rote of meit from the portioiiy molten protoiith by using the flow 
low derived above (E5.04, E8.14) :
J  =  8 k (oq - 03)_ E8.13
3 a^ T]
J = 5=10-5.832 exp :5 1 |p i ( „ , .„3 )2 .9 2  E8.14
with A'being permeability, cr<7 the average of the remotely applied deviatoric stress, 
and a  being half the distance between veins into which the meit drains. The combined 
extraction rote (where the slower process is rote controiiing) is orders of magnitude 
faster than the gravity-driven porous fiow model (McKenzie 1984). This is due to:
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a.) shorter transport distances in the porous flow of the model {shear enhanced  
com paction^ at pressure gradients orders of magnitude higher than those arising during 
gravity-driven porous fiow and
b.) higher e ffective permeability of rock once melt has accum ulated In the vein 
network.
Factors that are found to limit the occurrence of shear enhanced com paction pius 
vein extraction  were found to be the latent heat limit (rate a t which heat can conduct 
to the rock where partial melting takes place) and the maximum deviatoric stress that 
can be applied In a natural setting (unlikely to exceed 10 MPa). The latter has to 
Increase with decreasing meit viscosity and increasing melt fraction, indicating that it is 
much easier to extract a iow voiume of high viscosity meit from a host than a iow 
viscosity meit a t large volumes, though it wiii take ionger.
9.2 Future work - application of melt extraction model to a natural setting
There is am pie scope for adjusting the detaiis of the m odel and the values of 
parameters used, and ultimately to extend the concepts to derive a non-steady state 
modei of melt extraction by a combination of stress-assisted com paction together with 
iocal segregation into veins to provide the basis of a viobie mechanism for granite 
extraction.
However, one of the most choiienging aspects for future work wiii be to demonstrate 
that shear enhanced com paction con occur in a noturai setting. To demonstrate that 
melt extraction, as proposed above, takes piace geoiog ica i evidence for shear 
enhanced com paction and vein extraction wiii need to be identified.
M icrostructurai investigations of the experimental charges deform ed by shear 
enhanced com paction ^ eyeo\e6 cotaclastic flow on a groin scale. In nature, however, 
cataclastic deformation is usuoily confined to fiow of decimetre sized siithers (herring­
shaped and -sized rock parcels) (Rutter et ol. 1993). It seems pertinent, therefore, to 
devise experiments a t an intermediate scale (with decimetre to metre sample size) to 
study the developm ent of microstructures in onoiogue moteriois prior to examining 
noturai equivaients. Zones of cataciostic fiow need to be associated with meit fiiied 
veins, preferabiy extending beyond the zone of portioi meiting.
Cataciostic fiow structures hove been observed both in a contact aureoie setting (e.g. 
Mount Stafford area, Australia (Vernon, Ciork & Coiiins 1990), and Grenviiie Front,
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Quebec, Canada (Sawyer 1991)) and in a regional partial melting setting (e.g. Taylor 
Volley, Antarctica (Ailibone & Norris 1992), ivreo-Verbono Zone, Alps, Italy (Rutter et ai. 
1993; Quick e t al. 1992), Trois Seigneurs Massif, Pyrenees (Wickham 1987), Hercynian 
plutons, Pyrenees (Bouchez et al. 1992), and NW Arlondacks near Harrisville, New York, 
USA (Powers & Bohien 1985)). Meso- and m acroscopic evidence of syn-meiting 
deformation is commonly preserved, though re-crystoliization commonly overprinted 
microstructures associated with deformation during the partial meiting interval. Meit 
filled veins are commonly observed (e.g. Clemens & Mower 1992). However, the link 
between cataciostic flow and melt filled veins leading to meit extraction has not been 
mode to dote.
9.3 Conclusion
This thesis set out to solve the paradox of extracting low fraction granitic meit from its 
host. Deformation experiments on Westerly granite suggested that extraction of meit 
occupying a melt fraction below (j) = 0.30 ( the rh eo lo g ico l c ritic a l m e it fra ction  
envisaged by van der Moien and Paterson (1979)) is possible by shear enhanced  
com paction.
Shear enhanced com paction  in association with gravity a ided vein extraction  
(Clemens & Mawer 1992) is calculated to allow extraction of very iow (below 6 = 0.05) 
meit volumes of high viscosity (10^  ^ Pas) in geologically realistic time-scaies (10^ years), 
as long as a small deviatoric stress (0.001 to 10 MPa) is applied to the source rock during 
partial melting.
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Appendix 1 
Paterson" Gas Rig
A l. 1 introduction
Aii experiments described in thiis thesis were carried out using a Paterson-ANUtech, 
internaiiy hea ted , argon gas m edium  deform ation apparatus lo ca te d  in the 
Experimental Rock Deformation Laboratory of the Geoiogy Department a t the Victoria 
University of Manchester (Figure Al.Ol). The specifications and functionality of the rig 
are described first (Ctiopter A1.2), followed by a description of sample preparation and 
procedures employed during the deformation tests run ( Chapter A 1.3).
A 1.2 Apparatus description
AT.2.1 Hvdrostatic Pressure
The pressure vessel (Figure A l.O l), which has an internal volume 1.25 litres, contains the 
furnace windings, pistons and specimen assemblage (Figure 1.03). Aii pressure seals in 
the pressure vessel are fundamentally the same design. They seal by the com bined 
action of a plastic O-ring and a mitre ring that consists of copper with a 2 % beryllium 
com ponent that adds extra hardness and elasticity to the copper ring. These two 
com ponents are inserted into a groove in the outer section of the tw o circular 
components that need sealing (Figure A1.02, top insert). The copper ring is very springy 
until it is inserted into the groove. The added O-ring tries to push the mitre ring out of the 
groove as it is compressed against the inner material wail. The mitre ring deforms to 
close against the walls of both components and forms the seal.
Elevated pressures are achieved using pure argon as a confining medium. As argon is 
Inert, it is safe to use and a strictly hydrostatic testing environment is assured as there 
are no problems with polymerization or chemicai breakdown with increasing pressure 
and temperature. Argon pressure is first raised from the bottle pressure using the gas 
booster in conjunction with an externally powered vacuum pump. The pressure is then 
raised further to the required test pressure by the 10:1 intensifier (Figure Al.Ol, c). The 
gas valves used to control flow of argon during rig pressurization are located on the gas 
flow scheme diagram on the front panel of the gas rig (Figure Al.Ol, c).
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(Arctilmedes 410/1)
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Figure A l.O l: External view of tFie Paterson gas rig. a.) and b.) photo and sketch of external view 
of the Paterson gas rig at the Department of Geology, Victoria University of Manchester, c.) G a s  
/ lo u / s c h e m e  a n d  valves situated as a panel on the front of the gas rig, showing the gas circuit for 
hydrostatic pressure application. Filled circles mark the position of valves, d.) I n s t r u m e n t  p a n e l  
located a t the front panel of the gas rig. The ieft hand side controls temperature application, 
while the right side of the panel controls hydrostatic pressure application. B u b b le r s  enable leak 
detection in the hydrostatic pressure system at various points around the intensifier and pressure 
vessel, while the I n te n s if ie r o H le v e ldl\î,'Ç)\a'i^ the position of the piston In the intensifier.
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If trydrostatic pressure can not be raised sufficiently tiigti by the initial stroke of the 
intensifier, the pressure vessel can be isolated from the remainder of the gas circuit (by 
closing the valve 2 (Figure Al.Ol, c)), followed by restroking of the intensifier to allow a 
further increment of confining pressure. The pressure vessel can withstand pressures up 
to 700 MPa before blowing the safety rupture disk. Leak detection is by a series of 
bubblers (clear Perspex tubes divided into two chambers that are connected by thin 
connection tubes that are partially filled with oii), situated in the Instrument panel <a\ the 
front of the gas rig (Figure Al.Ol, d) that are connected to strategic sites around the 
gas circuit.
A l .2.2 High temperature facility
Specimens within the pressure chamber can be heated to temperatures of up to 1200 
°C. These e levated temperatures are ach ieved by a furnace tha t has three 
molybdenum windings arranged to provide a uniform temperature zone of 50 mm 
length and 21 mm diameter. This furnace is inserted inside the pressure vessel with a 
bore just wide enough to insert the sample assemblage (Figure A 1.03). The combination 
of three furnace windings give a high degree of control on the thermal profile across 
the specimen. Each winding is monitored by a piatinum-rhodium therm ocouple 
situated adjacent to the winding.
Power to the furnace is controlled by the ieft hand Eurotherm unit on the let hand part 
of the instrument panel (Figure Al.Ol, d), while the right hand Eurotherm unit ad jacent 
to the first acts as a temperature control (measuring relative temperature, as part of the 
connection is m ade via the pressure vessel, thus distorting the readings). Separate 
thyristors (situated at the bottom right corner of the ieft hand instrument panel) control 
the allocation of total power available to individual windings. The thyristors are fitted 
with current iimitators to avoid currents in excess of about 15 A during heating as 
otherwise very large currents would be drawn when applying full vo ltage to cold 
molybdenum windings. This is because cold windings have very low resistance and only 
on warming up do they acquire resistances in the order of Ohms. The control signal 
from the Eurotherm control unit is connected in parallel to all three thyristors but is 
a ttenuated individually with the rheostats situated to the left of the ammeters. The 
rheostats enable the relative power in the windings to be adjusted to achieve a desired 
temperature distribution. To maintain a uniform temperature across the sample, the 
temperature has to be constant over 50 mm in the central part of the furnace to within 
± 2°C. The desired test temperature can be achieved by varying the control Eurotherm
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tha t is linked to the control therm ocouple and /or varying the current settings for 
individual windings using the rheostats.
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drnace power leads 
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Figure A 1.02: Schematic diagram of the pressure vessel of the Paterson gas rig (not to  scale, 
illustrating the relative positions of sample, furnace and internal load cell. Inserts demonstrate the 
improved sealing mechanism, using a deformable mitre ring seal in conjunction with a rubber O-
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ring, and an example of varying allocations of total voltage to the three furnace windings with 
temperature at a pressure of 250 MPa.
To maximize the lifetime of the furnace, a setting for all three rheostats is sought a t each 
temperature that minimizes the current flowing through individual windings, especially 
the bottom  winding that takes the bulk of the current (while the middle winding carries 
the smallest current). In order to avoid thermal shock dam age to the furnace the 
current supplied to the furnace is kept low at the initial stages of heating by controlling 
the output increase from the temperature control a t a steady rate. This rate control is 
called a ramp and is set on the left hand control Eurotherm on the ieft instrument 
panel.
A constant tem perature across the specimen was ensured by calibration of the 
winding rheostat settings with a dummy sample containing a series of thermocouples 
(see Figure A 1.02 for example calibration). The test temperature is monitored by a 
thermocouple situated in the central bore of the top piston just above the specimen 
(Figure A 1.02). These kinds of calibrations were used to set the control Eurotherm and 
winding rheostats to optimum conditions for the hydrostatic pressure and temperatures 
desired during the test run.
Rapid quenching is achieved by releasing the argon to atmosphere over a period of 
approximately half an hour. Ad iabatic expansion of the gas causes the specimen 
temperature to fail by up to 100 °C/min.
A1.2.3 Deformation faciiitv
The deformation is achieved by applying an axial load to the specimen via the bottom  
piston (Figure A1.02). Tests can be run using a constant piston displacement rate, 
effectively a constant strain rate, and a constant load, effectively constant stress 
creep. Deformation tests can be interrupted a t any stage to observe the stress 
relaxation behaviour of the specimen. The bottom piston can exert a force of up to 100 
kN on the specimen with a maximum piston displacement of 30 mm. The pressure- 
compensated loading piston is moved by the application of gas pressure to the reverse 
side of the annular boss on the main bottom piston, counterbalancing the load on the 
piston due to the applied hydrostatic pressure (Figure A1.02). Thus the force applied to 
cause movement of the bottom piston is solely due to the differential stress imposed by 
deformation of specimen and jacket plus friction in the piston. This differential load was 
applied by the instron actuator (Figure A1.02) driven by an Instron 8500 controller 
coupled to a m icrocom puter (Figure Al.Ol, b). Using this apparatus the maximum 
compressive strain is limited to approximately 20% (over the whole sample). Above this
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strain samples tend to buckle as there is no lateral restraint on the specimen as it passes 
through the furnace coils.
A l .2.4 Load cells
The axial load on the specimen is measured an external and internal load ceil. The 
external load cell is located between the actuator and the bottom  piston (Figure 
A 1.02), while the internal load ceil resides between the top  of the lower piston 
assemblage and the base of the steel piston that is inserted as part of the specimen 
assemblage.
The Paterson capa c itance  internal load ceil (Serment 1993) is capab le  of a load 
resolution of ca  10 N and loca ted a t the base of the specimen assemblage. It 
measures the capacitance  between three parallel disks, of which the top and bottom  
one are fixed closest to the sample assemblage, while the middle disk is a ttached to 
the bottom  of the load ceil. Elastic deform ation of this part of the lower piston 
assemblage will cause a shift in capac itance  reading between the capacitors, thus 
allowing the applied load to be calculated. The internal load ceil also acts as the anvil 
through which the force is applied to the specimen assemblage itself. The internal load 
ceil is calibrated against the external load ceil.
The load app lied by the actuator is monitored by the external load ceil, loca ted  
between the actuator and the bottom  piston, it measures the length change of the 
lower piston assemblage due to elastic deformation caused by the applied differential 
force.
The loads recorded by the internal and external load ceil will differ as a result of the 
frictional resistance of the piston assemblage influencing readings on the external load 
ceil, but not on the capacitance  load cell. Because the difference between the two 
load ceil readings will change as the machine wears, regular calibration is required in 
order to com pare the two readings. The internal load ceil tends to better reflect the 
differential load carried by the sample it was used in the da ta  reprocessing stages 
(Appendix 2).
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A 1.3 Experimental procedures.
A1.3.1 Samplina
Cylindricai specimens (9.4 ± 0.01 mm diameter, 20-21 mm length) were drilled from a 
single hand specimen of Westerly granite using a 10 mm diameter diamond corer. The 
cores were roughly cut to length using a small diamond saw and the ends planed fiat, 
perpendicular to the length of the core, with sand paper. All specimens were dried in 
an oven a t 110 °C for a t least 12 hours. In order to allow calculation of applied stress 
and finite strains achieved during deformation, the dimensions of oil samples were 
measured with a micrometer, to an accuracy of 0.001 mm, prior to assembly of the 
machine charge.
A l .3.2 Experimental charae assembiv
First the cylindrical specimen, together with two ceram ic alumina (AI203 ) spacers, 10 
mm diam eter and 3 mm long, were inserted into a 0.254 mm thick copper tubing 
(Figure A 1.03) which was cut to the length of the specimen plus alumina spacers. For 
experiments run at temperatures below 900 °C, the copper tube was annealed.
For samples WG23, WG24, WG25 and WG27 sample lengths were reduced to between 
14.7 and 16.4 mm (Tabie 3.04), and a 4 mm thick layer of loosely com pacted quartz 
sand capped  with a 1 mm thick disk of Ougthibridge Gannister saridstone (Figure 3.10) 
was inserted between the granite sample and the bottom spacer. The quartz sand was 
com pacted by gently tapping the assemblage of Westerly granite sample and sand, 
encased in the copper jacket, on a hard surface. To com ple te  the specimen 
assemblage, the sleeved specimen was placed between two tapered alumina pistons 
(15 mm diameter, and 50 mm long) which were in turn sandwiched between two PSZ 
steel pistons. This combination was enclosed in on iron jacket (Figure A1.03), that had 
been swaged over a steel mandrel to give a near perfect fit over the sample and 
angled pistons. Care was taken to cut the upper part of the iron jacket exactly to size, 
as it would buckle if too long and break the pressure seal if too short. The top two 
pistons had a continuous 1 mm central bore to insert the control therm ocouple to 
measure the specimen temperature.
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Figure A1.03: Specimen assemblage that was lowered into the pressure vessel of the Paterson 
gas rig. The insert shows thin section preparation of samples after the sample had been 
extracted from the Paterson gas rig after termination of the test and after the alumina pistons 
had been removed, yielding two thin sections.
Two to three layers of 100 mm wide, heat treated, Zircar alumina paper (APA2) were 
w rapped around the upper part of the iron jacket. This wadding-iike material was 
compressed onto the jacket by the 3 segments of furnace inner sieeve. The lips on 
these segments were pushed under the retaining lip on the O-ring compression nut 
(Figure 1.03, b). Any excess Zircar alumina material protruding from the three steel 
segments was removed with a razor blade. A steel ring fixed the other end securing this 
assemblage. This ring was pushed up by the furnace core on insertion of the specimen
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into the pressure vessel but slid down to more or less the same position on removing the 
specimen assemblage from the furnace again.
Using the threaded insertion tool, the specimen assemblage was inserted through the 
top plug using a small rotary motion, feeling it past various close fits and finally finding 
con tact to the anvil seat on the internal load ceil. Contact with the anvil was confirmed 
by differential readings on the internal load ceil on the control panel (Figure Al.Ol). The 
small specimen access nut was screwed into place by the large plug-supporting nut 
until con tact was made with the specimen assemblage and then backed off quarter 
of a turn. This allowed for thermal expansion of the specimen assemblage during 
heating and also provided a "run-in" period before applying a differential stress across 
the specimen.
Finally the top nut was sealed using a small roll of plasticine that was pressed around 
the jo int and all previously disconnected leak detection tubes were fitted into the 
appropriate apertures. These connect the leak test sites to the bubblers on the right 
hand instrument panel (Figure Al.Ol, d).
A l .3.3 Fiiah pressure high temperature compressive deformation testina
After specimen assembly, the pressure in the apparatus was increased to 250 MPa for 
all tests and the furnace heated to the required test temperature, a range of 800-1200 
°C being used in the present study.
Prior to  the initiation of deformation, the hit point, the actuator position which places 
the compression piston assemblage in con tact with the specimen assemblage, was 
established by manually driving the actuator until the first registration of load on the 
internal load ceil was observed. The piston position, as indicated on the control panel 
(Figure Al.Ol, b) was recorded and the piston backed off for a sufficient distance to 
allow the establishment of a base line of supported stress (due to machine friction) prior 
to  deviation of the load with time caused by resistance to deform ation of the 
specimen. The specimen will support a small initial small load w ithout dam age. 
Establishment of the hit point was carried out at test conditions.
During the deform ation, m ovement of the actuator was determ ined by either a 
displacem ent function (i.e. strain rate test) or applied stress (i.e. stress creep test) 
function, as measured by the internal load ceil. Once the desired deformation had 
been achieved, stress relaxation tests were performed by cycling the piston position at 
the maximum extension position and recording the decay of supported stress as the
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specimen continued to contract. Several cycles of loading and stress relaxation were 
carried out during some tests (Table 5.01).
On completion of tlie  test, ttie motion of the bottom piston was reversed to remove the 
load, backing off a little from the specimen. The piston was then advanced again to 
establish a new base line measurement to establish whether frictional resistance of the 
pistons had changed during the test run. Also a new hit point was established, defining 
the finite extension achieved during the experiment. This will always be less than that 
recorded during deform ation as a result of elastic strain accom m oda ted  by the 
machine and specimen.
On completion of the experiments, the pressure was released and the furnaces turned 
off. As described above, ad iabatic expansion of the argon confining medium resulted 
in cooling rates of up to 100 °C/ min, quenching any melt to glass. The sample was ieft 
in the machine for a further 12 hours to reduce dam age on sealing O-rings that swell on 
contact with high pressure argon.
A l .3.4 Sample treatment after experiment termination
im m ediately after removal from the apparatus, the specimen was photographed 
together with scale bar and specimen number. The alumina pistons were carefully 
removed by sawing through the iron jacket a t the position of the alumina spacers. 
Excess iron on the pistons was removed by peeling the iron gently away from the steel 
piston end. At the specimen end of the pistons, the iron jacket commonly annealed to 
the surface of the ceramic material and had to be removed using hot, 50 % proof, nitric 
acid.
Many of the low temperature test specimens were friable and had to be impregnated. 
This was done by first sawing through the iron and copper jackets parallel to the 
specimen cylinder, to allow glue penetration, before submerging the specimen in 
Araidite'^'^ under vacuum . Particular care was taken with specimens topped  by 
crushed quartzite reservoirs used in the viscosity determination experiments (WG23, 
WG24, WG25 and WG27). in experiments where porosity was to be observed in optical 
thin sections Keystone oii blue A (a blue anthraquinone compound) was added to the 
glue as a dye.
Finally the specimens were sawn in half lengthways, normal to any fault zone that may 
have developed (insert on Figure A 1.03). Two polished thin sections were then carefully 
created from each half ^ f the specimen, the best being carbon coated for SEM use.
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Appendix 2 
Data processing of gas rig output
A2.1 Introduction
In tills appendix tlie  manipulation of da ta  from tfie  deform ation experiments is 
discussed and the errors in output due to measuring uncertainties and approximations 
are assessed. This is carried out as part of the software program iROCKDEF (see 
Appendix 7 and Appendix 8). The necessary steps of da ta  reduction are described 
including machine calibrations and induced errors. Calculation of stress, strain and 
strain rate for stress-strain and stress relaxation experiments are described and 
assumptions made are discussed.
A2.2 Data acquisition
Data was acquired by the m icrocomputer running the program iROCKDEF from the 
instron and DVM via the serial and parallel ports. Real time data  processing converted 
miiiiVoit readings into relevant SI units. The post testing da ta  processing incorporated 
correction factors such as machine distortion, machine com pliance and specimen 
shape change to obtain m echanica l da ta  solely relating to the test m aterial, 
irrespective of machine inputs and shape of the specimen.
A2.3 Factors limiting data quality
The need to pressurise and heat an otherwise isolated specimen causes four problems 
that need to be compensated for in data reduction:
1. Deformation variables need to be determ ined remotely which result in 
uncertainty in hydrostatic pressure, temperature, differential stress and strain 
measurements.
2. The deformation environment can not be changed instantaneously leading 
to errors at switching points between compressionai and stress relaxation 
deformationai environments.
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3. iron and copper jackets used to isolate the sample from the hydrostatic 
compression medium support some of the differential load applied to the 
specimen.
4. Approximations need to be m ade about specimen deformation behaviour 
and the shape change of the sample with increasing strain.
A2.3.1 Calibration and data  measurement errors 
Confining Pressure
No calibration of either pressure gauge (situated in the intensifier and pressure vessel 
high pressure lines) has been carried out to date  on the gas rig. Prior to delivery the 
transducers were calibrated by the manufacturers to be accurate within 0.5 % at full 
scale of 700 MPa (Sermont 1993) giving an inaccuracy of ± 3.5 MPa. The pressure 
transducers were assumed to be accurate to within 0.5 %. MiiiiVolt outputs from the 
pressure transducers are recorded by respective digital panel meters located on the 
instrument panel a t the front of the gas rig (Figure A l.O l, d). Information from the digital 
panel meters were imported via the DVM and the 8-bit parallel port into the linked 
Archimedes m icro-computer to be further processed by the iROCKDEF program. Errors in 
the confining pressure readings were thought to be the same as that stated for the 
transducers a t 250 MPa, being ± 1.25 MPa.
Temperature
Throughout the gas rig tem pera ture is measured by Ni Cr/Ni Al base m etal 
thermocouples. These measure microVoit output across a nickel-chromium nickei- 
aluminium alloy wires interface. Standard output published by the manufacturers is 41.2 
microvolts per °C. Thermocouples were produced by Radio Spares Components Ltd 
and are specified to have an accuracy of ±3 °C between 0 °C and + 400 °C and of 
±0.75 % between 400 °C and 1100 °C. Accuracy of the thermocouple was not specified 
above 1100 °C but maximum spot reading is quoted as 1300 °C. This would mean an 
inaccuracy of temperature reading a t the temperatures studied (800 to  1200 °C) of 
between 6 and 9 °C. However, inaccuracy of the thermocouple will increase with 
wear.
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Figure A2.01: a.) Temperature of sample measured by the control therm ocouple (lowered 
through the top piston (Figure A 1.03)) versus specimen temperature measured as the average 
from furnace winding temperatures, b.) Temperature profiles over the sample location in the 
furnace (marked by the horizontal bar) using five thermocouples arranged In a dummy specimen 
during temperature calibration tests performed at 250 MPa confining pressure.
Ttiree thermocouples were connected to respective furnace windings (Appendix 1) 
though the temperature reading used for tem perature calculations as part of the 
IROCKDEF (Appendix 8) program was the control therm ocouple tha t was lowered
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through the pore fluid inlet In the upper piston (Figure A 1.02) and sits ad jacen t to the 
top alumina spacer inside the central core of the aluminium oxide piston. Average 
readings from the furnace v\/inding thermocouples are com pared to readings obtained 
from the control thermocouple. These show good agreement in Figure A3.01, a.
The temperature profiles across the specimen location in the furnace were performed 
using five stationary thermocouples Instead of the one mobile. Thermocouples were 
fixed to  cover tw o positions inside the aluminium oxide cylinder with further 
therm ocouples p laced  both in the top  and bottom  pistons (Figure A2.01, b). 
Thermocouples were read sequentially and temperature p lotted against distance in 
the pressure vessel column. This allowed the adjustment of winding controls to achieve 
a fla t thermal profile across the specimen a t various temperatures with minimum 
current through the three windings, limiting furnace fatigue.
Differential load
The external load cell was supplied by Instron Ltd (High Wycombe) and was calibrated 
to have an accuracy above 0.1 % of cell-rated output or 0.5 % of ind ica ted load, 
whichever the greater. At full scale of 100 kN this would mean an inaccuracy of 0.5 kN.
The internal load cell was calibrated against the external load cell (Figure A2.02, a). A 
linear relationship was found between internal and external load cell measurements. 
This suggests that there was a ± 0.5 % degree of inaccuracy of the internal load cell a t 
full scale o f (10 tons). This is the uncertainty for change in load rather than absolute 
load and zero load is measured a t the beginning of each test and taken as the 
baseline prior to engagem ent of pistons and specimen. Inaccuracy arises from friction 
on the sealing rings. Additional friction, increasing load readings on both Internal and 
external load cell, occurs when the sample dog-legs a t higher strains. This resulted In a 
sloping baseline that had to be corrected for In the data  reduction procedure In both 
stress-strain and stress relaxation experiments.
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Figure A2.G2: Calibration of load cells a.) External load cell versus Internal load cell measurement 
with external load cell = m * internal load cell measurement + 5. b.) Machine com plience where 
d isplacem ent = m * force + 5, with ô marking the Intersect with the x-axis and m  being 
proportional to the machine complience.
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Crosshead displacement
Crosstiead displacement needs to be known to enable apparatus deformation and 
specimen displacement determination. Crosshead displacement was measured by a 
LBDT displacem ent transducer fitted to the actuator supplied by Instron Ltd (High 
Wycombe). It was Installed to measure travel lengths of up to 20 rrim with a precision of
0.02 % or 0.08 mm over the whole distance. Relative displacem ent between two 
distance points p laced a t 5 mm spacing (= 25 % strain) were measured rather than the 
actua l position o f the d isplacem ent of the transducer. Uncertainty resulted from 
linearity of the processor. At smail strains and especially slow strain rates the precision of 
crosshead displacement was ± 0.01 mm.
Apparatus compliance
During de fo rm a tion  of the specim en pa rt of the app lied  axial fo rce  was 
accom m odated by elastic distortion of the apparatus. The axial distortion (stiffness) of 
the machine was defined by the axial load divided by the axial displacement. The 
stiffness of the machine was defined as the applied load on the pistons divided by the 
change In the total length of the pistons.
Stiffness calibration was carried out by Inserting a solid alumina specimen between the 
upper and lower pistons. Several loading tests are performed. Using the Young's 
modulus (E) it Is possible to ca lcu la te  the com pliance (= 1/stiffness) of the alumina 
specimen (jJ):
= ^  EA2.01
Sq  Lo
where 0  Is the cross section area of alumina specimen and Lq is the specimen length. 
The specimen com pliance was subtracted from the crosshead displacement giving the 
displacement (deformation) experienced by the axial column of the apparatus. The 
slope of the linear relationship between load versus apparatus displacement was taken 
as apparatus com plience. For da ta  reduction apparatus com pliance is subtracted 
from crosshead displacem ent to obtain specimen strain. Two parallel slopes are 
obtained for internal and external load readings (Figure A2.02, b). As the actuator 
pushed the piston into the specimen the lower part of the piston underwent more 
deformation than the upper part, while during extension the upper part of the assembly 
was preferentially deformed. Internal force gauge readings were more accurate than 
external force gauge readings due to the absence of friction readings of the lower
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piston that were recorded by the external force gauge. However, the slope of the 
curves ore the same. Machine compliance con thus be calculated as:
sppi = Sf - Sq EA2.02
where Sm is the machine com pliance and 5 /is the tota l com pliance. Com pliance Is 
non-llnear and the da ta  from load/d isp lacem ent output ore better fitted  with a 
quadratic  curve than a straight line (Figure A2.02, b). Apparatus com pliance  is 
assumed as linear and pressure independent in data  reduction for convenience. It was 
calculated to be Sm = 0.0153 mm
Summary
Data measurement problems add various degrees of errors to deformation variables. 
These are:
Confining pressure: ± 0.5 % = 1.25 MPa at 250 MPa 
Temperature: ± 6 to 9 °C between 800 to 1100 °C 
Differential load: ± 0.5 % at 10 ton full scale 
Crosshead displacement: ± 0.01 mm
Apparatus com pliance = 0.0153 mm kN"^, pressure independent.
A2.3.2 Inertia of machine deformation
Apparatus design was such that a certain amount of Inertia exists when changing from 
one differential deformation state to another. Changing from stress-strain to stress 
relaxation deformation tests Involved the termination of the actuator to  allow the 
specimen to relax while a t maximum strain. However, load d ifferentia l In the 
piston/speclmen assemblage resulted In re-equlllbratlon during relaxation. Introducing 
anelostic effects Into the relaxation curve. To reduce the onelostic e ffec t of piston 
relaxation a servo control on the actuator cycled the lower piston through extenslonal 
and compressionai movements to effectively reduce the length of the anelastlcally 
relaxing piston column. However, In practice this cycling did not overcome the friction 
of the seals and therefore did not a ffect stress relaxation readings.
Re-pressurisation o f the pressure vessel during long term stress relaxation tests could 
lead to unloading of the specimen. The specimen was either reloaded or was allowed 
to relax further if the off-loading event was smail enough. The o ff-loading by
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pressurisation had no e ffect on microstructural and m echanical states of the relaxing 
specimen. Effects caused by machine Inertia were Ignored during data  processing.
A2.3.3 Jacket corrections
The specimen was isolated from the pressure medium during test conditions by either a 
single Iron jacket or a com bined Iron and copper jacket (see Appendix 1). Part of the 
load in the deformation experiments was supported by the jackets and this am ount 
needed to be subtracted from the load supported by the specimen assembly to obtain 
a true reading for the stress solely supported by the rock sample. For this purpose the a/e 
curves for the two materials constituting the jackets were determined.
Copper Jacket strength
A detailed discussion of the problems of copper jacket strength and testing of two 
different copper jacket materials have been described by Covey-Crump (1993). The 
temperatures a t which deformation tests were performed In this study ore very close to 
the melting tem perature of copper. The Iron jacket also supported a much larger 
proportion of stress than the copper jacket so tha t In practice no correction for the 
copper jacket was applied to the data.
iron Jacket strength
A correction for the force supported by the Iron jacket was applied to the da ta  after 
da ta  reduction as iron jackets were much stronger than copper jackets a t elevated 
temperatures. There are several different ways in which the stress supported by the 
jacket can be measured. The first involves deformation of a dummy specimen m ade 
out of jacke t material over the temperature range, while a second m ethod Involves 
deformation of a specimen with well constrained deformation behaviour that has been 
surrounded by the jacke t to be Investigated. Rather than using either of these two 
methods the strength supported by the Iron jacket was ca lcu la ted  using the flow 
strength of Iron, os described by Frost and Ashby (1982) and multiplying the flow stress 
Indicated on Figure A2.03 by the area of the Iron jacket (0.165 mm^). However, the 
stress supported by the jacket will fall as the jacket buckles, leading to over-estimation 
of jacket supported stress.
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Figure A3.03: Flow stress of pure iron at temperatures between -200 and 1500 °C (after Frost & 
Ashby 1982).
The force supported by the iron jacket was almost constant over the tem perature 
interval studied. There Is an exponential Increase in strength with Increasing strain rate 
from 3 MPa at 5 * 10"^ s’ M o 12 MPa at 8 * 10’^ s’  ^ a t 1000 °C as shown in Figure A3.03, 
resulting in very high stresses being supported even a t high temperatures a t fast strain 
rates. Deformation tests used for viscosity determ ination (Chapter 6.2) were not 
performed at temperatures in excess of 1100 °C as the jacket correction uncertainty 
induces large errors in the determination of the force supported by the specimen.
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A2.3.4 Diameter chanae of sample during deformation.
Ttie stress experienced by tlie  specimen is ttie force supported over a given cross 
sectional area. Hence, to determine ttie stress supported by ttie specimen at any given 
instant during deformation it was necessary to know the cross-sectional area of the 
specimen a t that time. As the specimen is deformed It changed its aspect ratio. The 
strain experienced by a particular section of the specimen Is defined as Its diameter 
after deform ation divided by the overall diam eter prior to deformation. Assuming 
constant volume deformation the specimen shortened and Increased in diameter with 
Increasing strain. Engineering strain is calculated which divides the change In length of 
the specimen (//b e in g  the current length) by the original length Uà'-
engineering strain = EA2.03
Lo
rather than
natural strain = In J i-  EA2.04
Lo
The assumption of homogeneous deformation of the specimen Is an approximation as 
the Increase in cross-section area of the piston did not proceed a t the same rate as the 
specimen. Lateral constraints of the specimen immediately ad jacent to the piston lead 
to a cone-shaped low pressure region ad jacen t to the piston with a geometrically 
forced high shear zone separating it from the volume of more homogeneously strained 
material in the centre of the specimen (Figure A2.04, d). With the onset of deformation 
the specimen quickly assumes a barrel shape with low pressure zones where the piston 
ends shield material and maximum deformation towards the mid point along the 
length o f the specimen cylinder (Figure A2.04, a a n d  b). When com paring the 
homogeneous deformation model with the more realistic barrel shape (Figure A2.04, b) 
only at two discrete cross sections of the cylinder (close to the specimen ends) was the 
real deformation the same as the assumed homogeneous deformation. This end effect 
becomes much more significant a t length : diameter ratios of less than 2:1. Further 
derivations from the perfect cylindrical shape arose when the axis of deformation did 
not coincide with the axis of the specimen. This resulted in a kinked specimen. If the 
offset was significant this offset did affect stress-strain behaviour (Appendix A2.3.1).
Microstructure such as axial cracking (Chapter 7.20) were very sensitive to platen or 
end conditions, as end effects such as frictional differences between the piston and 
specimen materials could modify stress conditions sufficiently to suppress longitudinal
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spiitting. Smail friction coefficients promoted axial splitting by inducing transverse tensile 
stresses (Paterson 1978).
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Figure A2.04: Shape change of specimen during compressive deformation, arrows indicating the 
direction of o p  a.) Homogeneous deformation, a =  original, b  = deform ed cross-section, b.) 
heterogeneous deformation, c -  barrel shaped cross-section, b =  homogeneous deformation as 
In a.) and o'marking where homogeneous = heterogeneous cross-section, c.) Dependence of 
uniaxial compressive strength on sample length : diameter ratio for Westerly granite a t room 
tem perature and confining pressure (after MogI 1966). d.) Elastic distribution in unlaxially 
compressed sampies with complete radial constraint a t the ends; the contours represent relative 
intensity of stress on the modified Griffith criterion of failure with closed cracks, the shaded areas 
being most severely stressed (after Hawkes & Mellor 1970).
However, com pared to the reproducibility of experimental results a t the same 
experim enta l conditions and the natural specim en variab ility  the e ffe c t of 
heterogeneous deformation was negligible, especially as maximum strains did not 
exceed 35 % in uniformly deformed samples. However, this e ffect on samples WG28,
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WG29 and WG30 is uncertain, as only the lower half of the samples were deformed 
(Chapter 5.2.6). For this reason the stress-strain measurements on these three samples 
was qualitative, rather than quantitative.
A2.4 Data Processing
A2.4.1 Processina necessarv for stress strain tests
For any given tim e interval engineering strain and force on the specimen were 
calculated. Specimen stress is a function of force supported a t a given cross-section 
that Increases with Increasing strain. A com ponent of force supported by the jacket 
also needed to be subtracted. Data was displayed by plotting differential stress against 
strain. (Appendix 10 for mechanical data  of deformed samples WG2 to WG30).
A2.4.2 Processing necessarv for stress relaxation tests
In stress relaxation the elastic strain energy stored in the assembly was dissipated 
through plastic deformation within the specimen. This can be expressed by the formula:
f  = EA2.05
where de/dt\% the permanent strain rate, {ckj/dt) the true rate of change of the applied 
differential stress and Ss is the specimen compliance. In order to take the effect of the 
strain energy stored in the machine Into account the stiffness of the machine (5/77) in the 
stress interval concerned had to be added to 55. Thus the equation becomes:
(ss + Sm) = + g EA2.06
where 0  is the specimen cross-section area, Z^ds the specimen length, 6"Is the machine 
stiffness and f is  the Young's modulus of the specimen. Two closely spaced points on 
the stress trace  were chosen and the different amounts of m achine distortion 
corresponding to these two points was calcu la ted (Figure A3.05). The strain rate (i.e. 
gradient on the stress versus time plot) could then be ca lcu la ted  using successive 
points on the stress trace. The average of these two points was taken to be the strain 
rate at an intermediate point. Thus a plot of strain-rate versus stress can be plotted.
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Figure A2.05: Data reduction for stress relaxation experiments. The tangent to  the curve allows 
strain rates to  be calculated (after Walker 1991).
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Appendix 3 
Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
A3.1. Introduction
Electron m icroscopy was carried out on the Manchester G eology Department's 
scanning electron microscope JSM-6400 (SEM) which includes a wavelength, electron 
dispersion micro probe with optional cathodo-luminescence digital image processing 
facility. This facility was used to carry out detailed microstructural and geochem ical 
analysis o f experim ental charges of Westerly granite. Back-scattered electron 
m icroscope images were used to  determ ine m ineral distribution and crack 
characteristics.
A3.2 Specimen preparation
Carbon coa ted  thin sections were inserted into the SEM on a thin section holder. 
Electric con tact between the specimen holder and the thin section was established by 
silver lacquer bridging the gap between the holder and the top surface of the thin 
section with a trail leading to the rock material itself. Adjacent to the specimen was a 
small bar containing the standard coba lt and several minerals of known composition to 
allow calibration of the micro-probe facility.
A3.3 SEM data output and treatment
The electron microscope provides a grey scale image of an enlarged surface area of 
between 10 and 300.000 times. Secondary and back-scattered electron Images were 
studied. X-ray radiation allowed the chemical composition of minerals and melt.
A3.3.1 Secondary electron imaaes
Surface topography was revealed by secondary electrons (Lloyd 1985). As samples 
were polished thin sections the only topograph ic  inform ation ob ta inab le  from
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secondary elements were the location of cracks. However, as these were also easily 
distinguished on back-scattered images, this type of image was only used to check on 
the quality of polish on the thin section as a bad polish results in a deterioration of x-ray 
analysis, and to study microstructures due to shear enhanced com paction  in 
Ougthibridge Gannister (Figure 7.22)
A3.3.2 Back-scattered electron imaaes
Back-scattered electrons resulted in different grey values for elements with different 
atom ic numbers and therefore display compositional and crystallographic contrasts in 
minerals (Lloyd 1985). Locations of x-ray spot analysis were chosen on frozen back- 
scattered images and their locations marked on thermal prints for future reference 
(Figure 4.11). Six to eight adjoining images per thin section a t the same magnification 
were taken from each sample. These were assembled to form a collage to enable the 
tracing of cracks and minerals, using tracing film overlays. The resulting crack maps 
were used to determine crack density and preferred orientation (see Appendix 4). 
Phase boundary maps gave information on phase distribution in the specimen. The 
collages and single back-scattered images were also used for the determ ination of 
melt morphology and distribution.
Grey scale images a t a magnification of * 110 were imported into an image processing 
package that is part of the eXL link computer. The image was transformed into an 8 
colour im age, where different colours represented eight d ifferent bands of the 
continuous grey scale from black to white. The width and position of the bands were 
altered so that one prominent colour m atched the grey scale of the melt phase in the 
image. The com puter then calculated the areal fraction of this colour band. 49 to 78 
different Images were thus analysed per thin section. The average of areai melt 
fractions per thin section was taken to equal the volumetric melt fraction (Underwood 
1965). Limitations to the accuracy of areal melt fractions were set by the difficulty in 
determining the exact dimensions of the melt phase in each image, as the melt grey­
scale was lo ca ted  betw een those for p lagioclase and K-feidspar, with often 
gradational contacts between minerals and melt. This error increases with decreasing 
melt fraction (see discussion in Chapter 3.2).
Melt fractions estimated using the SEM imagery package were com pared and 
contrasted to optical transmission photo collages of the same thin sections. Here melt 
areas were traced and the line drawing imported into the (GRAINS image processing 
package (Evans 1995).
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A3.3.3 X-rav radiation
X-ray radiation em itted from the target area provides quantitative m icro-analytical 
analysis in association with other signals (Lloyd 1985) and was used to determine the 
composition of minerals and melt. A 1 |im diameter area for geochem ical analysis was 
chosen on a frozen back-scattered image by adjusting two orthogonal lines to overlap 
above the point of analysis. On bom bardm ent with radiation the emitting x-rays were 
analysed by the com puter and com pared to stored x-ray emissions for elements 
previously selected. The elem ent fraction was reca lcu la ted  in terms of oxide 
percentage (Appendix 6).
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Appendix 4 
Measurement of micro-crock density and 
orientation
A4.1 Introduction
As part of the microstructural investigation of Westerly granite sampies the density and 
population characteristics of cracks were explored. To this e ffect adjoining back- 
scattered electron imaged were taken a t a constant magnification of * 85. Cracks and 
holes, showing up black, were then traced onto tracing film (Appendix 3). Another 
tracing was carried out, tracing boundaries between different phases. The tracings 
were then scanned and read into an Archimedes or personal computer. Crack density 
statistics were analysed using the program IGRAINS (EVANS 1995). Crack orientation 
statistics were carried out using the PC program CRACKS (Neumann per com 1994).
In the first section the methods used to produce crack maps are described in detail. 
The errors in troduced during this stage are discussed. In the second part of this 
appendix the theories behind the crack analysis used in the com puter programs are 
discussed. Finally the remaining crack maps, that are not displayed in Chapters 2, 3 
and 7 are displayed, from which grain density data was collected.
A4.2 Errors in data acquisition in crack densities and orientation measurements induced 
during the assembly of crack maps
Errors arising from the tracing process can be grouped into several categories:
1. Errors arising from difficulty in crack identification
2. Errors in drawing location and shape of individual cracks
3. Subjective crack selection by observer.
1. Cracks were traced  from instant thermal prints of BSEM images. These were 
generated by a printer laying strips of grey values onto thermal paper. These horizontal 
strips split the image into parallel horizontal lines, making small scale cracks (close to the 
resolution of the printer strips) difficult to identify. This set a lower limit on crack length 
that could be detected to about 0.001 mm.
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Further difficu lty in recognizing smali cracks was due to the apparently fracta l 
character of cracks. This means that with increasing m agnification the number of 
cracks and length of already identified cracks will increase. This effect was particularly 
p ronounced in an area of high crack density such as feldspars a ffe c te d  by 
sericitization. A magnification of * 85 was chosen as a relatively large proportion of 
grains could be studied on a limited number of images while still supplying a reasonable 
crack density. Also, as ail images for all samples were taken at the same magnification 
this effect was negligible, as only relative crack densities were compared.
2. Slight distortion a t the edge of the instant thermal prints used for the BSEM collages 
lead to  occasional misfit of photos. Also, due to complexity of crack shapes (curvilinear 
and interlinked) errors in the exact determination of crack shapes were likely to occur. 
However, location of cracks are thought to be accurate to within 0.001 mm. Crack 
shape accuracy is more difficult to evaluate. However, as cracks were not studied in 
isolation from each other but os a whole a t the scale of the collage, small errors in 
crock orientation are thought to alter orientation histograms by less than 1 %. Both 
photocopiers and scanners did distort images on reproduction. The photocopier 
showed a slight vertical distortion (longer side of A4 sheet). However, this distortion is 
only on the order of 0.28 %. Loss of resolution and preferential orientations towards 
vertical and horizontal direction are the direct result from importing the tracings into the 
com puter software by scanning. Pixel size depends on the resolution set on the 
scanner. The larger the resolution the smaller the pixel size, but also the larger the data 
file generated. All images were scanned at 300 dots per inch.
3. Each observer will Introduce a certain bias when coliecting orientation data , as it 
was very tem pting to emphasise an identified preferred orientation. In order to 
evaluate this bias Dr P.T.S. Rose volunteered to create a crack map from one of the 
collages already traced by the author. The collage of WG6 was chosen (Figure A4.01, 
Figure A4.03). Significant differences in crack density and degree of preferred 
orientation were observed between the authors tracing and that produced by Dr. P.T.S. 
Rose, in the latter tracing a lower crack density was recorded and a preferred 
orientation of long cracks was emphasised com pared to the tracing carried out by the 
author.
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m
Figure A4.01: Comparison between crock tracings (crack map ) from the BSEM collage of WG6 
(Figure A4.03). a.) Crack map produced by the author and b.) by Dr P.T.S Rose. Crack densities 
are cp = 66.87 mm mm‘2 for a.) and rp = 30.25 mm mm’^ for b.).
A4.3 Crock density and overage widtti of crocks
The crack tracings were scanned as a black and white line tracing and stored in pixel 
form. This means that cracks are black against a white background. These sprite files 
were imported into the Quick Basic program IGRAINS (Evans 1994) for crack density 
analysis.
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The sub-routine LINE INTERCEPT was used to determine the average width of cracks in OS 
units. The number of black and white pixels were counted in a previously selected 
square of known original dimensions. The number of black pixels was then divided by 
the sum of black and white pixels to get an average crack density. This b lack/white 
coefficient was then divided by the average crack width previously determined and 
re-scaled to get a value for crack density in mm mm"2.
A4.4 Crack orientation
Crack orientations were measured using the CRACKS Turbo-Pascal program written by 
J.L. Neumann (1994) for PC computers. The shape of cracks, especially the 
interconnectivity of cracks posed problems in identifying and isolating individual 
cracks, introducing errors to the orientation measurements. Cracks have a finite pixel 
width. A curved crack will have different orientation measurements depending on 
whether the inner or outer arc of the crack is measured. Ideally an infinitely thin line 
running down the axis of the crack should be measured. Infinitely thin lines would pose 
problems when a branching crack is encountered, as one of the branches would have 
to be chosen as the dom inant branch, thus making it necessary to somehow 
disconnect the "minor" branch from the "dominant" crack. An additional problem arose 
when a dense network of cracks was present (e.g. Figure 7.03).
The method to determine crack orientation In the program CRACKS does not a ttem pt 
to follow individual cracks. Instead it looks a t the shapes of the spaces between the 
cracks. For this purpose the scanned Image was divided into a pre-selected number of 
tiles. Each tile was studied in turn. Square tiles were further trimmed to a circle with 
diam eter equalling half the tile length, in order to reduce the the probability of 
measuring horizontal and vertical lines preferentially. Thus, for each point in the circle:
(1-0)2 < j 2 EA4.01
with (^marking the mid point of the square and /being an arbitrary point in the circle or 
radius / .  For each tile a single straight line was determined that best described the 
distribution of black pixels in the tile. Tiles were discarded if either they conta ined 
numbers of b lack pixels below and above the previously set limits, or the average 
spacing between black pixels (aqv) exceeds the set amax- Once the orientation of a 
line had been determ ined ((p) (between 0 and 180 °) with the above conditions 
fulfilled, it was included in the da ta  file for statistical analysis. However, vertical and 
horizontal orientation frequencies are spurious, as a strong preferred vertical and 
horizontal orientation was recorded on all crack maps (Figure 2.07). In practice  all
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crack orientations were normalized to WGO, the starting material, that was assumed to 
have an isotropic crack distribution.
A4.5 Crack maps not previously displayed, but used in crack density analysis
On the following pages the crack maps of WG4, WG6, WG7, WG8, WGIO, WGl 1, WG16 
and W G l7 are displayed tha t were used in crack density analysis. Deformation 
conditions and melt percentages are listed in Table A4.01
T
r c )
Cmox
(MPa)
Emox
(%)
I
(%)
ss/sr
N5
t to def 
(h)
t total 
(h)
(() melt 
(tract)
fault
C)
WG4 1000 3&79 12.25 5E-05 1 2 2.5 0.203 78,81
WG6 850 518.86 8.44 5E-05 1 2 2.5 0.044 45,47
WG7 800 372.63 8.82 5E-05 1 2 4 0.033 37,41
WG8 800 343.4 14.3 5E-05 1 90 96 0.035 37,40,44
WGIO 900 153.58 15.26 5E-05 1 94 96 0.131 52
W G ll 1000 58.13 13.23 5E-05 1 625 71 0.271 53
WG16 900 181.68 226 5E-05 3 3.5 17.5 0.135 42,63
WGl 7 900 119.94 17.36 2E-6 1 0 52.4 0.179 90, 90, 90
Table A4.01 : Test conditions 
phase boundary and crack
of deformed samples whole SEM collages (plus associated 
maps) are displayed in the following fan-folds.
The insert specimen drawing on each crack m ap shows the location of the SEM 
collages on a drawing of the specimen outlines (after Figure 5.16) drawn to their true 
scale. The trace of macroscopic fault lines are indicated on the phase boundary maps 
by dot-dashed lines.
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Figure A4.02: SEM co llag e, phase boundary and craok m ap  o f sam ple W G4.
i
%
W G 4 SEM Backscottered Im age Outline of groin boundaries Cracks I 1.0 mm I
WG6
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Elfljjr^ A4,Q3; SEM coiiage, phase boundary and crack map of sample WG6.
WG 6  SEM Backscottered Image Outline of grain boundaries
A
.0 mmCracks
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Figure A4.Q4: SEM collage, phase boundary and crack map o f sample WG7.
WG7
'4 &
»
WG 7 SEM Bockscattered Image Outline of groin boundaries Cracks I 1.0 mm I
WG8
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Figure A4.05: SEM collage, phase boundary and crack map of sample WG8.
Æ
m m  ■
WG 8  SEM Backscottered image Outline of grain boundaries Cracks I 1.0 mm I
W G l l
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F igure  A 4 .0 7 : SEM c o l la g e ,  p h a s e  b o u n d a ry  a n d  c ra c k  m a p  o f  s a m p le  W G l  1,
%
r
m 'h
\
WG 1 1 SEM Backscottered Image Outline of grain boundaries Cracks I 1.0 mm I
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Finure A4.08: SEM collage, phase boundary and crack map of sample WGl6
WG 6
WG 16 SEM Bockscattered Image Outline o f groin boundaries Cracks 1.0 mm
WGl 7
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Finure A4.09: SEM collage, phase boundary and crack map of sample W G l7.
G)
»
3
WG 1 7 SEM Bockscattered Image Outline of grain boundaries Cracks 1.0 mm
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Appendix 5 
Thermogravimetry
A5.1 Introduction
The water content of Westerly granite was determ ined using thermogravimetry by 
Cathy Davies a t the Victoria University of Manchester. Tests were performed on a PL - 
ST A 1500 H instrument buiit by PL - Sciences (Surrey, U.K.).
A5.2 Sample preparation
A block of Westerly granite was crushed using a jaw  crusher and aga te  bail mill to 
achieve a grain size below 20 |im. The powder was thoroughly mixed in order to obtain 
a homogeneous sample. Approximately 20 mg were transferred into a rhodium- 
piatinum crucible. Prior to insertion into the instrument the sample plus crucible was 
weighed.
A5.3 Apparatus setup
The thermogravimetry machine used measures weight loss and heat flow of the sample 
material over a given temperature interval. Weight is measured by com paring the 
weight of the sample with that of a reference dummy while the heat flow is measured 
by com paring the tem perature of the furnace with tha t of the sample using a 
reference therm ocouple and one a ttached  to the sample. To prohib it volatile 
con tam ina tion  and p rec ip ita tion  the sample assemblage is suspended in a 
continuously flowing stream of argon gas of high purity.
The machine is calibrated by analyzing blanks under the same conditions as the test 
run (Figure A5.01, a). The blanks and sampies were heated in a continuous argon gas 
flow with 30 mi/min through-put to extract any volatiles produced by dehydration and 
melting reactions. The applied gas pressure raised the pressure inside the furnace only 
marginally above room pressure. Temperature was raised from 20 ° to 120 °C a t a rate 
of 20.0 °C/min. The assemblage was allowed to equilibrate at 120 °C for 10 minutes. This 
was followed by a further temperature rise from 120° to 1100 °C a t a rate of 20.0 °C/
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min. Thermai equ ilibration of the cssem bioge was ach ieved by keeping the 
assembiage at 1100 °C for 40 minutes prior to cooiing. Both weight and heat flow of the
blanks were measured every 10.00 seconds and the data  stored.
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Figure A5.01: Thermogrovimetric investigation of volatile content of Westerly granite, a.) Baseline 
measurements of heat flow and weight loss of blanks, b.) Heat flow and weight loss of Westerly 
granite that has been normalized to the base line above.
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While thermai stability, weight measurements and heat flow had quite large error 
margins a t temperatures below 150 °C, however error in temperature measurement 
improved significantly with temperature.
After running the test with blanks the exercise was repeated with crushed Westerly 
granite. The baseline results (Figure A5.Ü1, a) were subtracted from the results obtained 
in the sample run to give true variations in heat flow and weight (Figure A5.Ü1, b). The 
corrected weight loss of the Westerly granite sample was taken to equal the loss of 
volatiles. Heat flux was measured, as this gives a measurement of the accuracy of the 
temperature measurement, as a sharp decrease in flux is generally associated with 
polymorph phase transitions.
A5.4 Results
A tota l of four thermogrovimetric runs were performed. The weight of the crushed 
Westerly granite and associated weight loss over the temperature range (21 to 1100 °C) 
are recorded in Table A5.01 together with the calculated volatile content.
sample wt (mg)______ wt loss over AT (mg)_____ calculated volatile content (%)______
19.430 0.10 0.514
19.250 0.13 0.675
19.300 0.12 0.623
19.100____________________ 0J4_________________________ 0.733_______________
Table A5.01: Calculated volatile content of Westerly granite using thermogravimetry.
Averaging these results thermogravimetry suggests a volatile content of 0.636 %. This 
value reflect the weight loss of ail volatiles, mostly H2O and CO2.
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Appendix 6 
Chemical analyses of minerals and melt
A6.1 Introduction
in this appendix chem ical analysis of minerals and melt are listed. The first number in 
each analysis name is the analysis number, which is a combination of sample number 
(e.g. 2 for sample WG2) followed by a number that identifies the actual spot analysed, 
as marked on a series of SEM thermai printouts, of which three are displayed in Figure 
4,11. Samples analyzed are listed in Table 4.01, which is repeated below:
Sample Tmax(°C) P (MPa) t (h) @ T <{) melt
WG2 800 250 2.4 0.053
WG8 800 250 96.0 0.035
WG3 900 250 2.5 0.073
W G ll 1000 250 71.0 0.271
WG12 1050 250 4.0 0.335
WG13 1100 250 4.0 0.477
Table 4.01 : Experimental test temperatures , confining pressures, duration of heating and melt 
fractions of samples used In chemical evaluation.
in the following sections analyses are ordered by mineral type plus melt with analyses 
relating to different samples ordered with increasing temperature.
However, analyses of the power sample W Gl is listed in a separate section, where 
analyses are listed chronologically.
Analyses showing totals of 100 ± 4 % were included in the tables, with the exception of 
analysis of hydrous minerals (i.e. biotite, chlorite and muscovite) and minerals forming 
very small volume fractions and small diameters that proved difficult to analyse (e.g. 
haematie, pyroxene, sphene, zircon, epidote), where totals inciused were lowered to 
between 80 and 100 %. However, even lower totals analyses were Included for 
Am phibole (65%), as otherwise no am phibole would be recorded in the starting 
material (WGO). Also Calcite totals of 50 % were permitted, as the carbon coating on 
the sample prevented carbon oxide in this sample to be determined. Also, in WG3 
apatite analysis failed to record phosphorus oxide, hence the low totals for this group. 
In sample W G l, due to samll number of total analyses, a cut-off of 93 % was applied 
generally. Fe+2 and Fe+3 reallocation was carried out after Droop (1987), as part of the 
MlNTAB program, that also allocated feldspar, olivine and pyroxene data.
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A6.2 Amphibole
SKD2 Ti02 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Nq20 K2O Total
0.67 29.605 12.419 0 12.226 0 1.04 10.601 0 0 65.891
0.67 32.34 13.74 1.133 10.64 0 1.006 10.15 0 0.47 69.479
2.56.2 37.36 9.09 11.48 24.45 0.35 7.96 5.83 1.1 2.21 9983
12.26 48.71 1.827 11.67 28.58 0.807 7.036 1.367 2.318 2.505 104.8
12.27 47.245 1.311 12.77 28.573 0.674 4.763 1.748 3.606 3.146 103.84
12.12 45.642 4.533 7.669 24.21 0.341 8.96 2.18 3.156 2.173 98.864
12.141 55.065 1.341 10.598 11.816 0.443 2.879 13.53 3.182 2.142 101
A6.3 Apatite
SK32 7102 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na^3 K2O P2O 5 Total
0.12 0.296 0 0 0.634 0 0 54.467 0.324 0 41.405 97.126
0.15 0 0 0 0 0 0 55.333 0 0 42.714 98.047
0.16 0 0 0 0.566 0 0 54.974 0.183 0 41.625 97.348
0.18 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 54.503 0.158 0 41.127 96.388
0.38 0.336 0 0.228 0.686 0 0 55.164 0.267 0.41 42.958 100.049
0.66 0 0 0 0.517 0 0 54.443 0 0 41.285 96.245
0.72 0 0 0 0 0 0 55.537 0 0 42.801 98.338
0.76 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 56.546 0 0 43.628 100.874
0.78 0.463 0 0.196 0 0 0 55.735 0 0 42.603 98.997
0.84 0.802 0 0.24 0 0 0.217 54.848 0 0.339 42.031 98.477
0.89 0 0 0 0 0 0 55.062 0 0 41.992 97.054
8.13 0 0 0 0 0 0 54.77 0 0 43.74 98.51
8.82 0.47 0.28 0 0.65 0 0 55.13 0 0 42.67 99.2
896 0 0 0 0 0 0 55.73 0 0 43.63 99.36
3.27.1 0.23 0.28 0.21 0 0 0 55.03 0.34 0 56.09
3.28 0.37 0 0.31 0.9 0 0 53.89 0 0.32 55.79
11.2 43.55 0 35.54 0.58 0 0 19.36 0 0.21 0 99.24
11.84 0.26 0 0 0.81 0 0 55.35 0 0.2 42.24 98.86
11.114 0.72 0 0 0.39 0 0 54.44 0 0.21 42.09 97.85
11.138 0 0 0 0 0 0 54.88 0 0 42.76 97.64
A6.4 Biotite
SKD2 TI02 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total
0.25 38.39 2.33 15.13 20.1 0 11.1 0 0.39 9.57 97.01
0.26 37.17 2.49 14.76 20.7 0 10.1 0 0 9.78 95
0.4 37.95 268 14.57 20.3 0.33 10.1 0.19 0.42 9.71 96.26
0.41 37.24 283 14.51 20.7 0.36 10.3 0 0.51 9.84 96.28
0.45 37.24 2.98 14.91 20.1 0.3 10 0 0.38 9.67 95.58
0.46 37.04 2.94 14.41 20.9 0.23 989 0 0.7 9.82 95.92
0.5 37.78 3.2 15.24 19.6 0 10.3 0.13 0.39 9.48 96.13
0.72 37.31 227 14.65 20.4 0.33 10.2 0 0 9^6 95.03
2.1 35.97 2.78 14,41 20.77 0 9.51 0 0.35 9.66 93.45
2.7 38.23 2.52 15.56 20.8 0.36 10.3 0.18 0.32 9.6 97.88
2.29.5 36.92 0.41 19.99 27.36 0 1.63 0.69 1.96 5.99 94.94
2.31.4 36.33 2.96 14.83 19.84 0.3 10.08 0.25 0.59 9.27 94.44
2.33.2 45.55 1.74 28.29 5.59 0 232 0.46 0.47 9.94 9436
2.33.5 36.74 246 15.16 19.07 0.34 11.14 0.33 0.74 9^5 95.83
2.33.6 47.43 2.94 20.84 9.63 0 4.75 1.99 2.34 5.99 95.92
2.33.8 44.06 7.31 15.08 11.44 0 8.04 0.79 1.71 6.08 94.51
2.34.2 36.47 3.12 15.72 19.97 0.33 10.98 0.26 0.66 9.13 96.65
2.35.1 37.01 3.31 15.09 20.24 0.35 10.17 0.23 0.58 9.53 96.53
2.36.1 36.89 2.61 14.79 18.95 0.52 10.7 0.22 0.63 9.62 94.93
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2.37.1 38.19 2.98 15.74 19.91 0.3 10.94 0.25 0.71 9.62 98.64
2.37.2 35.83 3.02 15.19 19.54 0.26 10.34 0.16 0.63 9.16 94.12
2.37.5 36.12 2.23 15.31 19.13 0.27 11.09 0.25 0.52 9.22 94.14
2.39 37.35 2.65 15.33 19.68 0.34 10.75 0.26 0.95 9.24 96.56
2.40.1 36.45 2.71 15.11 20.49 0.28 10.73 0.25 0.7 9 95.72
2.41.1 36.2 2.65 14.9 20.65 0 9.59 0.23 0.94 8.86 94.03
2.41.3 38.8 3.09 15.61 20.17 0 9.44 0.28 1 8.65 97.02
2.41.4 34.7 1.82 17.14 24.22 0.29 10.52 0.37 0.72 7.05 96.81
2.44 36.95 3.22 14.77 19.98 0.41 10.23 0.25 1.12 8.39 95.32
2.45 37.08 2.71 14.72 21.05 0.39 10.47 0 0.68 9.35 96.47
2.36 37.82 3.08 15.69 19.01 0.37 9.63 0.3 0.93 8.82 95.64
2.47 36.93 2.43 14.97 19.71 0.28 10.07 0.33 0.62 9.32 94.64
2.55.1 36.9 2.64 15.29 19.91 0.31 10.48 0.31 0.71 9.42 95.97
2.54 36.78 2.6 15.44 19.61 0.22 9.87 0.19 0.63 9.37 94.73
2.53.1 36.97 2.23 15.63 19.38 0.24 10.58 0.32 0.6 9.3 95.25
2.52 36.75 2.99 15.16 20.07 0.44 10.1 0.29 0.29 9.1 95.19
2.5 37.32 2.72 15.38 20.51 0.4 10.56 0.28 0.95 9.54 97.66
2.51 36.83 2.52 14.87 20.68 0 10.45 0.26 0.67 9.45 95.73
8.14 38.98 2.8 15.48 20 0 11.65 0 0.89 9.27 99.07
8.34 37.53 3.11 15.3 21.7 0.39 9.42 0 0.55 9.81 97.81
8.41 38.23 2.22 15.64 20.42 0.31 11.06 0 0.63 9.73 98.24
8.46 37.01 2.6 14.66 20.07 0.34 10.48 0 0 9.53 94.69
8.56 35.74 0.91 2&2 17.61 0.28 7.41 0.18 0.78 963 98.74
8.72 42.52 4.47 18.99 19.21 0 6.44 1.36 223 7.14 102.4
8.81 38.14 3.29 15.35 20.34 0 10.66 0 0 9.68 97.46
8.91 36.92 3.04 15.53 20.73 0.37 10.42 0 0.48 9.13 96.62
8.97 38 2.92 14.79 21.04 0.32 10.69 0.2 0.58 9.47 98.01
8.99 38.42 2.64 15.6 20.08 0 11.41 0 0.47 9.65 98.27
8.101 37.3 3.19 14.44 19.63 0 11.56 0 0 9.85 95.97
3.2.1 36.56 3.09 14.68 21.38 0 10.01 0 0.42 9.2 95.34
3.2.6 34.27 1.34 23.18 14.52 0 11.52 0 1.4 8.83 95.06
3.2.11 37.66 2.38 15.67 21.13 0.33 11.06 0 0.64 9.19 98.06
3.14 36.97 2.31 15.09 20.37 0 11.44 0.18 0.81 9.43 96.59
3.2 36.85 3.03 14.55 21.1 0 10.18 0 0.52 9.51 95.73
3.19.9 37.65 2.37 15.41 20.68 0.36 10.79 0 0.52 9.3 97.08
3.25.3 36.65 1 16.82 15.33 0 15.64 0 1.41 8.09 94.95
3.25.6 37.36 2.7 15.44 20.77 0 10.49 0.18 0.77 9.49 97.2
3.34 37.19 3.29 15.04 20.58 0.33 8.97 0.18 1.12 8.88 95.57
11.21 38.72 2.43 15.78 19.49 0 11.47 0 0.82 8.93 97.64
11.83 37.85 3.51 15.42 21.88 0.32 10.3 0 0 9.68 98.96
11.12 37.01 5.72 13.02 13.8 0 14.26 0 1.08 8.69 93.58
11.14 36.43 2.63 14.46 20.19 0.34 10.96 0.18 0.52 9.51 95.22
12.17 46.1 0 16.02 19.93 0 3.27 0.85 4.26 5.35 95.78
12.28 56.89 0.8 19.65 8.73 0 1.66 1.69 4.86 6.08 100.4
12.34 44.31 0.3 13.85 19.83 0 7.74 0.49 2.35 6.9 95.77
12.47 52.62 1.14 15.31 14.23 0.29 3.32 0.41 3.39 6.51 97.22
12.83 36.59 3.19 14.81 19.98 0 10.51 0 0.71 9.44 95.23
12.12 36.67 3.38 14.99 20.82 0.35 10.73 0 0.49 9.4 96.83
A6.5 Calcite
Si02 AI2O3 TIO2 FeO MnO MgO CaO K2O Na^O SO4 P2O5 Cl Total
0.13 0.564 0.277 0 0.919 0 0 73.55 0.454 0 0 0 0 75.764
0.65 0.27 0 0 0.34 0 0 76.91 0 0.347 0 0 0 77.867
0.92 0 0.243 0 0 0 0.243 52.73 0 0 0 0 0 53.216
0.93 0.342 0.22 0 0.475 0.555 0 52.128 0 0 0 0 0 53.72
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A6.6 Chlorite
Si02 AI2O3 Ti02 FeO MnO MgO CaO K2O Na^O Total
0.44 26.04 18.33 0 27.62 0.526 14.25 0 0 0.678 87.44
0.45 25.44 18.66 0 27.32 0.494 13.45 0 0 0 85.35
0.5 23.79 17.71 0 26.78 0.467 12.38 0 0 0 81.12
0.51 25.73 18.41 0 27.84 0.386 13.39 0 0 0 85.75
0.52 25.46 16.9 0 2662 0.505 12.93 0 0 0 82.42
0.57 25.86 17.63 0 25.74 0.373 13.19 0 0.32 0.398 83.51
0.58 24.84 17.94 0.312 26.27 0.581 13.07 0 0.328 0 83.34
0.62 34.74 13.8 2.186 18.86 0 9.715 0 9.134 0.373 88.8
0.63 35.86 14.4 2.642 19.92 0.263 10.03 0 9.568 0.391 93.24
A6.7 Epidote
SI02 AI2O3 TIO2 FeO MnO MgO CaO K2O Na20 P2O5 S04 Total
0.79 57.02 18.57 3.391 0 0.257 0 0.215 12.498 0.633 0 0 92.58
0.82 45.43 34.89 0 0.468 0 0 0.173 11.19Z 0 0 0 92.15
0.83 58.16 18.55 3.35 0 0 0 0 14.0M 0.339 0 0 94.413
A6.8 Feldspars
SI02 TI02 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total Alblte Anortti. Orth
0.1 61.38 0.35 17.36 0 0 0 0 0.59 15.11 94.8 5.618 0 94.382
0.2 62.34 0.37 17.68 0 0 0 0 0.98 14.53 95.9 9.26 0 90.74
0.7 61.21 0 21.27 0 0 0 3.1 9.26 0.16 95 83.567 15.465 0.968
0.11 62.68 0 19.78 0 0 0 1.71 9.85 0.15 94.17 90.4 8.676 0.924
0.13 64.94 0 18.92 0 0 0 0.35 10.53 0.11 94.85 97.527 1.791 0.682
0.16 61.74 0 21.74 0 0 0 3.68 8.75 0.12 96.03 80.536 18.719 0.745
0.17 62.59 0 22.26 0 0 0 3.56 8.87 0.2 97.48 80.837 17.939 1.224
0.2 61.21 0 21.59 0 0 0 3.69 8.65 0.17 95.31 80.091 18.885 1.024
0.21 65.09 0 21.4 0 0 0 2^6 9.56 0.18 99.09 84.936 14.036 1.028
0.22 60.41 1.63 18.39 0 0 0 0 0.75 14.13 95.31 7.472 0 92.528
0.29 64.91 0.26 18.57 0.45 0 0 0 0.87 15.45 100.51 7.858 0 92.142
0.32 64.3 0.32 18.41 0 0 0 0 0.65 15.47 99.15 6.022 0 93.978
0.33 66.16 0 21.72 0 0 0 2.48 10.14 0 100.5 88.092 11.908 0
0.34 67.05 0 21.14 0.22 0 0 1.82 10.38 0.14 100.74 90.452 8.762 0.785
0.35 64.32 0 18.19 0 0 0 0 1.04 15.28 98.83 9.407 0 90.593
0.36 6676 0 21.01 0 0 0 0.2 11.18 0 99.14 99.021 0.979 0
0.37 65.89 0 21.07 0 0 0 2.18 10.23 0.11 99.48 88.92 10.468 0.612
0.38 64.45 0 22.22 0.32 0 0 3.24 9.48 0.22 99.94 83.04 15.675 1.285
0.39 63.67 0.28 18.24 0 0 0 0.15 0.78 15.33 98.45 7.124 0.757 92.119
0.47 64.12 0.3 18.23 0.26 0 0 0 0.69 15.19 98.79 6.476 0 93.524
0.48 65.85 0.31 18.92 0 0 0 0 1.18 15.38 101.63 10.421 0 89.579
0.51 64.06 0 21.4 0.44 0 0 2.83 9.33 0 98.06 85.644 14.356 0
0.52 64.76 0.25 18.81 0 0 0 0 0.97 15.45 100.24 8.729 0 91.271
0.53 67.44 0 20.46 0 0 0 1.15 10.83 0.13 100.01 93.78 5.502 0.718
0.54 64.28 0 21.15 0 0 0 3.18 9.35 0.09 98.05 83.736 15.739 0.525
0.55 63 0 22.54 0.3 0 0 4.09 8.81 0.25 9&99 78.393 20.114 1.493
0.56 68.89 0 19.61 0 0 0 0.42 11.41 0.16 100.5 97.107 1.975 0.918
0.57 64.09 0.29 18.27 0 0 0 0 0.46 15.82 9&93 4.233 0 95.767
0.59 65.18 0 21.48 0 0 0 269 9.51 0.13 98.99 85.794 13.41 0.795
0.61 5A99 2.82 19.02 0 0 0 0.16 0.86 13.35 94.19 8.789 0.909 90.302
0.62 64.17 0.19 18.19 0 0 0 0 0.68 15.8 99.03 6.132 0 93.868
0.63 65.15 0.3 18.52 0 0 0 0 1 15.46 100.43 8.966 0 91.034
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0.65 69.19 0 20.74 0 0 0 0.7 11.37 0.14 102.14 95.969 3.264 0.766
0.66 64.37 0 17.99 0 0 0 0 0.98 15.24 98.58 8.887 0 91.113
0.67 63.35 0.5 18.48 0 0 0 0 0.97 14.98 98.27 8.926 0 91.074
0.68 65.59 0 22.07 0 0 0 3.06 9.74 0.14 100.61 84.522 14.678 0.8
0.69 59.7 0 2A8 0 0 0 3.64 8.77 0.19 100.1 80.407 18.453 1.141
0.71 65.2 0.17 18.54 0 0 0 0 0.35 16.23 100.49 3.138 0 96.862
2.2 65.48 0.25 18.91 0 0 0 0 0.88 15.57 101.1 7.925 0 92.075
2.3 65.46 0 23.23 0 0 0 3.95 8.75 0.23 101.62 78.94 19.683 1.377
2.3 66.48 0 22.55 0 0 0 2.69 10.13 0.31 102.16 85.697 12.571 1.732
2.5 65.59 0.21 19.07 0 0 0 0.14 1.41 15.02 101.44 12.396 0.676 86.928
2.6 64.07 0 22.73 0 0 0 3.98 9.48 0.23 100.5 80.112 18.582 1.306
2.9 64.99 0.4 19.25 0 0 0 0 0.87 15.65 101.15 7.759 0 92.241
2.10 64.48 0 22.81 0 0 0 3.85 9.44 0.17 100.75 80.85 18.214 0.936
2.11 65.22 0.3 18.75 0 0 0 0 0.61 15.71 100.59 5.608 0 94.392
2.15 65.98 0 20.5 0 0 0 1.33 9.09 1.81 98.71 82.501 6.673 10.826
2.16 66.06 0.36 19.08 0 0 0 0 0.98 15.63 102.1 8.658 0 91.342
2.17 69.07 0 20.17 0 0 0 0.33 11.67 0.2 101.44 97.395 1.512 1.093
2.18 67.61 0 21.91 0 0 0 2.07 11.07 0.12 102.79 90.05 9.297 0.653
2.22 64.38 0.42 19.32 0 0 0.32 0.34 1.02 14.93 100.73 9.253 1.723 89.025
2.24 63.56 0 228 0 0 0 3.52 9.39 0.24 99.5 81.718 16.92 1.363
2.26 64.67 0.33 19.15 0 0 0.34 0.43 0.91 15.16 100.98 8.167 2.112 89.721
2.27 64.85 0 22.49 0 0 0 3.02 10.13 0 100.5 85.853 14.147 0
2.34.3 65.89 0.43 18.4 0.36 0 0.28 0.32 1.28 13.58 100.55 12.296 1.723 85.982
2.43.3 64.33 0 21.8 0.21 0 0 2.37 9.36 0.23 98.31 86.473 12.117 1.41
2.49 64.16 0.48 19.01 0 0 0.27 0.4 1.76 13.1 99.17 16.611 2.06 81.329
8.3 66.09 0 22.02 0 0 0 2.95 10.13 0.15 101.34 85.414 13.749 0.838
8.2 66.56 0.42 19.03 0 0 0 0 2.71 12.67 101.38 24.533 0 75.467
8.4 68.18 0 19.86 0 0 0 0.39 11.22 0 99.64 98.134 1.866 0
8.5 66.02 0 19.47 0 0 0 0.55 3.84 10.28 100.16 35.209 2.806 61.985
8.7 63.93 0 18.73 0 0 0 0.92 5.04 8.18 96.8 46.118 4.65 49.231
8.9 64.05 0.29 18.04 0 0 0 0 0.56 15.54 98.49 5.201 0 94.799
8.11 68.38 0 19.51 0 0 0 0.27 11.18 0.38 99.71 96.562 1.284 2.154
8.20. 67.01 0 20.87 0 0 0 1.53 10.73 0 100.15 92.703 7.297 0
8.21 64.17 0.48 17.65 0 0 0 0.51 3.2 10.7 96.7 30.434 2.659 66.907
822 66.32 0.29 19.14 0 0 0 0 2.53 13.54 101.82 22.09 0 77.91
8.23 67.67 0 21.48 0 0 0 1.69 10.51 0 101.35 91.863 8.137 0
8.24.5 63.31 0 21.05 0.32 0 0 0.46 4.28 10.33 99.73 37.746 2.23 60.025
8.24.8 64.72 0.43 20.03 0 0 0 0.73 5.18 8.85 99.94 45.384 3.552 51.064
8.24.9 67.2 0 21.47 0 0 0 2.05 9.75 1.54 102.01 81.952 9.541 8.507
8.26 64.33 0.43 18.51 0 0 0 0 1.02 15.52 99.81 9.051 0 90.949
8.27 64.33 0.4 18.07 0.4 0 0 0 1.2 14.78 99.18 10.962 0 89.038
8.29 66.82 0 22.77 0 0 0 3.02 9.83 0.39 102.83 83.609 14.192 2.199
8.38.6 64.57 0.49 18.84 0.41 0 0 0 1.61 13.92 99.85 14.983 0 85.017
8.39 65.28 0.32 19.08 0 0 0 0 1,94 13.54 100.17 17.908 0 82.092
8.47 64.96 0 18.04 0 0 0 0 0.9 15.56 99.46 8.098 0 91.902
8.49 65.56 0 18.66 0.4 0 0 0 2.18 13.72 100.52 19.462 0 80.538
8.5 65.52 0.33 19.19 0 0 0 0 1.77 14.52 101.33 15.633 0 84.367
8.54 65.77 0.32 18.71 0 0 0 0 1.46 14.9 101.15 12.942 0 87.058
8.58 65.2 0 18.94 0 0 0 0 1.62 14.85 100.61 14.189 0 85.811
8.59 69.16 0 21.11 0 0 0 1.23 10.1 1.3 102.9 86.799 5.863 7.338
8.60. 67.2 0 20.63 0 0 0 1.63 5.81 6.98 102.25 51.421 7.971 40.608
8.61 65.39 0 18.85 0 0 0 0.22 0.56 15.86 100.89 5.072 1.108 93.82
8.62 65.39 0.25 18.7 0.76 0 0 0.2 2.54 13.28 101.13 22.293 0.975 76.732
8.63 64.92 0 23.17 0.36 0 0 3.83 9.2 0.32 101.8 79.821 18.336 1.843
8.64 64.1 0 22.87 0 0 0 4.19 8.41 0.63 100.19 75.474 20.774 3.751
8.80. 64.81 0.26 18.58 0 0 0 0 0.64 15.58 99.87 5.91 0 94.09
8.88 66.36 0.39 19.35 0 0 0 0 0.94 16.09 103.13 8.177 0 91.823
8.92 63.69 0 22.34 0.44 0 0 3.71 8.95 0.24 99.35 80.231 18.365 1.404
8.93 65.34 0 23.44 0 0 0 3.71 9.36 0.3 102.15 80.619 17.68 1.701
8.94 63.75 0 22.87 0.61 0 0 5.24 7.3 1.47 101.23 65.385 25.969 8.646
8.95 64.64 0.54 18.46 0 0 0 0 0.86 15.44 99.94 7.764 0 92.236
8.103 64.55 0 17.87 0 0 0 0.21 2.19 13.29 98.11 19.857 1.03 79.113
8.104 65.16 0 22.11 0 0 0 2.94 9.57 0.27 100.06 84.137 14.306 1.556
8.105 64.79 0 18.07 0 0 0 0 1.01 15.03 98.91 9.258 0 90.742
3.1 67.05 0 20.66 0 0 0 0.81 9.45 2.85 100.82 80.249 3.821 15.93
3.2.7 62.47 0 23.16 0 0 0 369 7.18 3.4 99.9 62.666 17.8 19.534
3.3.1 63.69 0.41 18.7 0 0 0 0.2 0.75 15.15 98.89 6.927 1.016 92.057
3.3.2 64.59 0 21.49 0 0 0 3 8.99 0.64 98.71 81.219 14.957 3.824
3.5.1 63.56 0 22.61 0 0 0 4.02 9.08 0.16 99.44 79.567 19.482 0.951
3.5.3 55.76 0.35 25.51 0 0 0 0.43 3.59 8.59 94.22 37.879 2.479 59.642
3.5.4 63.8 0.37 18.1 0 0 0 0 1.45 14.78 98.51 12.987 0 87.013
3.5.5 64.25 0 22.24 0 0 0 3.02 8.46 1.86 99.83 74.513 14.713 10.774
3.39 63.6 0 23.45 0 0 0 3.85 9.25 0.23 100.39 80.216 18.455 1.33
3.38.3 63.25 0.42 18.22 0 0 0 0 0.97 15.09 97.95 8.876 0 91.124
3.38.4 65.31 0.32 18.98 0 0 0 0 1.12 15.41 101.14 9.964 0 90.036
3.38.5 62.48 0 23.5 0 0 0 3.95 6.98 3.35 100.27 61.393 19.207 19.4
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3.6 64.36 0 18.59 0.31 0 0 0 0.75 15.52 9952 6.809 0 93.191
3.7.1 64.8 0 21.75 0 0 0 2.3 9.44 0.77 99.05 84.185 11.315 4.501
3.7.4 60.89 0 23.62 0 0 0 3.93 7.6 2.29 98.34 67.375 19.253 13.372
3.7.6 62.03 0 21.33 0 0 0 2.04 7.9 3.17 96.48 71.07 10.163 18.767
3.10. 62.9 0.27 17.85 0 0 0 0.2 0.48 15.49 97.19 4.458 1.05 94.491
3.10.2 64.45 0.33 18.54 0 0 0 0 1.44 14,4 99.16 13.2 0 868
3.16.4 66.69 0 20.58 0 0 0 1.16 10.13 0.51 99.06 91.19 5.758 3.052
3.15 61.44 0.37 18.95 0 0 0 0 0.53 14.85 96.14 5.108 0 94.892
3.13.1 63.05 0.34 18.78 0 0 0 0 1.26 15.19 98.61 11.226 0 88.774
3.13.2 59.5 1.76 18.31 0 0 0 0 1.27 13.32 94.17 12.69 0 87.31
3.13.3 62.38 0 23.38 0 0 0 4,32 8.99 0 99.07 79.01 20.99 0
3.11 63.9 0.55 18.01 0 0 0 0 1.1 15.05 98.61 10.006 0 89.994
3.19.7 62.92 0 2296 0 0 0 4.02 9.08 0.18 99.16 79.5 19.463 1.037
3.19.8 64.46 0 23.28 0 0 0 3.78 9.72 0.23 101.48 81.247 17.466 1.287
3.23 63.24 0.7 18.55 0 0 0 0 0.87 14.69 98.04 8.232 0 91.768
3.46 63.85 0.39 18.46 0 0 0 0 1.01 15.24 98.94 9.127 0 90.873
324 62.8 0 22.17 0 0 0 3.76 843 0.21 97.88 80.118 18.655 1.227
3.24 63.54 0 23.06 0 0 0 4.03 9.37 0.2 100.21 79.899 18.99 1.111
3.41 61.56 0 23.05 0.88 0 0 5.14 5.98 2.14 98.76 58.472 27.758 13.77
3.23.2 62.79 0.29 17.69 0 0 0 0 1.11 14.88 96.76 10.185 0 89.815
3.49.1 64.03 0 18.28 0 0 0 0 0.6 15.44 98.36 5.61 0 94.39
3.49.2 64.89 0.29 17.72 0 0 0 0.22 3.84 10.54 97.5 35.235 1.101 63.664
3.49.3 67.06 0.25 18.49 0.39 0 0 0 3.31 11.65 101.16 30.125 0 69.875
3.49.5 73.66 0.27 13.42 2.18 0 0.36 0.86 269 4.64 98.08 43.237 7.65 49.112
3.49.6 50.84 0 8.53 2.22 0 0 4.75 1.61 2^6 70.81 26.282 42.92 30.798
3.37.4 65.1 0.44 18.64 0 0 0 0 2.57 13.05 99.81 23.056 0 76.944
3.35.1 63.53 0.24 18.41 0.32 0 0 0 1.16 14.63 98.3 10.79 0 89.21
3.35.8 63.84 0.25 17.95 0 0 0 0 0.81 15.26 98.12 7.507 0 92.493
11.1 62.86 0.52 17.95 0 0 0 0.24 0.95 14.48 96.99 8.972 1.24 89.788
11.21 66.22 0 21.84 0 0 0 3.09 9.8 0.26 101.21 83.891 14.644 1.465
11.63 66.44 0.49 20.05 0 0 0 0.19 2.17 14.51 103.85 18.379 0.897 80.723
11.64 64.99 0.7 19.67 0 0 0 0.9 3.9 9.4 99.56 36.834 4.694 58.471
11.67 67.51 0 19.28 0 0 0 0.26 4.24 10.99 102.28 36.516 1.236 62.248
11.67 66.57 0.36 19.2 0 0 0 0 3.08 11.96 101.18 28.149 0 71.851
11.77 67.05 0 23.75 0 0 0 3.93 9.43 0.48 104.64 79.098 18.24 2.662
11.78 66.59 0 23.06 0 0 0 3.59 9.5 0.54 103.27 80.261 16.753 2.986
11.80. 63.96 0 226 0 0 0 3.91 7.49 2.05 100.01 68.095 19.641 12.264
11.82 66.94 0 18.92 0 0 0 0 3.01 12.35 101.22 27.028 0 72.972
11.87 66.12 0 23.42 0.29 0 0 4.01 926 0.22 103.33 79.709 19.073 1.217
11.1 65.2 0.34 18.49 0 0 0 0 2.58 12.55 99.16 23.8 0 76.2
11.11 65.35 0.42 18.92 0 0 0 0 1.26 15.12 101.07 11.231 0 88.769
11.lie 64.38 0.55 18.86 0 0 0 0 1.08 14.45 99,32 10.185 0 89.815
11.12C 65.32 0 18.64 0 0 0 0.19 3.57 11.2 9&92 32.348 0.926 66.726
11.13 66.05 0.28 19.16 0 0 0 0.27 3.45 11.58 100.79 30.753 1.32 67.926
11.13 65.95 0.42 18.85 0 0 0 0 2.69 12.59 100.5 24.514 0 75.486
11.13 65.81 0 18.92 0 0 0 0.43 4.51 9V9 99.46 40.315 2.099 57.587
11.13 63.84 0.44 18.19 0 0 0 0 1.7 13.86 98.03 15.675 0 84.325
11.14 65.8 0.29 18.93 0 0 0 0 3.37 11.79 100.18 30.286 0 69.714
11.14 67.73 0 19.2 0 0 0 0 3.12 12.35 102.41 27.74 0 72.26
12.1 65.65 0.41 19.25 0 0 0 0.42 5.19 9.04 99.97 45.655 2.055 52.29
12.2 65.02 0.31 18.71 0 0 0 0 1.7 14.15 99.88 15.407 0 84.593
12.3 62.85 0 2269 0 0 0 4.58 9.31 0.15 100.59 77.986 21.21 0.804
12.6 64.44 0 22.41 0 0 0 3.73 9.36 0.37 100.31 80.255 17.674 2.07
12.8 65.84 0 21.63 0 0 0 2.34 10.34 0.25 100.4 87.622 10.961 1.417
12.10. 62.26 0 229 0 0 0 4.59 8.86 0.17 98.78 76.984 22.027 0.989
12.11 65.18 0.51 18.63 0 0 0 0.32 4.7 9.35 98.68 42.66 1.583 55.757
12.13 65.63 0.39 19.06 0 0 0 0.28 4.75 9.56 99.67 42.44 1.358 56.202
12.14 63.1 0 23.07 0 0 0 4.57 8.98 0.22 99.93 77.073 21.684 1.243
12.19 62.83 0 23.75 0 0 0 4.97 8.96 0.26 100.77 75.412 23.12 1.468
12.20. 48.48 0 32.31 0 0 0 15.38 1.96 1.2 99.34 17.448 75.525 7.026
12.21 46.68 0 34.58 0 0 0 17.21 1.5 0.72 100.69 13.021 82.824 4.155
12.22 64.1 0 2282 0 0 0 3.86 923 0.19 100.21 80.314 18.576 1.11
12.23 62.4 0.39 20.03 0.4 0 0 2.02 5.17 6.99 97.4 47.528 10.246 42.227
12.32 65.21 0 22.83 0 0 0 4.02 8.71 0.78 101.55 76.095 19.419 4.485
12.38 65.69 0 23.48 0 0 0 3.79 9.95 0.26 103.16 81.461 17.143 1.396
12.55 67.28 0.32 19.61 0 0 0 0 2.88 12.79 102.89 25.495 0 74.505
12.57 64.46 0 22.63 0 0 0 3.79 9.4 0.31 100.58 80.373 17.906 1.721
12.66 65.04 0.41 18.66 0 0 0 0 3.04 12.45 99.6 27.082 0 72.918
12.67 65.59 0 18.71 0 0 0 0 2.59 13.13 100.02 23.085 0 76.915
12.69 64.83 0.58 19.13 0 0 0 0 1.3 14.97 100.82 11.668 0 88.332
12.70. 63.94 0.43 18.33 0 0 0 0.29 4.09 10.27 97.35 37.152 1.461 61.386
12.72 63.31 0 229 0 0 0 4.15 9.01 0.14 99.53 79.044 20.12 0.837
12.73 66.6 0.48 19.58 0 0 0 0 2.43 13.4 102.49 21.568 0 78.432
12.75 64.27 0 22.94 0 0 0 3.71 942 0.24 100.37 80.702 17.927 1.371
12.78 64.85 0 2327 0 0 0 3.84 9.52 0.19 101.67 80.942 18.017 1.04
12.80. 61.71 0 23.82 0 0 0 5.6 8.31 0.31 99.74 71.591 26.651 1.758
12.99 63.37 0 22.21 0.36 0 0 3.68 9.13 0.15 9&9 81.082 18.054 0.865
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12.10C 61.73 0 23.51 0 0 0 4.92 8.28 0.17 98.61 74.529 24.482 0.989
12.1 64.31 0 22.22 0 0 0 3.77 9.13 0.19 99.62 80.493 18.393 1.114
12.11 56.31 0 27.62 0.64 0 0 9.8 5.67 0.6 100.64 49.384 47.161 3.455
12.11 60.8 0 23.51 0 0 0 5.93 7.33 0.63 98.2 66.504 29.746 3.749
12.13 62.45 0 21.44 0 0 0 3.62 8.85 0.33 96.69 79.978 18.084 1.938
12.13 65.41 0.29 18.89 0 0 0 0 2.52 12.82 99.93 23.002 0 76.998
12.13 65.28 0.25 18.71 0 0 0 0 1.17 15.23 100.65 10.479 0 89.521
12.13 59.86 0.8 19.71 4.83 0 1.1 2.33 4.08 5.52 98.25 45.351 14.314 40.335
12.13 64.51 0 23.04 0 0 0 4.02 9.44 0.28 101.28 79.712 18.738 1.55
12.14 64.89 0.34 18.53 0 0 0 0 1.51 14.81 100.08 13.426 0 86.574
12.14C 65.88 0 23.88 0 0 0 4.07 969 0.14 103.67 80.536 18.682 0.782
13.1 65.42 0 23.44 0 0 0 3.83 9.38 0.15 102.22 80.887 18.24 0.874
13.2.8 61.64 0 22.99 0 0 0 5.15 7.33 1 98.12 67.655 26.249 6.097
13.4.10. 63.07 0 22.52 0 0 0 3.86 8.46 0.7 98.61 76.528 19.288 4.185
13.6.2 64.77 0 22.74 0.33 0 0 4.08 7.82 2.54 102.28 66.582 19.199 14.219
13.6.3 64.45 0 22.55 0 0 0 3.71 9.73 0.2 100.64 81.68 17.199 1.121
13.6.4 61.6 0 22.7 0 0 0 4.97 7.4 1.48 98.15 66.54 24.706 8.754
13.6.5 64.21 0 23.08 0 0 0 3.77 9.41 0.25 100.72 80.74 17.844 1.416
13.6.7 65.65 0 23.69 0 0 0 3.97 9.78 0.3 103.38 80.377 18.012 1.611
13.6.8 60.68 0 22.88 0 0 0 4.9 5.14 4.7 98.3 46.99 24.75 28.26
13.7.6 65.18 0 23.03 0 0 0 4.43 8.94 0.92 102.49 74.535 20.417 5.049
13.8.8 63.7 0 22.32 0 0 0 4.19 9.28 0.21 99.71 79.071 19.729 1.2
13.10.9 62.92 0 24.3 0 0 0 5.83 8.25 0.68 101.97 69.207 27.048 3.744
13.10.11 64.87 0 23.01 0 0 0 3.94 9.1 0.3 101.21 79.308 18.978 1.714
13.10.13 65.73 0.53 18.92 0 0 0 0.39 4.16 10.13 99.86 37.691 1.947 60.362
A6.9 Garnet
Si02 TIO2 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na^C K2O Total
2.30.2 30.77 31.03 6.36 1.23 0 0 28.05 0 0 97.44
3.17.2 42.75 0 35.79 0 0 19.25 0 0 0 97.79
3.17.3 45.82 0 26.86 0 0 24.88 0.62 0 0 98.18
3.25.7 25.8 0 18.85 39.3 0.62 17.34 0.17 0.67 0 102.8
A6.10 Haematite
SI02 AI2O3 TI02 FeO MnO MgO CaO K2O Na20 Total
0.31 0 0 0 91.12 0 0 0 0 0 91.12
0.71 0 0.218 0 94.42 0 0 0 0 0 94.64
0.O.24 0.447 0 0 93.84 0 0 0 0 0 94.29
0.O.31 0 0 0 91.12 0 0 0 0 0 91.12
0.O.71 0 0 0.218 94.42 0 0 0 0 0 94.64
3.4 0 0 0 92.41 0 0 0 0 0.164 92.57
3.26.1 0 0 0 93.8 0 0 0 0 0 9&8
3.38.1 0 0 91.38 0 0 0.197 0 0 91.57
A6.11 llmenite
S1O2 TIO2 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total Fe20a FeO
0.49 0.36 44.75 0 51.6 0.56 0 0 0 0 97.27 • •
2.14 0.22 47.6 0 50.79 2.8 0 0 0 0 101.4 11.73 40.23
2.21.3 0.15 18.58 0.58 75.9 0 0 0 0 0 95.21 65.58 16.89
2.21.4 0 37 0 58.77 0 0 0.14 0 0 95.91 28.54 33.09
2.28.2 0.18 46.38 0 50.27 1.8 0 0 0 0 98.63 11.31 40.09
2.28.4 0.28 47.43 0 47.01 1.79 0 0 0.29 0 96.79 8.005 39.81
2.29.4 0.32 49.07 0.19 39.2 9.81 0 1.85 0 0.09 100.5 8.087 31.93
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2.29.7 0.23 49.35 0 41.11 6.45 0.54 0.12 0.33 0 98.13 6.266 35.47
2.42 0.2 25.37 0 67.64 0.29 0.21 0 0.43 0 94.15 52.53 20.38
2.43 0.16 45.4 0 49.82 1.74 0 0 0 0 97.12 11.74 39.26
8.38.10 0.82 58.19 0.26 39.8 1.05 1.79 0 0.6 0 102.5 • •
8.74 1.48 49.04 0.72 45.79 1.44 2.58 0.18 0.47 0.31 102 • •
3.37.1 0 47.69 0 49.43 3.2 0.29 0 0 0 100.6 11.46 39.12
11.13 2^7 45.85 0.78 44.32 0 3.09 0 0.76 0.19 97.66 10.55 34.83
11.85 0 51.49 0.42 45.38 1.62 292 0 0 0 101.8 6.578 39.47
11.93 0 50.71 0 48.95 2.53 0.8 0 0 0 103 8.17 41.6
11.111 0.47 49.52 0.26 46.04 0.48 3.26 0 0 0.14 100.2 8.534 38.36
11.132 0.26 50.75 0.43 45.84 1.56 262 0 0 0 101.5 6.833 39.69
13.6.12 0 50.32 0.55 42.81 1.26 3.91 0 0 0 98.85 6.452 37
A6.12 Melt
Si02 Ti02 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na^3 K2O Total
2.20. 63.47 0.33 18.8 0 0 0.26 0.28 0.83 15.11 99.07
2.23 64.05 0 22.39 0 0 0.61 2.71 9.73 0.4 99.89
2.25 64 0.22 18.95 0 0 0.27 0.24 0.97 14.77 99.43
2.31.5 65.04 0 22.33 0.57 0 0 2.65 10 0.12 100.72
2.33.7 41.07 0.71 33.85 4.66 0 1.79 13.28 1.08 0.88 97.32
2.33.10. 39.29 0.41 21.04 14.3 0.22 5.7 16.41 1.07 0.26 98.7
2.33.11 50.23 2.81 24.85 6.1 0 2.41 5.11 3.76 4.23 99.5
2.33.12 56.99 0.97 23.66 2.61 0 1.53 5.49 4.66 3.05 98.96
2.33.14 52.1 2.99 21.58 7.47 0 3.46 2.89 3.19 4.55 98.22
2.33.15 52.52 0.87 27 822 0.24 3.38 1.89 3.27 3.85 101.24
2.33.16 30.5 0.23 2&26 26.12 0.55 15.22 0.52 0.77 0.15 99.32
2.34.6 39.06 0.25 17.8 21.77 0.6 15.84 0 0.75 0.33 96.39
2.34.8 21.11 2.12 22.68 30.05 0.69 20.84 0 0.64 0 98.13
2.36.10. 62.71 0.57 25.11 1.58 0 1.82 1.22 2.07 3.86 98.94
2.36.20. 33.03 12.8 11.01 16.81 0.19 8.42 10.75 1.62 1.3 95.93
2.40.3 26.83 0 18.06 37.56 0.48 16.29 0.14 0.85 1 101.21
2.46.2 48.81 0.16 34.1 5.15 0 1.1 0.28 0.87 10.53 100.99
2.48 36.12 0 19.02 26.33 0.25 14.88 0.14 1 0.2 97.94
2.53.3 36.97 0 16.91 20.41 0.2 12.56 0.39 1.83 7.38 96.66
2.53.3 50.02 0.23 0.72 7.26 1.37 0.36 38.53 0 0 98.49
2.53.6 43.67 0.74 28.55 5.6 0 3.71 12.79 1.92 2.3 99.28
2.53.7 46.55 0 19.91 1.68 0.39 0.46 29.09 0.69 0 98V7
8 .10. 65.53 0 20.69 0 0 0 3.1 6.29 3.93 99.53
8.18 48.73 0.47 28.76 3.93 0 2.15 11.43 3.06 1.74 100.28
8.24.3 55.37 0 21.89 0.96 0 0.42 0.62 4.29 8.64 92.19
8.24.4 25.77 0.91 65.02 1.19 0 0 0.21 2.37 3.02 98.49
8.24.7 43.3 0.49 36.73 5.62 0 2^3 0.47 339 5.97 99.11
8.30. 75.31 0 12.4 0.36 0 0 0.59 2.11 4.51 95.27
8.30. 76.82 0 • 12.23 0 0 0 0.41 2.1 4.78 96.36
8.38.2 49.06 1.86 11.24 12.7 0 18.29 0 0.43 6.52 100.09
8.38.5 64.33 1.59 19.79 0.77 0 0.92 0.19 3.24 11.29 102.14
8.43 68.62 0 20.9 0.34 0 0 1.71 9.64 0.69 101.89
8.44 65.02 0 20.42 0.36 0 0 3.83 5.04 3.21 97.87
8.51 62.69 0 24.22 0.3 0 0 5.53 7.26 1.59 101.58
8.52 79.06 0 13.45 1.28 0 0 0.64 2.21 4.65 101.29
8.53 65.25 0.31 20.38 0.31 0 0 0.54 3.28 11.4 101.47
8.67 71.06 0 16.18 0.48 0 0 2.5 4.41 3.14 97.78
8.71 59.59 0.76 19.58 2.45 0 1.29 2.09 4.84 7.36 97.94
8.77 69.29 0 14.65 1.54 0 0.83 2.95 3.4 3.76 96.41
8.78 65.6 0 21.11 0.44 0 0 3.15 8.02 2.07 100.4
8^2 78.42 0 11.21 0.75 0 0 0.36 1.83 4.13 96.69
8.83 77.98 0 11.89 0.75 0 0 0.42 2.02 4.51 97.57
8.84 77.26 0 12.37 0.6 0 0 0.58 2.12 5.13 98.05
8.85 67.24 0 7.59 9.41 0.4 4.19 8.57 1.25 2.4 101.04
8.89 64.04 0 21.29 0.52 0 0 4.36 676 2.38 99.35
8.100. 61.96 0 23.95 0 0 0 496 7.65 1.6 100.13
8.102 62.96 0 23.85 0 0 0 4.55 7.03 2.55 100.93
3.2.9 62.05 1.41 19.67 0.62 0 0 0.42 2.93 10.9 98.01
3.38 66.2 0.35 19.56 0 0 0.31 0.86 15.94 15.94 119.16
3.38.2 63.64 0.29 18.62 0 0.29 0.26 0 0.8 15.17 99.08
3.7.2 65.47 0.5 19.34 0 0 0.35 0.23 1.16 15.03 102.09
3.19.5 43.72 0 32.53 1.74 0 1.17 15.69 1.45 0.7 97.01
3.21.2 72.86 0.34 12.46 222 0 0 0.69 1.96 4.7 95.23
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3.25.3 31.84 0.27 8.74 43.64 0.81 17.31 0.18 0.57 0.28 103.65
3.49.4 66.82 0 19.94 0 0 0 2.61 6.09 4.15 99.61
3.26.2 37.54 2.49 15.25 20.43 0.34 10.8 0 0.62 9.66 97.13
3.26.3 37.92 2.4 14.86 20.18 0 10.49 0 0.46 9.67 95.99
3.26.5 64.01 0.33 9.8 8.74 0.34 5.5 1.03 1.4 3.7 94.85
3.26.6 57.11 0 25.87 1.93 0 0 6.81 5.52 2.07 99.31
3.26.9 63 0 22.43 0.43 0 0 4.23 8.05 1.08 99.22
3.37.6 61.12 1.85 19.77 0 0 0 0.71 3.34 9.77 96.55
3.37.8 64.72 0.46 18.81 0 0 0 0.33 3.57 10.93 98.82
3.37.9 60.58 0 25.22 0 0 0 6.34 6.56 1.68 100.38
3.35.4 59.22 0.55 26.15 0.5 0 0 2.39 5.16 6.6 100.57
3.35.6 61.5 0.9 23.47 0 0 0.28 0.3 2.93 10.7 100.07
11.7 68 0,45 15.85 2.96 0 0.41 0.76 348 5.88 98.29
11.8 70.13 0.44 12.32 2.37 0 0.29 0.32 2.65 5.35 93.86
11.11.4 80.56 0.4 7.57 2.4 0 0.24 0 1.86 4.07 97.1
11.11.5 94.41 0 2.16 0.46 0 0 0 0.75 0.81 98.58
11.11.7 84.72 0.32 4.3 1.76 0 0 0.18 1.15 2.25 94.67
11.22 68.47 0.58 15.23 3.07 0 0.31 0.77 3.57 5.75 97.74
11.23 72.09 0.32 11.77 2.44 0 0.26 0.5 2.71 5.6 95.67
11.16 70.59 0 15.09 1.06 0 0 0.58 3.04 6.3 9&66
11.17 65.02 0 22.04 0 0 0 2.95 9.44 0.3 99.75
11.18 63.07 0 20.78 0 0 0 2.48 6.45 5.54 98.31
11.19 63.79 0 21.52 0 0 0 3.46 6.24 4.67 99.68
11.26 64.77 0.64 15.71 3.56 0.27 0.43 1.65 3.58 5.58 96.18
11.27 65.74 0.41 15.9 3.85 0 0.4 1.61 3.17 5.57 96.65
11.28 56.12 0 27.15 0.68 0 0 9.88 5.36 0.8 100
11.30. 56.88 0 27.14 0.75 0 0 9.58 5.36 1.09 100.8
11.31 62.95 0 22.73 0.31 0 0 4 6.6 3.79 100.36
11.32 65.58 0 21.78 0 0 0 2.84 8.78 1.23 100.2
11.40. 46.58 0 33.81 1.71 0 0 17.72 1.35 0.19 101.36
11.41 63.29 0 17.4 3.12 0 0.43 1.46 3.74 8.91 98.36
11.47 64.48 0.45 16.48 3.72 0 0.46 2.06 3.73 6.08 97.47
11.43 62.72 0 18.82 2.21 0 0.31 2.49 3.91 6.61 97.07
11.48 60.6 0 19.8 1.56 0 0 3.98 5.08 4.85 95.86
11.49 61.93 0.45 16.95 6.27 0.41 0.56 2.17 4.24 6.64 99.62
11.50. 58.67 0.28 23.91 1.52 0 0.29 6.75 5.6 2.89 99.89
11.53 56.94 0 24.52 0.8 0.25 0 8.2 5.23 1.5 97.44
11.57 79.38 0 9.42 1.24 0 0 0.17 2.06 4.64 96.92
11.58 74.12 0 12.69 0.99 0 0 0.48 2.72 5.42 96.41
11.59 75.04 0 12.7 1.09 0 0 0.52 2.42 5.47 97.24
11.6 74.82 0 13.96 1.04 0 0.28 0.42 2.69 5.32 98.52
11.61 73.69 0 15.17 1.3 0 0 0.69 3.46 5.89 100.19
11.62 72.4 0 16.41 1.61 0 0 0.98 3.47 5.97 100.85
11.62 65.94 0.66 18.99 0 0 0 0.77 3.99 9.43 99.78
11.65 80.03 0 12.1 0.38 0 0 0.26 1.89 5.2 99.85
11.66 77.72 0 12.63 0 0.25 0 0.48 2.33 5.36 98.78
11.68 74.38 0 14.81 0.34 0 0 0.69 3.16 5.94 99.32
11.71 72.59 0 15.27 0.81 0 0 0.73 3.22 6.24 98.85
11.72 71.61 0 15.72 1.75 0 0 0.84 2.74 5.56 98.21
11.73 77.48 0 11.23 1.9 0 0 0.47 1.93 5.26 98.27
11.74 75.16 0 13.33 2.1 0 0 0.6 2.53 5.64 99.37
11.75 71.64 0 13.9 1.93 0 0 0.74 2.55 5.63 96.39
11.76 70.58 0 15.79 2.01 0 0.31 0.77 2.95 5.93 98.34
11.79 63.03 0 22.28 0 0 0 4.22 6.43 3^6 99.32
11.81 67.35 0 22.69 0 0 0 3.25 9.48 1.22 103.99
11.86 72.44 0 14.7 2.92 0 0.47 0.61 3.21 5.17 99.52
11.88 77.11 0 13.98 1.18 0 0 0.45 2.6 5.74 101.07
11.89 64.16 0.57 19.61 1.8 0 0 3.17 4.63 5.69 99.62
11.90. 63.8 0.59 21.06 0.94 0 0 3.97 6 4.42 100.79
11.94 66.1 1.69 19.48 0 0 0 0 3.53 10.52 101.81
11.97.2 76.58 0 12.69 0.99 0 0 0.39 2.83 5.54 99.03
11.102 75.56 0 13.03 1.17 0 0 0.22 2.69 5.44 98.12
11.103 64.74 0.5 19.86 0 0 0 1.05 4.16 9.25 99.55
11.104 66.41 0.35 17.36 2.99 0 0.44 0.81 3.73 9.51 101.6
11.105 69.71 0 15.39 2.28 0 0.35 0.54 2.71 5.91 96.9
11.107 66.27 0.42 19.51 0 0 0 0.77 4.42 9.63 101.03
11.108 64.13 0,27 18.31 0 0 0 0 2.4 13.23 98.35
11.113 68.51 0.4 16.06 3.65 0 0.84 0.84 3.16 5.52 98.97
11.116 65.94 0.44 18.99 0 0 0 0.28 4.11 10.72 100.46
11.117 65.33 0.32 18.52 1.15 0 0 0.63 4.05 9.01 99.01
11.119 73.74 0 14.29 0 0 0 0.43 3.12 6.19 97.77
11.124 64.3 0 21.76 0 0 0 3.08 7.77 2.54 99.45
11.125 70.93 0 17.35 0.56 0 0.29 0.86 3.95 6.98 100.93
11.137 64.14 0 22.84 0 0 0 3.84 7.91 1.95 100.69
11.141 66.32 0 18.64 0.92 0 0 0.53 5.2 8.81 100.4
12.4 76.67 0 12.9 0.35 0 0 0.37 2.65 5.7 98.63
12.5 65.22 0.31 18.83 0 0 0 1.08 5.22 7.78 98.43
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12.7 69.74 0 17.5 0 0 0 1 4.01 6.44 9&68
12.15 64.24 0 20.92 0 0 0 1.14 5.91 7.04 99.26
12.18 59.11 0 25.62 0.77 0 0.61 6.68 5.66 3.76 102.23
12.24 64.02 0.42 21.68 0.35 0 0 2.48 5.83 6.63 101.4
12.25 59.96 0.58 18.37 5.3 0 1.05 1.4 4.23 5.24 96.13
12.33 63.91 0 20.45 0.86 0 0.34 1.87 5.38 7.25 100.05
12.35 56.99 0.38 17.87 9.56 0 2.05 1.68 4.99 5.56 99.09
12.31 57.78 0 26.38 0.4 0 0 8.29 5.8 1.42 100.07
12.39 63.77 0 22.88 0 0 0 3^9 8.73 1.34 100.61
12.40. 57.53 0.83 15.86 11.93 0 4.62 1.69 3.84 5.67 101.97
12.44 62.5 0.51 19.12 3.27 0 0.83 1.24 4.26 5.46 97.19
12.45 63.49 0 22.78 0.4 0 0 4.18 6.91 3.37 101.13
12.48 60.45 0.43 18.59 4.29 0 1.16 2.14 5.3 6.07 98.43
12.49 69.23 0.46 15.36 3.22 0 0.82 1.02 3.52 5.11 98.72
12.60. 65.28 0 18.93 0.36 0 0 0.67 4.44 6.37 96.05
12.63 65.26 0 19.19 0.5 0 0 0.51 4.58 6.46 96.5
12.64 5&2 0 30.8 0.44 0 0.56 8.52 4.73 1.94 100.18
12.65 64.95 0 20.61 0 0 0 1.7 5.61 7.07 99.94
12.74 65.94 0 18.24 0.38 0 0 0.43 4.82 8.03 97.83
12.79 62.49 0 21.52 0 0 0 3.59 7.21 2.49 97.31
12.82 53.29 1.33 17.4 9.02 0 5.11 0.98 3.61 6.78 97.52
12.84 62.1 0.54 20.49 0.37 0 0 2.56 5.73 6.07 97.86
12.85 56.21 0.69 17.95 9.5 0 2.86 0.81 3.73 5.99 97.74
12.86 52.37 1.09 15.5 11.81 0 5.68 0.42 2.89 7.01 96.76
12.87 56.91 0.63 18.1 7.69 0 1.61 0.7 4.8 5.81 96.25
12.88 61.3 0.27 22.97 0.35 0 0 4.69 6.27 3^2 99.66
12.89 64.15 0.32 20.93 0 0 0 1.71 5.44 7.67 100.22
12.90. 54.82 0 27.19 0.72 0 0.34 9.93 4.88 1.65 99.54
12.91 65.3 0 21.31 0 0 0 3.53 6.11 4.35 100.6
12.92 64.17 0 21.58 0 0 0 3.14 7.37 3.46 99.72
12.93 67.73 0.67 15.2 2.94 0 0.98 1.1 3.1 5.54 97.55
12.95 61.07 0.47 18.62 3.06 0 1.1 1.45 3V9 5.65 95.21
12.101 62.43 1.04 17.46 4.95 0 1.68 2.02 4.05 4.82 98.44
12.105 68.32 0 16.27 2.06 0.26 0.55 1 3.63 5.62 97.72
12.106 63.77 0.54 16.96 3.33 0 1.11 1.73 3.54 5.25 96.23
12.109 47.19 4.1 8.72 2&63 0.45 9.01 2.32 2.88 2.47 101.07
12.110. 63.45 0.56 19 1.54 0 0.38 2.08 5.9 5.91 98.81
12.111 56.72 2.45 13.55 12.22 0 4.69 1.5 4.33 4.52 99.97
12.113 59.79 0 24.58 0 0 0 6.73 6.01 2.54 99.65
12.116 60.99 0.51 17.59 7.25 0 2.13 1.61 4.34 5.9 100.31
12.117 54.44 2.06 14.23 13.15 0 4.32 1.21 3.05 4.84 97.3
12.118 58.45 0.83 16.45 8.88 0 3.4 1.64 2.99 4.75 97.39
12.119 64.21 0.28 18.25 1.29 0 0 1.5 5.44 6.08 97.05
12.121 63.37 0.43 18.56 1.09 0 0 1.76 5.81 6.54 97.56
12.124 59.52 0.62 19.42 3.51 0 1.07 1.6 4.18 5.45 95.36
12.130. 61.63 0.53 22.1 1.15 0 0.63 3.59 5.59 5.62 100.84
12.138 64.43 0.47 16.6 3.33 0 0.72 1.42 4.11 5.3 96.39
12.139 64.26 0,43 16.68 3.41 0 1.01 2 j# 4.28 5.21 97.55
12.141 55.07 1.34 10.6 11.82 0.44 2.88 13.53 3.18 2.14 101
12.143 63.1 0.51 17.24 3.53 0 0.67 4.78 5.84 5.04 100.7
13.2.1 73.19 6.12 11.75 2.44 0 0.31 0.69 2.38 6.12 96.88
13.2.2 66.25 6.51 15.98 2.48 0 0.75 1.52 3J9 6.51 97.17
13.2.3 6&3 6.45 17.44 3.17 0 1.02 1.88 3.6 6.45 97.5
13.2.1 62.59 6.3 17.97 3.51 0 1.12 2.08 3.58 6.3 97.9
13.2.6 60.78 6.17 18.02 3.05 0 1 2.36 3.82 6.17 95.76
13.2.7 62.23 767 19.3 0.9 0 0.39 2.04 4.29 7.67 97.32
13.2.9 70.49 6 12.34 2.34 0 0.75 1.15 2.44 6 95.97
13.2.10 59.72 4.61 22.89 0 0 0 5.6 5.17 4.61 97.99
13.3.1 73.68 4.9 7.51 4.29 0 0.96 0.95 2.15 4.9 95.35
13.3.2 74.64 5.07 8.37 4.5 0 1.04 1.02 2.2 5.07 97.75
13.3.7 71.24 5.38 9.66 4.42 0 1.08 1.27 2^2 5.38 96.11
13.3.15 62.11 5.51 14.37 5.87 0 1.96 2.19 3.02 5.51 96.29
13.3.16 63.03 5.65 13.17 5.47 0 1.7 2.09 3.08 5.65 95.53
13.3.17 73.11 4.88 8.61 4.55 0 1.11 1.02 1.93 4.88 96.1
13.4.6 66.65 6.27 16.23 2.61 0 1.01 1.28 3.45 6^7 97.5
13.4.8 64.52 6.45 18.01 1.78 0 0.74 1.5 3.57 6.45 96.57
13.4.9 58.52 3.17 23.4 0.39 0 0 6.28 5.08 3.17 96.84
13.4.11 63.37 4.44 22.05 0 0 0.49 4.1 5.73 4.44 100.2
13.4.12 60.94 4.05 21.15 0 0 0 4.09 5.86 4.05 96.08
13.4.17 76.23 4.42 8.27 3.38 0 1.21 0.8 1.51 4.42 96.36
13.5.3 68.04 4.7 9.82 6.51 0 2.52 0.72 2.55 4.7 96.07
13.5.15 57.32 5.68 19.34 6.78 0 1.35 2.95 4.17 5.68 98.83
13.5.16 57.05 5.41 18.3 8.09 0 2.87 2.09 4.01 5.41 99.79
13.5.17 39.56 9.19 15.52 11.28 0 17.87 0.24 1.05 9.19 99.14
13.5.18 37.81 7.89 15.56 10.73 0 15.14 0 1.15 7.89 95.68
13.5.20 56.89 5.41 19.49 7.63 0 1.83 3.03 3.57 5.41 99.32
13.5.21 51.51 6.85 17.38 8.88 0 7.55 1.73 2.51 6.85 98.24
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13.5.11 77.72 5.06 6.72 6.28 0 1.24 0.94 222 5.06 101.1
13.6.1 63.94 5.07 22.4 0 0 0 4.7 4.91 5.07 101
13.6.5 62.45 6.68 22.31 0.71 0 0 3.73 4.9 6.68 100.8
13.6.6 63.43 8.31 19.41 1.29 0 0.36 1.75 4.34 8.31 99.2
13.6.9 61.6 2.29 24.18 0 0 0 5.82 6.72 2.29 100.6
13.6.10 58.48 6.41 21.69 2.95 0 0.97 3.57 4.52 6.41 98.58
13.6.13 59.76 5.99 20.61 3.72 0.32 0.42 1.1 4.33 5.99 97,8
13.7.2 63.24 5.78 15.9 6.98 0.27 2.19 1.92 3.38 5.78 100.6
13.7.3 61.82 6.6 20.12 4.91 0 1.29 1.64 4.26 6.6 100.9
13.7.4 62.05 6.83 19.91 2.66 0 0.97 1.56 4.21 6.83 98.47
13.7.5 64.21 6.58 19.6 2.12 0 0.78 1.13 4.06 6.58 98.47
13.7.8 62.51 5.61 16.05 7.62 0 2J 2 1.83 3.67 5.61 100.8
13.7.9 59.69 5.68 14.58 6.81 0 1.77 1.65 3.52 5.68 95.15
13.7.10 61.87 5.92 15.59 6.18 0 1.65 1.66 3.47 5.92 97.55
13.7.12 60.45 6.48 18.86 3.65 0 1.13 1.19 3.53 6.48 96.02
13.7.13 72.59 6.45 13.21 2.95 0 1 0.57 3.03 6.45 99.8
13.7.14 65.1 6.24 14,12 5.8 0 0.88 1.04 3.16 6.24 97.19
13.8.1 75.89 4.95 7.54 4.39 0 1.4 0.8 1.77 4.95 97.85
13.8.3 67.7 6.11 13.15 4.73 0 1.37 1.32 3.08 6.11 98.62
13.8.5 64.09 6.6 17.65 2.85 0 1.01 1.27 3.6 6.6 97.54
13.8.6 65.75 7.31 19.23 1.24 0 0.37 0.91 3.96 7.31 98.77
13.8.7 60.6 7.47 20.14 1.97 0 0.46 0.96 5.31 7.47 96.92
13.8.9 61.42 6.48 19.71 3.14 0 0.77 1.6 4.01 6.48 97.13
13.8.11 60.26 8.98 19.7 2.15 0 0.74 1.07 4.18 8.98 97.09
13.9.3 59.15 6 19.61 4.52 0 0.68 2.83 3.69 6 97.37
13.9.7 58.93 7.05 18.54 5.02 0 1.72 1.87 3.68 7.05 98.24
13.9.8 66 7.33 19.16 1.07 0 0.51 0.63 3.83 7.33 98.54
13.9.9 58.87 6.27 19.51 4.89 0 1.62 1.71 3.99 6.27 98
13.9.10 63.27 6.16 16.92 4.71 0 1.71 1.32 3.57 6.16 98.43
13.9.12 61.79 6.68 19.74 4.49 0 1.44 1.66 4.17 6.68 100.4
13.9.13 65.31 10.52 18.94 0.5 0 0 0.3 3.81 10.52 99.89
13.9.14 59.01 6.42 18.13 5.76 0 1.92 1.93 3.41 6.42 97.93
13.9.15 76.89 5.16 8.28 4.31 0 0.96 0.44 2.18 5.16 98.97
13.10.2 64.11 6.72 19.16 3.72 0 1.23 1.2 4.35 6.72 100.5
13.10.3 60.86 6.41 20.59 4.55 0 1.5 1.43 4.53 6.41 99.87
13.10.4 59.98 6.31 19.98 3.84 0 1.21 1.46 4.38 6.31 97.63
13.10.5 65.25 7.49 20.19 1.7 0 0.42 1.17 4.7 7.49 100.9
13.10.6 61.67 6.56 18.73 3.54 0 1.14 1.51 4.28 6.56 97.9
13.10.7 62.26 6.31 16.84 4.46 0 1.44 1.62 3.81 6.31 97.58
13.10.8 58.44 8.09 19.04 7.66 0 1.8 0.5 4.18 8.09 100.3
13.10.10 55.77 6.37 19.17 10.14 0 2.04 2.33 4.16 6.37 99.97
13.10.12 61.21 6.21 18.4 4.57 0 1.38 1.35 4.99 6.21 99.04
13.10.14 67.79 6.15 13.79 3.33 0 1.12 0.98 2.94 6.15 96.67
13.10.16 74 5.75 9.97 3.88 0 0.95 0.76 2.54 5.75 98.47
A6.13 Muscovite
Si02 AI2O3 7102 FeO MnO MgO CaO K2O Na20 SO4 Total
0.39 43.118 23.728 1.139 3.808 0 1.579 0 9.752 0 0 83.118
0.47 46.661 26.362 0.865 4.85 0 2.702 0 10.567 0 0 92.007
0.73 47.292 28.642 0.23 4.61 0 2.198 0.199 11.408 0.335 0 94.915
0.85 46.029 27.709 1.178 4.885 0 1.593 0 10.958 0 0 92.352
A6.14 Olivine
SIO2 7102 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total Fayalite Forst Teptiroite
11.112 35.1 0 0 42.11 0.98 22.27 0.23 0.5 0 101.19 50.865 47.936 1.1989
12.131 35.89 0.24 0 36.19 0.93 27.13 0 0 0 100.38 42.339 56.559 1.102
12.132 35.91 0 0 35.49 0.79 27.16 0 0.55 0 99.9 41.906 57.149 0.9448
13.5.12 37.92 0 0.42 30.57 0.55 32.48 0.16 0 0 102.1 34.346 65.028 0.6259
13.8.12 38.51 0 0 28.13 0.4 35.81 0 0 0 102.9 30.46 69.1 0.439
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13.9.5 37.89 0 0 26.64 0.66 34.79 0 0 0 9999 29.831 69.421 0.7485
13.9.6 38.35 0 0 27.74 0.38 3399 0.19 0.56 0 101.21 31.276 6829 0.4339
13.9.11 37.41 0 0 27.6 0.43 35.15 0 0.67 0 101.26 30.439 69.081 0.4803
A6.15 Pyroxene
Si02 T1O2 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 KgO Total Enstatlte -errosllite Wollaston.
8.38.3 50.41 0.51 1.75 18.07 0.52 9.54 16.22 0.58 0.76 98.38 30.45 32.35 37.2
8.38.9 58.1 0.3 0.56 19.43 0.81 9.36 13.79 0 0.21 102.6 31.02 36.13 32.85
8.75 23.46 0 20.25 40.32 1.16 16.18 0.19 1.13 1.15 103.9 41.55 58.09 0.36
3.25.8 61.53 0 10.42 14.52 0 6.32 1.29 1.44 2.6 98.12 41.06 52.91 6.032
3.26.3 32.16 0.26 16.41 32.84 0.34 15.9 0 0.71 4.25 102.9 100 0 0
3.26.4 35.89 1.15 17.89 17.75 0 13.56 0 1.34 8.07 95.64 100 0 0
11.4 51.83 0.29 0.46 29.44 0.85 16.23 0.59 0.58 0.15 100.4 49.69 49.01 1.299
11.34 50.17 0.53 2.15 16.05 1.72 10.43 18.43 0.85 0 100.3 33.93 22.97 43.1
12.137 55.51 0.4 1.6 15.63 0.29 17.93 9.88 0.73 0.29 102.3 53.04 25.95 21.01
13.3.3 58.42 0.27 2.38 16.38 0.31 17.54 2.42 0.72 0.97 99.4 61.63 32.27 6.102
13.3.4 54.81 0 0.66 18.66 0.5 23.35 1.87 0 0 99.85 66.41 29.78 3.82
13.3.5 53.4 0.34 0.52 19.53 0.47 22.46 1.06 0 0.15 97.93 65.71 32.06 2.225
13.3.6 54.62 0.34 0.61 20.05 0.62 22.95 1.38 0 0 100.6 65.22 31.96 2.814
13.3.17 54.29 0 0.73 19.31 0.46 23.57 1.27 0 0 99.63 66.74 30.68 2.579
13.4.16 54.65 0 1.34 17.64 0.42 21.81 1.06 0.5 0.46 97.86 67.18 30.48 2.34
13.5.8 51.45 0 0 22.49 0.38 21.25 0.35 0 0 95.91 62.28 36.98 0.737
13.7.7 53.44 0 0 20.5 0 22.57 1.17 0 0 97.69 64.65 32.94 2.412
13.9.2 38.64 3.54 15.01 11.81 0 17.58 0 1.05 9.07 96.71 100 0 0
A6.16 Quartz
SI02 TI02 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total
0.3 97.37 0 0.181 0 0 0 0 0 0 97.55
0.4 96.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96.03
0.8 95.44 0 0.215 0 0 0 0 0 0 95.66
0.64 . 100.9 0 0.418 0 0 0 0 0 0 101.4
0.6 95.57 0 0.399 0 0 0 0 0 0 95.97
0.9 97.43 0 1.409 1.521 0 0.948 0 0 0 101.3
0.33 98.84 0 0.386 0 0 0 0 0 0 99.23
2.4 101.3 0 0.242 0.234 0 0 0 0 0 101.8
2.33.4 99.77 0 0.737 0.258 0 0 0 0 0 100.8
2.34.4 98.62 0 0.667 0.326 0 0 0 0 0 99.61
8.33 100.9 0 0.551 0 0 0 0 0 0 101.4
8.4 99.77 0 0 0.318 0 0 0 0 0 100.1
3.35.5 100.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.7
11.24 97.18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 97.18
13.4.18 95.51 0 1.714 0.451 0 0 0 0 0.509 98.18
A6.17 Rutile
SIO2 TI02 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total
0.E.46 1.604 95.38 0.616 1.693 0 0 0.781 0 0 100.1
0.E.54 0.376 96.6 0 0.457 0 0 0 0.267 0 97.7
0.E.55 6.827 76.92 1.329 1.988 0 0.248 5.81 0 0 93.12
2.21.1 0 98.69 0 1.91 0 0 0 0 0 100.6
2.33.3 3.49 88.51 1.91 4.05 0 0.38 0 0.4 0.44 99.19
3.45 0.47 98.45 0.37 1.53 0 0 0.14 0 0 101
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A6.18 Sphene
SIO2 Ti02 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total
0.59 29.174 6.063 29.09 1.429 0 0 27.515 0 0 93.271
8.68 30.45 2.53 35.79 2.42 0 0 27.66 0 0 98.84
A6.19 Spinel
SI02 TIO2 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total F6203 FeO
0.4 0 0 47.62 44.28 6.367 0 0 0 0 98.27 • •
8.55 1.04 0 58.16 35.8 0.37 4.97 0 0.58 0.3 101.2 • •
3.2.4 2.18 0 59.89 30.29 0 7.93 0 0.73 0.19 101.2 1.472 28.97
3.35.9 1.14 0 58.27 31.66 0 6.57 0 0 0.29 97.93 0.502 31.21
11.98 3.71 0.57 52.1 35.66 0.67 8.43 0.2 1.26 0.19 102.8 9.66 26.97
11.99 5.63 1.06 45.35 40.3 1.02 5.83 0.62 1.06 0.15 101 8.833 32.36
12.133 4.43 6.08 12.57 69.84 0.42 4.64 0 1 0.46 99.45 41.3 32.7
13.5.13 1.37 10.63 19.08 61.46 0.49 6.34 0 0.65 0.25 100.3 31.21 33.37
13.5.19 0.39 12.63 14.49 63.08 0 6.12 0 0.75 0 97.46 32.95 33.43
13.5.22 2.08 2.17 46.48 36.79 0 11 0 0.74 0.21 99.47 14.72 23.55
13.9.1 0.32 11.33 14.93 63.35 0.49 7.3 0 0.49 0 98.21 35.58 31.33
A6.20 Wollastonite
Si02 Ti02 AI2O3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K2O Total Enstati. Ferroslli. Wollaston.
8.19 52.07 0.28 0.5 0.81 0.82 0 48.56 0 0 103.0/ 0 0 100
3.16.2 51.53 0 0.55 0.71 0.48 0 46.26 0 0 99.53 0 1.19 98.81
3.16.3 51.21 0 0.4 0.67 0.42 0.29 45.94 0 0 98.93 0.858 1.123 98.019
12.14 51.36 0 0.53 0.39 0 0.4 46.96 0 0 99.64 1.158 0.641 98.201
A6.21 Zircon
8102 AI2O3 TIO2 FeO MnO MgO CoO K2O No20 SO P 2 O 5 Total
0.e.60 35.558 0 0 0.429 0 0 0 0 0 0 34.95 70.937
0.e.90 37.986 0 0 0 0 0 0.177 0 0 0 37.45 75.611
0.O.22 37.487 0.456 0 1.452 0 0 0 0 0 0 37.1 76.495
0.O.23 35.537 0.291 0 0.553 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 34.15 70.757
0.O.24 37.374 0 0 0.707 0 0 0 0 0.36 0 37.79 76.232
O.0 .6O 35.558 0 0 0.429 0 0 0 0 0 0 34.95 70.937
0.O.90 37.986 0 0 0 0 0 0.177 0 0 0 37.45 75.611
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A6.22 Analysis of the powder sampie WGl
Anaiysie are listed chronoiogicaily with the second column indicating the mineral or 
melt analyzed. Letters stand for following phases:
AP Apatite 
Bi Biotite
FP Feldspar, both orthociase and piagiociase 
II llmenite
Q Quartz 
XX Melt
Min SI02 TI02 AI203 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na20 K20 SO4 P205 total
1.2 FP 62.702 21.787 4.072 7.736 0.324 0 0 96.62
1.5.1 BI 53.855 0.246 2.287 30.2 V 0.879 12.67 1.406 0.636 0.658 0 0 102.852
1.8 FP 62.82 21.637 3.956 7.921 0.221 0 0 96.556
1.9 FP 63.763 0.195 17.326 0.208 2.192 13.18^ 0 0 96.868
1.11 FP 59.804 22.871 0.3 6.363 6.413 0.629 0 0 96.381
1.12 FP 65.003 0.362 18.129 0.166 2.926 12.25 0 0 98.836
1.13 FP 62.946 21.249 4.359 7.206 1.05 0 0 96.081
1.14.1 BI 39.435 3.81 13.782 15.209 13.705 0.221 0.939 9.121 0.142 0 96.362
1.14.3 FP 64.752 0.201 17.918 2.579 12.43/ 0 0 97.885
1.14.4 FP 64.782 19.194 0.252 1.668 6.751 3.753 0 0 96.401
1.15 FP 61.482 21.377 4.937 6.244 2.185 0 0 96.224
1.17 XX 71.79Ç 0.227 13.721 1.261 0.469 1.668 4.938 0 0 94.103
1.18 XX 73.377 0.245 11.864 1.46 0 0.472 1.582 5.103 0 0 94.103
1.20. FP 64.993 0.314 17.929 0.263 0.333 3.122 11.36Ç 0 0 98.324
1.21 FP 61.725 21.828 4.484 7.719 0.343 0 0 96.099
1.22 FP 63.816 0.329 17.388 0.247 0.187 3.192 10.888 0 0 96.047
1.23 AP 0.198 0.248 56.5 0.135 0 0 42.115 99.197
1.24 FP 63.495 0.456 17.508 2.05 13.339 0 0 96.848
1.25 FP 61.798 21.217 0.27 4.274 5.881 2.649 0 0 96.088
1.26 FP 61.538 22.211 0.232 5.208 6.911 0.836 0 0 96.936
1.27 FP 61.972 21.413 4.397 6.142 2.678 0 0 96.602
1.30. IL 0.395 47.658 0.262 51.744 0.561 1.592 0.138 0 0 102.35
1 XX 72.159 0.274 11.514 1.336 0.475 1.989 5.518 0.124 0 93.389
2 FP 63.344 0.319 17.53 0.296 2.909 11.49 0 0 95.888
3 FP 60.914 20.77 4.606 5.953 2.598 0 0 94.841
4 FP 64.097 17.275 0.281 2.824 11.653 0 0 96.13
6 XX 81.043 7.527 0.93 0.364 1.585 3.809 0 0 95.258
7 XX 73.857 0.311 11.857 1.457 0.472 1.57 5.548 0.162 0 95.251
9 XX 75.359 0.216 12.575 0.892 0.393 1.427 3.642 0 0 94.504
10 BI 49.013 0.249 7.536 1.82 0.3 17.448 1.307 3.44 0 0 95.414
12 XX 72.061 11.258 1.26 0.445 1.811 5.47 0.126 0 92.431
13 XX 72.755 0.253 11.333 1.268 0.429 1.555 5.348 0 0 92.942
14 XX 84.394 7.547 0.563 0.229 0.96 2.231 0 0 95.879
15 FP 61.164 1.056 17.029 0.314 2.659 10.648 0 0 92.871
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Appendix 7
IRo c k d e f
A7.1 Introduction
In this appendix parts of the program IROCKDEF (written by Prof Rutter) are discussed. 
This program is cooperatively multitasking and run from the desktop of on Archimedes 
that is linked to the gas rig. it was written in Acorn Quick Basic 5.
The Screen setup and da ta  displays visible when the program is operational are first 
discussed. This is followed by a description of program loops responsible for da ta  
acquisition, real time processing and post-test da ta  processing. Factors such as 
apparatus calibration, jacket corrections and diameter change of sample tha t are 
incorporated as functions in the IROCKDEF program are discussed in Appendix 2. A full 
copy of the program IROCKDEF is included in Appendix 8.
A7.2 Screen setup and data display
The first part of the program defines the setup of the screen (Figure A5.01). The program 
is fully mouse operated. On opening the program an icon appears on the bottom  
com m and bar of the screen. A menu can be popped up by depressing the central 
mouse button while the Indicator rests on top of this Rock Def icon. A da ta  panel 
contains in the top  bar a clock and six coloured boxes that relate to the different 
channels of input data. The second row displays on-line data  processed values for the 
different channels. Function buttons occupy the bottom  half of the da ta  panel. The 
largest panel displays unprocessed milliVolt versus record number graphical displays of 
selected channels.
Rockdef Icon and Menu: The Rock Def icon is located on the com m and bar a t the 
bottom  of the screen and contains a puii-down menu. Functions and sub-functions 
accessible via the IRockdef icon are as follows:
info gives very general information on the use and origin of the IRockdef 
program.
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Graphics
Record Number
Rec 73
Data
Wed16Jun 1993,16 : 20: 
Point 0 IRecNo‘l 428 SIG^ O.O MPa T=0.0 C P=0.0 MPa PH20=0,0 MPa
Logger Load-on Creep Load fn Clear FlleSaveM - UP
M - down
ScnSave
Select LImLock LogHold Process Append SelSave Track
IDEDIsc4 :0 Apps Parallel
Figure A7.01: Graphics display of the Acorn Basic 5  program IR o c k d e f. The IR o c k d e f icon is on the 
com m and bar a t the bottom  of the screen and is the one furthest right of the left hand group. 
The Z^a/o-window is always visible when the program is running. The G ra p h ic s W \v \6 o v j is optionai.
Graph set
Set porom
constant d 
constant e 
constant s 
iength 
diam 
filename
set log
This allows the adjustment of maximum and minimum values on 
the plot of miiliVoit reading (y-axis) versus record number (x- 
axis), displayed in the Graphics
The following parameters controlling gas rig deform ation
behaviour can be set using this option:
sets constant deformation rate in mm min'^.
sets constant strain rate in sec"^.
constant stress in MPa.
enters specimen iength, default 20 mm.
enters specimen diameter, default 10 mm.
an appropriate filename is entered to signify the number of the
test to be run or to reload a previous test. Letters are used to
identify the sampie material (e.g. WG20 is the twentieth test
performed on Westerly granite).
The logging interval is set in seconds.
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limits
Quit
This allows the setting of limits of minimum and maximum force 
in kN and displacement in mm. In practice these limits are set 
on the control console of the instron (See A2.7.2).
This terminates the IROCKDEF program.
Data window: in the top row of the Data w indow numerical outputs of the different 
channels in miliiVoits are recorded in a series of coloured boxes together with the 
current date  and time. From left to right the boxes display displacement, external force 
gauge, internal force gauge, temperature, confining pressure and pore pressure 
channels. The second row shows real-time re-caicuiations of channel outputs in terms of 
their relevant SI units, rather than mV.
The third and fourth row contain 16 function buttons that enable control of the gas rig 
via the IEEE bus interface. Functions on the DoA? window are selected by clicking the 
left hand button on the mouse while the mouse arrow is perched on top of the relevant 
box. Activities are term inated by re-ciicking the relevant box. The box will change 
colour to indicate tha t it has been selected on the da ta  panel. The various buttons 
have the following functions:
M-up: This activates the actuator resulting in compressive m ovement of the
piston (compare with Appendix 1).
M-down: Causes the lower piston to be lowered, resulting in extensionai
movement.
Logger When this function is activated incoming data  is stored in the buffer. On
deactivation the data  is only displayed on the Graphic w indow but is 
irrevocably lost when the screen is reset. Usually, the logger is only 
activa ted during the actual stress-strain and stress-reiaxation part of the 
experiment, not in the period of heating to test tem perature and 
equilibration time. Logging rates are determined by inserting the relevant 
time interval in seconds in the log time section of the menu.
Select This function is used in data  processing after termination of the test. It
enables selection of points on the mV versus record number chart to be 
selected. By selecting REC in the window points on the internal
force gauge trace can be selected, with data  corresponding to the 
chosen record number of all channels transferred to a DAT file. The left 
hand mouse button creates a red point on the trace and identifies stress-
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strain data  while the left hand button creates cyan spots tha t identify 
stress relaxation data. By de-selecting the REC and Select buttons a 
marker is inserted that terminates the processing function. Both buttons 
hove to be de-seiected immediately after the term ination o f da ta  
selection.
Load-on This function is used to initiate real-time data  processing. By selecting a 
point on the internal force gauge curve to signify conditions prior to 
specimen deformation, this point is taken as a starting point for on-line 
data processing.
LimLock This button was written into the program to allow the settings of force and 
displacement limits. Once these limits are breached they will override 
actuator movements and in effect terminates the program. In practice, it 
proved easier to set the limits on the control console of the Instron (Figure 
Al.Ol).
Creep If a constant stress deformation is set to be below 1000 MPa on the menu
and the Creep button is activated the chosen stress is induced, until the 
creep function is deactivated.
LogHold If there is any need to stop the logging process in the middle of a test run, 
w ithout resetting the record number back to zero LogHold can be 
activa ted , in p ractice  this function was not used, as it was more 
convenient to increase the logging time to a sufficiently high value, 
hence enabling a very limited but sufficient control on the test during a 
duration of relative inactivity.
Load fn After termination of a test, the DAT file containing ail milliVolt outputs from
all channels can be imported back into the IROCKDEF program. The 
appropriate filename is entered into the parameter section of the menu 
and the information is loaded when the Load fn button is activated.
Process Following the selection of suitable data  from a stored DAT file and after
de-selecting the Select and Rec buttons the da ta  is processed by 
clicking on the Process button.
Clear This clears an array containing DAT values.
Append Occasionally it becomes necessary to join two data files belonging to the
same test, for example if the gas rig and associated instron com puter
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crashed during the test run. The first part of the test is loaded in the usual 
way using Load fn facilities, clicking the Append button will allow other 
data  to be added.
FiieSave This facility saves accum ulated data as a DAT file. If constantly activated,
the function will autom atically save accum ulated data  approximately 
every 5 minutes.
Seisave On com m encing data  processing, the selected data  is stored in a DATs
file tha t contains both milliVolt outputs o f selected channels and 
corrected results in SI units.
ScrnSave This creates a screen dump, saved as a Sprite f\\e (Figure A7.01).
Track During stress relaxation, this function makes the external force track the
internal force trace using a cycling motion on the actuator, causing an 
effective shortening of the relaxing axial column length and increasing 
the stiffness of the machine. This results in a more e ffective  stress 
relaxation of the specimen. This function was not available during 
research for the present thesis.
Graphics window: The da ta  is displayed in terms of miiiiVoit output versus record 
number. Only channels previously selected on the data  panel are displayed once the 
screen is reset by activating the Graph set. Data points for post run data processing are 
selected on the trace by clicking Select on the data window and REC in the bottom  left 
corner of the (SrppA/c window.
A7.3 Data acquisition
This section considers the procedures in the IRockdef program responsible for the data  
acquisition. The procedures necessary to accum ulate da ta  and save it are described. 
Numbers after the procedure headings relate to the relevant line numbers from the 
program listing (Appendix 8).
PROG adr (10 - 1120): This is the first routine in the program and starts to initialise the 
following 6 proceedings, setting up com munication with the Gas Rig via Instron and
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DVM (see section A2.7.2 for connections), it aiso includes tire screen setup and ttie 
poling loop. Default values for the graph setup and log rates are set.
PROC initialise IEEE (6340 - 6410): Contact to the IEEE bus interface is established in this 
loop that links the Archimedes computer to the instron.
PROC take control (6430 - 6570): This procedure transfers control from the instron 
control console (A2.7.2) to the computer. It is necessary to activate the remote control 
button on the Instron control panel to enable implementation of this procedure and 
other gas rig control functions. The Instron w atchdog and bus Interrupt requests are 
disabled. The emergency stop is reset and the actuator is switched on. To reverse this 
procedure the sequence PROC return_controi is activated a t the end of the program.
PROC setup (6790 - 7002): This procedure collects the buffer of the three instron 
channels tha t get filled every second and store the output in binary code  in the 
memory. Thus it forms the link between the instron Computer Housing and the "remote" 
computer.
PROC createinfobox (490 - 895): in this section of PROC adr (A4.3.11) the menu 
functions and boxes displayed in the da ta  panel are set. The size and lettering in the 
boxes are defined. Procedures that relate to functions enabled by activating these 
buttons are listed in program lines between 7810 and 11960.
PROC poll (1000 - 1120): This procedure acquires da ta  after a set time interval has 
passed. The poling loop, line 920 to 940 addresses each task in turn with a serial 
adjustment. The graphics and numerical displays are updated by redrawing them, 
using PROC redraw and PROC buttons. The timer is reset and the Instron is instructed to 
start its data collection sequence. This poling sequence is repeated once the logging 
time has elapsed. Also the screen is redrawn if buttons in the display are pressed by 
responding to line 1070 com m and (or when a menu is pulled down line 1090 takes 
effect, activating PROC menuselect). If no functions are activated during the time span 
of the loop the background task of data  acquisition is carried out via the WHEN 0: 
statement in line 1030.
PROC aetdata  (11975 - 12090): This procedure acquires data  from all channels of the 
IEEE bus interchange and the DVM (A2.7.1). Data from instron and DVM output are 
assigned to different channels, which are saved to a DAT file as in the PROC fiiesave 
procedure.
PROC update disolavs (12110 - 12270): in this procedure the acquired data  is allocated 
and displayed in different coloured boxes on the menu-bar of the screen.
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PROC orafupdate Cl 2280 - 12550): PROC grafupdate produces reai-time miiliVoit versus 
time piots of any ctiannel outputs selected in ttie  top row of buttons in the Data 
window.
PROC fiiesave (12860 -12980): Ail data acquired in PROC getdata  (A4.3.7) are saved as 
a single sequential data  file (DAT file). The data  are formatted in eight columns with up 
to 5000 rows. The columns record following data:
1. Displacement
2. Internal load cell
3. External load cell
4. Temperature
5. Pressure
6. Time
7. Marker
8. Pore pressure
The marker column signifies the beginning and end of the logging cycle. It has an 
allocated value of zero when the logger is deactivated, that changes to the value one 
as logging commences. The logging is terminated when the marker changes its value 
to two. This DAT file is then stored automatically under the filename entered previously, 
and can be recalled for data  processing at a later date.
PROC loader (13100 - 13210): I this procedure, data  previously stored in the DAT file are 
imported into the IRockdef program to allow real time processing, as well as da ta  
manipulation after the termination of the test run.
PROC convert time (13230 - 13320): Beside storing the data  output from the 8 channels 
in the DAT sheet, an indication of time is included. This is achieved by converting the 
output from the com puter clock into an 8 digit number, where the two digits furthest to 
the left mark the month, the next day, followed by hour, minute and second relating to 
the time the da ta  were recorded. The process is reversed during data  processing by 
the procedure PROC seconds (A7.4.2).
A7.4 Real time data processing
Reai-time data  processing has no data  storage facility but converts mV inputs from the 
different channels into relevant SI units, (see Appendix 10). it further uses a sub-program 
called PROC seconds to convert record numbers into time. Ail procedures described
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below are repeated during each poling ioop. As in the da ta  acquisition section 
(A3.3.1), bracketed numbers foiiowing procedure names relate to the line numbers in 
the program.
PROC reaitimeorocess (17300 - 17450): PROC realtimeprocess sets the force gauge zero 
as the vaiue set by the Load-on button in the window. Length and diameter of 
the sample are imported from values set in the sub-proceedure Set porom in the 
IROCKDEF icon menu. A defau lt of 20 mm iength and 10 mm diam eter is set. 
Consequent force gauge readings are subtracted from the force gauge zero and the 
resultant milliVolt reading is recalcu lated to express the force in kN by applying a 
second order polynomial conversion fit to force / mV conversion data (Appendix 2).
Displacement of the pistons a t the record number selected by the Load-on is set as 
zero. Subsequent specimen displacement values are ca lcu la ted by subtracting the 
machine displacement from the total recorded displacement. Strain on the sample is 
calculated by dividing displacement by the initial specimen iength and multiplying the 
result by 100 to give percentage. No jacke t correction was carried out in this 
procedure. Finally stress is calculated by the following formula:
stress = * initial sample diameter EA7.01
This denom inator corrects the initial area for the change resulting from the axial 
specimen strain, assuming that the deformation is homogeneous and a t constant 
volume.
PROC seconds (15060 - 15270): This procedure converts record numbers into elapsed 
time in seconds. Time is stored as a 8 digit number where the first two digits correspond 
to the month, the second two digits to day, the third pair to hour, the fourth pair to 
minutes and the last two digits to seconds. This number is split into its com ponent pairs 
which are then recalculated to give a value of seconds by multiplying minutes by 60, 
hours by 3600, days by 86400. A value for the month is added in seconds. If - then 
statements allocate a number of seconds to corresponding months, depending on the 
number of days it contains. No allowance is made for leap years.
A7.5 Post test data  processing
After com pleting a test run on the gas rig, it is possible to use IROCKDEF to calculate 
stress,strain and strain rate.The data  stored during the test, as a serial.DAT file. Is recalled 
via the PROC loader (A4.3.11) procedure. The data is displayed on the graphics panel
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and data points are selected by mouse. Tire following procedures are necessary for the 
data  processing:
PROC find rec (14335 - 14500): This procedure converts coordinates selected on the 
screen to corresponding record numbers and places them into a text file, called DATS, 
where they are processed. The data  is transferred from the DAT file into the DATS file 
without retaining a copy of the chosen record number channel data in the original file. 
It is the DATS which is operated on by the procedures PROC process_data (A4.5.2), 
PROC stresstrainioop (A4.5.3) and PROC relax (A4.5.4) which are described below.
PROC process da ta  (15300 - 15480): Once the process button is activated on the da ta  
panel on the screen (A4.2.2) this procedure comes into action, it takes the first point 
selected on the mV /  record number trace to be the value of force gauge zero prior to 
the onset of deformation. It uses the length information entered and converts diameter 
measurements into cross section area for the specimen. Using the procedure PROC 
seconds (A4.4.2) it calculates the start time in seconds and sets this as zero. The counter 
is set to repeat the stress-strain ioop until the marker indicates that the next point relates 
to stress relaxation. The relaxation ioop now takes over until either the marker indicates 
another loading event, in which case the stress-strain loop is repeated, or the marker 
indicates the end of the processabie data. In this case the data  is saved as a text file, 
this file is stored under the same name as the original DAT file and can consequently be 
imported into spreadsheets and drawing packages.
PROC stresstrainioop (15500 - 15770): This procedure calculates the force exerted on 
the specimen by subtracting the value a t any record number from force gauge zero. It 
converts a temperature reading from mV into °C and applies a scaling factor to the 
hydrostatic and pore pressure readings to convert them from mV to MPa. Force gauge 
readings are converted by using the calibration data. This is done by applying a 
suitable second order polynomial that Is the best fit to the calibration data. These 
include the following:
1. Machine stiffness by applying a quadratic equation that is temperature and 
force dependent (Appendix 2).
2. Elapsed time is calculated by using PROC seconds (A4.4.2).
3. Displacem ent rate by subtracting m achine position from the starting 
displacement.
4. Strain in the sampie is taken to equal elapsed time multiplied by the 
displacement rate. The strain rate therefore equals the elapsed displacement.
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A jacket correction is carried out a t a later date in the spreadsheet as the calibration 
da ta  has not been incorporated into the data  to date. As strain and force are now 
known it is possible to calculate stress by adjusting the cross-section of the specimen to 
take accoun t of the shape change with increasing strain. Assuming tha t strain took 
place homogeneously, the stress con be calculated by:
stress =  force (N)--------_ jacket correction EA7.02
cross section area ‘
PROC relax (15800 - 16100): Ail parameters are calculated in the same way as in the 
stress-strain loop with output data  again assigned to the DATs file. Stress and strain are 
ca lcu la ted  for ad jacen t points and the stress drop between those tw o points is 
evaluated. By knowing the specimen stiffness it is possible to recalculate the stress drop 
in the time interval between the two recordings of da ta  as strain suffered by the 
sample. A strain rate can thus be calculated.
PRQCsavetextfile M 4910 - 15040): This final procedure saves the processed da ta  as a 
text file called DATS that can be displayed as a spreadsheet with 16 columns and rows 
relating to chosen record numbers. A maximum of 500 sets of da ta  can be processed 
for each test run. Columns are from left to right:
First row: filename
length of sample 
diameter of sample 
Displacement rate
Second row: Displacement
External force gauge 
Internal force gauge 
Temperature in mV 
Hydrostatic pressure in mV 
Time in seconds 
Pore pressure in mV 
Marker 
Tin °C
Pressure in MPa 
Pore pressure in MPa 
Strain %
Stress MPa 
Strain rate
Strain rate per second
_ A g g e n d x 2 |jR o c k d e f^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _
Stress in MPa.
In Appendix 10 the DATS coiumns for deviatoricaily deformed samples WG2 to WG30 
are displayed. However, miiiiVolt outputs have been removed for convenience of 
display.
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Appendix 8 
iRockdef program
A8.1 Introduction
In this appendix the program IRockdef is listed. The functions of this program and sub­
routines ore discussed in Appendix 7.
A8.2 Listing of program
5 REM LAST MODIFIED 8 FEB 1993 (REVISION OF ME TO 1/1.106, INSTRON RAMP LIMITS TO 35%, PH20
CALIB)
6 REM MODIFIED 22 MAY 1993 TO ALLOW FOR TWEAKING OF CREEP CONTROL PARAMETERS 
7REM MODIFIED 11 OCT 1993 FOR ENTIRELY IEEE LOGGING
10 GOTO20
15PROCIOSET("01234567"):REM SET ALL USER PORT BITS TO OUTPUT
16PROCON(0):PROCON(1):PROCON(2):PROCON(3):PROCON(4):PROCON(5):PROCON(6):PROC
ON(7)
20DIM nr% 4 
30DIM BITSET(B)
40DIM buffer(20,3)
45DIM polnter% 250 
50KN=0
52selector%=0:append%=0
53INPUT"data logging (any key) or processing only (1)";SS$
551F SS$=" 1 " selector%= 1 :GOTO 90 
ôOPROCinItialiseJEEE 
70PROCtake_control 
75PROCsetup
77PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C900,100"):REMset update time interval to 0.1 s 
84REM enable all channels for control 
85PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C312,1,1")
86PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C312,2,1")
87PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C312,3,1")
90TIME=0
95PROCpremaset
1 lODIM block% &200, menu% &100, menu2% &100, menu3% &100, menu4% &100 
120DIM DAT(5000,8),Y(8),DATs(500,15) 125FOR l%=0 TO 5000:DAT(I%,7)=0:NEXT 
130FOR I%=1 TO 8:Y(I%)=99.99:NEXT 1%
140FOR I%=1 TO 500:DATs(l%,8)=0:NEXT
150KNT%=0
155CLOSE#0
160DTA=0:G=0:'CONVX=0:'X=0:motorUP%=0:motorDN%=0:relax%=0:selstart%=0;serdat=0:TM=0:pro 
cess%=0:printer%=0:Nrecs%=0:sKNT%=0:Prec7o=0:zerorec%=0:xpos%=0:ypos%=0:hitpoint%=0:l 
oaded%=0: rtprocess%=0 
170REM Enter default values of variables 
180DIM textl%  &20:$textl%="0"
190DIM text2% &20:$text2%="500"
200DIM text3% &20:$text3%="0"
210DIM text4% &20:$text4%="100"
220DIM text5% &20:$text5%=".01"
230DIM text6% &20;$text6%="-4"
240DIM text7% &20:$text7%="1000"
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250D1M text87o &20:$text87o="20"
260DIM text97o &20:$text9%="10"
270DIM text 10% 8c20:$textl0%="Noname"
280DIM textl 1% &20:$textl 1%="6"
290DIM text 12% &20:$textl2%=LEFT$(STR$(Y(l)),7)
300DIM text 13% &20:$textl3%=LEFT$(STR$(Y(2)),7)
310DIM text 14% &20:Stext 14%=LEFT$(STR$(Y(3)),7)
320DIM text 15% &20:$textl5%=LEFT$(STR$(Y(4)),7)
330DIM text 16% &20:$text 16%=LEFT$(STR$(Y(5)),7)
340DIM text 17% &20:$textl7%=LEFT$(STR$(Y(6)),7)
342DIM text 18% &20:$textl8%=".01"
343DIM text 19% &20:$textl9%='.l"
344DIM text20% &20:$text20%=". 15"
345DIM text21% &20:$text21%= 1"
346DIM text22% &20:$text22%=“Rec"
348initsp$=$text 18%;dead 1 =VAL($text 18%):dead2=VAL($text20%):muitip=VAL($text21 %) 
350ONERROR PROCerror:END
360SS$=“":txt$="":Buffer%=0;RecNo%=0:S!G=0;TM=0:P=0:PH20=0:cfg%=0:Filename$="Noname":inter 
val=600:time2%=TIME+interval:GJK%=0;STRMPA=0:TSTRAIN=0:EDOT=0 
370REM set all Iconstate flags to zero
380motor%=0:logger%=0:loadon%=0;zeroset%=0:loadfn%=0:clear%=0:filesave%=0:scrnsave%=0:yl
%=0:y27o=0:y3%=0:y4%=0;y57o=0:y6%=0:choice%=0:choice2%=0:clg%=0:constd%=l:constE7o
=0;constS%=0
390reason%=-l:chan%=0:Zflag%=0:BUFSIZ=128:BUFCNT=0 
392maxf=50:minf=-10:maxd=-44:maxd=-25 
393MF=l/1.106:fgofset=0:REM internal fg zero error
394track%=0;trakflag%=0:creep%=0:creepflag%=0:strcon=1000:SIG=0:lok%=0
395IF selector%=l GOTO 400 ELSE PROCinstr_start
400quit%=FALSE
410x0%=0:y0%=0:'SX=VAL($textl%):'SY=VAL($text3%): 'LX= VAL ($text2%): 'LY=VAL($text4%) 
420time7o=TIME+300:time3%=TIME:time4%=TIME 430REM INITIALISE WIMP 
440$block%="TASK"
450KNT%=0
460SYS 'WlmpJnltialise",200,!block%;TEST" TO version%,task%
470REM CREATE WINDOW
480i4handle%=FNIcon(-2,0,0.68,68,&3002,'!rocdef" ,0,0,0)
490 PROCcreateinfobox 
500PROCcreatedialogboxl("min X RecNo")
510PROCcreatedialogbox2("max X RecNo")
520PROCcreatedialogbox3( min Y mV")
530PROCcreatedialogbox4("max Y mV")
540PROCcreatedialogbox5("enter mm/min")
550PROCcreatedialogbox6('enter n/sec")
560PROCcreatedialogbox7("enter MPa")
570PROCcreatedialogbox8("Length in mm")
580PROCcreatedialogbox9("Dia in mm")
590PROCcreatedialogbox 10("Filename")
600PROCcreatedialogboxl 1 ("LogRate (sec)")
602PROCcreatedialogbox 18("lnitial d-rate")
603PROCcreatedialogbox 19("deadband 1 (kN)")
604PROCcreatedialogbox20("deadband2(kN)")
605PROCcreatedialogbox21 ("Multiplier")
610PROCdrawmenu(menu%,"Menu,lnfo,SetGraph,SetParam,SetLog,CrpSet,Quit")
620PROCdrawmenu(menu2%,"SetGraphi,minX,maxX,minY,maxY")
630PROCdrawmenu(menu3%,"SetParam,constD,constE,constS,Lengtti,Diam,Filename")
632PROCdrawmenu(menu4%,"Crpset,lni-rate,deadbndl,deadbnd2,multip")
640 menu%!32=ibliandle%
650menu%!(32+24)=menu2%
660menu2%!(32)=dialogboxl%:menu2%!(32+24)=dialogbox2%
670menu2%!(32+48)=dialogbox3%:menu2%!(32+72)=dialogbox4%
680menu%!(32+48)=menu3%
690menu3%!(32)=dialogbox5%:menu3%!(32+24)=dialogbox6%
700menu3%!(32+48)=dialogbox7%:menu37o!(32+72)=dialogbox8%
71 Omenu3%!(32+96)=dlalogbox9%:menu3%! 02+120)=dialogbox 10%
715menu%!(32+96)=menu4%
716menu4%!(32)=dialogboxl8%:menu4%l(32+24)=dialogboxl9% 
717menu4%!O2+48)=dialogbox20%:menu4%!(32+72)=dialogbox21% 
720menu%!(32+72)=dialogboxl 1%
730whandle%=FNcreate(20,450,2000,1600,0,0,&FF00000F,"Graphics")
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734@7o=&20105
735dahandle7o=FNcreate( 10,110,1200,180,0,0,&84000002,"Data")
74011 handle7o=FNicon(dahandle%, 10,-130,140,48,&800B43D,"M-up",0,0,0)
74511 ahandle7o=FNIcon(dahandle7o, 10,-180,140,48,8c800B43D,"M-down",0,0,0) 
750i2handle7o=FNIcon(dahandle7o, 160,-130,140,48,&800B43D,"Logger' ,0,0,0) 
755i2ahandle7o=FNicon(dahandle%, 160,-180,140,48,&800B43D,"Select',0,0,0) 
760l3handle7o=FNicon(dahandle%,310,-130,140,48,&800B43D,"Load-on“,0,0,0) 
765l3ahandle%=FNicon(dahandle7o,310,-180,140,48,&800B43D,*LimLock" ,0,0,0) 
770i4handle%=FNicon(dahandle7o,460,-130,140,48,&800B43D,’Creep",0,0,0) 
775i4ahandle7o=FNicon(dahandle7o,460,-
180,140,48,&800B43D,"LogHold",0,0,0)780l5handle7o=FNicon(dahandle7o,610,- 
130,140,48,&800B43D,"Load fn",0,0,0) 
785l5ahandle%=FNicon(dahandle7o,610,-180,140,48,&800B43D,*Process‘,0,0,0) 
790i6handle7o=FNIcon(dahandle7o,760,-130,140,48,&800B43D,"Clear" ,0,0,0) 
795l6ahandle7o=FNicon(dahandle7o,760,-180,140,48,&800B43D,"Append',0,0,0) 
800i7handle7o=FNicon(dahandle7o,910,-130,140,48,&800B43D,"FlleSave",0,0,0) 
805i7ahandle7o=FNicon(dahandle7o,910,-180,140,48,&800B43D,"SelSave",0,0,0)
810i8handle7o=FNIcon(dahandle7o, 1060,-130,140,48,&800B43D,"ScrnSave",0,0,0) 
820i8ahandle7o=FNIcon(dahandle7o, 1060,-180,140,48,&800B43D,"Track',0,0,0)
840Y1 handle7o=FNicon(dahandle%,400,-42,120,42,&B00B53D,“",texf 12%,-1 ,&20)
850Y2handle7o=FNicon(dahandle%,530,-42,120,42,&A00B53D,“",text 13%,-1 ,&20)
860Y3handle7o=FNIcon(dahandle7o,660,-42,120,42,&800B53D,"",textl47o,-l,8(20)
870Y4handle7o=FNIcon(dahandle%,790,-42,120,42,&900B53D,"",textl57o,-l,&20)
880Y5handle7o=FNIcon(dahandle%,920,-42,120,42,8cF00B53D,” ,textl67o,-l,8(20)
890Y6handle%=FNicon(dahandle%, 1050,-42,120,42,&E00B53D,",fexf 17%,-1 ,&20)
895Y7handle7o=FNIcon(whandle7o,50,-1550,180,48,&B00B53D,"“,text227o,-l,&20)
900REM WIMP POLL
910ONERROR IF FNwinnperror THEN END
920REPEAT
930PROCpoll
940UNTIL quit%
950$block%="TASK"
960SYS "Wimp_CloseDown",task7o,iblock7o
970END
980REM
990:
lOOODEFPROCpoll
lOlOSYS "Wimp_Poir„block% TO reason%
10200ASE reason% OF
1030WHEN 0:IF TIME>=time7oTHEN PROCgetdata:SYS"Wlmp_ForceRedraw“,dahandle%,0,- 
42,400,0:PROCupdate_displays:time7o=TIME+100:PROCinstr_stqrt 
1040WHEN 1 : PROC redraw 
1050WHEN 2 :SYS "Wimp_OpenWindow"„block%
1060WHEN 3 :SYS "Wimp_CloseWlndow"„block7o
1070WHEN 6:PROCbuttons
1080WHEN 8:SYS "Wimp_ProcessKey",block%l24
1090WHEN 9:PROCmenuselect
llOOWHEN 17,18:PROCreceive
lllOENDCASE
1120ENDPROC
1130:
1140DEFFNcreate(vwx7o,vwy%,vww7o,vwh7o,extx7o,exty7o,flags7o,title$)
1150$block7o=STRING$(88,CHR$0):REM CLR VISIBLE WORKAREA
1160block7oi0=vwx7o
1170block7ol4=vwy7o
1180block7o!8=vwx7o+vww7o
1190block7o! 12=vwy7o+vwh7o
1200block7ol24=-l
1210block7ol28=flags7o
1220REM WINDOW COLORS
1230block7o?32=7
1240block7o?33=2
1250block7o?34=7
1260block7o?35=l:REM work area background color
1270block7o?36=3
1280block7o?37=l
1290block7o?38=12
1300REM WORK AREA EXTENT
1310block7oi40=0
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1320block7o!44=-vwh7o-exty%
1330biock%i48=vww7o+extx7o 
1340block7oi52=0
1350block%i56=&3D:REM TITLE ICON FLAGS 
1360block7oi60=3«12 
1370$(block7o+72)=title$
1380SYS "Wimp_CreateWindow“„block7o TO handle%
1390=handle%
1400:
1410DEFPROCredraw 
1420handle7o=block7oi0
1430SYS "Wimp_RedrawWindow",,block7o TO more7o 
1440PROCgetorigin(block7o,x07o,y07o)
1450WHILE more7o
1460 IF handle%=whandle7o AND process7o=0 THEN PROCdraw(x07o,y07o)
1465REM IF handle7o=whandle7o AND process%=l THEN PROCIistout:process%=0 
1470IF handle7o=ibhandle7o THEN PROCdraw2(x07o,y07o)
1480IF handle7o=dahandle7o THEN PROCdraw3(x07o,y07o)
1490SYS "Wimp_GetRectangle"„block% TO more%
1500ENDWHILE
1510ENDPROC
1520DEFPROCgetorigin(block7o,RETURN xO%, RETURN yO%)
1530x07o=block7o!4-block7oi20 
1540y07o=block7oi 16-block7ol24 
1550ENDPROC 
1560:
1570DEFPROCdraw(x07o,y07o)
1580CLS:MOVE x07o+100,y07o-50 
1590PROCplotit 
1600SYS "Wimp_SefColour", 10 
1610ENDPROC 
1620:
1630DEFPROCclose
1640$block7o="TASK"
1650SYS "Wimp_CloseDown",task7o,iblock7o
1652PROCodrandoutput(0,15,"C316,r):REM STOP DATA COLLECTION
1653PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C316,0"):REM DATA COLLECTION OFF
1655PROCreturn_control
1660ENDPROC
1670:
1680DEFPROCerror 
1690ON ERROR OFF 
1700$block7o="TASK"
1710SYS "Wimp_CloseDown",task7o,lblock7o
1720PRINT REPORTS;" a t line ";ERL
1725PROCFIN
1730ENDPROC
1740:
1750DEFFNwimperror 
1760iblock7o=ERR
1770$(block7o+4)=REPORT$+" at line "+STR$ERL+CHR$0
1780SYS "Wlmp_ReportError",block7o,3,"TEST WINDOW" TO ,response%
1790IF response%=2 THEN PROCclose:=TRUE ELSE =FALSE 
1800:
1810:
1820DEFFNicon(whiandle%,ix7o,iy7o,lw7o,ifi7o,flag7o,text$,dl7o,d2%,d37o)
1830block7oi0=whandle7o 
1840block7oi4=ix7o:block7oi8=iy7o 
1850block7o! 12=ix%+iw7o 
1860block7oi 16=iy%+lh%
1870block7ol20=flag7o 
1880IFdl7o=0 THEN 
1890S(block7o+24)=text$
1900ELSE
1910block7oi24=d 1 %:block%l28=d2%
1920block%i32=d37o
1930ENDIF
1940SYS "Wimp_Createlcon"„block7o TO itiandle%
1950=ihiandle7o
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1960DEFPROCPath_GetDetails(p7o)
1970LOCAL ends7o 
1980Pafh_fcol%=ip7o 
1990Path Jcol7o=p%!4 
2000Path_thick%=(p7oi8)*ObjMod_fac 
2010ends7o=(o7oil2)
2020?ObjMod_cj7o=ends7o AND 3 
20300bjMod_cj7o?l=(ends7o»2 AND 3)
20400bjMod_cj%?2=(ends7o»4 AND 3)
20500bjMod_cj7o?3=0
2060ObjMod_cj7oi4=&3œ00
20700bjMod_cj7oi8=(ends%» 16 )« 4
20800bjMod_cj7o! 10=(ends% »24)«4
20900bjMod_cj7oi 12=ObjMod_cj%i8 2100Path_strst%=p7o+16
21 lOIF ends7o»7 AND 1 THEN
2120Path_pat%=Path_strst7o
2130Path_strst7o=Path_strst7o+(Path_pat7o!4+2)*$
2140ELSE
2150Path_pat7o=0 
2160ENDIF
2170IF (ends7o»6)AND 1 THEN Path_wind%=&32 ELSE Pafh_wlnd%=&30
2180ENDPROC
2190:
2200DEFPROCopenwindow(handle7o)
221 Oblock7oiO=handle%
2220SYS "Wimp_GetWindowState"„block7o 
2230SYS "Winnp_OpenWindow"„block7o 
2240ENDPROC 
2250:
2260DEFPROCbuttons
2270x7o=block7o!0:y7o=block7oi4
2272 IF block7oi 12=whandle% AND block%l 16=Y7handle% SOUND 1
15,70,4:PROCupdate(whandle7o,Y7handle7o):selstart7o=lconstate%:relax7o=0:GOTO 2278 
2273SYS“Wimp_GetPointerlnfo"„block7o:IF block%l8=l relax%=l:SOUND 1,-15,150,4 
2275IF selecfor%=l AND block%i 12=whondle% AND RecNo%>2 AND selstart7o=l PROCfind_rec 
2276IFblock7oil2=whandle7o AND RecNo%>2 AND selstart7o=0 PROCshowrec 
2277GOTO 2280
2278IF selstart7o=0 DATs(sKNT%,8)=4 
2279Nrecs7o=sKNT%:sKNT7o=2 2280CASE TRUE OF 
2290WHEN block%i 12=-2 
2300IFblock7oi8 AND 2 THEN
2310 PROCshowmenu(menu7o,x7o,y%,TRUE,3) 2330ELSE IF block%l8 AND 5 THEN 
PROCopenwlndow(whandle7o):PROCopenwindow(dahandle7o)
2340ENDIF
2345REM IF ARGUMENT OF motor-on() IS +VE MOTOR GOES UP, IF -VE GOES DOWN 
2350 WHEN block7oil2=dahandle% AND block7oil6=ilhandle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,ilhandle7o):motorUP7o=lconstate7o:IF moforUP%=l AND 
motorDN7o=0 PROCmotor_on(l) ELSE PROCmotor_off:ENDCASE 
2355 WHEN block%il2=dahandle% AND block%il6=ilahandle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle%,ilahandle7o):motorDN7o=lconstate7o:IF motorDN7o=l AND 
motorUP7o=0 PROCmotor_on(-l) ELSE PROC motor_of f : E N DC ASE 
2360 WHEN block7oil2=dahandle% AND block%l 16=l2handle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,i2handle7o):logger%=lconstate%:IF logger%=l 
RecNo7o=l:ENDCASE 
2365 WHEN block%!12=dahandle% AND block%ll6=l2ahandle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,12ahandle%):selector7o=lconstate7o:ENDCASE 
2370 WHEN block7oil2=dahandle% AND block%il6=l3handle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,i3handle7o):loadon7o=lconstate7o:IF loadon%=l AND 
Prec7o>0 PROCmarkzero:ENDCASE 
2375 WHEN block%il2=dahandle% AND block%i 16=i3ahandle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,i3ahandle7o):limifs7o=lconstate7o:IF limits7o= 1 
PROCsetJimits ELSE PROCunsetJimits:ENDCASE 
2380 WHEN block%i 12=dahandle% AND block%! 16=l4handle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,i4handle7o):creep7o=lconstate7o:strcon=VAL($text77o)
2385 WHEN block%! 12=dahandle% AND block%il6=i4ahandle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,l4ahandle7o):loghold7o=lconstate7o:IF loghold%= 1 
logger%=0 ELSE logger%=l:ENDCASE
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2390 WHEN block%i 12=dahandle7o AND block%il6=i5handle7o :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandie7oJ5handle7o):ioadfn7o=iconstate7o:IF loadfn%=l 
PROCioadenENDCASE 
2395 WHEN block%! 12=dahandle7o AND biock%i 16=l5ahandie7o :SOUND 1
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle%J5ahandle7o):process7o=lconstate7o:iF process%= 1 
PROCprocess_data:ENDCASE 
2400 WHEN block7oi 12=dahandle7o AND block7o! 16=l6handle% :SOUND 1
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,l6handle%):cleat7o=lconstate%:IF clear%= 1 
PROCresetarray:ENDCASE 
2405 WHEN block7oil2=dahandle% AND biock7oil6=i6ahandle% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,i6ahandie%):append7o=lconstate7o:ENDCASE 
2410 WHEN block7oi 12=dahandle7o AND block7oil6=i7handie% :SOUND 1,-
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7oJ7handie7o):fiiesave7o=lconstate7o:!F filesave%= 1 
PROCfiiesave;ENDCASE 
2415 WHEN biock%i 12=dahandie% AND block%i 16=l7ahandle7o :SOUND 1
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7oJ7ahandle7o):selsave7o=lconstate7o:IF selsave7o= 1 AND 
selector%= 1 PROCsavetextfiieiENDCASE 
2420 WHEN block%i 12=dahandle% AND block%i 16=l8handle7o :SOUND 1
15,70,4;PROCupdate(dahandie7oJ8handie7o):scrnsave%=lconstate7o:IF scrnsave7o= 1 
PROCscrnsave;ENDCASE 
2425 WHEN block%i 12=dahandle7o AND biock7oi 16=l8ahandle7o :SOUND 1
15,70,4:PROCupdate(dahandle7o,l8ahandle7o):track7o=iconstate7o:ENDCASE 2430 WHEN 
block7oil2=dahandle7o AND block7oil6=Ylhandle% :SOUND 1,-15,70,4:IF yl%=0 THEN yl% =l 
ELSE IF yl% =l THEN yl%=0:ENDCASE 
2440 WHEN block%i 12=dahandle% AND block%i 16=Y2handle% :SOUND 1 ,-15,70,4:IF y2%=0 THEN 
y27o=l ELSE IFy2%=l THEN y2%=0:ENDCASE 
2450 WHEN block%i 12=dahandle% AND block%i 16=Y3handle% :SOUND 1 ,-15,70,4:IF y3%=0 THEN 
y37o=l ELSE IF y3%=l THEN y3%=0:ENDCASE 
2460 WHEN block%i 12=dahandle% AND block%i 16=Y4handle% :SOUND 1 ,-15,70,4:IF y4%=0 THEN 
y47o=l ELSE IF y4%=l THEN y4%=0:ENDCASE 
2470 WHEN block%i 12=dahandle% AND block%! 16=Y5handle% :SOUND 1 ,-15,70,4:IF y5%=0 THEN 
y57o=l ELSE IF y5%=l THEN y5%=0:ENDCASE 
2480 WHEN blockXi 12=dahandle% AND block%! 16=Y6handle% :SOUND 1 ,-15,70,4:IF y6%=0 THEN 
y67o=l ELSE IF y6%=l THEN y6%=0:ENDCASE 
2500ENDCASE 
2510ENDPROC 
2520:
2530REM DEFPROCdrawmenu(m7o,menu$ ,x7o,y7o,oniconbar%)
2540 DEFPROCdrawmenu(menu7o,menu$)
2550menu%? 12=7:menu7o? 13=2 
2560menu7o? 14=7:menu%? 15=0 
2570menu%i 16= 140:menu%i20=44 
2580menu7oi24=0:ptr%=menu7o+28
2590$menu7o=LEFT$(menu$,INSTR(menu$,",")-l) 2600menu$+=',’
2610entries%=0 
2620WHILE menuSo"*
2630menu$=MID$(menu$,INSTR(menu$,‘ ,")+l) 26401F menuSo"" THEN 
2650SM$=LEFT$(menu$,INSTR(menu$,",")-l)
26601ptr7o=0
2670PROCpointer
2680ptr%!4=-l
2690ptr%!8=&7000021
2700$(ptr7o+12)=SM$
2710ptr%+=24
2720entries7o+=l
2730ENDIF
2740ENDWHILE
2750ptr7oi-24=ptr%i-24 OR &80:REM mark item as last
2760ENDPROC
2770:
2780DEFPROCshowmenu(menu7o,x7o,y7o,oniconbar7o,entries7o)
2790IF oniconbarYo THEN ypos7o=96+entries7o*44 ELSE ypos%=y%+20 
2800SYS 'Wimp_CreateMenu"„menu7o,x7o-64,ypos7o 
2810ENDPROC 
2820:
2830DEFPROCmenuselect 
2840c h>oice%=iblock%
2850c Lioice27o=block7oi4
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28601F choice%=2 AND choice2%=0
THEN:constd7o=l:constE7o=0:constS7o=0:PROCdrawmenu(nnenu37o/SetParam,constD,constE 
,constS,Length,Diam,Filename“):ENDIF 
2870IF choice7o=2 AND choice2%=l
THEN:constE7o=l:constd7o=0;constS7o=0:PROCdrawmenu(menu37o/SetParam,constD,constE 
,constS,Length,Diam,Fliename“):ENDIF 
28801F choice%=2 AND cholce2%=2
THEN:constS7o=l:constd7o=0:constE7o=0:strcon=VAL($text7%):incfrac=0:lok7o=0:PROCdrawm 
enu(menu37o,"SetParam,constD,constE,constS,Length,Diam,Filenanne"):ENDIF 
2890IF choice%=2 PROCmenu3boxes
2900 IF choice7o=l THEN 'SX=VAL($textl7o):'SY=VAL($text37o):'LX=VAL($text27o):'LY=VAL($text47o) 
291 OIF choice%=l THEN SYS"Winnp_ForceRedraw",whandle7o,0,-l600,2000,0:choice7o=-l 
2920IF cholce7o=2 THEN
disrate%=VAL($text57o):edot=VAL($text67o):constress=VAL($text77o):len=VAL($text87o):dia=V 
AL($text97o):Filenanne$=$textl07o:choice7o=0 
2930IF choice7o=3 THEN lograte7o=VAL($textl 17o):choice%=0:interval=lograte%*100 
2935IF choice7o=4 THEN
inltsp$=$textl8%:deadl=VAL($textl87o):dead2=VAL($text20%):nnultip=VAL($text21%)
29401F choice7o=5 THEN quit%=TRUE 
2950IF NOT quit% THEN 
2960SYS "Wimp_GetPointerlnfo"„block7o 
2970cfg7o=l
2980IF block7ol8=l THEN PROCshowmenu(menu7o,x%,y7o,TRUE,3)
2990ENDIF
3000ENDPROC
3010:
3020:
3030:
3040DEFPROCcreateinfobox 
3050DIM ibicon7o(4),iconindirect7o &80
3060ibhandle7o=FNcreate(0,0,636,216,0,0,&84000002,"Prog Info")
3070FOR I7o=0 TO 3 
3080READ textS
3090$(iconindirect%+i%*&20)=text$
31 OOiblcon%(i%)=FNicon(ibhandle%, 154,-(i%+1 )*52,476,48,&70001 BD,'",iconindirecf%+i%"&20,- 
1 ,&20)
3110NEXT
3120ENDPROC
3130:
3140DATA !rocdef,Machlne Data Logging,E.H.Rutter ,22 May. 1993 
3150:
3160DEFPROCdraw2(x07o,y07o)
3170MOVE x07o,y07o-16 
3180PRINT" Name: "
3190MOVE x07o,y07o-68 
3200PRINT" Purpose:"
321OMOVE x07o,y07o-120 
3220PRINT" Author:"
3230MOVE x07o,y0%-172 
3240PRINT" Version:"
3250ENDPROC
3260:
3270DEFPROCreceive 
32800ASE block7oil6 OF 
3290WHEN 0:qu!t%=TRUE 
3300WHEN 3:VDU4:SOUND 1,-15,200,1 
3310PRINT TAB(0,0)"DataLoad Message"
3320T7o=INKEY(100)
3330PRINT TAB(0,0)SPC 17:VDU5
3340ENDCASE
3350ENDPROC
3360:
3480:
3490DEFPROCplotit 
3505PROCgraf("Record Number")
3507IF clear%=l clear%=0:ENDPROC 
3508block%i0=whandle7o 
3509SYS"Wimp_GetWindowState"„block7o 
351 OPROCorderrecs
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3512grad=(FN'CVX('LX)-FN'CVX('SX))/('LX-'SX)
3515maxrec7o=((biock%il2-FN'CVX('SX))/grad)+'SX
3516minrec7o=((block7oi4-FN'CVX('SX))/grad)+'SX
3518iF minrec7o< 1 minrec%= 1
3520DTA=0
3530iF KNT%<maxrec7o THEN maxrec%=KNT%
3544FOR KT7o=minrec7o TO maxrec%
3548SYS "Wlmp_SetCoiour"J 1
3550IF yl7o=l PROCpoint(KT7o,DAT(KT%,l))
3560SYS •Wimp_SetCoiour",10
3570IF y27o=l PROCpoint(KT%,DAT(KT7o,2))
3580SYS *Wimp_SetColour“,8
3590IF y37o=l PROCpoint(KT7o,DAT(KT7o,3))
3600SYS "Wimp_SetColour*,9
361 OIF y47o=l PROCpoint(KT%,DAT(KT%,4))
3620SYS ■Wimp_SetColour“,15
3630IF y57o=l PROCpoint(KT%,DAT(KT%,5))
3640SYS "Wimp_SetColour",14
36501F y67o=l PROCpolnt(KT%,DAT(KT%,8))
3660NEXT KT%
3670ENDPROC
3671:
3672DEFPROCorderrecs
3673RC7o=0
3674FOR KT7o=l TO KNT%
3675IF DAT(KT7o,7)=l RC%=RC%+l:FOR NJ%=1 TO 8 :DAT(RC%,NJ%)=DAT(KT%,NJ%):NEXT NJ%
3676NEXT KT%
3677KNT7o=RC%
3678ENDPROC
3690:
3700DEFPROCgraf(B$)
3710TST7o=0
3720PROCSCALE
3730PROCAXES
3740PROCGRADUATE
3750PROCNUMBER
3760PROCNAMEX(B$)
3770PROCNAMEYCMILLIVOLTS")
3780ENDPROC
3790:
3800:
3810DEFPROCGRAPH
3820PROCSCALE
3830PROCAXES
3840PROCGRADUATE
3850PROCNUMBER
3860FOR'J=1TOX(0)
3870DTA=8:PROCPOINT(X('J),Y('J))
3880IF'J= 1THENGOTO3920
3890MOVEFN'CVX(X('J-1)),FN'CVY(Y('J-1)):DRAWFN'CVX(X('J)),FN'CVY(Y('J))
3900IF'J<X(0)GOT03920
3910VDU5:PRINnAB(FN'CVX(X('J))+2,FN'CVY(Y('J))+2);A$(NJ):VDU4
3920NEXTJ
3930ENDPROC
3940:
3950DEFPROCSCALE
3960PROCSC ALE2('SY;LY): 'SY='S: 'LY='L
3970'STY='ST:'CBY7o='CBN%
3980PROCSCALE2('SX;LX):'SX='S:'LX='L
3990'STX='ST:'CBX7o='CBN7o
4000'X= 1700/('LX-'SX): 'Y= 1300/('LY-'SY)
4010'CONVX=200-'SX*'X :'CONVY=270-'SY*'Y
4020ENDPROC
4030:
4040:
4050DEFFN'CVX(G)='X*G+'CONVX-15+xO%
4060DEFFN'CVY(G)=('Y*G+y07o+'CONVY-1700)
4070:
4080DEFPROCSC ALE2(L,H): @%=&0101090A
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4090'LL=VAL(LEFT$(STR$(L) JNSTR(STR$(L),"E")-1 ))
41 00'LH=VAL(LEFT$(STR$(H),INSTR(STR$(H);E")- 1 ))
4110'PL=VAL(MID$(STR$(L) JNSTR(STR$(D;E“)+ 1 ))
4120'LH='LH‘ 1 OA(VAL(MID$(STR$(H)JNSTR(STR$(H)/E')+1 ))-'PL)
4130'D='LH-'LL 4140IF'D<=3THENREPEAT'D='D" 10 :'PL='PL-1 :'LL='LL*10 :'LH= LH'IO -.UNTIL 'D>3 
4150IF'D>30THENREPEArD='D/10:'PL='PL+l:'LL='LL/10:'LH='LH/10:UNTIL'D<30 
4160'LL=INT('LL+. 1 ):'LH=INT('LH+.5)
4 170@7o=&l 0:'CBN7o=SGN('LL)‘ (VAL(RIGHT$(STR$('LL),l ))+. 1 )
4180'S=VAL(STR$('LL)+"E"+STR$('PD)
4190'L=VAL(STR$('LH)+"E’+STR$('PL)):'ST=ABS('L-'S)/('LH-'LL)
4200ENDPROC
4210:
4220DEFPROCAXES
4230'X0=0:'Y0=0
4240IF'SX>0THEN'X0='SXELSEIF'LX<0THEN'X0='LX 
4250IF'SY>0THEN'Y0='SYELSEIF'LY<0THEN'Y0='LY 
4260 REM PRINT SOLTEMP
4270MOVEFN'CVX('SX),FN'CVY('Y0):DRAWFN'CVX('LX),FN'CVY('Y0)
4280MOVEFN'CVX('X0),FN'CVY('SY):DRAWFN'CVX('X0),FN'CVY('LY)
4290ENDPROC
4300:
431ODEFPROCGRADUATE 
4320FORX='SXTO'LX+. 1 " STX STEP 'STX 
4330IF'CBX7oMOD5=0THENDTA= 16ELSEDTA=8 
4340'CBX7o='CBX7o+1 :PROCpoint(X;YO):NEXTX 
4350FORY='SYTO'LY+. 1 '  STY STEP 'STY 
4360IF'CBY7oMOD5=0THENDTA= 16ELSEDTA=8 
4370'CBY7o='CBY7o+l :PROCpoint('XO.Y):NEXTY 4380ENDPROC 
4390:
4400DEFPROCNUMBER:VDU5
4410MOVEFN'CVX('LX)-4'LEN(STR$('LX)),FN'CVY('Y0)-20:PRINT;'LX
4420MOVEFN'CVX('X0)-150,FN'CVY('LY):PRINT;'LY
4430IF'LX>0AND'SX<0AND'LY>0AND'SY<0THENENDPROC
4440MOVEFN'CVX('SX),FN'CVY('Y0)-20:PRINT;'SX
4450MOVEFN'CVX('X0)-150,FN'CVY('SY)+30:PRINT;'SY:VDU4
4460ENDPROC
4470:
4480DEFPROCPOINT(A.B)
4490VDU5
4500MOVEFN'CVX(A),FN'CVY(B):DRAWFN'CVX(A)+DTA,FN'CVY(B)
451 OIF TST7o=CN% THEN GOTO 4540
4520IF X(1)>'SX+('LX-'SX)DIV5 THEN GOTO 4530 ELSE GOTO 4540
4530TST7o=TST7o+1 :MOVEFN'CVX(A),FN'CVY(B):VDU8,8,8,8,8,8,8,8:PRINT NC%(TT%):GOTO4540
4540VDU4 
4550ENDPROC 
4560DEF PROCpolnt(A.B)
4570MOVEFN'CVX(A)-DTA,FN'CVY(B):DRAWFN'CVX(A)+DTA,FN'CVY(B)
4580MOVEFN'CVX(A),FN'CVY(B)-DTA:DRAWFN'CVX(A),FN'CVY(B)+DTA
4590ENDPROC
4600:
461ODEFPROCN AMEY('VNAME$):VDU5 
4620FOR'A= 1 TOLEN('VNAMES)
4630MOVEFN'CVX('X0)-60.FN'CVY('LY)-'A*32-32 :PRINTMID$('VNAME$,'A,1)
4640NEXT'A:VDU4
4650ENDPROC
4660:
4670DEFPROCNAMEX('HNAME$)
4680MOVEFN'CVX('LX)-32'LEN('HNAME$)-64,FN'CVY('Y0)-52 :VDU5:PRINT'HNAME$:VDU4
4690ENDPROC
4700:
4710:
4720DEF PROCparam
4730VDU7
4740CLS:CLG
4750PRINT " " "  TEST PARAMETER ENTRY  :PRINT
4760PRINT"" EXISTING VALUES "  ":PRINT 
4770PRINT"SPECIMEN LENGTH, L1,L2 ";L1,L2
4780PRINT"SPECIMEN DIAMETER, D1 THRU D6 ";D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6 
4790PRINT"STARTING DISPLACEMENT, mm STARTT
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4800PRINT"DISPLACEMENT RATE, mm/min ";GRAD 
4810PRINT"FORCE GAUGE ZERO, mV ";FGZO 
4820PRINT"PH2OO, PO, TO ";PH2OO,PO,T0 :PRINT 
4830PRINT"FILENAME = ";T$
4840INPUT"TO MODIFY, Y/N OR LOAD-ON TIME, L “;TRY$
4850IF TRY$="L“ THEN GOTO 4860 ELSE GOTO 4910 
4860INPUT"ENTER LOAD-ON TIME";LONTIM%
4870INPUT"ENTER LOAD-ON PRESSURE, mV ";PO 
4880INPUT'ENTER LOAD-ON TEMPERATURE, mV "TO
4890INPUFENTER LOAD-ON DISPLACEMENT, mV (CREEP TESTS ONLY) ";LVDTO 4900GOTO 6000
491 OIF TRY$=("Y") THEN GOTO 4920 ELSE GOTO 5000
4920INPUT"SPECIMEN LENGTH, L1,L2 ";L1,L2
4930INPUT"SPECIMEN DIAMETER, D1 THRU D6 ";D1 ,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6
4940DI A=((D 1 +D2+D3+D4+D5+D6)/6): AVL=(L 1 +L2)/2: AREA=((DI A/2)A2)'PI
4950INPUT"STARTING DISPLACEMENT, mm "; STARH
4960INPUT"DISPLACEMENT RATE, mm/min ";GRAD
4970FOR Kn%=l TO 14
4980INPUFPH2OO, PO, TO ";PH2OO,PO,T0
4990INPUT'DATAFILE NAME = ";T$
5000DATIME=l:DBTIME=0:DADIST=0:DBDIST=0:DB=0:DA=GRAD/25.4
5010 PROCsave_param
5020ENDPROC
5030:
5040:
5050:
5060DEFPROCshowdata
5070REM TO DISPLAY REDUCED DATA 5080VDU28,58,11,79,5
5090@7o=&20207
51 OOPRINT"FORCE(ton)=";FG
5110PRINT"DISPL(thou)=";DISPL
5120PRINT"TdegC =";TM
5130PRINT"P(Kbar) =";PRESS
5140IF CON7o=l THEN PRINT"control ON ";STRCON;" b" ELSE PRINT"Stress control OFF"
5150IF TCON=l THEN PRINT'Tcontrol ON ";TEMPDEG;" 0" ELSE PRINT" T control OFF"
5160MOVE900,640: DRAW900,900 
5170MOVE900,640: DRAW 1278,640 
5180MOVE1278,900: DRAW900,900 
5190MOVE1276,900: DRAW 1276,640 
5200MOVE1278,900: DRAW 1278,640 
5210GCOL1
5220MOVE902,642: DRA W902,898
5230MOVE904,642:DRAW904,896
5240MOVE902,898: DRAW 1278,898
5250MOVE904,896:DRAW 1278,896
5260MOVE906,642:DRAW906,894
5270MOVE906,894:DRAW 1276,894
5280GCOL7
5290®%= 10
5300ENDPROC
5310:
5320 DEFPROCprocess(Y( 1 ),Y(2),Y(3),Y(4))
5330 P=Y(2):FG=Y(3):LVDT=Y(4)
5340 ELTIM%=VAL(time$)
5350 PROCCONV(ELTIM%)
5360 ELTIM%=ATIME%
5370 PROCCONV(LONTIM%)
5380 LONTIM7o=ATIME%
5390 ETIME%=ELTIM%-LONTIM%
5400 PROCtempconv 
5410 MP=795.6:intp=-53.79 
5420 PRESS=(P'MP+intp)'.001388
5430 REM PRESS IS MULTIPLIED BY FACTOR .001388TO CONVERT PSI INTO KILOBARS ON SPECIMEN 
5440 FG=FG+.25
5450 FG=-. 1727+.5188*FG+.2699*(FGA2)-.01718'(FGA3)+.00051 '(FGA4)
5460DISPL=ETIME%*GRAD/60 
5470 SL$=INKEY$(1)
5480 IF SL$="L" LVDTO=Y(4):VDU7:PROCsave_param 
5490 IF SL$="P" PO=Y(2):VDU7:PROCsave_param 
5500 IF SL$="F" FGO=Y(3):VDU7:PROCsave_param
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5510 IF SL$="H" TO=SOLTEMP:VDU7:PROCsave_param
5520DISPL=(LVDT-LVDTO)'7.76
5530:
5540 ENDPROC 
5550DEFPROCJACKT
5560ACU=-3.054E-2'T+25:BCU=-3.41132E-4*T+0.5:CCU=-.253875'T+200 
5570IF(CDISPL+STARn)<.025 THEN CJACK=CCU'(CDISPL+STARn) ELSE 
CJACK=ACU*(CDISPL+STARn)ABCU 
5580IF T>590 AND (CDISPL+STARTT)>.25 THEN CJACK=5.28 
5590STRMPA=STRMPA-CJACK 
5600ENDPROC 
5610:
5620:
5630DEFPROCtest_data 
5640RECno7o=10 
5650PROC reader 
5660LVDTO=VAL(F$(D)
5670STARTT=VAL(F$(2))
5680AVL=VAL(F$(3))
5690DIA=VAL(F$(4))
5700GRAD=VAL(F$(5))
5710T$=F$(6)
5720RECno7o=l 1
5730PROCreader
5740FGZO=VAL(F$(1))
5750PH2OO=VAL(F$(2))
5760PO=VAL(F$(3))
5770T0=VAL(F$(4))
5780STRCON=VAL(F$(5))
5790CON7o=VAL(F$(6))
5800RECno%=12 
5810PROCreader 
5820REcno7o=VAL(F$( 1 ))
5830LONTIM7o=VAL(F$(2))
5840MOFFSIG=VAL(F$(3))
5850L1=AVL:L2=AVL
5860D1=DIA:D2=DIA:D3=DIA:D4=DIA:D5=DIA:D6=DIA
5870ENDPROC
5880:
5890DEFPROCreader 
5900PTR#file=RECno7o*72 
5910FOR F7o=lT06 
5920INPUT#file,F$(F7o)
5930NEXTF%
5940ENDPROC
5950:
5960DEFPROCTHURLBY
5970SOL$=MID$(SOL$,2,7)
5980SOLTEMP=VAL(SOL$)
5990ENDPROC
6000:
6010DEF PROCON(N7o)
6020IF N7o<0 OR N%>7 THEN ENDPROC
6030N7o=2AN7o
6040PROCsys( 150,960%)
6050N%=C% OR N%
6060PROCsys( 151,96,N%)
6070ENDPROC
6080:
6090DEF PROCoff(N%)
6100IF N%<0 OR N%>7 THEN ENDPROC 
6110N%=2AN%
6120PROCsys( 150,96,C%)
6130N%=C% AND (NOT N%)
6140PROCsys(151,96,N%)
6150ENDPROC
6160:
6170DEF PROCIOSET(S$)
6180LOCAL l,S%
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6190S7o=0
6200FORI=1 TO LEN(S$)
6210S7o=S7o+2AEVAL(MID$(S$ ,1,1))
6220NEXT I
6230PROCsys(l 51,98,S%)
6240ENDPROC
6250:
6260DEFPROCsys(writebyte7o,offset7o,n%)
6270 osbyte%=6
6280 IF writebyte7o=150 GOTO 6290 ELSE GOTO 6310 
6290SYS osbyte7o,writebyte7o,offset7o TO A,B,C%
6300 GOTO6320
631OSYS osbyte%,writebyte7o,offset7o,n7o 
6320 ENDPROC
6330 REM "  PROCEDURES LIBRARY INSTPROCS "
6340DEFPROCinitialiseJEEE 
6350REM PROCeos_in_lchr(10)
6360PROCeos_out_l chr( 10)
6368 PROCtimeout_period(10)
6370 PROCtimeout_on 
6380 PROCinit 
6390PROCadr_toJisten( 15)
6391 PROCadr_to_listen(7)
6392PROCadr_to_listen( 1 )
6400convert=( 1 00/(2A30))
6410ENDPROC
6420:
6430DEFPROCtake_control
6440PROCadrandoufput(0,15,"C909,1 "):REM REQUEST CONTROL 
6450CLS
6460PRINT"Press REMOTE on console to take control"
6470REPEAT
6480PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"Q909")
6490data$=FNadrandinput(l, 15,255)
6500incontrol=VAL(data$)
6510UNTIL incontrol = 1
6520PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C904,0"):REM DISABLE WATCHDOG 
6530PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C23,1 "):REM ACTUATOR ON 
6540PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C314,0"):REM RESET EMERGENCY STOP 
6550PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C913,0"):REM DISABLE BUS SRQ'S 
6560PRINT" COMPUTER NOW HAS CONTROL"
6570ENDPROC
6580:
6590DEFPROCreturn_control
6600PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C909,0"):REM return control to 8500 
661OCLS:PRINT " Control returned to 8500 "
6620ENDPROC
6630:
6640DEFPROCcyc les
6650PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C201,1,0"):REM SETUP SINEW A VE TYPE 
6660PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C202,1 ,.005"):REM 0.01 HERTZ 
6670PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C203,1 ,.5"):REM 5% AMPLITUDE 
6680PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C300,1 "):REM SET STROKE CONTROL 
6690PRINT "PRESS 'S' TO STOP WAVEFORM"
6700PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C200,1 "):REM START WAVEFORM
6710ENDPROC
6720PROCgetbuf
6730REPEAT
6740 S$=INKEY$(10)
6750UNTIL S$="S"
6760PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C200,2"):REM HOLD WAVEFORM
6770ENDPROC
6780:
6790DEFPROCsetup 
6800convert= 100/(2 a30)
6820REM COLLECT BUFFER OF 10 POINTS BY 3 CHANNELS, BINARY DATA DIRECTLY TO 6830REM 
MEMORY.
6830REM MEMORY.
6840REM DIM pointer% 100
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6850REM DIM nr% 4 
6860REM DIM BITSET(8)
6870REM DIM buffer(20,3)
6880REM 20POINTSM BYTES PER DATAPOINT+8 
6890REM SETUP COLLECTION PARAMETERS
6900PROCadrandoutput(0J5,“C316,0'):REM DATACOLLECTION OFF 
691 OPROCadrandoufput(0,15,'C 137,1,0'):REM SET STROKE FEEDBACK 
6920PROCadrandoutput(0,l5/C 137,2,0"):REM SET LOAD FEEDBACK 
6930PROCadrondoutput(0,15,"C137,3,0"):REM SET STRAIN FEEDBACK 
6940REM ASSIGN STROKE, LOAD & STRAIN TO BUFFER OFFSETS 1, 2 & 3 
6950PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C316,r):REM DATA COLLECTION IDLE 
6960PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C318,0,l,r);REM STROKE AT OFFSET 0 
6970PROCadrandoutput(0,15,“C 318,l,l,2“):REM LOAD AT OFFSET 1 
6980PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C318,2,l,3“):REM STRAIN AT OFFSET 2 
6990PROCadrandoutput(0,15,’C317,0,70,D:REM MODE, RATE, NR BUFFERS 
7000PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C319,10,0"):REM BUFFER SIZE, LAST SIZE 
7002ENDPROC 
7005:
701 ODEFPROCinstr_start 
7015IF selector7o=l ENDPROC 
7020BUFSIZ=128:BUFCNT=0
7025PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C316,l"):REM DATA COLLECTION IDLE 
7030PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C316,3"):REM START DATA COLLECTION 
7032ENDPROC 
7033:
7035DEFPROCget_instron 
7038crt7o=0 
7040REPEAT 
7045crt7o=crt7o+1
7050devicestatus7o=FNseriaLpoll( 15)
7060PROCbinpoll
7070IF BITSET(8)=1 THEN PROCIogdata
7075IF crt7o>300 BUFCNT=1
7080UNTILBUFCNT=1
7090ENDPROC
7140:
7150DEFPROCIogdata 
7160nvec=10: nchn=3
7170PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"Q327"):REM REQUEST NR OF BUFFERS 
7180rpt$=FNadrandinput( 1,15,255) 7190NUMBUF=VAL(rpt$)
7200FORindex=l TO NUMBUF
721 OPROCadrandoutpuf(0,15,'Q320'):REM REQUEST BINARY BUFFER 
7220PROCadrandinputmem(2,15,pointei7o,128)
7230PROCconvert_buffer
7250BUFCNT=BUFCNT+1
7260NEXT index
7270ENDPROC
7280:
7290DEFPROCbinpoll
7300binary$=""
7310REPEAT
7320binary$=STR$(devicestatus% MOD 2)+binary$
7330devicestatus7o=devicestatus7o DIV 2 
7340UNTIL devicestafus7o=0 
7350FOR CNTR7o=l TO 8 
7360BITSET(CNTR7o)=VAL(RIGHT$(binary$, 1 ))
7370binary$=LEFT$(binary$)
7380NEXT CNTR%
7390ENDPROC
7400:
7410:
7490:
7500DEFPROCdenbln
7510denary=0:b=LENtemp$
7520FOR digit=l TO b
7530denary=denary+VAL(MID$(temp$,digit,l))*2A(b-digit)
7540NEXT
7550temp=denary
7560ENDPROC
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7570:
7580DEFPROCconvert_buffer
7640offset=8
7650FOR indexl = l TO nvec 
7660FOR index2=l TO nchn 
7670femp 17o=?(pointer7o+offset)
7680temp27o=?(pointer7o+offset+1 )
7690temp37o=?(pointer7o+offset+2)
7700temp47o=?(pointer7o+offset+3)
7710?(nr7o)=temp47o:?(nr7o+1 )=f emp3%: ?(nr%+2)=f emp2%: ?(nr%+3)=f emp 1 %
7720temp%=!nr7o
7740temp=temp7o’'convert
7750buffer(index 1 ,index2)=temp
7760offset=offset+4
7770NEXT Index2
7780NEXT index 1
7790ENDPROC
7800:
781 OREM INTELLIGENT INTERFACES LTD IEEE488 PROCEDURES AND FUNCTIONS LIBRARY V I.02
7820REM abort on error
7830REM Copyrigtit Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
7840REM 18 January 1988
7850
7860DEF PROCeos_out_ 1 chr(eos 1 %)
7870SYS &40340,&00,&03,&01 ,eosl7o
7880ENDPROC
7890
7900DEF PROCeos_out_2chr(eos 17o,eos27o)
791 OSYS &40340,&00,&03,&02,eos 1 %,eos2%
7920ENDPROC
7930
7940DEF PROCeos_in_lchr(eosl7o)
7950SYS &40340,&00,&04,&01 ,eosl7o
7960ENDPROC
7970
7980DEF PROCeosJn_2cLir(eos 1 %,eos2%)
7990SYS &40340,&00,&04,&02 ,eos 1 %,eos2%
8000ENDPROC
8010
8020DEF PROCtimeout_period(period)
8030SYS&40340,&00,&05,INT(&00200000'(period/8))
8040ENDPROC
8050
8060DEF PROCtimeout_on 
8070SYS &40340,&00,&06 
8080ENDPROC 
8090
8100DEF PROCtimeout_off 
811 OSYS &40340,&00,&07 
8120ENDPROC 
8130
8140DEF PROCinit 
8150LOCAL d07o,d 1 %,ma%
8160SYS &40340,&00,&02 TO dO%,dl%,ma%
8170IF (ma7o AND &80) THEN SYS &40340,&00.&11 ,ma% ELSE SYS &40340,&00,&10,ma%
8180ENDPROC
8190
8200DEF PROCifc
821 OSYS &40340,&00,&0D
8220ENDPROC
8230
8240DEF PROCren_true 
8250SYS &40340,&00,&0E 
8260ENDPROC 
8270
8280DEF PROCrenJalse 
8290SYS &40340,&00,&0F 
8300ENDPROC 
8310
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8320DEF PROCdevlce(archadr%)
8330SYS 8(40340,&00,&10,archadr%
8340ENDPROC
8350
8360DEF PROCcontroiler(archadr7o)
8370SYS &40340,&00,&11 ,archadr7o
8380ENDPROC
8390
8400DEF PROCatn_true 
841 OSYS &40340,&00,& 12 
8420ENDPROC 
8430
8440DEF PROCatn_true_sync 
8450SYS &40340,&00,&13 
8460ENDPROC 
8470
8480DEF PROCcmd(cmd7o)
8490SYS &40340,&00,&14,&00,&00,&00,CHR$(cmd7o),&01
8500ENDPROC
8510
8520DEF PROCIisten(lad7o)
8530SYS &40340,&00,& 15,&00,lad%
8540ENDPROC
8550
8560DEF PROCIIstenext(lad7o,sad7o)
8570SYS &40340,&00,& 16,&00,lad%,sad%
8580ENDPROC
8590
8600DEF PROCtalk(tad7o)
861 OSYS &40340,&00,&17,&00,fad%
8620ENDPROC
8630
8640DEF PROCtalkext(tad7o,sad%)
8650SYS &40340,&00,& 18,&00,tad%,sad%
8660ENDPROC
8670
8680DEF PROCsecondary(sad7o)
8690SYS &40340,&00,& 19,&00,&00,sad%
8700ENDPROC
8710
8720DEF PROCunlisten 
8730SYS &40340,&00,&1A 
8740ENDPROC 
8750
8760DEF PROCuntalk 
8770SYS &40340,&00,&1B
8780ENDPROC
8790
8800DEF PROCadr_toJisten(lad7o)
881 OSYS &40340,8c00,&lC,&00,lad7o
8820ENDPROC
8830
)8840DEF PROCadr_toJlstenext(iad7o,sad7o)
8850SYS &40340,&00,&1 D,&00,lad%,sad%
8860ENDPROC
8870
8880DEF PROCadr_to_talk(tad7o)
8890SYS &40340,&00,&1 E,&00,tad%
8900ENDPROC
8910
8920DEF PROCadr_to_talkext(tad7o,sad7o)
8930SYS &40340,&00,&1 F,&00,tad7o,sad7o
8940ENDPROC
8950
8960DEF PROCgo_toJocal(lad7o)
8970SYS &40340,&00,&20,&00,&00,&00,CHR$(lad%),&01
8980ENDPROC
8990
9000DEF PROCselected_dev!ce_clear(lad7o)
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901 OSYS &40340,&00,&21 ,&00,&00,&00,CHR$(lad%),&01
9020ENDPROC
9030
9040DEF PROCgroup_execute_trigger(lad%)
9050SYS &40340,&00,&22,&00,&00,&00,CHR$(lad%),&01
9060ENDPROC
9070
9080DEF PROCIocalJockout 
9090SYS &40340,&00,&23 
9100ENDPROC 
9110
9120DEF PROCdevice_clear 
9130SYS &40340,&00,&24 
9140ENDPROC 
9150
9160DEF PROCparalleLpolLunconfigure 
9170SYS &40340,&00,&25 
9180ENDPROC 
9190
9200DEF PROCatnJalse 
921 OSYS &40340,&00,&26 
9220ENDPROC 
9230
9240DEF PROCrequest_service(stb7o)
9250SYS &40340,&00,&29,stb%
9260ENDPROC
9270
9280DEF FNseriaLpoll(tad%)
9290LOCAL dO%,dl%,stb%
9300SYS &40340,&00,&2B,&00,fad% TO dO%,dl%,sfb%
9310=stb%
9320
9330DEF PROCparalleLpoILenable(Iad7o,sp3p2p 1 %)
9340SYS &40340,&00,&2E,sp3p2p 1 %,lad%
9350ENDPROC
9360
9370DEF PROCparaiieLpolLdisable(lad7o)
9380SYS &40340,&00,&2F,&00,iad%
9390ENDPROC
9400
9410DEF FNparalleLpoll 
9420LOCAL d07o,dl%,ppr%
9430SYS &40340,&00,&30 TO dO%,dl%,ppr%
9440=ppr%
9450
9460DEF PROCpasscontrol(tad7o)
9470SYS &40340,&00,&31 ,&00,tad%
9480ENDPROC
9490
9500DEF PROCoutput(mode%,data$)
951 OSYS &40340,&00,&08,mode%
9520SYS&40340,&00,&36,&00,&00,&00,dqfa$,LEN(dafa$)
9530ENDPROC
9540
9550DEF PROCadrandoutput(mode%,lad%,data$)
9560SYS &40340,&00,&08,mode%
9570SYS &40340,&00,&3C,&00,lad%,&00,data$ ,LEN(data$)
9580ENDPROC
9590
9600DEF PROCadrextandoutput(mode7o,lad%,sad7o,data$)
961 OSYS &40340,&00,&08,mode%
9620SYS &40340,&00,&3E,&00,iad7o.sad7o.data$,LEN(data$)
9630ENDPROC
9640
9650DEF PROCoutputmem(mode7o,memadr7o,bytecnt7o)
9660SYS &40340,&00,&08,mode%
9670SYS&40340,&00,&36,&00,&00,&00,memadr%,bytecnt%
9680ENDPROC
9690
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9700DEF PROCadrandoutputmem(mode7oJad7o,mennadr7o,bytecnt7o)
971 OSYS &40340,&00,&08,mode7o
9720SYS 8(40340,&00,&3C,&00,lad%,&00,memadr%,bytecnt%
9730ENDPROC
9740
9750DEF PROCadrextandoutputmenn(mode7o,lad7o,sad7o,memadr%,bytecnt7o)
9760SYS & 4 0 3 4 0 ,& 0 0 ,& 0 8 ,m o d e %
9770SYS 8c40340,&00,&3E,&00,lad%,sad7o,memadr7o,bytecnt7o
9780ENDPROC
9790
9800DEF FNinput(m ode7o,bytecnt% )
9 8 1 OLOC ALd07o,d 17o,d27o,d3%,d47o,databuf$ ,d6% ,xcn t%
9820IFbytecnt%>254THEN bytecnt7o = 254 
9830databuf$ = STRING$(bytecnt7o/ ")
9840SYS &40340,&00,&09,mode7o
9850SYS &40340,&00,&37,&00,&00,&00,databuf$,bytecnt7o TO 
d07o,d 17o,d27o,d37o,d47o,databuf$,d67o,xcnt7o 
9860=LEFT$(dafabuf $ ,xcnt7o)
9 8 7 0
9880DEF FNadrandinput(nnode%,tad7o,bytecnt7o)
9890LOCALd07o,d 17o,d27o,d37o,d47o,databuf$,d67o,xcnt7o 
9900IFbytecnt7o>254THEN bytecnt7o = 254 
9910datobuf$ = S T R IN G $(b yfecn t% ," ")
9920SYS &40340,&00,&09,mode7o
9930SYS &40340,&00,8c3D,&00.tad7o,&00,databuf$,bytecnt7o TO 
d07o,d 17o,d27o,d37o,d47o,databuf $ ,d 6% ,xcn f%
9940=LEFT$(databuf$,xcnt7o)
9950
9960DEF FNadrextandinput(mode7o,tad7o,sad7o,bytecnt7o)
9970LOCALd07o,d 1 % ,d 2 % ,d 3 % ,d 4 % ,d a fa b u f$ ,d 6 % ,x c n f%
9980IFbytecnt7o>254THEN bytecnt7o = 254 
9990databuf$ = S T R IN G $(b yfecn f% ," ") 
lOOOOSYS & 4 0 3 4 0 ,& 0 0 ,& 0 9 ,m o d e %
1001 OSYS &40340,&00,&3F,&00,tad7o,sad7o,databuf$,bytecnt7o TO 
d07o,d 17o,d27o,d37o,d47o,databuf$,d67o.xcnt7o 
10020=LEFTS (data bufS ,xc  nt%)
10030
10040DEF PROCInputmenn(mode7o,nnemadr7o,bytecnt7o)
10050SYS &40340,&00,&09,mode7o
10060SYS &40340,&00,&37,&00,&00,&00,nnemadr7o,bytecnt7o
10070ENDPROC
10080
10090DEF PROCadrandinputmem(mode7o,tad7o,memadr7o,bytecnt7o) 
lOlOOSYS &40340,&00,&09,mode7o
101 lOSYS &40340,&00,&3D,&00,tad7o,&00,memadr7o,bytecnt7o
10120ENDPROC
10130
10140DEF PROCadrextandinputmem(mode7o,tad7o,sad7o,memadr7o,bytecnt7o)
10150SYS & 40340,&00,&09,m ode7o
10160SYS &40340,&00,&3F,&00,tad7o,sad7o,memadr7o,bytecnt7o
10170ENDPROC
10180
10190DEF FNservice_requested  
10200LOCAL d07o,d 1 % ,d2% ,d3% ,bussts% ,status%
1021 OSYS &40340,&00,&00 TO d07o,dl7o,d27o,d37o,bussts7o
10220IF (bussts7o AND &04) = 0 THEN status7o=FALSE ELSE status% = TRUE
10230=status7o
10240
10250DEF FNtalker
10260LOCAL d07o,d 17o,d27o,d37o,d47o,addsts7o,status7o 
10270SYS & 4 0 3 4 0 ,& 0 0 ,& 0 0  TO dO % ,d 1 % ,d 2% ,d 3% ,d 4% ,ad d sts%
10280IF (addsts7o AND &0A) = 0 THEN stqtus7o=FALSE ELSE status% = TRUE
10290=status7o
10300
10310DEF FNIistener
10320LOCAL d07o,d 1 % ,d 2% ,d 3% ,d4% ,add sts% ,s ta tu s%
10330SYS &40340,&00,&00 TO d07o,dl7o,d27o,d37o,d47o,addsts7o 
103401F (addsts7o AND &14) = 0 THEN status7o=FALSE ELSE status% = TRUE 
10350=status7o
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10360
10370DEF FNattention
10380LOC AL dO%,d 1 %.d2%,d3%,bussts%.sfafus%
10390SYS &40340,&00,&00 TO dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,bussfs%
10400IF (bussts7o AND 8c80) = 0 THEN status7o=FALSE ELSE statusT, = TRUE
10410=status7o
10420
10430DEF FNIocked_out
10440LOC AL dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,addsts%,sfafus%
10450SYS &40340,&00,&00 TO dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,addsfs%
104601F (addsts7o AND &40) = 0 THEN status%=FALSE ELSE statusT, = TRUE 
10470=status%
10480
10490DEF FNremote
10500LOC AL d07o,d 17o,d27o,d37o,d47o,addsts7o,status%
1051 OSYS &40340,&00,&00 TO dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,addsts%
10520IF (addsts7o AND &80) = 0 THEN status%=FALSE ELSE status% = TRUE
10530=status7o
10540
10550DEF FNdevice_cleared
10560LOCAL dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,d5%,devsts%,sfatus%
10570SYS &40340,&00,&00 TO dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,d5%,devsts%
10580IF (devsts7o AND &08) = 0 THEN status%=FALSE ELSE statusT, = TRUE 
10590=status%
10600
10610DEF FNtriggered
10620LOC AL dO%,d 17o,d27o,d37o,d47o,d57o,devsts%,status%
10630SYS &40340.&00,&00 TO dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,d5%,devsts%
10640IF (devsts7o AND &80) = 0 THEN status7o=FALSE ELSE status7o = TRUE 
10650=status7o 
10660
10670DEF FNinterface_c!eared
10680LOC AL dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,d5%,devsfs%,sfatus%
10690SYS &40340,&00,&00 TO dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,d5%,devsts%
10700IF (devsts7o AND &0100) = 0 THEN status%=FALSE ELSE sfafus% = TRUE
10710=status7o
10720
10730DEF FNsh_error
10740LOC AL d07o,d 17o,d27o,d37o,d47o,d57o,devsts%,status7o 
10750SYS &40340,&00,&00 TO dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%.d4%,d5%,devsfs%
10760IF (devsfs7o AND &4000) = 0 THEN sfatus7o=FALSE ELSE status% = TRUE
10770=status7o
10780
10790DEF FNcontroi!erJn_charge
10800LOCAL d07o,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,d5%,d6%,cfrlinchg%.sfatus%
1081 OSYS &40340,&00,&00 TO dO%,d 1 %,d2%,d3%,d4%,d5%,d6%,cfrlinchg%
10820IF (ctrlinchg% AND &FF) = 0 THEN status%=FALSE ELSE status% = TRUE
10830=status7o
10840
10850DEF FNsystem_controller 
10860LOC AL dO%,d 1 %,ma%
10870SYS &40340.&00,&02 TO dO%,dl%,ma%
10880IF (ma% AND &80) = 0 THEN sfafus%=FALSE ELSE statusT, = TRUE
10890=status7o
10900
10910DEF FNinitialised
10920=TRUE
10930
10940DEF FNaddress 
10950LOC AL dO%,d 1 %,ma%
10960SYS &40340,&00,&02 TO dO%,dl%.ma%
10970=(ma% AND & IF)
10980
10990DEFPROCmake_array
1 lOOOFOR IK7o=l TO 50 1101 ODAT(IK%, 1 )=50'SIN(2'PrIK%/100)
11020DAT(IK7o,2)=50*SIN((2'PnK7o/100)+0.5)
11030DAT(IK7o,3)=50*SIN((2*Pi'IK7o/100)+1 )
11040DAT(IK7o,4)=50*SIN((2'PriK7o/100)+l .5)
11050DAT(IK%,5)=50*SIN((2'PriK7o/100)+2)
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1060DAT(IK7o,6)=50*SIN((2*PriK7o/100)+2.5)
1070NEXT IK7o 
1080ENDPROC
1090DEFPROCcreatedialogbox 1 (txfS)
1100diaiogboxl7o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002;Dialog")
11 lO dbl licon7o=FNIcon(dialogboxl7o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0) 
n  20db 12icon7o=FNIcon(diaiogbox 1 %,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,text 1 %,-1 ,&20)
1130ENDPROC 
1140:
1150DEFPROCcreatedialogbox2(txt$)
1160dialogbox27o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog")
1170db21 icon%=FNicon(dlalogbox27o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0)
1180db22icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox27o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",text27o,-1 ,&20)
1190ENDPROC
1200:
121 ODEFPROCcreatedlalogbox3(txt$)
1220dlalogbox37o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog")
1230db31icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox37o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0)
1240db32icon7o=FNicon(dlalogbox37o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,",text37o,-l,&20)
1250ENDPROC
1260:
1270DEFPROCcreatedlalogbox4(txt$)
1280dialogbox47o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog")
1290db41icon7o=FNIcon(dialogbox47o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0)
1300db42icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox47o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",text47o,-l,&20)
1310ENDPROC
1320:
1330DEFPROCcreatedlalogbox5(txt$)
1340dialogbox57o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog")
1350db51icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox57o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0)
1360db52lcon7o=FNicon(dialogbox57o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",text5%,-l,&20)
1370ENDPROC
1380:
1390DEFPROCcreatedialogbox6(txt$)
140Udialogbox67o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog")
1410db61icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox67o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0) 
1420db62icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox67o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",text67o,-l,&20)
1430ENDPROC 11440:
1450DEFPROCcreatedialogbox7(txt$)
1460dialogbox77o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,’Dialog") 
1470db71icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox77o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$ ,0,0,0) 
1480db72icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox77o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",text77o,-l,&20)
1490ENDPROC
1500:
151 ODEFPROCcreatedialogbox8(txt$)
1520dialogbox87o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog") 
1530db81icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox87o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0)
1540db82icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox87o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",text87o,-1 ,&20)
1550ENDPROC
1560:
1570DEFPROCcreatedialogbox9(txt$)
1580dialogbox97o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog") 
1590db91icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox97o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0)
1600db92icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox97o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",text97o,-1 ,&20)
1610ENDPROC
1620:
1630DEFPROCcreatedlalogbox 10(txt$)
1640dialogbox 107o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog")
1650dbl01icon7o=FNIcon(dialogboxl07o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$,0,0,0)
1660dbl02icon7o=FNicon(dialogboxl07o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",textl07o,-l,&20)
1670ENDPROC
1680:
1690DEFPROCcreatedialogboxl 1 (txtS)
1700dialogboxl 1 %=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002 ,"Dialog")
1710dbl 1 licon7o=FNIcon(dlalogboxl 1 %,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$ ,0,0,0)
1720dbl 12lcon7o=FNicon(dialogboxl 17o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",textl 1%,-1,&20) 
1730ENDPROC
1732DEFPROCcreatedialogboxl8(txt$)
1733dialogboxl87o=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog")
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11734db 181 icon7o=FNicon(dlalogbox 187o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$ ,0,0,0)
11735dbl82icon7o=FNIcon(dialogboxl87o,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"“,textl87o,-l,&20)
11736ENDPROC
11737:
11738DEFPROCcreatedialogboxl9(txt$)
11739dialogbox 19%=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002."Dialog")
11740dbl 91 icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox 19% ,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,fxt$,0,0,0)
11741 db 192icon7o=FNicon(dialogbox 19%,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",texf 19%,-1 ,&20)
11742ENDPROC
11743:
11744DEFPROCcreatedialogbox20(txt$)
11745dialogbox20%=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog")
11746db201 icon%=FNicon(dlalogbox207o,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$ ,0,0,0)
11747db202icon%=FNicon(dlalogbox20%,20,-2*52,476,48,&800F53D,"",text20%,-l ,&20) 
11748ENDPROC 
11749:
11750DEFPROCcreatediaiogbox21 (txtS)
11751 dialogbox21 %=FNcreate(0,0,500,100,0,0,&84000002,"Dialog") 
11752db211icon%=FNicon(dialogbox21%,20,-52,476,48,&800B43D,txt$ ,0,0,0)
11753db212icon%=FNicon(dialogbox21 %,20,-2'52,476,48,&800F53D,"",fexf 21 %,-1 ,&20)
11754ENDPROC
11755:
11758DEFPROCdraw3(xO%,yO%)
11760@%=&20206 
11770MOVE xO%,yO%-18 
11780PRINT TIMES
11790@%=&00004:PRINT "Point ";Buffer%;
11800@%=&00004:PRINT TAB(12);"RecNo ";RecNo%;
11810@%=&20105:PRINT TAB(23);"SIG=";SIG;TAB(34);"MPa T=";TM;TAB(46);" C P=";P;TAB(57);"MPa 
PH20=";PH20;TAB(72);"MPa"
11820:
11830@%=&10
11840ENDPROC
11850:
11860DEFPROCupdate(tiandle%,iliandle%)
11870block%!0=liandle%:block%!4=itiandle%
11880SYS "Wimp_GetlconState"„block%
11890lconstate%=(block%l24)DIV(2A21 )MOD&4 
11910ENDPROC 
11920:DEFPROCreset_accept 
11930block%!0=wtiandle%:block%!4=i5liandle%
11940SYS "Wimp_GetlconState"„block%
11950lblock%24=block%!0-2A21
11960ENDPROC
11962:
11963DEFPROCpremaset 
11964PROCadrandoutput(0,7,"A0")
11965PROCadrandoutput(0,7,"Rl")
11967PROCadrandoutput(0,7,"Tl")
11968PROCadrandoutput(0,7,"L0")
11969PRGCadrandoutput(0,7,"S0")
11970ENDPROC
11971:
11978DEFPROCgetdata
11980IF time3%> 100000 AND filesave%=l AND logger%=l PROCfilesave 
11981 IF time3%> 100000 time4%=TIME 
11982time3%=TIME-time4%
11985IFselectoi%=l ENDPROC 
11986IFIogger%=l KNT%=RecNo%:GOTO 11989 
11987KNT%=KNT%+1 
11988IF KNT%>4999 KNT%=KNT%-4999 
11989PROCget_instron 
11991DAT(KNT%,7)=0
11993IF logger%=l AND TIME>=time2% DAT(KNT%,7)= 1
:RecNo%=RecNo%+1 :time2%=TIME+interval:PROCtrack 
12000DAT(KNT%, 1 )=(-buffer( 10,1 ))'5-220 
12010DAT(KNT%,2)=-buffer( 10,2)
12012DAT(KNT%,3)=-buffer( 10,3)*MF:GOTO 12020 
12020 PROCconvert_time:DAT(KNT%,6)=Ctime%
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12025p rem $= F N ad ran d in p u t( 1,7,255)
12026serdat=V A L(prem $)* 1000
12030 IFchan7o=l DAT(KNT%,4)=serdat:DAT(KNT%,5)=DAT(KNT7o-l ,5):DAT(KNT%,8)=DAT(KNT7o-l ,8) 
12032IFchan%=2 DAT(KNT%,5)=serdat:DAT(KNT7o,4)=DAT(KNT7o-l,4);DAT(KNT%,8)=DAT(KNT7o-l,8)
12033IFchan7o=3 DAT(KNT%,8)=serdat:DAT(KNT%,4)=DAT(KNT7o-l ,4):DAT(KNT%,5)=DAT(KNT7o-l ,5)
12034IFchan% =4 DAT(KNT%,4)=DAT(KNT%-1,4):DAT(KNT%,5)=DAT(KNT7o- 
1,5):DAT(KNT7o,8)=DAT(KNT7o-l ,8)
120361F ch an % =4 chon% =0  
12038chan7o=chan% +1
12 0 4 2 P R O C a d ra n d o u tp u t(0 ,1 ,STR$(chan7o+8))
12055Buffer%=KNT7o
120601F zeroset7o=l PROCfind_zero
12065TM=20+DAT(KNT7o,4)/.0413;REM this line for b ase  m e ta l th erm ocou p les  
12066GOTO12080
120701F DAT(KNT%,4)<2 TM=20+125*DAT(KNT%,4) ELSE TM =50.79+117.63*DAT(KNT%,4)-
3.13‘ (DAT(KNT7o,4))A2+0.07*(DAT(KNT7o,4))A3:REM TM IS TEMP DEG C, ROOM TEMP ASSUMED 
20 0
12080P=(DAT(KNT7o,5)-1.737)/0.0155:REM P IN M P a  
12085PH2O=(DAT(KNT7o,8)-.06)‘ 36.97:REM In M P a  
12090ENDPROC 
12100 :
12110DEFPRO Cupdate_displays  
12120 P R O C g ra fu p d a te
12130REM SYS "Wimp_ForceRedraw',whandle7o,FN'CVX(KNT7o-('LX/40)),-800,FN'CVX(KNT7o),0 
12134SYS ’Wlmp_ForceRedraw",dahandle7o,0,-80,1200,-40 
12140block7o!0=dahandle7o:block7o!4=Ylhandle7o:block7ol8=0:block7o!12=0 
12150$textl 27o=LEFT$(STR$(DAT(KNT7o,l )),7)
12160SYS "W im p_SetlconState“„block7o
12170block%!0=dahandle7o:block7o!4=Y2handle7o:block7o!8=0:block7o! 12=0:$text 13%=LEFT$(STR$(D 
AT(KNT%,2)),7)
12180SYS "W im p_SetlconState"„block7o
12190block%!0=dahandle7o:block7o!4=Y3handle7o:block7o!8=0:block%ll2=0:$textl47o=LEFT$(STR$(D
AT(KNT7o,3)),7)
12200SYS "W im p_SetlconState"„block7o
12210block7ol0=dahandle7o:block7o!4=Y4handle7o:block7ol8=0:block7o!12=0:$textl57o=LEFT$(STR$(D
AT(KNT7o,4)),7)
12220SYS "W im p_SetlconState'„block7o
12230block7o!0=dahandle7o:block7o!4=Y5handle7o:block7o!8=0:block7o! 12=0:$text 167o=LEFT$(STR$(D 
AT(KNT%,5)),7)
12240SYS “W im p_SetlconState"„block7o
12250block%!0=dahandle%:block7ol4=Y6handle%:block%l8=0:block%! 12=0:$textl7%=LEFT$(STR$(D 
AT(KNT7o,8)),7)
12260SYS "W im p_SetlconState"„block7o  
12270ENDPROC  
12280D E FP R O C grafupdate
12285IF logger7o=l A N D  zerorec7o>0 A N D  selector7o=0 PRO C realtim eprocess
12287IF strcon<1000 A N D  logger7o=l A N D  zerorec7o>0 A N D  selector% =0 PROCstresscontrol
12290block7o!0=whandle7o
12295PROCgetorigin(block7o,x07o,y07o)
12300block7o!4=0:REM FN'CVX(KNT7o-('LX/40))
12310block7o!8=-1600
12320block7ol 12=2000:REM FN'CVX(KNT%+('LX/40))
12330block7o!16=0
12340SYS "W lm p_UpdateW indow "„block7o TO m ore%
12350WHILE m ore%
12355PROCgetorigln(block7o,x07o,y07o)
12400xp7o=FN'CVX(KNT7o)
1241 Oyp 17o=FN'C VY(DAT(KNT7o, 1 ))
12420y p27o=FN 'C  VY(DAT(KNT7o,2))
12430yp37o=FN 'C  VY(DAT(KNT7o,3))
12440yp47o=FN 'C  VY(DAT(KNT7o,4))
12450y p57o=FN 'C  VY(DAT(KNT7o,5))
12460yp67o=FN'CVY(DAT(KNT7o,8))
12470IF yl7o=l THEN SYS "Wimp_SetColour",l l:PROCplot(xp7o,ypl7o)
124801F y27o=l THEN SYS "W im p_SetColour", 10:PRO Cplot(xp% ,yp2% )
124901F y37o=l THEN SYS "Wimp_SetColour",8:PROCplot(xp7o,yp37o)
125001F y47o=l THEN SYS “Wlmp_SetColour",9:PROCplot(xp7o,yp47o)
12510IF y57o=l THEN SYS "Wimp_SetColour",15:PROCplot(xp7o,yp57o)
125201F y67o=l THEN SYS "Wimp_SetColour",14:PROCplot(xp%,yp67o)
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12530SYS "Wimp_GetRectangle"„block7o TO more%
12540ENDWHILE 
12550ENDPROC 
12560DEFPROCplot(A,B)
12565 DTA=0
12570MOVEA-DTA,B:DRAWA+DTA,B 
12580MOVEA,B-DTA:DRAWA,B+DTA 
12590ENDPROC 
12600:
1261 ODEFPROCresetarray 
12630FOR KT7o=0 TO KNT%
12640FOR IJ7o=l TO 8 
12650DAT(KT7o,IJ7o)=0 
12660NEXT IJ%
12670NEXT KT%
12680KNT7o=0
12700SYS "Wimp_ForceRedraw",whandle7o,0,-1600,2000,0
12705RecNo7o=0
12710ENDPROC
12720:
12730DEFPROCpointer
12740REM constd7o=0:constE7o=l :constS%=0
12750IF constd7o=l AND SM$="constD" THEN lptr%=l:ENDPROC
12760IFconstE7o=l AND SM$="constE" THEN Iptr%=l:ENDPROC
12770IF constS7o=l AND SM$="constS“ THEN !ptr%=l:ENDPROC
12780ENDPROC
12790:
12800DEFPROCmenu3boxes
12810menu37ol(32)=dialogbox57o:menu37ol(32+24)=dialogbox67o 
12820menu37ol(32+48)=dialogbox77o:menu37o!(32+72)=dialogbox8%
12830menu37ol(32+96)=diaiogbox9%:menu37ol(32+120)=dialogboxl 0%
12840ENDPROC
12850:
12860DEFPROCfilesave 
12880CLOSE#0
12890file=OPENOUT($text 10%)
12900REM send header data 
12910FOR LM7o=l TO KNT%
12920FOR JK7o=l TO 8 
12930PRINT#file,DAT(LM7o,JK7o)
12940NEXT JK%
12950NEXT LM%
12960CLOSE#file
12970VDU7
12980ENDPROC
12990:
13030
13100DEFPROCIoader
1311 Oinfile7o=OPENIN($text 10%)
13111 IFappend7o=l GOTO 13130
13120KNT7o=0
13130REPEAT
13140KNT7o=KNT7o+l
13150FOR JK7o=l TO 8
13160INPUT#infile7o,DAT(KNT7o,JK7o)
13170NEXT JK7o 
13180DAT(KNT7o,7)=l 
13190UNTIL EOF#lnfile7o 
13195RecNo7o=KNT7o 
13200CLOSE#infile7o 
13205PROCorderrecs 
13210ENDPROC 
13220:
13230DEFPROCconvert_time 
13232Ctime$=TIME$
13234T1 $=RIGHT$(Ctime$,2)
13236T2$=MID$(Ctime$,20,2)
13238T3$=MID$(Ctime$.17,2)
13240T4$=MID$(Ctime$,5,2)
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13242T5$=MiD$(Ctime$,8,3)
13244IF T5$=’Jan“ T6$="0r 
132461F T5$=Feb" T5$="02"
13248IF T5$=*Mar" T5$="03"
132501F T5$="Apr" T5$="04"
13252IF T5$="May" T5$="05"
13254IFT5$="Jun"T5$="06"
13256IFT5$="Jul" T5$="07"
13258IF T5$='Aug* T5$='08"
13260IFT5$='Sep" T5$=W  
13262IF T5$="Oct" T5$="10"
13264IFT5$="Nov" T5$="l V  
13266IF T5$="Dec" T5$="12"
13270Ctime$=T5$+T4$+T3$+T2$+Tl$
13280Ctime7o=VAL(Ctime$)
13320ENDPROC
13330:
13350:
13360:
13370:
13380:
13400:
1341 ODEFPROCscrnsove 
13420OSCLI "SCREENSAVE S"+$textlO%
13425VDU7
13430ENDPROC
13440:
13450DEFPROCfind_zero
13460REM FINDS MOUSE COORDINATES CORRESPONDING TO PRESSING SELECT BUHON 
13470REPEAT
13475block7oi0=whandle7o 
13480SYS "Wimp_GetPointerlnfo"„block%
13490but7o=block7ol8
13494mX7o=block7oi0:mY7o=block%!4 :REM MOUSE COORDINATES 
13500UNTIL but% oO  :REM UNTIL ANY BUTTON IS PRESSED 
13505VDU4:PRINT mX%;" ";mY%:VDU5
1351 OIF block%i 160-1 Zflag%=0 ELSE Zflag%=l:REM INVALID IF PRESSED OUTSIDE WORK AREA
13540ENDPROC
13550:
13560DEFPROCmarkzero 
13565zerorec7o=Prec7o 
13570SYS"Wimp_SetColour",l 1
13580DTA=4:MOVExpos7o-DTA,ypos%:DRAWxpos7o+DTA,ypos7o:MOVExpos7o,ypos%-
DTA:DRAWxpos7o,ypos7o+DTA
13600ENDPROC
13610:
13700DEFPROCmotor_on(sense%)
13705PROCadrandoutput(0,15/0300,1 “)
1371 OPROCadrandouf put(0,15,'C 1,0")
13720PROCadrandouf put (0,15,"C2,1,0")
13730IF sense7o=l PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C4,l,-.35"):REM SET RAMP AMPLITUDE TO BE .35 OF 
FULL SCALE, I.E. 17mm 
13733IF sense7o=-l PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C4,l,.35“) 
13735tt=VAL($text57o):rate=ABS(tt)/3000:rate$=STR$(rate)
13740PROCadrandoufput(0,15,'C6,1 ,'+rate$):REM SET RAMP RATE AS FRACTION OF FULL SCALE 
PER SECOND 
13750PROCadrandoutpuf(0,15,"C300,1 ')
13760PROCadrandoutput(0,15,’C 1,1")
13770ENDPROC
13780:
13790DEFPROCmotor_off 
13795PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C300,1 ")
13800PROCadrandoutput(0,15 /C  1,0")
13810ENDPROC
13820:
13840DEFPROCset_limits
13850 ENDPROC
13851 mind=VAL($text217o):mind=mind/50:mind$=STR$(mind) 
13852maxd=VAL($textl97o):maxd=maxd/50:maxd$=STR$(maxd)
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13853minf=VAL($textl 8%):minf=mlnf/50:minf$=STR$(mlnf) 
13854maxf=VAL($text20%):maxf=maxf/50:maxf$=STR$(maxf) 
13860PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C326,0");REM UNLOCK ALL LIMITS 
13880PROCadrandoutput(0,15;C122,l,0,"+mlnd$):REM SET MIN LIMIT THRESHOLD 
13882PROCadrandoutput(0,15;C122,2,0;+nninf$):REM SET MIN LIMIT THRESHOLD 
13890PROCadrandoutput(0J5;C123,l ,0,D:REM SET MIN LIMIT ACTION (d) TO ACTUATOR OFF 
13892PROCadrandoutput(0,15;Cl23,2,0,1");REM SET MIN LIMIT ACTION (f) TO ACTUATOR OFF 
13900PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C 121,1,0,1 "):REM ARM MIN LIMIT (dispi)
13901 PROCadrandoutput(0,15,'C 121,2,0,D:REM ARM MIN LIMIT (force) 
13920PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C122,l,l,"+maxd$):REM SET MAX LIMIT THRESHOLD 
1392 lPROCadrandoutput(0,15,"Cl 22,2, l,"+maxf$):REM SET MAX LIMIT THRESHOLD 
13922PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C123,2,l ,1"):REM SET MAX LIMIT ACTION TO ACTUATOR OFF 
13930PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C 123,1,1,1 "):REM SET MAX LIMIT ACTION TO ACTUATOR OFF 
13940PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C121,l,l,r):REM ARM MAX LIMIT (dIspI) 
13942PROCadrandoutput(0,16,"C121,2,l,r):REM ARM MAX LIMIT (force) 
13950PROCadrandoutput(0,15,“C326,r):REM LOCK ALL LIMITS 
13960ENDPROC 
13970:
14000DEFPROCunsetJimlts 
14005ENDPROC
1401 OPROCadrandoutpuf(0,15,"C326,0"):REM UNLOCK ALL LIMITS 
14020REM disarm all limits 
14030PROCadrandoutput(0,15,'C 121,1,0,0")
14040PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C 121,1,1,0")
14050PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C 121,2,0,0")
14060PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C 121,2,1,0")
14070ENDPROC
14080:
14100 DEFPROCread_serial 
14110LOCAL X$,XY$
14120"FX7,7
14130'FX8,7
14140*FX2,1
14150*FX21,1
14160"FX3,6
14170INPUT XY$
14180‘ FX3
14190X$=MID$(XY$,4,5)
14200serdat=VAL(X$)
14205IF MID$(XY$,2,1)="-" serdat=-serdat
14210'FX3,0
14220‘ FX21,1
14230"FX2
14240ENDPROC
14250:
14260DEFPROCFIN
14270VDU26
14280*FX3,0
14290*FX21,1
14300'FX2
14310CLOSE#0
14320ENDPROC
14330:
14335DEFPROCfind_rec 
14338sKNT%=sKNT%+1 
14339block%!0=whandle7o 
14340SYS"Wimp_GetWindowlnfo"„block7o 
14344PROCgetorigin(block7o,x0%,y07o)
14350grad=(FN'CVX('LX)-FN'CVX('SX))/('LX-'SX)
14365 Prec7o=((x7o-FN'CVX('SX))/grad)+'SX
14370block7ol0=whandle7o:block7o!4=Y7handle7o:block%l8=0:block%l 12=0 
14380$text227o="Rec "+STR$(Prec%)
14390SYS"Wimp_SetlconState"„block7o 
14392IF Prec7o<0 Prec%=0 
14395yp%=FN'C VY(DAT(Prec%,3))
14397SYS"Wimp_SetColour",l 1
14398DAT(Prec7o,7)=2:REM marks selected point for processing 
14399IF relax7o=l DAT(Prec%,7)=3:SYS"Wimp_SetColour",15:relax%=0
14400DTA=4:MOVEx7o-DTA,yp%:DRAWx7o+DTA,yp7o:MOVEx7o,yp7o-DTA:DRAWx7o,yp7o+DTA
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14405REM Augment DATsQ array 
14407DATs(sKNT7o, 1 )=DAT(Prec%, 1 )
14409DATs(sKNT7o,2)=DAT(Prec7o,2)
14411 DATs(sKNT7o,3)=DAT(Prec7o,3)
14413DATs(sKNT7o,4)=D AT(Prec7o,4)
14415DATs(sKNT7o,5)=DAT(Prec7o,5)
14417DATs(sKNT7o,6)=DAT(Prec7o,6)
14419DATs(sKNT7o,8)=DAT(Prec7o,7)
14421 DATs(sKNT7o,7)=DAT(Prec7o,8)
14500ENDPROC
14510:
14550DEFPROCprint_data 
14560:
14570ENDPROC
14580:
14600DEFPROCIistout
14605CLS
1461 OREM prepares processed data for listing and printing
146201F printer7o=l VDU2 ELSE VDU3
14630TX6
14640FOR ll7o=l TO 100:PRINT 11%; " HELLO WORLD":NEXT 11%
14700ENDPROC
14790VDU3:printer7o=0
14800ENDPROC
14900:
1491 ODEFPROCsavetextf lie 
14915ATiME7o=DATs(3,6)
14917PROCseconds 
14918ATIM07o=ATIME7o 
14920Tfile=OPENOUT($text 107o+"t")
14930BPUT#Tfile;File "+$text 10%
14940BPUT#Tfile/Length "+CHR$(9)+$text8%+CHR$(9);
14950BPUT#Tfile/Diameter "+CHR$(9)+$text9%+CHR$(9);
14951BPUT#Tfile,"Disp.rate "+CHR$(9)+$text5%
14962BPUT#!file,“ Dispi."+CHR$(9)+- Ext.Force'+CHR$(9)+" lnt.Force"+CHR$(9)+“ Temp 
mV"+CHR$(9)+“ Press mV"+CHR$(9)+" time s'+CHR$(9)+" Pore P.mV"+CHR$(9)+" 
marker"+CHR$(9)+" T. deg C'+CHR$(9)+" P(MPa)'+CHR$(9)+" PH20(MPa)’+CHR$(9); 
14953BPUT#Tfile/ Strain%"+CHR$(9)+" Stress MPa"+CHR$(9)+" Str.Rate/s"
14960FOR KTR%=3 TO Nrecs%
14962ATIME7o=DATs(KTR%,6)
14964PROCseconds
14966DATs(KTR7o,6)=ATIME7o-ATIM07o:REM now is elapsed time 
14970FOR KH7o=l TO 14 
14980AS$=STR$(DATs(KTR7o,Kn7o))
14990BPUT#Tfile,AS$+CHR$(9);
15000NEXT KTT%
1501 OBPUT#Tfile,CHR$( 10);
15020NEXT KTR%
15030CLOSE#Tfile
15035VDU7
15040ENDPROC
15050:
15060DEFPROCseconds
15070REM to convert time to elapsed seconds 
15080MON7o=ATIME7oDIVl 00000000 
15090DAY7o=(ATIME7oMOD 100000000)DI V 1000000 
151 OOHR7o=(ATIME7oMOD 1000000)DI V 10000 
1511 OMIN7o=(ATIME7oMOD 10000)DIV100 
15120SEC7o=ATIME7oMOD 100 
15130IF MON7o=01 THEN MON%=0 
15140IF MON7o=02 THEN MON%=2678400 
15150IF MON%=03 THEN MON%=5097600 
15160IF MON7o=04 THEN MON%=8568000 
15170IF MON7o=05 THEN MON%=10368000 
15180IF MON7o=06 THEN MON%= 13046400 
15190IF MON7o=07 THEN MON%= 15638400 
152001F MON7o=08 THEN MON%= 18316800 
1521 OIF MON7o=09 THEN MON%=20995200 
152201F MON7o=10THEN MON%=23587200
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152301F MON7o=l 1 THEN MON%=26265600 
15240IF MON7o=12 THEN MON7o=28857600 
15250REM total elapsed seconds are :
15260ATIME7o=SEC7o+MIN7o*60+HR7o*3600+DAY7o‘ 86400+MON7o
15270ENDPROC
15280:
15300DEFPROCprocess_data 
1531 OREM initial values 
15320FGZ=DATs(3,3):DZ=DATs(3,l )
15330len=VAL($text87o):dia=VAL($text97o):DRATE=VAL($text57o)
15340area0=(Pr(dia/2)A2)/1000000: REM in square metres 
15350REM convert time for tO 
15360ATIME7o=DATs(3,6)
15370PROCseconds 
15380t07o=ATIME7o
15390REM ctr% is counter for times round stress/strain loop 
15400ctr%=0
1541 OREM dct% is counter for array of selected datapoints
15420dct7o=2
15430REPEAT
15435 IF DATs(dct7o+l,8) <2 OR DATs(dct%,8) >4 GOTO 15475
154401F DATs(dct%+l,8)=2 PROCstressstrainloop
15445IF DATs(dct%,8)=4 VDU7: ENDPROC
15450IF DATs(dct%,8)=3 PROCrelax
15470UNTIL DATs(dct%,8)=4
15475VDU7
15477process7o=0
15480ENDPROC
15490:
15500DEFPROCstressstrainloop 
1551 Octr%=ctr%+1 
15520REPEAT 
15530dct7o=dct7o+1 
15540FG=(DATs(dct%,3)-FGZ)
15550TM=(DATs(dct7o,4)/.0413)+20 
15560P=(D ATs(dct%,5)-1.737)/ .0155 
15570PH20=(3504*DATs(dct7o,7)-7394)/145 
15580FKN=(.9479-.0000196'TM)'(FG)-.0011 48*(FG)A2 
15590MDISPL=(.0166-.000000rTM)*(FKN)-.0000r(5.34-.00165"TM)*(FKN)A2- 
FKN*(.000725*( 1 +.000006‘TM))
15600ATIME7o=DATs(dct%,6)
1561 OPROCseconds 
15620ELTIME7o=ATIME7o-t07o
15623IFdct%=3 GOTO 15630:REM because DRATE yet indeterminate from next line
15625DRATE=60’ (DATs(dct7o,l)-DZ)/(10*ELTIME7o):REM +ve for compression
15630STRAIN= 100‘ ((ELTIME7o’ DRATE/60)-(MDISPL))/len
15635 Cjack=0:REM is expressed as MPa on specimen
15640STRESS=((FKN/1000)/(( 1 +(STRAIN/100))*area0))-Cjack
15650IF dct%=3 EDOT=0:GOTO 15670
15655 IF ELTIME7o=PELTIME7o EDOT=0:GOTO 15670
15660EDOT=(STRAIN-PSTRAIN)/( 100'(ELTIME%-PELTIME%))
15670:
15680REM Assign output values 
15690DATs(dct7o,9)=TM 
15700DATs(dct%,10)=P 
1571 ODATs(dct%, 11 )=PH20 
15720DATs(dct%, 12)=STRAIN 
15730DATs(dct%, 13)=STRESS 
15740DATs(dct7o, 14)=EDOT
15750PSTRAIN=STRAIN:PELTIME7o=ELTIME%:PFKN=FKN 15760UNTIL DATs(dct%,8)<>2 
15763 sts=INKEY(100)
15765VDU7
15770ENDPROC
15780:
15800DEFPROCrelax /
15810REPEAT 
15820dct%=dct7o+l 
15850FG=(DATs(dct7o,3)-FGZ)
15860TM=(DATs(dct7o,4)/.0413)+20
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15870P=(DATs(dct%.5)-1.737)/.0155 
15880PH20=(3504*DATs(dct%,7)-7394)/145 
15890FKN=(.9479-.0000196’TM)*(FG)-.001148’ (FG)A2
15900MDISPL=(.0166-.000000rTM)*(FKN)-.0000r(5.34-.00165*TM)*(FKN)A2- 
FKN*(.000725*(1 +.000006*TM))
15905IF track7o=l MDISPL=MDISPL-FKN*.0026
15910PMDISPL=(.0166-.000000rTM)*(PFKN)-.0000r(5.34-.00165*TM)*(PFKN)A2- 
PFKN*(.000725*( 1 +.000006'TM))
15915IF track%=l PMDISPL=PMDISPL-FKN‘ .0026 
15920ATIME7o=DATs(dct7o,6)
15930PROCseconds 
15940ELTIME7o=ATIME7o-t0%
15950DTIM E7o=ELTI M E7o-PELTI ME%
15960DDISPLM=ABS(MDISPL-PMDISPL)
15970DDISPLS=(FKN-PFKN)*len’ ( 1 -
PSTRAIN/100)/(30000000*area0*( 1+PSTRAIN/100)) 15980STRAIN= 100*(len-(( 1 - 
PSTRAIN/100)‘ len-ABS(DDISPLM)-ABS(DDISPLS)))/len 
15985STRESS=((FKN/1000)/(( 1 +(STRAIN/100))*areaO))-Cjack 
15990EDOT=(ABS(DDISPLM)+ABS(DDISPLS))/(len*(DTIME7o+l))
16000:
1601 OREM assign output values 
16020DATs(dct7o,9)=TM 
16030DATs(dct%,10)=P 
16040DATs(dct%, 11 )=PH20 
16050DATs(dct7o, 12)=STRAIN 
16060DATs(dct%, 13)=STRESS 
16070DATs(dct%, 14)=EDOT
16080PSTRAIN=STRAIN:PELTIME7o=ELTIME7o:PFKN=FKN 
16090UNTIL DATs(dct7o,8)<>3 
16095SOUND 1,-15,150,4 
16100ENDPROC 
16110:
16140:
16150DEFPROConlinereport
16152ENDPROC: REM proc not finished yet
16155REM to read the 3 instron channels as live, one shot reports
16160REPEAT
16170data$="nodota"
16180REPEAT
16190PROCadrandoutput(0,l 5,"C901,0,2,0,1")
16200PROCadrandoutput(0,15,’C901,1,2,0,2")
16210PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C901,2,2,0,3")
16220devicestatus7o=FNseriaLpoll( 15)
16230PROCbinpoll 
16240UNTILBITSET(4)=1 
16250PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"Q902")
16260data$=FNadrandinput( 1,15,248)
16270R27o=0:R37o=0
16280REM Decompose string into 3 values 
16290Rl=VAL(LEFT$(data$,l 1))
16300FOR RT7o=l TO LEN(dataS)
163101F R27o>l GOTO
16320IF MID$(data$,RT7o,l)=","AND R2%=0 THEN R2%=RT%+l:GOTO 
163301F MID$(data$,RT7o,l)=","AND R3%=0 THEN R3%=RT%+1 
16340NEXT RT%
16350R2=VAL(MID$(data$,R27o,l 1 ))
16360R3=VAL(MID$(data$ ,R37o, 11 ))
16370REM R1,R2, AND R3 ARE THE VALUES OF THE 3 INSTRON CHANNELS
16380IF ABS(R3-zeroload)>=l hit%=l ELSE hit%=0
163901F hit%=l PROCmotor_off
16400DAT(KNT7ol)=Rl
16410startdispl=Rl
16420:
16430:
17000DEFPROCshowrec 
17010block7o!0=whandle7o 
17020SYS"Wimp_GetWindowlnfo"„block7o 
17030PROCgetorigin(block7o,x07o,y07o)
17040grad=(FN'CVX('LX)-FN'CVX('SX))/CLX-'SX)
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17050 Prec7o=((x7o-FN'CVX('SX))/grad)+'SX
17060block%!0=whandle7o:block7oi4=Y7handle%:block7o!8=0;block7o! 12=0 
17070$text227o="Rec "+STR$(Prec%)
17080SYS"Wimp_SetlconState"„block7o 
17090IF Prec7o<0 Prec%=0 
17095xpos%=x7o
17096ypos7o=FN'CVY(DAT(Prec7o,3))
17100ENDPROC
17110:
17120:
17300DEFPROCrealtimeprocess 17310FGZ=DAT(zerorec%,3) 
17320len=VAL($text87o):dia=VAL($text97o):DRATE=VAL($text57o)
17330area0=(Pr(dia/2)A2)/1000000: REM In square metres 
17340ATIME7o=DAT(zerorec7o,6)
17350PROCseconds 
17360t07o=ATIME7o 
17370FG=(DAT(KNT7o,3)-FGZ)
17380FKN=(.9479-.0000196*TM)‘ (FG)-.001148*(FG)A2 
17390MDISPL=(.0166-.0000001 'TM)'(FKN)-.00001 '(5.34-.00165"TM)'(FKN)A2- 
FKN*(.000725*( 1 +.000006*TM))
17400DISPL=(DAT(KNT7oJ)-DAT(zerorec7o,l))/10:REM DISPL in mm 
1741 OCDISPL=DiSPL-MDiSPL 
17420STRAIN=(CDISPL/len)‘  100 
17430Cjack=0
17440SIG=((FKN/1000)/(( 1 +(STRAIN/100))*area0))-Cjack 
17445rtprocess7o= 1 
17450ENDPROC
17460:17470DEFPROCstresscontrol
17500 IF dead l>=dead2 dead2=deadl +.001
17501ATIME7o=DAT(KNT7o,6):PROCseconds:t07o=ATIME7o
17503 IF rtprocess%=0 ENDPROC:REM prevents access to  stress control unless rtprocess has been 
accesed first 
17505IF c re e p % o l AND creepflag%=l
PROCadrandoutput(0,15/C300,1 "):creepflag%=0: ENDPROC 
1751 OIF track%=l O R cre e p % o l ENDPROC 
17520REMcalculate desired internal load from realtime
stress 17530DKN=strcon* 1000*( 1 +(STRAIN/100))*area0
17531 IF DKN<FKN AND loaded%=l creepflag%=l:ENDPROC
17532 IF DKN<FKN AND loaded%=0 
PROCmotor_off:PDISPL=CDISPL:ATIME7o=DAT(KNT7o,6):PROCseconds:PTIME7o=ATIME%:creep 
flag%= 1 :loaded%= 1 :ENDPROC
17533 IF FKN<(DKN-dead2) AND loaded%=0 AND $text5%oinitsp$ THEN $text5%=initsp$: GOTO 
17550: REM if load drops too low because motor cant keep up, revert to  initial loading 
configuration
17534IF FKN<(DKN-dead2) AND loaded%=l $text5%=initsp$: loaded%=0: GOTO 17550: REM if load 
drops too low, revert to initial loading configuration
17535 IF DKN>=FKN AND DKN<=(FKN+deadl) creepflag%= 1 :ENDPROC
17536 IF FKN<(DKN-deadl) AND loaded%=0:creepflag%=l :ENDPROC: REM prevents interruption 
of motor during initial loading
17537 rlxrate=ABS(ABS(CDISPL)-ABS(PDISPL))/ABS(l+t07o-PTIME7o):REM in mm/sec
17545 $text5%=STR$(rlxrate*60*multip):REM sets new motor rate in mm/min ATTHE RELAXATION 
RATE • MULTIPLIER 
17550 PROCmotor_on(l):loaded%=0 
17575creepflag7o= 1 
17580ENDPROC 
17590:
17600:
17610DEFPROCtrack
176201F track7ool AND trakflag%=l PROCadrandoutput(0,15,"C300,1 "):trakflag%=0
17630IFtrack7oOl OR creep%=l ENDPROC
17640REM IF track%=l AND trak flag% o l PROCmotor_off
17650IF strcon<1000 ENDPROC
17660frac=-ABS((DAT(KNT7o,3)-fgofset)*MF)/100
17670IF ABS(frac)>0.9 VDU7:trakflag%=0:ENDPROC
17680PRpCadrandoutput(0,15,"C323,2,"+STR$(frac))
17690trakflag7o=l
17700ENDPROC
17710:
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Appendix 9 
Modeling of melt extraction rotes
A9.1 Introduction
In this appendix the spreodsheets used to colculote the extroction rotes of gronitic melt 
from portiolly molten Westerly Gronlte ond from o protollths containing o higher water 
content ore presented, os presented in Chapter 8. These spreodsheets were used to 
construct Figure 8.04 ond Figure 8.08. Initially, the formulos used in the spreodsheets ore 
presented, with columns lobelled from A to X. Reference to $A$1 refers to on 
unchanging ceil, contoining o constont. This is followed by the spreadsheets.
A9.2 Westerly granite and granitic melt.
In this spreadsheet the extraction rates of Westerly granite and granitic melt with vein 
spocing of 1 vein per meter are modeled (Table A9.01). Porous flow is m odeled after 
McKenzie(1984) with the denom inator In the perm eability equation chosen after 
Bourble and ZInszer (1985). The limits of plastic deformation of quartz were m odeled 
after Paterson and Luan (1990), assuming Q = 135 kJ mol'^ and n = 2.5. In the first 
columns of the formula tables the name of the column Is listed that is later used in the 
formulas lower down. The next column lists the name of the variable tha t Is being 
calcu la ted. This is followed by a listing of the actual formula used to ca lcu la te  the 
numbers In the spreadsheet. The right hand column Indicated which equation was 
used In the formula column.
Westerly granite
c Variables Formula Equation
A1 Temp Constant temperature in °C
B1 vein phi (EXP(0.00875"Al))/265 E3.01
C l melt % (EXP(0.00875"Al))/265 E3.01
D1 vein phi/e Bl/2.71828
El k ((0.001 )A2)*((B 1 /100)A3)/400 E6.03
FI viscosity 0.00000813*EXP(320000/(8.31441 "(Al +273))) E6.08
G1 stress (Pa) (8’El/(3"0.25‘ Fri0A(-5.832)*EXP(-510061/(8.3144r(Al+273)))))A(l/1.92) E8.13
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HI J (comp) 8"ETG1/(3"0.25'F1) E8.13
11 J (flolow) ( 10A(-5.832))*(G 1 A(2.92))*(EXP(-5 10061 /(8.3144 1"(A 1 +273)))) E8.14
J1 t(o ) ((B l/100)/ll)/31536000 E8.14
K1 Temp A1
LI log time (a) LOG(Jl)
Ml Wo,(m/s) 0 1 *( 1 -(B1 /100))"500" 10/(F r  (BI/100)) E8.02
N1 log th(a,lkm) LOG( 1000/(M 1 *( 1 - (B 1 /100))'31536000)) E8.03
o i k(cracks) (B1/100)A3/((4*12)) E8.07
PI Temp A1
Q1 log (tot .time) IF (L 1 > N 1 ,L 1 ,N 1 )
McKenzie (1984)
c Variables Formula Equation
SI Wo,(m/s) a r  ( 1 -(B1 /100))*500*9.81 /(F  1*(B 1 /100))) E8.02
T1 k(pores) ((0.001 A2))*((B 1 /100)A3)/400 E6.03
U1 Temp A1
VI log(tot.time) LOG( 1000/(3 r  ( 1 -(B1 /100))*31536000)) E8.05
Wl COMPL(m) ( T T ( 1 70000000000000000)/F1)A0.5 E8.01
XI COMPtime(a) W1 /(3 1536000*31*( 1 -B1 /100)) E8.03
General granite
c Variables Formula Equation
water content H 2 0 7 o  content = $ A $ 1 =  0.3
A1 Temperature Constant temperature in °C
B1 porosity 100*( 10A(-3.682))*(($ A $  1 )A0.9)*(EXP(0.00875* A1 ) ) E8.18
Cl melt % 100*( 10A(-3.682))*(($ A $  1 )A0.9)*(EXP(0.00875* A 1 )) E8.18
D1 vein pFii/e Bl/2.71828
El k ((0.001 )A2)*((B 1 /100)A3)/400 E6.03
FI viscosity ( 10A(-6.82))*EXP(320000/(8.31441* (A 1  +273))*($ A $  1 A(-3.3))) E8.21
G1 stress (Pa) (8'El/(3*0.25*FI * 10A(-5.832)*EXP(-510061 /(8.31441*(A  1 +273)))))A(1 /1.92) E8.13
HI J (comp) 8'ETG1/(3'0.25'F1) E8.13
11 J (flolow) ( 10A(-5.832))*(G 1 A(2.92))*(EXP(-510061 /(8.31441 * (A  1+273)))) E8.14
J1 t(a ) ((BI/100)/! D/31536000 E8.14
K1 Temp A1
LI log time (a) LOG(Jl)
Ml Wo, (m/s) 0 1* ( 1-(B1 /100))*500*9.81/ (F  1*(B 1 /100)) E8.02
N1 log th (0,1 km) LOG( 1000/(M 1 *( 1 - (B 1 /100))*31536000)) E8.03
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Ol k (cracks) (B1/100)A3/((4*12)) E8.07
PI Temp A1
Q1 log (tot.tlme) IF(L1>N1,L1,N1)
Paterson and Luan (1990) quartz fiowlaw
C Variables Formula Equation
SI flowstress MPa (11 *EXP( 135000/(8.31441 "(P1 +273)))/0.000000065)A( 1 /2.5)
T1 diff (MPa) S I-(G l/1000000)
U1 flowstress MPa ((11 'EXP( 135000/(8.31441 "(PI +273))))/0.0000000004)A( 1 /4)
VI diff (MPa) U1-(G1/1000000)
A9.3 Calculation of melt extraction rates of Westerly granite witti variable vein spacing
In this spreadsheet the effect of variable vein spacing on meit extraction between 20 
and 0.5 veins per metre was calculated, that was used to construct Figure 8.04, b 
(Table A9.02). This was carried out by extracting melt from partially molten Westerly 
granite and altering the vein spacing In successive blocks of data  a t temperatures 
between 700 and 1050 °C.
C Variables Formula Equation
A1 Temp Constant temperature in °C
B1 vein phi (EXP(0.00875*Al))/265 E3.01
C l meit % (EXP(0.00875*Al))/265 E3.01
D1 vein phi/e Bl/2.71828
El k ((0.001 )A2)*((B 1 /100)A3)/400 E6.03
FI viscosity 0.00000813* EXP(320000/(8.3144 r (A l +273))) E6.08
G l stress(Po) (8*E 1 /(3*(( 1 /($ A$ 1)''2)A2)‘ F 1 * 1 0A(-5.832)*EXP 
(-510061 /(8.3144 r (A  1 +273))))) A( 1/1.92) E8.13
HI J (comp) 8'E1"G1/(3'((1/$A$1)A2)"F1) E8.13
11 J (flolow) ( 10A(-5.832))*(G 1 A(2.92))* (EXP(-510061 /(8.3144 l ‘ (A 1 +273)))) E8.14
J1 t(a) ((Bl/100)/I D/31536000 E8.14
K1 Temp A1
LI log time (a) LOG(Jl)
Ml Wo,(m/s) Or(l-(Bl/100))*500*9.81/(Fl‘ (Bl/100)) E8.02
N1 log th (0,1 km) LOG( 1000/(M r (  1 -(B1 /100))*31536000)) E8.03
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Ol k(cracks) (B1/100)A3/(4*($A$1A2)*12) E8.07
PI Temp A1
Q1 log (tot.time) IF(L1>N1,L1,N1)
Table A9.01 
metre.
Modeling of melt extraction rate of granitoid melt witti z = 1mm and N = 1 vein per
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Table A9.02: Modeling of the effect of variable vein spacing on melt extarction rate of Westerly 
granite.
Westedy g ia n ile  d a ta  20 veins pet me 20
Temp v e ln p til m elt% vein p N /e k viscosity stress(Pa) J(com p) J(flolow) t(o) log ttm e(a Wo,(m/s logTK a.Ikm k(cracks) log(to t.tlm e)
700 1.73 1.73 0.63 1.28E-14 1.23E*12 2.21E+05 2.476-18 2.476-18 2.226+08 700 8.35 6.096-17 11.72 2.676-10 700 11.72
750 2.67 2.67 0.98 4.77E-14 1.77E+11 2.41E+05 6.906-17 6.906-17 1.236+07 750 7.09 1.006-15 10.51 9.936-10 750 10.51
600 4.14 4.14 1.52 1.77E-13 3.07E+10 2.77E+05 1.706-15 1.706-15 7.706+05 800 5.89 1.366-14 9.38 3.696-09 800 9.38
850 6.41 641 2.36 6.58E-13 6.23E+09 3.35E+05 3.786-14 3.786-14 5.386+04 850 4.73 1.586-13 8.33 1.376-08 850 8.33
900 9.93 9.93 3,65 2.45E-12 1.44E*09 4.23E+05 7.636-13 7.636-13 4.126+03 900 3.62 1.576-12 7.35 5.106-08 900 7.35
950 15.00 15.38 5.52 8.44E-12 3.78E*08 5.32E+05 1.276-11 1.276-11 3.756+02 950 2.57 1.296-11 6.46 1.766-07 950 6.46
1000 15.00 23.81 5.52 8.44E-12 1.10E*08 3.63E+05 2.986-11 2.986-11 1.606+02 1000 2.20 4.456-11 5.92 1.766-07 1000 5.92
1050 15.00 36.88 5.52 8.44E-12 3.50E+07 2.55E+05 6.556-11 6.556-11 7.266+01 1050 1.86 1.406-10 5.43 1.766-07 1050 5.43
Westedy g ron lte  d a ta  10 veins per me 10
Temp vein phi m elt X vein ph l/e k viscosity stress(Po) J (com p) J(fk)law) t(a) log ttme(a) Wo.(m/s) log1h(a.1km k(cracks) Temp log<tot.time)
700 1.73 1.73 0.63 1.28E-14 1.23E*12 1.07E+05 3.006-19 3.006-19 1.836+09 700 9.26 2.446-16 11.12 1.076-09 700 11.12
750 2.67 2.67 0.98 4.77E-14 1.77E*11 1.176+05 8.386-18 8.386-18 1.016+08 750 8.00 4.006-15 9.91 3.976-09 750 9.91
800 4.14 4.14 1.62 1.77E-13 3.07E+10 1.35E+05 2.076-16 2.076-16 6.346+06 800 6.80 5.466-14 8.78 1.486-08 800 8.78
850 6.41 6.41 2.36 6.58E-13 6.23E+09 1.63E+05 4 596-15 4.596-15 4.436+05 850 5.65 6.316-13 7.73 5.496-08 850 7.73
900 9.93 9.93 3.65 2.45E-12 1.44E+09 2.05E+05 9.276-14 9.276-14 3.406+04 900 4.53 6.286-12 6.75 2.046-07 900 6.75
950 15.00 15.38 5.52 8.44E-12 3.78E*08 2.68E+05 1.546-12 1.546-12 3.096+03 950 3.49 5.176-11 5.86 7.036-07 950 5.86
1000 15.00 23.81 5.52 844E 12 1.10E+08 1.76E+05 3.616-12 3.616-12 1.326+03 1000 3.12 1.786-10 5.32 7.036-07 1000 5.32
1050 15.00 36.88 5.52 8.44E-12 3.50E+07 1.24E+05 7.966-12 7.966-12 5.986+02 1050 2.78 5.586-10 4.82 7.036-07 1050 4.82
Westedy g ranite  d a ta  5 veins per m 5.00E*00
vein phi vein ph l/e k viscosity stiess(Po) J(com p) J(ttdow ) t(a) log tlm e(a) Wo.(m/s) logTK a.Ikm ) k(cracks) Temp log(to t.tlm e)
700 1.73 1.73 0.63 1.28E-14 1.23E+12 5.22E+04 3.646-20 3.646-20 1.506+10 700 10.18 9.746-16 10.52 4.286-09 700 10.52
750 2.67 2.67 0.98 4.77E-14 1.77E+11 5.68E+04 1.026-18 1.026-18 8.326+08 750 8.92 1.606-14 9.31 1.596-08 750 9.31
800 4.14 4.14 1.52 1.77E-13 3 07E *t0 6.54E+04 2.516-17 2.516-17 5.226+07 800 7.72 2.186-13 8.18 5.916-08 800 8.18
850 6.41 6.41 2.36 6.58E-13 6.23E+09 7.91E+04 5.586-16 5.586-16 3.656+06 850 6.56 2.526-12 7.13 2.196-07 850 7.13
900 9.93 9.93 3.65 2.45E-12 1.44E+09 9.97E+04 1.136-14 1.136-14 2.806+05 900 5.45 2.516-11 6.15 8.156-07 900 6.15
950 15.00 15.38 5.62 8.44E-12 3.78E+08 1.26E+05 1.876-13 1.876-13 2.546+04 950 4.41 2.076-10 5.26 2.816-06 950 5.26
1000 15.00 23.81 5.52 8.44E-12 1.10E+08 8.56E+04 4 396-13 4.396-13 1.086+04 1000 4.03 7.126-10 4.72 2.816-06 1000 4.72
1050 15.00 36.88 5.52 8.44E-12 3.50E+07 6.01E+04 9.666-13 9.666-13 4.926+03 1050 3.69 2.236-09 4.22 2.816-06 1050 4.22
Westedy g ronlte d a ta  2 veins per met^ 2
vein phi m elt% vein ph l/e k viscosity stiess(Pa) J(com p) J(ftolaw) t(a) log ttm e(a) W o .(m/s) logTtya.Ikm ) k(ctacks) Temp log(to t.tlm e)
700 1.73 1.73 0.63 1.28E-14 1.23E+12 2.01E+04 2.246-21 2.246-21 2.446+11 700 11.39 6.096-15 9.72 2.676-08 700 11.39
750 2.67 2.67 0.98 4.77E-14 1.77E*11 2.19E+04 6.276-20 6.276-20 1.356+10 750 10.13 1.006-13 8.51 9.936-08 750 10.13
800 4.14 4.14 1.52 1.77E-13 3.07E+10 2.62E+04 1.556-18 1.556-18 8.476+08 800 8.93 1.366-12 7.38 3.696-07 800 8.93
850 6.41 6.41 2.36 6.58E-13 6.23E+09 3.06E+04 3.436-17 3.436-17 5.926+07 850 7.77 1.586-11 6.33 1.376-06 850 7.77
900 9.93 9.93 3.65 2.46E-12 1.44E+09 3.84E+04 6.936-16 6.936-16 4.546+06 900 6.66 1.576-10 5.35 5.106-06 900 6.66
950 15.00 15.38 5.52 8.44E-12 3.78E*08 4.83E+04 1.156-14 1.156-14 4.136+05 950 5.62 1.296-09 4.46 1.766-05 950 5.62
1000 15.00 23.81 5.52 8.44E-12 1.10E+08 3.30E+04 2.706-14 2.706-14 1.766+05 1000 5.25 4.456-09 3.92 1.766-05 1000 5.25
1050 15.00 36.88 5.52 8.44E-12 3.50E+07 2.32E+04 5.956-14 5.956-14 7.996+04 1050 4,90 1.406-08 3.43 1.766-05 1050 4.90
Westerly granite d a ta  1 vein per m ete i
vein ptTi m elt% vein ph l/e k viscosity stiess(Po) J(com p) JTftolaw) t(a) log  tlm e(a) Wo.(m/5) logTTXa.Ikm) k(cfocks) log(to t.tim e)
700 1.73 1.73 0.63 1.28E-14 1.23E+12 9.76E+03 2.726-22 2.726-22 2.016+12 700 12.30 2.446-14 9.12 1.076-07 700 12.30
750 2.67 2.67 0.98 4.77E-14 1.77E+11 1.06E+04 7.616-21 7.616-21 1.116+11 750 11.05 4.006-13 7.91 3.976-07 750 11.05
800 4.14 4.14 1.52 1.77E-13 3.07E+10 1.22E+04 1.886-19 1.886-19 6.986+09 800 9.84 5466-12 6.78 1.486-06 800 9.84
850 6.41 6.41 2.36 6.58E-13 6.23E+09 1.48E+04 4.176-18 4.176-18 4.876+08 850 8.69 6.316-11 5.73 5.496-06 850 8.69
900 9.93 9.93 3.65 2.45E-12 1.44E+09 1.87E+04 8.426-17 8.426-17 3.746+07 900 7.57 6.286-10 4.75 2.046-05 900 7.57
950 15.00 15.38 5.52 8.44E-12 3.78E+08 2356+04 1.406-15 1.406-15 3.406+06 950 6.53 5.176-09 3.86 7.036-05 950 6.53
1000 15.00 23.81 5.52 8.44E-12 1.10E+08 1.606+04 3.286-15 3.286-15 1.456+06 1000 6.16 1.786-08 3.32 7.036-05 1000 6.16
1050 15.00 36.88 5.52 8.44E-12 3.50E*07 1.126+04 7.236-15 7.236-15 6.586+05 1050 5.82 5.586-08 2.82 7.036-05 1060 5.82
Westerly gran ite  d a ta  0.5 ve in  per mel 0.5
vein phi m elt% vein ph l/e k viscosity stressTPa) J<comp) J(flolaw) t(a) o g tim e (a ) Wo.(m/s) logT K a .Ikm ) k(cracks) Temp log(tot.ttm e)
700 1.73 1.73 0.63 1.28E-14 1.23E+12 4.746+03 3.306-23 3,306-23 1.666+13 700 13.22 9.746-14 8.52 4.286-07 700 13.22
750 2.67 2.67 0.98 4.77E-14 1.77E+11 5.166+03 9.256-22 9.256-22 9.166+11 750 11.96 1.606-12 7.31 1.596-06 750 11.96
800 4.14 4.14 1.52 1.77E-13 3.07E+10 5.956+03 2.286-20 2.286-20 5.756+10 800 10.76 2.186-11 6.18 5.91606 800 10.76
850 6.41 6.41 2.36 6.58E-13 6.23E+09 7.196+03 5.076-19 5.076-19 4.016+09 850 9.60 2.526-10 6.13 2.196-05 850 9.60
900 9.93 9.93 3.65 2.4SE-12 1.44E+09 9.066+03 1.026-17 1.026-17 3.086+08 900 8.49 2.516-09 4.15 8.156-05 900 8.49
950 15.00 15.38 5.52 8.44E-12 3.78E+08 1.146+04 1.706-16 1.706-16 2.806+07 950 7.45 2.076-08 3.26 2.816-04 950 7.45
1000 15.00 23.81 5.52 8.44E-12 1.10E+08 7.786+03 3.996-16 3.996-16 1.196+07 1000 7.08 7.126-08 2.72 2.816-04 1000 7.08
1050 15.00 36.88 5.52 8.44E-12 3.506+07 5.466+03 8.786-16 8.786-16 5.426+06 1050 6.73 2.236-07 2.22 2.816-04 1050 6.73
Time vs vein spac ing
700 d a ta
0.05 11.72413 750 d a ta
0.1 11.12207 0.05 10.512912 800 d a ta
0.2 10.52001 0.1 9.9108516 0.05 9.384717 850 d a ta
0.5 11.38756 0.2 9.3087916 0.1 8.782657 0.05 8.331961 900 d a ta
1 12.3032 0.5 10.130785 0.2 8.180597 0.1 7.729901 0.05 7.3507828 950 d a ta
2 13.21883 1 11.046418 0.5 8.928049 0.2 7.127841 0.1 6.7487228 0.05 6.4600265 000 d a ta
2 11.96205 1 9.843682 0.5 7.7721389 0.2 6.1466628 0.1 5.8579665 0.05 5.92321975 1050 d a ta
2 10.75931 1 8.6877718 0.5 6.6570659 0.2 5.2559066 0.1 5.32115976 0.05 5.427
2 9.6034047 1 7.5726988 0.5 5.6160676 0.2 4.71909977 0.1 4.8249
2 8.4883317 1 6.5317005 0.5 5.24531886 0.2 4.2229
2 7.4473335 1 6.16095176 0.5 4.9026
2 7.07658467 1 5.8182
2 6.7339
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Appendix 10 
Stress-strain and stress relaxation 
mechanical data
A 10.1 Introduction
This appendix contains a list o f the processed da ta  from stress-strain and stress 
relaxation experlemnts that was used to construct the various plots in chapter 5 and 
others.
The marker column (A^ a t the left hand side of each set of da ta  signifies the state of 
events in the deformation experiment
2. Stress-strain experiement - undergoing active deformation
3. Stress relaxation - the sample is allowed to relax under max a
4. Termination of test
Temperature \s recorded In °C, while confining pressure is always constant a t 250 MPaIn 
all tests, hence it was not listed. Corstress\% the corrected stress, whiie stress in MPa\s the 
corstress minus the jacket correction, listed In corjack. Strain rate is recorded as strain 
per second. iogedot\s the log to the base of 10 of the strain rate, with iogstress\he 
equivalent for stress.
Due to the large volume of data  It Is printed out a t fontslze 6.
A 10.2 Mechanical data
WG2
M TCC) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 800.15 0 0.00 0 3.50E-05 0.00
2 800.15 0.15 38.63 37.15 3.56E-05 -4.45 1.59 3.41
2 800.15 0.27 83.76 76.92 2.79E-05 -4.55 1.92 3.30
2 800 0.43 138.65 125.41 2.73E-05 -4.56 2.14 3.28
2 800.15 0.68 198.66 178.57 3.71E-05 -4.43 2.30 3.43
2 800.15 0.86 245.36 219.82 3.61 E-05 -4.44 2.39 3.42
2 800 1.07 289.71 259.1 4.39E-05 -4.36 2.46 3.52
2 799.9 1.26 324.98 290.21 3.88E-05 -4.41 2.51 3.46
2 799.9 1.46 361.91 322.86 4.09E-05 -4.39 2.56 3.48
2 800.15 1.65 390.70 348.37 4.78E-05 -4.32 2.59 3.57
2 800 1.89 427.55 381.01 5.64E-05 -4.25 2.63 3.65
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2 799.9 2.09 445.90 397.16 4.90E-05 -4.31 2.65 3.58
2 800.15 2.3 466.55 415.48 5.71 E-05 -4.24 2.67 3.67
2 800.15 2.59 487.08 433.67 6.26E-05 -4.20 2.69 3.72
2 800.29 2.84 498.91 444.18 7.02E-05 -4.15 2.70 3.78
2 800.39 3.29 496.51 442.15 8.45E-05 -4.07 2.70 3.89
2 800.39 3.62 488.25 434.84 8.33E-05 -4.08 2.69 3.87
2 800.39 3.98 476.31 424.24 7.51 E-05 -4.12 2.68 3.82
2 800.63 4.73 440.02 392.43 1.23E-04 -3.91 2.64 4.11
2 800.87 5.16 428.80 382.36 9.16E-05 -4.04 2.63 3.93
2 800.98 5.74 422.53 376.79 8.69E-05 -4.06 2.63 3.90
2 801.11 6.34 417.42 372.28 8.66E-05 -4.06 2.62 3.90
2 801.36 6.89 413.15 368.47 8.21 E-05 -4.09 2.62 3.86
2 801.6 7.57 409.19 365.01 8.65E-05 -4.06 2.61 3.90
2 801.6 8.16 403.55 360.01 8.43E-05 -4.07 2.61 3.89
2 801.84 8.8 399.55 356.44 7.95E-05 -4.10 2.60 3.85
3 801.84 9 385.14 343.66 7.21 E-05 -4.14 2.59 3.79
3 801.84 9.09 372.77 332.25 2.57E-05 -4.59 2.57 3.25
3 801.84 9.2 359.70 320.57 1.86E-05 -4.73 2.56 3.10
3 801.84 9.24 354.66 315.78 7.81E-06 -5.11 2.55 2.72
3 801.84 9.27 350.41 311.86 4.77E-06 -5.32 2.54 2.53
3 802.08 9.3 346.81 308.57 3.44E-06 -5.46 2.54 2.41
3 802.08 9.32 343.73 305.79 2.87E-06 -5.54 2.54 2.34
3 802.32 9.35 340.95 303.25 2.21E-06 -5.66 2.53 2.25
3 802.32 9.37 337.77 300.41 1.96E-06 -5.71 2.53 2.21
3 802.32 9.39 335.28 298.17 1.68E-06 -5.77 2.53 2.17
4 802.81 9.41 332.01 295.28 1.69E-06 -5.77 2.52 2.17
WG3
M T(°C ) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 898.93 0 0.00 0 6.50E-05 15.74
2 898.93 0.45 7.89 12.15 6.85E-05 -4.16 0.90 5.86
2 898.93 0.78 28.47 30.23 6.22E-05 -4.21 1.45 5.74
2 898.93 1.2 54.74 53.46 6.34E-05 -4.20 1.74 5.76
2 898.69 1.54 76.93 73.07 6.36E-05 -4.20 1.89 5.77
2 898.69 1.92 103.90 96.79 5.74E-05 -4.24 2.02 5.64
2 899.18 2.45 132.60 122.31 6.62E-05 -4.18 2.12 5.82
2 898,93 3.15 161.51 147.85 6.62E-05 -4.18 2.21 5.82
2 899.18 3.87 179.22 163.65 7.59E-05 -4.12 2.25 5.99
2 899.18 4.55 188.67 171.99 7.50E-05 -4.12 2.28 5.98
2 898.93 5.29 194.02 176.77 7.84E-05 -4.11 2.29 6.04
2 898.69 6.36 196.94 179.37 7.96E-05 -4,10 2.29 6.06
2 898.45 7.37 198.69 180.96 8.29E-05 -4.08 2.30 6.11
2 898.69 8.46 195.62 178.25 8.31 E-05 -4.08 2.29 6.11
2 898.93 9.94 189.80 173.12 8.43E-05 -4.07 2.28 6.13
2 899.18 11.22 185.26 169.08 8.18E-05 -4.09 2.27 6.09
2 899.42 12.13 180.75 165.14 8.53E-05 -4.07 2.26 6.15
2 899.66 12.74 177.09 161.91 8.58E-05 -4.07 2.25 6.15
2 899.9 13.17 176.07 160.94 8.10E-05 -4.09 2.25 6.08
3 899.9 13.34 162.70 148.75 5.74E-05 -4.24 2.21 5.64
3 899.9 13.46 149.75 136.58 2.78E-05 -4.56 2.18 4.82
3 899.9 13.55 139.43 127.17 2.01 E-05 -4.70 2.14 4.49
3 900.15 13.65 127.29 116 1.17E-05 -4.93 2.10 3.99
3 900.15 13.71 120.89 110.16 9.09E-06 -5.04 2.08 3.78
3 900.39 13.75 116.27 105.93 7.44E-06 -5.13 2.07 3.62
3 900.39 13.79 111.70 101.83 6.85E-06 -5.16 2.05 3.55
3 901.11 13.83 106.68 97.31 5.92E-06 -5.23 2.03 3.44
3 901.36 13.87 101.88 92.95 4.96E-06 -5.30 2.01 3.31
3 901.6 13.92 95.99 87.63 4.14E-06 -5.38 1.98 3.18
3 902.32 13.99 88.67 80.98 3.01E-06 -5.52 1.95 2.97
3 901.84 14.04 82.58 75.38 2.03E-06 -5.69 1.92 2.73
4 901.84 14.07 79.62 72.68 1.72E-06 -5.76 1.90 2.63
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WG4
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPo Str.Rote (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 999.66 0 0.00 0 7.70E-05
2 999.66 0.32 2.60 6.04 7.70E-05 -4.11 0.42 4.22
2 999.66 0.59 9.64 12.28 7.80E-05 -4.11 0.98 4.23
2 999.66 0.79 13.87 15.93 7.00E-05 -4.16 1.14 4.13
2 999.66 0.99 17.02 18.75 7.20E-05 -4.14 1.23 4.15
2 999.9 1.32 21.83 23.11 8.20E-05 -4.09 1.34 4.27
2 999.66 1,74 26.81 27.45 7.50E-05 -4.12 1.43 4.19
2 999.66 2.27 30.44 30.78 8.60E-05 -4.07 1.48 4.31
2 999.9 2.68 32.63 32.58 7.40E-05 -4.13 1.51 4.17
2 999.9 3.34 34.84 34.62 8.10E-05 -4.09 1.54 4,26
2 999.66 4.27 35.57 35.3 8.40E-05 -4.08 1.55 4.29
2 999.66 4.93 36.52 36.1 8.10E-05 -4.09 1.56 4.26
2 999.66 5.62 36.37 36.01 8.40E-05 -4.08 1.56 4.29
2 999.42 6.35 36.79 36.36 8.10E-05 -4.09 1.57 4,27
2 999.66 7.04 36.74 36.33 8.30E-05 -4.08 1.57 4.28
2 999.66 7.8 36.67 36.28 8.40E-05 -4.07 1.56 4.30
2 999.66 8.62 37.17 36.72 8.40E-05 -4.07 1.57 4.30
2 999.42 9.51 37.17 36.69 8.10E-05 -4.09 1.57 4.26
2 999.42 10.17 37.21 36.72 8.10E-05 -4.09 1.57 4.26
2 999.42 10.96 36.83 36.39 8.20E-05 -4.09 1.57 4.27
2 999.42 11.85 36.74 36.36 8.60E-05 -4.07 1.57 4.32
3 999.42 12.02 37.02 36.57 8.20E-05 -4.08 1.57 4.28
3 999.42 12.08 30.68 30.2 3.00E-05 -4.53 1.49 3.42
3 999.42 12.13 26.02 25.58 1.30E-05 -4.88 1.42 2.88
3 999.42 12.16 23.06 22.65 7.00E-06 -5.14 1.36 2.52
3 999.42 12.18 20.13 19.94 6.00E-06 -5.25 1.30 2.39
3 999.42 12.2 18.38 18.12 3.00E-06 -5.52 1.26 2.08
3 999.42 12.22 16.23 16.26 3.00E-06 -5.48 1.21 2.13
3 999.42 12.22 15.71 15.73 3.00E-06 -5.54 1.20 2.06
3 999.42 12.22 16.01 15.6 1 .OOE-06 -6.04 1.20 1.61
3 999.42 12.23 14.81 14.88 2.00E-06 -5.61 1.17 1.99
3 999.42 12.24 14.43 14.4 2.00E-06 -5.79 1.16 1.82
3 999.18 12.24 13.54 13.67 2.00E-06 -5.71 1.13 1.90
4 999.18 12.25 13.72 13.49 1 .OOE-06 -6.17 1.14 1.51
WG5
M T(°C) Stroln% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 955.84 0 0.00 0 6.26E-05
2 955.84 0.29 11.79 14.7 6.26E-05 -4.20 1.07 4.78
2 955.59 0.63 22.83 24.63 7.26E-05 -4.14 1.36 4.93
2 955.59 1.1 39.45 39.37 7.13E-05 -4.15 1.60 4.91
2 955.59 1.6 55.83 53.85 6.80E-05 -4.17 1.75 4.86
2 955.59 2.02 66.58 63.42 6.98E-05 -4.16 1.82 4.89
2 955.35 2.61 75.35 71.32 7.90E-05 -4.10 1.88 5.02
2 955.35 3.12 80.83 76.16 7.76E-05 -4.11 1.91 5.00
2 955.35 4.08 84.78 79.7 8.01 E-05 -4.10 1.93 5.04
2 955.35 4.87 87.85 82.47 8.42E-05 -4.07 1.94 5.09
2 955.11 5.82 90.44 84.71 7.85E-05 -4.11 1.96 5.02
2 955.35 6.85 91.65 85.84 8.30E-05 -4.08 1.96 5.08
2 955.59 7.92 93.73 87.65 8.03E-05 -4.10 1.97 5.04
2 955.59 8.77 96.61 90.25 8.43E-05 -4.07 1.99 5.10
2 956.08 9.68 97.05 90.6 8.12E-05 -4.09 1.99 5.05
2 956.32 10.62 99.64 92.91 8.23E-05 -4.08 2.00 5.07
2 956.56 11.36 102.43 95.35 7.87E-05 -4.10 2.01 5.02
2 956.8 12.16 102.90 95.78 7.97E-05 -4.10 2.01 5.03
2 957.05 12.98 105.17 97.82 8.15E-05 -4.09 2.02 5.06
3 957.29 13.26 101.47 94.58 8.50E-05 -4.07 2.01 5.11
3 957.29 13.34 92.30 85.76 4.02E-05 -4.40 1.97 4.34
3 957.53 13.43 82.21 76.33 2.21 E-05 -4.66 1.91 3.81
3 957.29 13.5 74.44 69 1.18E-05 -4.93 1.87 3.32
3 957.53 13.56 67.75 62.84 8.06E-06 -5.09 1.83 3.06
3 957.77 13.6 63.73 59.05 5.47E-06 -5.26 1.80 2.81
3 958.01 13.64 59.15 54.9 4.68E-06 -5.33 1.77 2.72
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3 958.26 13.68 54.54 50.7 3.81E-06 -5.42 1.74 2.60
3 958.01 13.7 51.93 48.34 3.44E-06 -5.46 1.72 2.54
3 958.26 13.73 49.37 45.95 2.68E-06 -5.57 1.69 2.41
3 958.26 13.75 46.78 43.66 2.78E-06 -5.56 1.67 2.43
4 958.26 13.77 44.60 41.62 2.17E-06 -5.66 1.65 2.30
WG6
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPo Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 854.38 0 0.00 0 4.00E-05
2 854.38 0.2 38.15 39.9 3.88E-05 -4,41 1.58 2.57
2 854.38 0.29 79.29 80.01 2.09E-05 -4.68 1.90 2.34
2 854.38 0.5 136.57 136.3 3.25E-05 -4.49 2.14 2.50
2 854.38 0.69 189.21 187.9 3.34E-05 -4.48 2.28 2.51
2 854.14 0.84 233.46 231.25 3.20E-05 -4.50 2.37 2.49
2 854.14 1.06 280.75 277.66 3.74E-05 -4.43 2.45 2.55
2 854.14 1.23 324.73 320.71 3.13E-05 -4.51 2.51 2.48
2 854.14 1.44 364.51 359.83 4.58E-05 -4.34 2.56 2.63
2 854.14 1.62 403.91 398.36 3.59E-05 -4.44 2.61 2.54
2 853.9 1.85 441.61 435.39 4.48E-05 -4.35 2.65 2.62
2 853.66 2.03 461.15 454.62 5.37E-05 -4.27 2.66 2.69
2 853.9 2.2 482.73 475.7 4.56E-05 -4.34 2.68 2.63
2 853.9 2.45 501.20 493.94 6.37E-05 -4.20 2.70 2.76
2 853.66 2.63 511.76 504.26 5.95E-05 -4.23 2.71 2.74
2 853.66 3.01 519.01 511.46 7.47E-05 -4.13 2.72 2.83
2 853.66 3.39 509.75 502.45 8.84E-05 -4.05 2.71 2.90
2 853.41 3.67 497.57 490.6 1.09E-04 -3.96 2.70 2.99
2 853.41 3.97 481.67 474.99 l.OlE-04 -4.00 2.68 2.96
2 853.41 4.4 459.95 453.76 1.18E-04 -3.93 2.66 3.03
2 853.41 4.97 433.61 427.91 1.06E-04 -3.97 2.64 2.98
2 853.41 5.49 413.18 407.85 9.89E-05 -4.00 2.62 2.95
2 853.41 6.08 392.68 387.76 9.92E-05 -4.00 2.59 2.95
2 853.17 6.72 377.43 372.78 9.21 E-05 -4.04 2.58 2.92
2 853.17 7.31 366.15 361.71 8.98E-05 -4.05 2.56 2.91
2 853.41 7.83 360.51 356.18 8.84E-05 -4.05 2.56 2.90
3 853.41 7.96 346.34 342.05 4.83E-05 -4.32 2.54 2.65
3 853.41 8.05 335.42 331 1.90E-05 -4.72 2.53 2.31
3 853.17 8.11 329.21 324.61 7.15E-06 -5.15 2.52 1.99
3 853.17 8.17 321.69 317.06 3.79E-06 -5.42 2.51 1.81
3 852.93 8.22 316.64 311.98 2.28E-06 -5.64 2.50 1.68
3 852.93 8.26 311.63 306.99 1.57E-06 -5.80 2.49 1.59
3 852.45 8.3 306.70 302.06 1.03E-06 -5.99 2.49 1.49
3 852.69 8.39 296.71 292.16 6.20E-07 -6.21 2.47 1.39
4 853.41 8.44 291.28 286.76 4.10E-07 -6.39 2.46 1.30
WG7
M T(°C) Straln% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 798.69 0 0.00 0 4.00E-05
2 798.69 0.18 36.50 39.08 3.32E-05 -4.48 1.56 3.38
2 798.69 0.38 77.98 79.84 4.08E-05 -4.39 1.89 3.48
2 798.69 0.61 123.75 124.65 3.66E-05 -4.44 2.09 3.43
2 798.45 0.79 157.99 158.25 4.04E-05 -4.39 2.20 3.48
2 798.21 0.98 187.57 187.27 4.27E-05 -4.37 2.27 3.51
2 798.21 1.23 224.05 223.07 4.62E-05 -4.34 2.35 3.55
2 798.45 1.49 261.84 260.1 4.50E-05 -4.35 2.42 3.53
2 798.45 1.76 292.59 290.28 4.90E-05 -4.31 2.47 3.58
2 798.69 2.01 315.65 312.95 5.56E-05 -4.26 2.50 3.65
2 798.69 2.32 339.38 336.22 5.74E-05 -4.24 2.53 3.66
2 798.69 2.85 363.06 359.51 6.71 E-05 -4,17 2.56 3.75
2 798.93 3.23 370.68 367.03 7.34E-05 -4.13 2.57 3.80
2 798.93 3.67 372.63 368.98 7.84E-05 -4.11 2.57 3.84
2 798.69 4.23 366.87 363.37 8.35E-05 -4.08 2.56 3.88
2 798.93 4.81 351.61 348.5 9.69E-05 -4.01 2.55 3.96
2 798.93 5.38 334.67 331.9 9.69E-05 -4.01 2.52 3.96
2 798.93 5.87 324.13 321.52 9.03E-05 -4.04 2.51 3.92
2 799.18 6.59 312.33 309.98 9.48E-05 -4.02 2.49 3.95
2 799.18 7.12 304.59 302.34 8.50E-05 -4.07 2.48 3.89
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2 799.42 7.75 298.83 296.69 8.47E-05 -4.07 2.48 3.88
2 799.18 8.3 295.94 293.86 8.58E-05 -4.07 2.47 3.89
3 799.18 8.38 282.87 280.55 3.35E-05 -4.47 2.45 3.38
3 799.18 8.47 272.47 270.05 1.71 E-05 -4.77 2.44 3.06
3 799.18 8.51 267.32 264.71 8.70E-06 -5.06 2.43 2.76
3 798.93 8.55 263.77 261.13 6.73E-06 -5.17 2.42 2.66
3 798.69 8.58 259.95 257.28 5.07E-06 -5.29 2.41 2.55
3 798.93 8.61 256.20 253.51 4.01E-06 -5.40 2.41 2.46
3 798.69 8.65 252.56 249.92 3.79E-06 -5.42 2.40 2.44
3 798.45 8.67 249.54 246.84 2.58E-06 -5.59 2.40 2.31
3 798.45 8.69 247.32 244.63 2.34E-06 -5.63 2.39 2.27
3 798.45 8.73 243.58 240.9 1.96E-06 -5.71 2.39 2.21
3 798.45 8.76 239.75 237.13 1.88E-06 -5,73 2.38 2.20
3 798.69 8.79 236.01 233.42 1.65E-06 -5.78 2.37 2.16
4 798.93 8.82 233.26 230.7 1.50E-06 -5.82 2.37 2.13
WG8
M TCC) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 793.37 0 0.00 0 5.00E-05
2 793.12 0.36 20.45 23.68 5.68E-05 -4.25 1.31 3.66
2 793.12 0.51 41.36 44.11 4.66E-05 -4.33 1.62 3.55
2 793.37 0.74 77.29 79.34 4.24E-05 -4.37 1.89 3.50
2 793.37 1.02 116.32 117.71 4.56E-05 -4.34 2.07 3.54
2 793.37 1.22 142.53 143.45 4.54E-05 -4.34 2.15 3.54
2 793.37 1.47 175.52 175.87 4.72E-05 -4.33 2.24 3.56
2 793.37 1.89 220.05 219.67 5.30E-05 -4.28 2.34 3.62
2 793.37 2.31 255.63 254.63 5.59E-05 -4.25 2.41 3.65
2 793.37 2.81 291.45 289.82 5.64E-05 -4.25 2.46 3.65
2 793.37 3.52 320.67 318.61 6.75E-05 -4.17 2.51 3.75
2 793.12 4.29 336.27 333.97 7.25E-05 -4.14 2.53 3.79
2 793.12 5.17 342.20 339.85 7.99E-05 -4.10 2.53 3.85
2 793.37 6.22 343.40 341.03 8.00E-05 -4.10 2.54 3.85
2 793.12 7.26 341.90 339.59 8.54E-05 -4.07 2.53 3.89
2 793.37 8.62 334.19 331.99 8.11 E-05 -4.09 2.52 3.86
2 793.37 10.05 326.06 324.03 8.60E-05 -4.07 2.51 3.89
2 793.85 10.97 325.57 323.52 8.02E-05 -4.10 2.51 3.85
2 794.33 12,52 326.09 324.04 8.09E-05 -4,09 2.51 3.86
3 794.58 12.78 312.19 310.36 7.79E-05 -4.11 2.49 3.84
3 794.58 12.94 293.91 292.05 4.00E-05 -4.40 2.47 3.47
3 794.58 13.05 281.66 279.55 1.49E-05 -4.83 2.45 3.00
3 794,58 13.12 273.76 271.56 8.51 E-06 -5.07 2.44 2.76
3 794.58 13.19 266.40 264.25 6.90E-06 -5.16 2.43 2.67
3 794.58 13.25 260.12 257.9 4.25E-06 -5.37 2.42 2.48
3 798.45 13.35 248.67 246.6 3.71 E-06 -5.43 2.40 2.43
3 798.93 13.45 237.12 235.04 1.95E-06 -5.71 2.37 2.21
3 799.18 13.53 227.99 226.07 1.91 E-06 -5.72 2.36 2.21
3 799.18 13.58 222.59 220.63 1.23E-06 -5.91 2.35 2.07
3 799.42 13.63 216.67 214.82 1.25E-06 -5.90 2.34 2.07
3 799.18 13.72 206.82 205.09 1.05E-06 -5.98 2.32 2.02
3 798.69 13.8 198.60 196.98 9.00E-07 -6.04 2.30 1.97
3 798.69 13.86 191.95 190.37 6.90E-07 -6.16 2.28 1.90
3 797.97 13.93 184.37 182.92 6.70E-07 -6.17 2.27 1.89
3 797.72 14 176.42 175,08 6.00E-07 -6.22 2.25 1.86
3 797.48 14.05 170.35 169.07 5.00E-07 -6.30 2.23 1.81
3 797.72 14.13 162.27 161.13 5.00E-07 -6.30 2.21 1.80
3 797.72 14.19 155.09 154.04 4.20E-07 -6.37 2.19 1.76
3 796.03 14.25 148.86 147.89 3.90E-07 -6.41 2.17 1.74
4 796.03 14.3 143.52 142.61 3.20E-07 -6.50 2.16 1.69
WG9
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 895.79 0 0.00 0 5.00E-05
2 895.79 0.19 2.01 7.56 6.02E-05 -4.22 0.30 5.70
2 896.03 0.31 14.92 20.09 5.47E-05 -4.26 1.17 5.58
2 896.03 0.48 33.71 38.27 4.45E-05 -4.35 1.53 5.34
2 896.03 0.78 46.75 51.53 6.66E-05 -4.18 1.67 5.82
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2 896.03 1.15 54.44 59.27 7.88E-05 -4.10 1.74 6.04
2 895.54 1.53 60.70 65.34 7.41 E-05 -4.13 1.78 5.96
2 895.3 1.78 64.34 68.96 7.74E-05 -4.11 1.81 6.02
2 895.54 2.29 64.11 68.73 7.72E-05 -4.11 1.81 6.02
2 895.3 2.74 68.36 72.98 8.20E-05 -4.09 1.83 6.09
2 895.3 3.29 64.74 69.53 8.88E-05 -4.05 1.81 6.20
2 895.3 3.71 63.63 68.4 8.61 E-05 -4.06 1.80 6.16
2 895.3 4.24 59.44 64.25 8.32E-05 -4.08 1.77 6.11
2 895.3 4.69 55.53 60.42 8.33E-05 -4.08 1.74 6.11
2 895.54 5.38 50.66 55.72 8.79E-05 -4.06 1.70 6.19
2 896.03 6.11 45.83 50.99 8.85E-05 -4.05 1.66 6.20
2 896.27 6.9 43.14 48.23 8.05E-05 -4.09 1.63 6.07
2 896.76 7.79 41.54 46.79 8.92E-05 -4.05 1.62 6.21
2 897.48 8.65 40.54 45.7 8.18E-05 -4.09 1.61 6.09
2 897.48 9.57 40.29 45.45 8.18E-05 -4.09 1.61 6.09
2 897.97 10.49 39.75 44.94 8.27E-05 -4.08 1.60 6.10
2 898.21 11,17 40.03 45.19 8.14E-05 -4.09 1.60 6.08
2 898.45 12.16 40.19 45.39 8.35E-05 -4.08 1.60 6.12
2 898.93 12.97 40.84 45.99 8.09E-05 -4.09 1.61 6.08
2 898.93 14.11 41.23 46.43 8.51 E-05 -4.07 1.62 6.14
2 899.42 15.06 41.05 46.17 7.96E-05 -4.10 1.61 6.05
2 899.66 16.44 40.95 46.13 8.33E-05 -4.08 1.61 6.11
3 899.9 16.58 39.73 44.86 7.86E-05 -4.10 1.60 6.04
4 899.9 16.62 37.04 40.76 2.12E-05 -4.67 1.57 4.54
WGIO
M TCC) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 900.87 0 0.00 0 O.OOE+00
2 900.87 0.26 13.98 19.17 5.45E-05 -4.26 1.15 5.58
2 900.63 0.44 37.52 42.11 4.91E-05 -4.31 1.57 5.45
2 900.63 0.63 56.03 60.28 5.01 E-05 -4.30 1.75 5.48
2 900.63 1.03 77.67 81.77 6.33E-05 -4.20 1.89 5.76
2 900.63 1.63 94.42 98.32 7.03E-05 -4.15 1.98 5.89
2 900.39 2.33 110.66 114.27 7.23E-05 -4.14 2.04 5.93
2 891.67 2.82 122.03 125.41 7.23E-05 -4.14 2.09 5.93
2 900 3.47 135.83 138.97 7.43E-05 -4.13 2.13 5.96
2 900.15 4.02 140.89 143.97 7.67E-05 -4.12 2.15 6.01
2 900.15 4.73 147.68 150.63 7.68E-05 -4.11 2.17 6.01
2 899.9 5.81 151.93 154.88 8.24E-05 -4.08 2.18 6.10
2 899.9 6.69 153.48 156.35 7.92E-05 -4.10 2.19 6.05
2 899.9 7.82 151.63 154.62 8.42E-05 -4.07 2.18 6.13
2 843.24 8.92 146.29 149.37 8.31 E-05 -4.08 2.17 6.11
2 900.15 9.89 140.23 143.47 8.55E-05 -4.07 2.15 6.15
2 900.15 10.85 134.49 137.88 8.81 E-05 -4.06 2.13 6.19
2 899.9 11.86 122.57 126.2 8.79E-05 -4.06 2.09 6.19
2 899.9 12.71 113.70 117.5 8.80E-05 -4.06 2.06 6.19
2 899.9 13.43 105.70 109.7 9.05E-05 -4.04 2.02 6.23
2 900.15 14.38 93.26 97.5 8.96E-05 -4.05 1.97 6.21
3 900.15 14.61 83.68 87.87 7.45E-05 -4.13 1.92 5.97
3 900.15 14.72 72.58 75.97 3.10E-05 -4.51 1.86 4.93
3 900.15 14.79 66.61 69.33 1.37E-05 -4.86 1.82 4.13
3 900.15 14.86 59.46 61.91 8.28E-06 -5.08 1.77 3.70
3 900.15 14.9 55.13 57.33 5.30E-06 -5.28 1.74 3.36
3 900.15 14.94 50.91 53.01 4.09E-06 -5.39 1.71 3.18
3 900.15 14.98 47.37 49.36 3.14E-06 -5.50 1.68 3.00
3 900.15 15 45.75 47.6 2.33E-06 -5.63 1.66 2.81
3 900.15 15.03 42.02 43.89 2.15E-06 -5.67 1.62 2.76
3 900.15 15.08 37.09 38.81 1.40E-06 -5.85 1.57 2.52
3 899.42 15.13 32.69 34.34 1.01 E-06 -6.00 1.51 2.34
3 898.93 15.16 29.46 31.01 7.30E-07 -6.14 1.47 2.18
3 898.21 15.21 24.52 26.06 5.70E-07 -6.25 1.39 2.07
3 898.21 15.23 22.30 23.73 4.00E-07 -6.40 1.35 1.91
4 898.21 15.26 19.30 20.7 3.20E-07 -6.50 1.29 1.82
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WG11
M TCC) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 999.42 0 0.00 0 5.00E-05
2 999.42 0.1 2.24 2.19 6.73E-05 -4.17 0.35 4.09
2 999.66 0.17 5.48 9.19 5.48E-05 -4.26 0.74 3.91
2 999.66 0.29 14.61 18.17 5.79E-05 -4.24 1.16 3.96
2 999.9 0.45 23.29 26.75 6.47E-05 -4.19 1.37 4.06
2 1000.15 0.6 30.10 33.36 6.11 E-05 -4.21 1.48 4.01
2 1000.39 0.95 36.15 39.49 7.77E-05 -4.11 1.56 4.22
2 1000.63 1.3 39.66 42.92 7.79E-05 -4.11 1.60 4.22
2 1000.87 1.74 44.01 47.19 7.88E-05 -4.10 1.64 4.24
2 1000.87 2.16 47.96 50.98 7.30E-05 -4.14 1.68 4.17
2 1001.11 2.51 50.78 53.83 8.04E-05 -4.09 1.71 4.25
2 1001.11 2.96 52.93 55.98 8.41 E-05 -4.08 1.72 4.30
2 1001.36 3.37 54.83 57.75 7.68E-05 -4.11 1.74 4.21
2 1001.6 3.86 56.22 59.17 8.16E-05 -4.09 1.75 4.27
2 1001.59 4.4 58.13 61.04 8.27E-05 -4.08 1.76 4.28
2 1001.84 4.94 56.50 59.44 8.18E-05 -4.09 1.75 4.27
2 1002.08 5.63 56.19 59.14 8.28E-05 -4.08 1.75 4.28
2 1002.32 6.55 54.30 57.31 8.34E-05 -4.08 1.73 4.29
2 1002.32 7.44 52.21 55.25 8.27E-05 -4.08 1.72 4.28
2 1002.57 8.26 49.90 53.03 8.59E-05 -4.07 1.70 4.32
2 1002.57 9.14 47.37 50.53 8.37E-05 -4.08 1.68 4.29
2 1003.05 9.84 45.03 48.26 8.54E-05 -4.07 1.65 4.31
2 1003.05 10.55 42.38 45.68 8.59E-05 -4.07 1.63 4.32
2 1003.05 11.15 40.48 43.76 8.15E-05 -4.09 1.61 4.27
2 1003.29 11.88 37.30 40.69 8.46E-05 -4.07 1.57 4.30
2 1003.05 12.43 35.53 38.99 8.76E-05 -4.06 1.55 4.33
2 1003.04 12.92 34.56 38 8.38E-05 -4.08 1.54 4.29
3 1003.2 12.99 30.78 33.91 5.36E-05 -4.27 1.49 3.89
3 1003.23 13.02 28.36 30.86 2.14E-05 -4.67 1.45 3.19
3 1003.05 13.05 26.10 28.35 1.36E-05 -4.87 1.42 2.89
3 1003.2 13.08 23.34 25.39 8.57E-06 -5.07 1.37 2.61
3 1003.25 13.1 21.30 23.15 5.36E-06 -5.27 1.33 2.36
3 1003.56 13.12 19.25 21.02 4.18E-06 -5.38 1.28 2.24
3 1003.54 13.14 16.72 18.42 3.24E-06 -5.49 1.22 2.12
3 1003.54 13.16 14.96 16.49 1.98E-06 -5.70 1.17 1.90
3 1003.54 13.18 13.63 15.06 1.38E-06 -5.86 1.13 1.76
3 1003.78 13.2 11.76 13.14 1.12E-06 -5.95 1.07 1.68
3 1003.78 13.21 10.43 11.73 8.00E-07 -6.10 1.02 1.56
3 1003.78 13.22 9.30 10.58 7.00E-07 -6.15 0.97 1.52
4 1004.02 13.23 8.63 9.78 4.30E-07 -6.37 0.94 1.36
WG12
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 1047.12 0 0.00 0 8.00E-05
2 1046.88 0.14 1.44 1.56 7.57E-05 -4.12 0.16 3.59
2 1046.88 0.25 2.54 4.74 8.26E-05 -4.08 0.40 3.66
2 1046.88 0.43 3.23 7.24 6.51 E-05 -4.19 0.51 3.47
2 1047.12 0.67 4.90 9.4 9.85E-05 -4.01 0.69 3.80
2 1047.12 0.81 6.68 11.04 7.13E-05 -4.15 0.82 3.54
2 1047.36 1.05 9.94 14.57 7.11 E-05 -4.15 1.00 3.54
2 1047.36 1.32 13.00 17.93 7.65E-05 -4.12 1.11 3.59
2 1047.6 1.51 15.22 20.38 8.03E-05 -4.10 1.18 3.63
2 1047.36 1.71 16.98 22.26 7.95E-05 -4.10 1.23 3.63
2 1047.36 1.99 18.99 24.4 7.51 E-05 -4.12 1.28 3.58
2 1061.16 2.32 20.21 25.78 8.10E-05 -4.09 1.31 3.64
2 1047.6 2.72 20.75 26.33 7.89E-05 -4.10 1.32 3.62
2 1061.16 3.2 20.24 25.9 9.08E-05 -4.04 1.31 3.73
2 1047.6 3.48 19.72 25.27 8.38E-05 -4.08 1.29 3.67
2 1047.85 4.15 18.55 23.96 7.90E-05 -4.10 1.27 3.62
2 1047.6 5.22 16.75 22.08 8.52E-05 -4.07 1.22 3.68
2 1047.85 6.34 15.18 20.35 8.25E-05 -4.08 1.18 3.65
2 1048.09 7.65 13.45 18.51 8.52E-05 -4.07 1.13 3.68
2 1047.85 8.81 12.33 17.28 8.25E-05 -4.08 1.09 3.65
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2 1048.09 9.82 11.59 16.49 8.44E-05 -4.07 1.06 3.67
2 1048.33 11.11 10.54 15.34 8.22E-05 -4.09 1.02 3.65
2 1048.57 12.78 10.06 14.83 8.34E-05 -4.08 1.00 3.66
2 1048.81 14.4 9.36 14.07 8.30E-05 -4.08 0.97 3.66
2 1049.06 16.47 8.81 13.48 8.33E-05 -4.08 0.94 3.66
2 1048.57 18.03 9.07 13.76 8.34E-05 -4.08 0.96 3.66
2 1049.06 20.04 8.48 13.11 8.19E-05 -4.09 0.93 3.65
2 1049.06 21.79 8.61 13.27 8.40E-05 -4.08 0.93 3.67
2 1049.06 22.91 8.18 12.78 8.11 E-05 -4.09 0.91 3.64
2 1048.81 24.25 7.96 12.56 8.29E-05 -4.08 0.90 3.66
2 1049.06 25.36 7.73 12.32 8.45E-05 -4.07 0.89 3.67
2 1048.81 26.72 7.14 11.68 8.38E-05 -4.08 0.85 3.67
2 1048.81 28.02 6.76 11.25 8.24E-05 -4.08 0.83 3.65
2 1049.3 29.55 6.28 10.74 8.29E-05 -4.08 0.80 3.66
2 1049.3 30.84 5.83 10.25 8.30E-05 -4.08 0.77 3.66
2 1049.3 31.76 5.86 10.3 8.48E-05 -4.07 0.77 3.68
2 1048.81 32.47 5.38 9.74 8.01 E-05 -4.10 0.73 3.63
3 1048.81 32.55 4.55 8.48 5.19E-05 -4.28 0.66 3.30
3 1048.81 32.57 3.45 6.28 1.09E-05 -4.96 0.54 2.36
3 1048.81 32.58 2.83 5.15 4.40E-06 -5.36 0.45 1.93
3 1048.81 32.59 2.03 4.16 3.30E-06 -5.48 0.31 1.82
3 1048.81 32.6 1.28 3.18 2.20E-06 -5.66 0.11 1.66
3 1048.81 32.61 0.66 2.19 9.00E-07 -6.04 -0.18 1.37
3 1048.81 32.62 0.14 1.5 6.00E-07 -6.23 -0.84 1.25
3 1048.81 32.62 0.28 1.29 1 .OOE-07 -6.87 -0.55 0.91
3 1048.81 32.62 0.03 1.07 2.00E-07 -6.76 -1.47 0.96
4 1049.54 32.63 0.03 0.87 1 .OOE-07 -7.18 -1.56 0.78
WG13
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 1093.59 0 0.00 0 8.00E-05
2 1093.61 0.13 1.73 1.87 7.90E-05 -4.10 0.24 3.13
2 1093.61 0.24 2.44 2.63 7.84E-05 -4.11 0.39 3.12
2 1093.37 0.7 2.55 2.76 8.47E-05 -4.07 0.41 3.18
2 1092.88 1.33 2.70 2.92 8.32E-05 -4.08 0.43 3.16
2 1093.61 1.82 2.65 2.86 8.45E-05 -4.07 0.42 3.17
2 1093.37 2.33 2.81 3.04 7.87E-05 -4.10 0.45 3.13
2 1093.37 3.13 2.69 2.91 8.43E-05 -4.07 0.43 3.17
2 1093.61 3.89 2.59 2.8 8.46E-05 -4.07 0.41 3.17
2 1093.61 4.74 2.55 2.76 8.29E-05 -4.08 0.41 3.16
2 1093.37 5.4 2.49 2.7 8.11 E-05 -4.09 0.40 3.15
2 1093.37 6.23 1.98 2.14 8.35E-05 -4.08 0.30 3.17
2 1093.37 7.41 1.78 1.92 8.26E-05 -4.08 0.25 3.16
2 1093.61 8.16 1.72 1.86 8.53E-05 -4.07 0.24 3.18
2 1093.37 9.3 1.95 2.11 8.27E-05 -4.08 0.29 3.16
2 1093.61 10.56 1.69 1.83 8.14E-05 -4.09 0.23 3.15
2 1093.85 11.88 1.75 1.89 8.42E-05 -4.07 0.24 3.17
2 1093.85 13.26 1.59 1.72 8.19E-05 -4.09 0.20 3.15
2 1093.85 14.44 1.51 1.64 8.35E-05 -4.08 0.18 3.17
2 1094.09 15.89 1.66 1.79 8.33E-05 -4.08 0.22 3.16
2 1094.09 17.67 1.53 1.65 8.24E-05 -4.08 0.18 3.16
2 1094.09 19.38 1.60 1.73 8.34E-05 -4.08 0.21 3.17
2 1093.61 21.09 1.60 1.72 8.33E-05 -4.08 0.20 3.16
2 1093.85 22.28 1.62 1.75 8.19E-05 -4.09 0.21 3.15
2 1093.37 23.61 1.52 1.64 8.29E-05 -4.08 0.18 3.16
2 1094.09 24.98 1.43 1.54 8.32E-05 -4.08 0.15 3.16
2 1093.85 26.44 1.45 1.57 8.43E-05 -4.07 0.16 3.17
2 1093.85 27.49 1.33 1.44 7.98E-05 -4.10 0.12 3.14
2 1093.85 28.72 1.32 1.42 8.36E-05 -4.08 0.12 3.17
2 1093.61 30.07 1.30 1.41 8.21 E-05 -4.09 0.12 3.15
3 1093.61 30.13 0.97 1.05 3.93E-05 -4.41 -0.01 2.69
3 1093.61 30.13 0.73 0.79 9.00E-07 -6.05 -0.14 1.18
3 1093.61 30.13 0.55 0.6 5.00E-07 -6.28 -0.26 1.05
3 1093.61 30.13 0.40 0.44 3.00E-07 -6.55 -0.40 0.92
3 1093.61 30.13 0.39 0.42 O.OOE+00 -7.48 -0.41 0.58
4 1093.61 30.13 0.34 0.36 2.00E-07 -6.79 -0.47 0.82
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WG16
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 899.42 0 0.00 0 6.00E-05
2 899.42 0.27 5.22 11.88 6.43E-05 -4.19 0.72 5.78
2 899.18 0.54 30.54 38.97 5.20E-05 -4.28 1.48 5.52
2 899.18 0.86 59.17 69.88 5.09E-05 -4.29 1.77 5.49
2 899.18 1.04 76.25 88.35 5.12E-05 -4.29 1.88 5.50
2 898.93 1.29 95.42 109.02 4.97E-05 -4.30 1.98 5.47
2 898.93 1.7 119.21 135.02 6.18E-05 -4.21 2.08 5.73
2 898.99 2.22 145.08 162.99 6.25E-05 -4.20 2.16 5.75
2 898.93 2.91 159.23 178.51 7.41 E-05 -4.13 2.20 5.96
2 899.42 3.97 172.07 192.42 7.59E-05 -4.12 2.24 5.99
2 899.66 5.14 177.66 198.56 8.12E-05 -4.09 2.25 6.08
2 899.66 6.42 181.68 202.87 7.95E-05 -4.10 2.26 6.05
2 899.9 8.25 181.43 202.66 8.26E-05 -4.08 2.26 6.10
2 899.9 9.41 181.31 202.46 7.87E-05 -4.10 2.26 6.04
2 899.9 10.77 180.38 201.54 8.36E-05 -4.08 2.26 6.12
2 900.15 11.97 180.77 201.9 7.97E-05 -4.10 2.26 6.06
2 900.39 13.38 182.29 203.6 8.35E-05 -4.08 2.26 6.12
2 900.63 14.49 184.81 206.3 8.19E-05 -4.09 2.27 6.09
2 900.87 15.88 187.07 208.73 8.11 E-05 -4.09 2.27 6.08
2 901.11 17.04 188.91 210.7 8.06E-05 -4.09 2.28 6.07
2 901.36 18.21 190.80 212.72 7.91 E-05 -4.10 2.28 6.05
3 901.36 18.39 173.99 194.42 7.16E-05 -4.14 2.24 5.92
3 901.36 18.52 161.15 180.19 5.51 E-05 -4.26 2.21 5.59
3 901.6 18.67 146.57 163.74 3.14E-05 -4.50 2.17 4.95
3 901.6 18.79 135.26 151.19 2.36E-05 -4.63 2.13 4.65
3 901.84 18.94 120.71 135.02 1.53E-05 -4.81 2.08 4.23
3 901.84 19.09 107.15 119.98 1.03E-05 -4.99 2.03 3.88
3 901.84 19.21 95.53 107.11 7.10E-06 -5.15 1.98 3.59
3 901.84 19.33 84.66 95.18 5.80E-06 -5.24 1.93 3.42
3 901.84 19.44 74.41 83.85 4.10E-06 -5.38 1.87 3.18
3 902.08 19.51 67.26 75.96 3.30E-06 -5.48 1.83 3.03
3 902.08 19.59 60.00 67.95 2.60E-06 -5.58 1.78 2.88
3 902.08 19.67 52.86 60.04 1.90E-06 -5.72 1.72 2.69
3 902.08 19.74 46.78 53.38 1.70E-06 -5.78 1.67 2.62
3 898.69 19.82 38.84 44.84 1.80E-06 -5.75 1.59 2.66
3 897.97 19.85 36.90 42.28 8.00E-07 -6.11 1.57 2.22
3 897.72 19.88 33.49 38.63 9.00E-07 -6.07 1.52 2.26
3 899.9 19.9 32.80 37.3 2.00E-07 -6.61 1.52 1.72
3 902.08 19.94 28.17 32.8 7.00E-07 -6.14 1.45 2.18
3 902.57 19.99 23.52 27.68 6.00E-07 -6.22 1.37 2.09
3 902.32 20.04 19.43 23.15 5.00E-07 -6.32 1.29 1.99
3 902.08 20.07 16.46 19.82 4.00E-07 -6.44 1.22 1.88
3 902.32 20.11 12.74 15.66 3.00E-07 -6.58 1.11 1.75
3 902.57 20.15 9.27 11.71 2.00E-07 -6.80 0.97 1.57
2 899.65 20.15 0.00 0 4.00E-07 -6.39 -0.04 1.35
2 899.66 20.16 0.67 3.32 4.00E-07 -6.40 -0.17 1.88
2 899.42 20.19 3.12 7.12 l.lOE-06 -5.96 0.49 2.37
2 899.18 20.22 5.99 10.89 l.lOE-06 -5.96 0.78 2.41
2 898.93 20.23 10.56 16.03 3.00E-07 -6.52 1.02 1.80
2 898.69 20.27 13.93 21.24 1.20E-06 -5.92 1.14 2.44
2 898.93 20.27 18.04 26.44 l.OOE-06 -6.00 1.26 2.34
2 898.93 20.32 22.21 31.91 l.lOE-06 -5.96 1.35 2.38
2 898.93 20.35 25.65 36.21 9.00E-07 -6.05 1.41 2.26
2 898.69 20.44 28.87 41.05 2.10E-06 -5.68 1.46 2.76
2 898.69 20.47 32.80 45.41 7.00E-07 -6.15 1.52 2.19
2 898.45 20.51 36.10 49.67 7.00E-07 -6.15 1.56 2.18
2 898.56 20.57 39.12 53.9 1.20E-06 -5.92 1.59 2.43
2 899.18 20.67 43.80 59.95 l.lOE-06 -5.96 1.64 2.40
2 899.18 20.76 46.20 63.26 1.50E-06 -5.82 1.66 2.55
2 899.42 20.85 49.21 67.09 1.40E-06 -5.85 1.69 2.50
2 899.42 20.9 51.85 70.28 1 .OOE-06 -6.00 1.71 2.31
2 899.42 20.98 54.59 73.99 1 20E-06 -5.92 1.74 2.44
2 899.42 21.04 56.81 76.8 l.lOE-06 -5.96 1.75 2.38
2 899.66 21.14 57.98 78.84 2.20E-06 -5.66 1.76 2.78
2 899.9 21.23 60.26 81.42 1.40E-06 -5.85 1.78 2.50
2 900.39 21.32 62.00 83.7 1.40E-06 -5.85 1.79 2.51
2 899.9 21.38 63.31 85.36 1.30E-06 -5.89 1.80 2.48
2 900.15 21.45 65.13 87.73 1.30E-06 -5.89 1.81 2.48
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WG18
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 1094.09 0 0.00 0 7.80E-04
2 1093.66 0.31 0.21 5.33 7.64E-04 -3.12 -0.68 5.12
2 1093.85 1.3 0.31 5.35 9.03E-04 -3.04 -1.43 5.31
2 1093.61 1.92 0.46 5.61 7.82E-04 -3.11 -0.33 5.15
2 1093.61 2.24 0.57 5.74 7.96E-04 -3.10 -0.24 5.17
2 1093.61 2.58 0.48 5.73 8.49E-04 -3.07 -0.31 5.24
3 1093.37 2.76 0.06 4.07 2.48E-04 -3.61 -1.21 4.01
3 1093.37 2.77 1.08 2.71 4.00E-06 -5.40 0.03 1.63
3 1094.58 2.77 0.90 2.09 9.00E-07 -6.04 -0.04 1.19
3 1093.37 2.78 0.38 1.35 4.00E-07 -6.45 -0.42 0.97
3 1026.54 2.78 0.01 0.8 l.OOE-07 -7.29 -1.94 0.79
3 1026.05 2.79 0.01 1.33 5.00E-07 -6.26 -2.15 1.32
2 1026.05 2.79 0.01 1 1 .OOE-07 -6.85 -1.85 0.99
2 1026.05 3.39 1.03 7.08 5.97E-04 -3.22 0.01 6.05
2 1025.81 3.49 1.67 5.77 9.96E-05 -4.00 0.22 4.10
2 1029.69 3.78 3.22 5.99 1.64E-05 -4.78 0.51 2.77
2 1028.23 3.89 3.49 6.37 1.98E-05 -4.70 0.54 2.88
2 1028.23 3.94 4.42 7.05 1.29E-05 -4.89 0.65 2.63
2 1029.2 3.98 4.61 6.79 5.50E-06 -5.26 0.66 2.18
3 1029.2 4 2.58 4.65 4.30E-06 -5.37 0.41 2.07
3 1029.2 4 2.59 3.87 5.00E-07 -6.32 0.41 1.29
3 1029.2 4.01 1.37 2.8 8.00E-07 -6.11 0.14 1.43
3 1028.47 4.02 1.85 2.65 1 .OOE-07 -7.28 0.27 0.80
2 1028.23 4.04 1.46 3.06 1.30E-06 -5.89 0.17 1.59
2 1028.47 4 1.92 8.23 8.32E-04 -3.08 0.28 6.31
2 1028.47 4.17 2.57 9.06 8.26E-04 -3.08 0.41 6.49
2 1028.47 4.5 7.32 13.53 6.70E-04 -3.17 0.86 6.20
2 1028.47 4.97 9.08 15.48 7.70E-04 -3.11 0.96 6.40
2 1028.72 5.61 9.26 15.91 9.22E-04 -3.04 0.97 6.65
2 1028.72 6.31 9.69 16.1 7.76E-04 -3.11 0.99 6.41
2 1028.72 6.85 9.00 15.61 8.96E-04 -3.05 0.95 6.61
3 1028.47 7.18 6.55 12.52 5.61E-04 -3.25 0.82 5.97
3 1028.47 7.21 6.57 9.9 3.86E-05 -4.41 0.82 3.34
3 1028.23 7.23 4.78 7.47 1.44E-05 -4.84 0.68 2.69
3 1027.75 7.24 3.59 5.83 6.10E-06 -5.22 0.56 2.23
3 1026.78 7.25 3.65 4.9 4.00E-07 -6.36 0.56 1.26
2 945.18 7.29 1.57 2.89 2.00E-07 -6.81 0.20 1.32
2 944.94 7.87 4.36 5.67 l.OOE-07 -6.82 0.64 1.31
2 944.94 7.92 5.17 8.41 9.70E-06 -5.01 0.71 3.24
2 945.18 7.91 5.07 11.55 2.35E-04 -3.63 0.70 6.48
2 945.42 7.96 10.12 14.34 3.28E-05 -4.48 1.01 4.23
2 945.42 7.96 11.38 17.98 2.56E-04 -3.59 1.06 6.60
2 945.42 7.96 12.30 18.93 2.60E-04 -3.59 1.09 6.63
2 944.94 7.79 13.97 20.05 1.75E-04 -3.76 1.15 6.08
2 944.94 8.06 18.40 25.06 2.66E-04 -3.57 1.26 6.66
2 944.94 8.23 38.70 45.46 2.83E-04 -3.55 1.59 6.75
2 944.94 8.41 59.23 65.66 2.27E-04 -3.64 1.77 6.44
2 944.94 8.52 66.43 73.15 2.78E-04 -3.56 1.82 6.72
2 944.94 8.58 69.39 76.32 3.20E-04 -3.50 1.84 6.93
2 944.94 8.85 80.31 87.29 3.32E-04 -3.48 1.90 6.99
2 944.94 8.99 83.44 90.56 3.63E-04 -3.44 1.92 7.13
2 945 10.46 87.45 94.67 3.85E-04 -3.41 1.94 7.22
2 945.18 11.17 82.83 90.18 4.19E-04 -3.38 1.92 7.35
2 945 11.8 81.99 89.46 4.50E-04 -3.35 1.91 7.46
2 945.18 12.64 78.47 85.75 4.00E-04 -3.40 1.89 7.28
3 945.18 12.81 71.93 78.72 2.91E-04 -3.54 1.86 6.79
3 945.18 12.89 64.36 69.87 l.llE-04 -3.95 1.81 5.51
3 945.18 12.94 59.37 63.69 3.63E-05 -4.44 1.77 4.32
3 945.42 12.99 54.76 58.81 2.69E-05 -4.57 1.74 4.05
3 945.42 13.03 50.79 54.22 1.27E-05 -4.90 1.71 3.44
3 945.91 13.07 46.65 49.77 8.20E-06 -5.09 1.67 3.13
3 946.39 13.1 43.63 46.49 5.40E-06 -5.27 1.64 2.85
3 946.39 13.12 40.73 43.58 5.40E-06 -5.27 1.61 2.85
3 946.15 13.14 38.71 41.3 3.50E-06 -5.46 1.59 2.60
3 946.39 13.18 35.33 37.62 1.90E-06 -5.71 1.55 2.28
3 946.63 13.22 30.71 32.9 1.60E-06 -5.80 1.49 2.19
3 946.39 13.26 26.04 28.09 1.20E-06 -5.92 1.42 2.06
2 894.33 13.51 25.73 28.59 2.30E-06 -5.65 1.41 2.86
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2 900.39 21.54 65.37 88.43 2.20E-06 -5.66 1.82 2.79
3 900.39 21.56 64.16 86.33 l.lOE-06 -5.96 1.81 2.38
3 900.15 21.59 61.62 83.39 1.80E-06 -5.74 1.79 2.66
3 900.15 21.62 59.36 80.26 1.40E-06 -5.85 1.77 2.50
3 900.15 21.64 57.55 77.95 1.40E-06 -5.85 1.76 2.53
3 900.15 21.67 55.61 75.34 1.30E-06 -5.89 1.75 2.46
3 900.39 21.7 52.95 71.84 1.20E-06 -5.92 1.72 2.42
3 900.39 21.72 51.48 69.82 1 .OOE-06 -6.00 1.71 2.33
3 900.39 21.74 50.06 67.92 9.00E-07 -6.05 1.70 2.29
3 900.63 21.76 47.83 65.06 l.OOE-06 -6.00 1.68 2.32
2 900.63 21.77 46.67 63.94 1.60E-06 -5.80 1.67 2.61
2 900.45 20.97 9.69 15.68 1.60E-06 -5.80 0.99 2.40
2 900.39 20.95 10.95 17.24 1 .OOE-06 -6.00 1.04 2.34
2 900.39 20.93 13.14 20.08 1 .OOE-06 -6.00 1.12 2.34
2 900.15 20.94 14.28 20.56 2.00E-07 -6.70 1.15 1.57
3 899.9 20.94 14.01 19.99 1 .OOE-07 -7.00 1.15 1.39
3 899.66 20.95 13.86 19.69 1 .OOE-07 -7.00 1.14 1.31
4 899.66 20.95 14.25 19.76 1 .OOE-07 -7.00 1.15 0.98
WG17
M TCC) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 896.51 0 0.00 0 8.00E-07
2 895.79 0.17 5.62 8.48 8.00E-07 -6.09 0.75 2.23
2 895.2 0.45 19.95 23.99 8.00E-07 -6.08 1.30 2.24
2 895.06 0.66 28.74 33.5 9.00E-07 -6.06 1.46 2.27
2 894.09 0.8 36.47 41.76 7.00E-07 -6.14 1.56 2.18
2 896.03 1.02 46.47 52.64 8.00E-07 -6.08 1.67 2.24
2 896.03 1.43 58.68 65.9 9.00E-07 -6.04 1.77 2.29
2 895.3 1.88 71.60 79.86 9.00E-07 -6.03 1.85 2.30
2 895.06 2.35 82.21 91.32 9.00E-07 -6.03 1.91 2.30
2 895.3 2.67 89.00 98.63 9.00E-07 -6.06 1.95 2.27
2 894.82 3.11 94.92 105.09 1 .OOE-06 -6.01 1.98 2.33
2 895.79 3.62 99.56 110.11 1 .OOE-06 -6.00 2.00 2.34
2 897.48 4.36 104.23 115.19 l.lOE-06 -5.97 2.02 2.37
2 899.18 5.12 106.02 117.13 l.lOE-06 -5.97 2.03 2.37
2 899.66 5.83 106.42 117.56 l.lOE-06 -5.98 2.03 2.37
2 899.66 6.33 107.17 118.36 1 .OOE-06 -5.98 2.03 2.36
2 899.9 7.14 108.93 120.28 l.lOE-06 -5.97 2.04 2.38
2 893.61 7.82 110.86 122.36 1 .OOE-06 -5.98 2.04 2.36
2 895.06 8.7 115.61 127.43 1 .OOE-06 -6.02 2.06 2.31
2 894.58 9.04 119.94 132.14 l.OOE-06 -5.99 2.08 2.35
2 894.82 9.55 119.37 131.59 l.lOE-06 -5.95 2.08 2.40
2 891.91 10.65 123.42 135.93 1 .OOE-06 -5.98 2.09 2.36
2 892.4 11.7 120.75 133.07 l.lOE-06 -5.96 2.08 2.38
2 892.4 12.63 118.04 130.12 l.lOE-06 -5.97 2.07 2.38
2 893.61 13.3 113.60 125.37 1.20E-06 -5.93 2.06 2.42
2 894.82 14.16 108.22 119.54 l.lOE-06 -5.95 2.03 2.39
2 895.54 14.75 103.12 114.04 l.lOE-06 -5.94 2.01 2.40
2 895.3 15.38 98.67 109.21 l.lOE-06 -5.96 1.99 2.39
2 897 16.13 92.99 103.12 1.20E-06 -5.92 1.97 2.43
2 896.51 16.55 88.71 98.48 1.20E-06 -5.93 1.95 2.42
2 888.28 16.89 72.20 80.63 1.16E-06 -5.94 1.86 2.41
2 888.88 16.91 70.45 77.51 6.00E-08 -7.21 1.85 1.27
2 892.88 17.04 62.55 69.51 2.80E-07 -6.55 1.80 1.78
2 892.88 17.1 57.66 64.1 2.10E-07 -6.69 1.76 1.66
2 891.43 17.18 52.44 58.36 1.60E-07 -6.81 1.72 1.56
2 892.4 17.21 50.23 55.78 9.00E-08 -7.04 1.70 1.39
2 892.4 17.31 47.48 53.07 1.90E-07 -6.72 1.68 1.63
3 893.12 17.32 45.48 50.59 8.00E-08 -7.12 1.66 1.34
3 892.64 17.34 43.53 48.62 l.lOE-07 -6.94 1.64 1.46
4 892.64 17.36 41.97 46.86 9.00E-08 -7.04 1.62 1.39
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2 894.09 13.37 27.00 29.75 1.90E-06 -5.72 1.43 2.75
2 893.85 13.53 54.53 61.87 1.73E-04 -3.76 1.74 7.34
2 893.85 13.66 75.01 82.74 2.20E-04 -3.66 1.88 7.73
2 893.85 13.89 115.35 122.89 1.96E-04 -3.71 2.06 7.54
2 893.85 14.13 143.93 151.74 2.31E-04 -3.64 2.16 7.81
2 893.85 14.31 157.45 165.77 3.08E-04 -3.51 2.20 8.32
2 894.09 14.57 173.46 181.69 2.93E-04 -3.53 2.24 8.23
2 894.09 14.88 176.04 184.72 3.76E-04 -3.42 2.25 8.68
2 894.33 15.37 175.82 184.86 4.53E-04 -3.34 2.25 9.05
2 894.58 15.81 172.95 181.74 3.96E-04 -3.40 2.24 8.79
3 894.58 15.91 166.28 174.3 2.60E-04 -3.58 2.22 8.02
3 894.82 16.06 149.64 156.91 1 66E-04 -3.78 2.18 7.27
3 895.3 16.2 135.89 141.56 5.29E-05 -4.28 2.13 5.67
3 895.54 16.28 126.99 131.95 2.87E-05 -4.54 2.10 4.96
3 894.82 16.35 119.28 123.73 1.74E-05 -4.76 2.08 4.45
3 893.85 16.42 111.95 116.11 1.28E-05 -4.89 2.05 4.16
3 894.58 16.49 104.46 107.82 4.70E-06 -5.32 2.02 3.36
3 893.85 16.58 94.41 97.55 3.50E-06 -5.45 1.98 3.15
3 892.64 16.65 86.39 89.2 2.10E-06 -5.68 1.94 2.81
3 892.88 16.69 82.29 84.82 1.30E-06 -5.89 1.92 2.53
3 892.88 16.74 76.54 79 l.lOE-06 -5.95 1.88 2.45
3 892.88 16.79 71.72 74.08 9.00E-07 -6.03 1.86 2.36
3 892.64 16.81 68.60 70.78 6.00E-07 -6.19 1.84 2.18
3 892.64 16.85 65.36 67.37 4.00E-07 -6.35 1.82 2.01
3 892.64 16.88 61.67 63.74 5.00E-07 -6.28 1.79 2.08
3 892.64 16.9 59.32 61.28 4.00E-07 -6.40 1.77 1.96
3 892.64 16.92 56.55 58.49 4.00E-07 -6.42 1.75 1.94
3 892.64 16.95 54.14 56.1 4.00E-07 -6.40 1.73 1.95
3 892.88 16.96 52.88 54.66 3.00E-07 -6.59 1.72 1.78
3 892.88 16.97 51.31 53.1 3.00E-07 -6.58 1.71 1.79
3 892.88 16.99 49.99 51.6 2.00E-07 -6.79 1.70 1.61
3 893.37 17.04 43.99 45.76 2.00E-07 -6.61 1.64 1.77
3 893.61 17.08 39.33 40.98 2.00E-07 -6.75 1.59 1.65
3 894.58 17.12 35.07 36.56 l.OOE-07 -6.94 1.54 1.49
3 895.06 17.15 31.33 32.72 1 .OOE-07 -7.09 1.50 1.39
3 897.01 17.19 27.64 28.94 l.OOE-07 -7.23 1.44 1.29
3 896.03 17.21 25.44 26.65 O.OOE+00 -7.36 1.41 1.21
3 896.27 17.22 24.96 25.94 O.OOE+00 -7.78 1.40 0.98
3 89.157 17.23 22.80 23.88 O.OOE+00 -7.59 1.36 1.08
3 898.21 17.24 22.28 23.08 O.OOE+00 -8.19 1.35 0.80
3 897.48 17.27 19.37 20.41 O.OOE+00 -7.67 1.29 1.04
2 947.12 17.47 30.61 32.32 5.00E-07 -6.28 1.49 1.72
2 946.63 16.7 44.22 45.93 5.00E-07 -6.29 1.65 1.70
2 946.39 17.48 75.59 83.63 6.44E-04 -3.19 1.88 8.04
2 946.39 18.13 91.43 99.49 6.51 E-04 -3.19 1.96 8.06
2 946.15 18.96 99.78 108.3 8.37E-04 -3.08 2.00 8.51
2 946.15 19.72 103.18 111.51 7.58E-04 -3.12 2.01 8.33
2 945.91 20.84 104.09 112.52 8.00E-04 -3.10 2.02 8.43
2 945.91 22.42 103.13 111.64 8.32E-04 -3.08 2.01 8.50
2 946.15 23.45 100.08 108.65 8.60E-04 -3.07 2.00 8.56
3 946.15 23.6 100.32 107.91 4.93E-04 -3.31 2.00 7.59
3 946.39 23.79 79.77 86.44 2.73E-04 -3.56 1.90 6.67
3 946.88 23.9 69.89 74.67 5.86E-05 -4.23 1.84 4.78
3 947.85 23.98 61.33 65.4 2.78E-05 -4.56 1.79 4.06
3 949.3 24.06 53.32 56.95 1.66E-05 -4.78 1.73 3.63
3 949.3 24.12 46.18 49.64 1.32E-05 -4.88 1.66 3.46
3 948.57 24.18 40.75 43.89 8.40E-06 -5.07 1.61 3.13
3 950.02 24.24 34.13 36.75 3.70E-06 -5.43 1.53 2.62
3 948.09 24.3 28.24 30.52 2.00E-06 -5.71 1.45 2.28
3 946.88 24.36 22.26 24.29 l.lOE-06 -5.94 1.35 2.03
3 946.88 24.41 16.93 18.63 5.00E-07 -6.29 1.23 1.70
3 947.12 24.44 13.24 14.65 2.00E-07 -6.66 1.12 1.42
3 947.12 24.48 9.95 11.19 l.OOE-07 -6.92 1.00 1.24
3 947.12 24.49 8.42 9.4 O.OOE+00 -7.41 0.93 0.97
3 947.12 24.5 7.17 8.15 O.OOE+00 -7.39 0.86 0.98
4 947.12 24.51 7.25 7.92 O.OOE+00 -8.17 0.86 0.66
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WG20
M TCC) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 899.66 0 0.00 0 2.00E-07
2 897.24 0.15 2.68 4.31 2.00E-07 -6.73 0.43 1.62
2 894.33 0.31 11.61 13.17 2.00E-07 -6.81 1.06 1.56
2 895.25 0.48 19.52 21.07 2.00E-07 -6.82 1.29 1.55
2 894.09 0.7 28.97 30.57 2.00E-07 -6.76 1.46 1.60
2 893.61 0.91 37.69 39.26 2.00E-07 -6.80 1.58 1.57
2 893.12 1.14 44.75 46.35 2.00E-07 -6.76 1.65 1.60
2 895.06 1.46 51.73 53.35 2.00E-07 -6.73 1.71 1.62
2 895.55 1.75 58.34 59.94 2.00E-07 -6.76 1.77 1.60
2 897.48 2.07 62.25 63.88 2.00E-07 -6.72 1.79 1.63
2 898.45 2.43 66.59 68.22 2.00E-07 -6.73 1.82 1.62
2 898.45 2.72 69.75 71.4 2.00E-07 -6.70 1.84 1.64
2 897.24 3.04 72.33 73.95 2.00E-07 -6.73 1.86 1.62
2 895.79 3.35 76.91 78.52 2.00E-07 -6.75 1.89 1.61
2 894.58 3.6 80.49 82.1 2.00E-07 -6.74 1.91 1.61
2 895.79 4 85.42 87.04 2.00E-07 -6.73 1.93 1.62
2 896.03 4.59 89.76 91.4 2.00E-07 -6.70 1.95 1.65
2 894.58 5.08 91.96 93.59 2.00E-07 -6.71 1.96 1.63
2 896.51 5.65 96.24 97.87 2.00E-07 -6.72 1.98 1.63
2 896.76 6.4 99.36 101 2.00E-07 -6.71 2.00 1.64
2 897.78 7.03 100.20 101.87 2.00E-07 -6.68 2.00 1.67
2 897.72 7.75 102.78 104.41 2.00E-07 -6.73 2.01 1.63
2 896.27 8.53 100.28 101.95 2.00E-07 -6.68 2.00 1.67
3 892.15 8.71 105.84 107.66 3.00E-07 -6.50 2.02 1.82
3 893.12 8.82 93.51 95.05 1 .OOE-07 -6.83 1.97 1.54
3 895.06 8.91 83.64 85.06 1 .OOE-07 -7.00 1.92 1.42
3 894.58 8.97 76.34 77.67 1 .OOE-07 -7.12 1.88 1.33
3 895.06 9.04 68.67 69.97 l.OOE-07 -7.18 1.84 1.29
3 896.27 9.1 61.77 63 l.OOE-07 -7.27 1.79 1.24
3 894.82 9.16 54.89 56.09 O.OOE+00 -7.33 1.74 1.20
3 894.09 9.21 48.56 49.67 O.OOE+00 -7.48 1.69 1.11
3 893.61 9.25 44.51 45.52 O.OOE+00 -7.68 1.65 1.01
3 897.24 9.26 42.87 43.7 O.OOE+00 -8.07 1.63 0.83
3 896.51 9.3 38.38 39.49 O.OOE+00 -7.49 1.58 1.11
3 896.76 9.32 36.02 36.99 O.OOE+00 -7.77 1.56 0.96
2 896.76 9.81 17.45 20.45 3.20E-06 -5.50 1.24 3.00
2 896.76 8.86 7.23 10.56 5.10E-06 -5.29 0.86 3.33
2 894.58 8.94 2.31 5.43 3.80E-06 -5.42 0.36 3.12
2 892.88 9.02 14.78 18.1 5.00E-06 -5.30 1.17 3.32
2 892.88 9.14 37.39 40.64 4.50E-06 -5.34 1.57 3.25
2 892.88 9.28 54.11 57.62 6.50E-06 -5.19 1.73 3.51
2 892.88 9.34 66.71 69.86 4.00E-06 -5.40 1.82 3.15
2 892.88 9.48 88.31 91.67 5.30E-06 -5.28 1.95 3.36
2 891.91 9.65 113.20 116.58 5.40E-06 -5.26 2.05 3.38
2 891.43 9.75 126.29 129.57 4.70E-06 -5.32 2.10 3.28
2 891.43 9.9 132.23 136.08 9.80E-06 -5.01 2.12 3.84
2 891.43 10 138.58 142.07 6.30E-06 -5.20 2.14 3.49
2 891.43 10.21 139.19 142.87 8.00E-06 -5.09 2.14 3.68
2 890.7 11.18 132.67 136.1 5.80E-06 -5.24 2.12 3.42
2 890.7 11.68 130.30 134.2 1.05E-05 -4.98 2.11 3.90
2 890.7 12.15 124.66 128.52 1 .OOE-05 -5.00 2.10 3.86
2 890.94 12.67 119.99 123.86 1 .OOE-05 -5.00 2.08 3.86
3 890.94 12.82 107.57 111.06 6.30E-06 -5.20 2.03 3.49
3 890.94 12.9 99.12 101.95 2.40E-06 -5.62 2.00 2.83
3 890.94 12.96 92.93 95.32 l.lOE-06 -5.96 1.97 2.39
3 890.94 13.01 87.30 89.58 9.00E-07 -6.06 1.94 2.27
3 891.43 13.07 79.70 81.8 6.00E-07 -6.22 1.90 2.10
3 891.91 13.15 71.37 73.26 4.00E-07 -6.43 1.85 1.89
3 891.43 13.2 65.63 67.41 3.00E-07 -6.55 1.82 1.78
3 891.43 13.24 60.93 62.53 2.00E-07 -6.75 1.78 1.61
3 890.94 13.28 56.61 58.17 2.00E-07 -6.81 1.75 1.56
3 890.94 13.31 53.23 54.69 l.OOE-07 -6.94 1.73 1.46
4 890.94 13.36 47.68 49.16 l.OOE-07 -6.91 1.68 1.48
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WG21
M TCC) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 900.12 0 0.00 0 5.00E-06 3.32
2 900.12 0.08 0.01 5.15 3.72E-05 -4.43 -2.00 5.13
2 901.23 0.11 7.86 11.45 7.14E-06 -5.15 0.90 3.58
2 901.11 0.12 11.37 14.31 2.90E-06 -5.54 1.06 2.95
2 901.11 0.17 13.71 17.09 5.48E-06 -5.26 1.14 3.38
2 900.15 0.23 17.35 20.77 5.77E-06 -5.24 1.24 3.42
2 900.87 0.28 20.65 24.2 6.86E-06 -5.16 1.31 3.55
2 900.87 0.34 23.32 26.88 6.92E-06 -5.16 1.37 3.56
2 900.87 0.38 26.01 29.41 5.63E-06 -5.25 1.42 3.40
2 900.87 0.41 28.25 30.84 1.59E-06 -5.80 1.45 2.58
2 900.87 0.46 28.11 30.81 1.94E-06 -5.71 1.45 2.70
2 900.63 0.5 28.71 30.9 7.40E-07 -6.13 1.46 2.19
2 900.15 0.53 27.89 29.97 5.76E-07 -6.24 1.45 2.07
2 899.9 0.63 28.91 31.16 8.34E-07 -6.08 1.46 2.25
2 900.15 0.63 29.68 30.77 3.00E-08 -7.52 1.47 1.09
2 900.63 0.67 29.67 31.74 5.65E-07 -6.25 1.47 2.07
2 899.9 0.68 28.78 30.64 3.52E-07 -6.45 1.46 1.86
2 900.87 0.69 29.23 30.99 2.74E-07 -6.56 1.47 1.76
2 841.31 1.03 31.49 35.43 3.98E-06 -5.40 1.50 3.94
2 845.42 1.03 35.62 38.24 6.02E-07 -6.22 1.55 2.62
2 847.36 1.05 32.49 35.2 7.13E-07 -6.15 1.51 2.71
2 846.88 1.05 32.64 35.36 7.13E-07 -6.15 1.51 2.71
2 847.12 1.03 33.35 36 6.38E-07 -6.20 1.52 2.65
2 846.88 1.05 33.41 35.87 4.53E-07 -6.34 1.52 2.46
2 847.12 1.05 34.01 35.55 5.20E-08 -7.28 1.53 1.54
2 846.88 1.06 31.76 33.55 1.06E-07 -6.97 1.50 1.79
2 846.63 1.06 29.83 32.52 6.84E-07 -6.16 1.47 2.69
2 846.88 1.06 31.08 32.98 1.40E-07 -6.85 1.49 1.90
2 846.88 1.04 30.23 32.9 6.64E-07 -6.18 1.48 2.67
2 846.88 1.04 31.45 33.4 1.55E-07 -6.81 1.50 1.95
2 846.63 1.07 29.50 31.99 4.83E-07 -6.32 1.47 2.49
2 846.63 1.06 29.29 31.56 3.16E-07 -6.50 1.47 2.27
2 846.63 1.06 29.37 31.59 2.83E-07 -6.55 1.47 2.22
2 846.39 1.07 29.46 31.57 2.26E-07 -6.65 1.47 2.11
2 846.15 1.1 31.04 33.35 3.43E-07 -6.46 1.49 2.31
2 846.39 1.09 30.61 32.96 3.63E-07 -6.44 1.49 2.34
2 846.39 1.09 31.74 34 3.02E-07 -6.52 1.50 2.25
2 846.63 1.1 30.47 32.28 1.14E-07 -6.94 1.48 1.82
2 846.39 1.11 29.54 31.62 2.13E07 -6.67 1.47 2.09
2 846.39 1.11 29.96 32.22 3.06E-07 -6.51 1.48 2.26
2 846.88 1.1 30.36 32.54 2.65E-07 -6.58 1.48 2.19
2 894.09 0.84 27.53 31.03 2.29E-06 -5.64 1.44 3.50
2 901.6 0.81 30.64 32.49 3.33E-07 -6.48 1.49 1.84
2 901.6 0.84 28.27 30.61 1.01 E-06 -5.99 1.45 2.35
2 900 0.85 26.68 28.39 2.37E-07 -6.63 1.43 1.71
2 899.42 0.91 28.09 30.91 2.38E-06 -5.62 1.45 2.82
2 899.42 0.91 27.40 29.13 2.53E-07 -6.60 1.44 1.73
2 900.39 0.92 28.76 30.53 2.76E-07 -6.56 1.46 1.77
2 900.15 0.99 25.99 28.68 1.90E-06 -5.72 1.41 2.69
2 900.39 0.99 28.34 29.73 9.20E-08 -7.04 1.45 1.39
2 899.66 1.11 29.88 32.1 7.90E-07 -6.10 1.48 2.22
2 899.9 1.1 29.05 30.84 2.95E-07 -6.53 1.46 1.79
2 899.66 1.14 30.67 32.55 3.63E-07 -6.44 1.49 1.88
2 899.66 1.14 29.96 31.44 1.22E-07 -6.91 1.48 1.48
2 899.66 1.21 30.61 32.91 9.31E-07 -6.03 1.49 2.30
2 899.42 1.23 29.57 31.47 3.83E-07 -6.42 1.47 1.90
2 899.18 1.23 30.03 31.15 3.30E-08 -7.48 1.48 1.12
2 899.18 1.29 28.72 30.88 6.91E-07 -6.16 1.46 2.16
2 899.66 1.29 29.63 31.44 3.06E-07 -6.51 1.47 1.81
2 898.93 1.37 30.19 32.19 4.93E-07 -6.31 1.48 2.00
2 899.66 1.41 31.84 33.51 2.18E-07 -6.66 1.50 1.68
2 899.42 1.43 30.23 31.9 2.13E-07 -6.67 1.48 1.67
2 899.42 1.46 29.78 31.51 2.47E-07 -6.61 1.47 1.72
2 900.15 1.46 30.12 31.08 1.70E-08 -7.77 1.48 0.97
2 900.63 1.5 29.06 30.9 3.31E-07 -6.48 1.46 1.84
2 900.15 1.6 30.01 31.95 4.24E-07 -6.37 1.48 1.94
2 901.11 1.63 29.58 31.08 1.29E-07 -6.89 1.47 1.50
2 901.84 1.66 29.19 30.79 1.76E-07 -6.75 1.47 1.60
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2 901.84 1.74 28.26 30.24 4.63E-07 -6.33 1.45 1.98
2 901.6 1.74 30.67 31.7 2.30E-08 -7.64 1.49 1.03
2 901.6 1.81 28.89 30.75 3.52E-07 -6.45 1.46 1.86
2 902.08 1.83 29.56 31.05 1.24E-07 -6.91 1.47 1.49
2 902.81 1.9 31.05 32.91 3.52E-07 -6.45 1.49 1.86
2 902.08 1.96 28.83 30.64 3.14E-07 -6.50 1.46 1.82
2 902.32 1.94 28.79 30.64 3.41E-07 -6.47 1.46 1.85
2 903.29 2.01 29.94 31.82 3.75E-07 -6.43 1.48 1.89
2 902.57 2.07 28.90 30.68 2.84E-07 -6.55 1.46 1.78
2 903.29 2.1 30.06 31.65 1.71E-07 -6.77 1.48 1.59
2 904.02 2.18 30.04 31.88 3.27E-07 -6.49 1.48 1.83
2 904.26 2.19 30.11 31.41 6.70E-08 -7.17 1.48 1.30
2 904.26 2.29 30.02 32.01 4.76E-07 -6.32 1.48 1.99
2 904.02 2.3 29.81 31.12 7.00E-08 -7.15 1.47 1.31
2 904.5 2.32 30.72 32.27 1.49E-07 -6.83 1.49 1.55
2 904.75 2.38 30.18 32.05 3.54E-07 -6.45 1.48 1.87
2 904.26 2.41 29.22 30.7 1.23E-07 -6.91 1.47 1.48
2 905.23 2.57 31.84 33.67 3.28E-07 -6.48 1.50 1.83
2 905.71 2.58 29.41 30.67 5.70E-08 -7.24 1.47 1.26
2 905.47 2.61 29.79 31.67 3.73E-07 -6.43 1.47 1.89
2 905.23 2.63 29.67 31.13 1.15E-07 -6.94 1.47 1.46
2 905.47 2.69 29.60 31.79 7.37E-07 -6.13 1.47 2.19
2 905.71 2.68 28.45 30.3 3.39E-07 -6.47 1.45 1.85
2 946.15 2.93 23.15 25.49 2.31 E-06 -5.64 1.36 2.33
2 953.66 2.96 26.68 28.62 1 .OOE-06 -6.00 1.43 1.94
2 951.48 3.14 25.40 28.17 5.11 E-06 -5.29 1.40 2.77
2 951.96 3.27 26.83 29.52 4.48E-06 -5.35 1.43 2.69
2 952.93 3.41 26.96 29.57 3.84E-06 -5.42 1.43 2.60
2 952.2 3.62 26.33 29.04 4.59E-06 -5.34 1.42 2.71
2 953.17 3.76 27.02 29.62 3.82E-06 -5.42 1.43 2.60
2 953.17 3.96 27.47 30.25 5.17E-06 -5.29 1.44 2.78
2 953.41 4.16 27.19 29.89 4.49E-06 -5.35 1.43 2.69
2 953.9 4.42 26.56 29.33 5.13E-06 -5.29 1.42 2.77
2 953.66 4.62 24.00 26.79 5.25E-06 -5.28 1.38 2.79
2 953.41 4.72 24.37 27.08 4.62E-06 -5.34 1.39 2.71
2 953.41 4.87 26.20 28.96 5.05E-06 -5.30 1.42 2.76
2 953.66 5.07 27.35 30.22 6.03E-06 -5.22 1.44 2.87
2 953.41 5.31 25.94 28.73 5.27E-06 -5.28 1.41 2.79
2 953.17 5.52 27.14 29.93 5.29E-06 -5.28 1.43 2.79
2 954.14 5.83 26.94 29.89 6.86E-06 -5.16 1.43 2.95
2 954.12 6.05 27.83 30.62 5.32E-06 -5.27 1.44 2.79
2 953.9 6.4 24.72 27.64 6.49E-06 -5.19 1.39 2.92
2 953.17 6.59 24.73 27.64 6.37E-06 -5.20 1.39 2.91
2 953.17 6.84 27.01 29.99 7.18E-06 -5.14 1.43 2.98
2 953.17 7.1 24.74 27.56 5.50E-06 -5.26 1.39 2.82
2 958.04 12.08 18.05 22.98 7.25E-05 -4.14 1.26 4.93
2 958.5 15.75 16.64 21.87 9.52E-05 -4.02 1.22 5.23
2 954.87 16.31 18.26 22.57 3.89E-05 -4.41 1.26 4.31
2 953.17 16.56 22.18 26.21 2.88E-05 -4.54 1.35 4.04
2 958.74 16.83 19.92 24.29 4.16E-05 -4.38 1.30 4.37
2 955.35 17.24 19.17 23.47 3.85E-05 -4.41 1.28 4.30
2 958.01 16.76 20.72 25.06 4.02E-05 -4.40 1.32 4.34
2 954.38 17.26 20.13 24.42 3.83E-05 -4.42 1.30 4.29
2 953.66 19.12 22.69 27.08 4.22E-05 -4.37 1.36 4.39
2 954.87 19.38 22.22 -14.2 4.51 E-06 -5.35 1.35 2.70
2 954.62 19.52 22.22 -11.52 4.72E-05 -4.33 1.35 4.49
2 954.62 19.52 22.22 -11.52 4.00E-05 -4.40 1.35 4.33
2 954.62 19.65 22.22 -3.32 5.77E-05 -4.24 1.35 4.69
2 954.38 19.78 22.22 3.93 4.29E-05 -4.37 1.35 4.40
2 954.14 19.89 22.22 8.88 4.90E-05 -4.31 1.35 4.53
2 954.14 20.01 22.22 14.38 4.28E-05 -4.37 1.35 4.40
2 954.14 20.19 22.22 19.85 6.80E-05 -4.17 1.35 4.86
2 954.14 20.64 22.22 25.62 6.06E-05 -4.22 1.35 4.74
2 954.14 21.18 22.22 26.93 5.82E-05 -4.23 1.35 4.70
2 954.14 21.53 20.60 25.45 6.70E-05 -4.17 1.31 4.85
2 954.14 21.85 19.37 24.13 6.17E-05 -4.21 1.29 4.76
2 954.14 22.46 19.80 24.6 6.42E-05 -4.19 1.30 4.80
2 954.14 23.11 19.57 24.36 6.35E-05 -4.20 1.29 4.79
2 954.14 23.68 18.11 22.91 6.40E-05 -4.19 1.26 4.80
2 953.41 24.31 16.54 21.36 6.53E-05 -4.19 1.22 4.82
2 953.17 24.8 15.66 20.48 6.54E-05 -4.18 1.19 4.82
2 952.93 25.37 15.11 19.91 6.38E-05 -4.20 1.18 4.80
2 952.93 25.46 14.24 18.86 5.32E-05 -4.27 1.15 4.61
2 952.93 25.63 23.51 29.57 1.87E-04 -3.73 1.37 6.06
2 952.93 25.78 25.12 32.18 3.78E-04 -3.42 1.40 7.06
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2 952.93 26.32 27.40 34.49 3.85E-04 -3.41 1.44 7.09
2 953.12 27.11 26.78 33.89 3.92E-04 -3.41 1.43 7.12
2 952.98 27.52 24.63 32.02 4.64E-04 -&33 1.39 7.38
3 27.52 25.56 32.02 2.50E-04 -3.60 1.41 6.45
3 953.41 27.63 14.81 20.56 1.47E-04 -3.83 1.17 5.75
3 953.41 27.7 7.15 12.35 9.26E-05 -4.03 0.85 5.20
3 953.41 27.73 4.57 8.98 4.34E-05 -4.36 0.66 4.41
3 953.41 27.79 4.37 2.03 3.70E-05 -4.43 0.64 4.26
3 953.66 27.81 3.65 0.12 1.57E-05 -4.80 0.56 3.54
3 953.9 27.85 332 -4.63 1.80E-05 -4.75 0.52 3.64
3 953.9 27.89 3.12 -9.01 1.05E-05 -4.98 0.49 3.24
3 953.66 27.92 3.05 -11.36 8.91E-06 -5.05 0.48 3.13
3 953.41 27.94 2.88 -13.85 6.13E-06 -5.21 0.46 2.88
3 953.17 27.96 2.63 -15.8 4.36E-06 -5.36 0.42 2.68
3 953.41 27.96 2.33 -16.81 2.31E-06 -5.64 0.37 2.33
3 953.66 27.98 2.48 -17.96 3.08E-06 -5.51 0.39 2.48
3 953.9 27.98 4.56 -18.61 1.86E-06 -5.73 0.66 2^2
2 953.9 28.27 6.08 12.72 2.85E-04 -3.55 0.78 6.64
2 954 28.28 23.94 2&6 5.60E-05 -4.25 1.38 4.66
2 954.1 29.07 32.22 41.49 1.32E-03 <^88 1.51 9.27
2 954.14 31.12 28.00 37.63 1.58E-03 -2.80 1.45 9.64
2 954.14 31.71 25.47 35.56 1.96E-03 -2.71 1.41 10.10
3 954.14 32.18 5.48 14.52 1.17E-03 -2.93 0.74 9.03
3 954.14 32.25 0.43 6.8 2.35E-04 -3.63 -0.37 6J7
3 954.14 32.36 0.33 -4.86 1.33E-04 -3.87 -0.48 5.63
3 954.14 32.4 0.32 -9.23 6.69E-05 -4.17 -0.49 4.85
3 954.14 32.43 0.30 -12.79 4.68E-05 -4.33 -0.52 4.49
3 954.14 32.47 0.28 -17.09 3.60E-05 -4.44 -0.55 4.24
3 954.14 32.49 0.26 -19.58 3.28E-05 -4.48 -0.59 4.15
3 953.9 32.52 0.24 -22.27 1.91E-05 -4.72 -0.62 36 9
3 953.9 32.53 0.22 -23.87 1.35E-05 -4.87 -0.66 3.42
3 953.9 32.55 0.20 -25.58 1.76E-05 -4.75 -0.70 3.63
3 954.14 32.59 0.18 -29.69 8.47E-06 -5.07 -0.74 3.09
3 954.62 326 0.16 -31.63 6.41E-06 -5.19 -0.80 2.91
3 954.87 32.62 0.14 -33.15 4.86E-06 -5.31 -0.85 2.74
3 955.59 32.63 0.12 -34.46 4.04E-06 -5.39 -0.92 263
3 956.08 32.64 0.10 -35.97 3.91E-06 -5.41 -1.00 2.61
4 956.56 32.66 0.08 -37.71 2.57E-06 -5.59 -1.10 2J9
WG23
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rote (s-1) log edot log stress corjocket
2 995.54 0 0.00 0 5.16E-05
2 995.79 0.25 26.15 30.01 5.16E-05 -4.29 1.42 3.86
2 995.79 0.43 61.42 65.08 4.02E-05 -4.40 1.79 3.66
2 995.54 0.62 93.45 97.11 4.00E-05 -4.40 1.97 3.66
2 995.3 0.87 120.81 124.74 5.61E-05 -4.25 2.08 3.93
2 995.54 1.08 141.14 144.96 4.89E-05 -4.31 2.15 3^2
2 995.54 1.27 155.42 159.37 5.74E-05 -4.24 2.19 3.95
2 995.54 1.51 168.64 172.68 6.30E-05 -4.20 2.23 4.03
2 995.54 1.83 180.36 184.49 6.98E-05 -4.16 2 j& 4.12
2 995 2J2 192.01 196.17 7.27E-05 -4.14 2.28 4.16
2 995.56 3.03 192.15 196.43 8.25E-05 -4.08 2.28 4.28
2 995.12 3.64 194.22 198.45 7.83E-05 -4.11 2^9 4.23
2 995.3 4.42 189.63 193.88 8.06E-05 -4.09 2.28 4.26
2 995.3 5.56 183.89 188.18 8.33E-05 -4.08 2.26 4.29
2 995.3 6.66 179.71 183.96 8.05E-05 -4.09 2.25 4.26
2 995.06 7.84 175.22 179.51 8.34E-05 -4.08 2.24 4.29
2 994.82 8.88 169.23 173.49 8.15E-05 -4.09 2.23 4.27
2 995.3 10.03 163.07 167.36 8.36E-05 -4.08 2.21 4.29
2 995.06 10.86 157.90 162.2 8.38E-05 -4.08 2.20 4.29
2 995.54 12.1 151.46 155.75 8.38E-05 -4.08 2.18 4.29
2 995.3 12.87 147.25 151.52 8.20E-05 -4.09 2.17 4.27
2 995.79 14.07 141.35 145.63 8.27E-05 -4.08 2.15 4.28
2 995.79 15.28 137.55 141.84 8.32E-05 -4.08 2.14 4.29
2 9 % 27 16.72 131.64 135.92 8.24E-05 -4.08 2.12 4.28
2 9 % 27 17.86 126.76 131.04 8.27E-05 -4.08 2.10 4.28
2 996.51 18.8 123.43 127.68 8.05E-05 -4.09 2.09 4.26
2 996.76 19.6 119.83 124.14 8.53E-05 -4.07 2.08 4.31
2 996.76 20.72 116.83 121.09 8.08E-05 -4.09 2.07 4.26
2 997 21.64 113.04 117.31 8.25E-05 -4.08 2.05 4.28
2 997 22.87 108.49 112.77 8.23E-05 -4.08 2.04 4.28
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2 997.24 23.76 104.97 109.25 8.34E-05 -4.08 2.02 4.29
2 997.48 24.38 102.95 107.23 8.28E-05 -4.08 2.01 4.28
3 997.48 24.42 96.99 100.55 3.53E-05 -4.45 1.99 3.56
3 997.48 24.47 90.86 94.31 3.07E-05 -4.51 1.96 3.45
4 997.48 24.52 85.68 88.95 2.38E-05 -4.62 1.93 3.27
WG26
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 999.25 0 0.00 0 1.15E-07 -6.94 0.00 0.00
2 996.85 0.12 2.28 3.39 1.15E-07 -6.94 0.36 1.11
2 996.1 0.26 2.87 3.98 1.14E-07 -6.94 0.60 1.11
2 996.37 0.38 4.29 5.48 1.31E-07 -6.88 0.74 1.19
2 995.71 0.52 4.37 5.5 1.18E-07 -6.93 0.74 1.13
2 994.96 0.66 5.70 6.87 1.27E-07 -6.90 0.84 1.17
2 994.92 0.82 5.65 6.84 1.31E-07 -6.88 0.84 1.19
2 994.46 0.97 6.39 7.53 1.21E-07 -6.92 0.88 1.14
2 994.02 1.09 7.74 8^6 1.17E-07 -6.93 0.95 1.12
2 997.34 1.24 6.65 7.84 1.31E-07 -6.88 0.89 1.19
2 9% ^ 2 2.17 9.77 10.93 1.24E-07 -6.91 1.04 1.16
2 996.2 2.63 11.18 12.32 1.21E-07 -6.92 1.09 1.14
2 997.19 3 10.60 11.76 1.23E-07 -6.91 1.07 1.16
2 997.41 336 11.58 12.74 1.24E-07 -6.91 1.11 1.16
2 998,62 3.78 12.05 13.22 1.26E-07 -6.90 1.12 1.17
2 999.54 4.25 13.79 14.94 1.23E-07 -6.91 1.17 1.15
2 999.06 4.79 13.46 14.61 1.22E-07 -6.91 1.16 1.15
2 998.33 5.39 13.69 14.86 1.26E-07 -6.90 1.17 1.17
2 998.5 6.09 14.04 15.2 1.23E-07 -6.91 1.18 1.16
2 998.45 6.6 14.00 15.15 1.22E-07 -6.91 1.18 1.15
2 998.55 7.17 14.08 15.24 1.24E-07 -6.91 1.18 1.16
2 998.81 7.65 13.18 14.36 1.28E-07 -6.89 1.16 1.18
2 998.6 8.11 13.04 14.19 1 22E-07 -6.91 1.15 1.15
3 997.87 8.19 12.62 13.76 1.19E-07 -6.92 1.14 1.14
3 997.89 8.22 922 10.12 7.54E-08 -7.12 1.01 0.90
3 997.92 8.25 6.65 7.52 7.03E-08 -7.15 0.88 0.87
3 997.46 8.26 5.47 6.1 3.71E-08 -7.43 0.79 0.63
3 998.26 8.27 4.54 5.11 3.01 E-08 -7.52 0.71 0.57
3 998.57 8.27 3.75 4.28 2.64E-08 -7.58 0.63 0.53
3 998.86 8.28 3.20 3.67 2.03E-08 -7.69 0.57 0.47
3 999.23 8.29 2.22 2.73 2.39E-08 -7.62 0.44 0.51
2 998.06 8.31 -0.06 0.62 4.35E-08 -7.36 -0.21 0.68
2 998.06 8.16 3.64 4.33 4.35E-08 -7.36 0.64 0.69
2 998.06 8.28 8.06 10.51 5.52E-06 -5.26 1.02 2.45
2 997.77 8.39 10.71 13.42 6.74E-06 -5.17 1.13 2.71
2 997.77 8.59 18.55 21.05 5.74E-06 -5.24 1.32 2.50
2 997.92 8.76 21.87 24.53 6.54E-06 -5.18 1.39 2.66
2 997.92 8.82 23.59 26.01 5.41E-06 -5.27 1.42 2.42
2 997.92 9.04 25.88 28.43 5.98E-06 -5.22 1.45 2.55
2 997.7 9.5 26.28 28.93 6.47E-06 -5.19 1.46 2.65
2 997.77 9.55 26.01 28.46 5.52E-06 -5.26 1.45 2.45
2 997.77 9.83 24.77 27.46 6.67E-06 -5.18 1.44 2.69
3 997.75 10 19.51 21.87 5.09E-07 -6.29 1.34 2.36
3 997.58 10.03 16.27 17.97 2.66E-07 -6.58 1.25 1.70
3 997.53 10.06 13.64 15.07 1.89E-07 -6.72 1.18 1.43
3 997.85 10.08 11.38 12.59 1.35E-07 -6.87 1.10 1.21
3 997.8 10.1 9.64 10.75 1.14E-07 -6.94 1.03 1.11
3 998.04 10.11 8.00 9.02 9.59E-08 -7.02 0.96 1.02
3 997.51 10.13 5.47 6.52 1.02E-07 -6.99 0.81 1.05
3 997.6 10.14 5.25 6.01 5.31 E-08 -7.27 0.78 0.76
3 997.51 10.15 3.74 4.66 7.77E-08 -7.11 0.67 0.92
3 997.55 10.16 2.73 3.61 7.10E-08 -7.15 0.56 0.88
3 997.68 10.17 2.06 2.86 5.99E-08 -7.22 0.46 0.80
3 997.72 10.17 2.50 3.1 3.35E-08 -7.47 0.49 0.60
2 997.68 10.2 3.51 5.12 2.41E-07 -6.62 0.71 1.61
2 997.7 9.87 8.70 10.3 2.36E-06 -5.63 1.01 1.60
2 997.7 10.11 13.39 14.99 2.36E-06 -5.63 1.18 1.60
2 997.7 10.11 13.39 14.99 2.36E-05 -4.63 1.18 1.60
2 997.63 11.61 38.32 44.11 3.08E-05 -4.51 1.64 5.79
2 997.6 12.55 38.14 44.05 3.21E-04 -3.49 1.64 5.91
2 997.6 13.5 35.00 40.95 3.27E-04 -3.49 1.61 5.95
2 997.7 14.46 29.47 35.35 3.17E-04 -3.50 1.55 5.88
3 997.68 14.5 23.25 27.18 1.43E-05 -4.85 1.43 3.93
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3 997.55 14.54 18.60 22.09 1.12E-06 -5.95 1.34 3.49
3 997.63 14.59 14.15 16.9 6.94E-07 -6.16 1.23 2.75
3 998.11 14.61 11.99 14.14 4.30E-07 -6.37 1.15 2.15
3 998.45 14.64 8.62 10.78 4.30E-07 -6.37 1.03 2.16
3 998.23 14.66 7.26 9.11 3.18E-07 -6.50 0.96 1.85
3 998.4 14.67 6.17 7.8 2.45E-07 -6.61 0.89 1.63
3 998.16 14.68 4.60 636 2.85E-07 -6.54 0.80 1.76
3 997.87 14.69 4.21 5.64 1.89E-07 -6.72 0.75 1.43
3 997.89 14.71 2.59 4.05 1.97E-07 -6.71 0.61 1.46
3 997.87 14.72 1.05 2.32 1.50E-07 -6.82 0.37 1.27
3 998.11 14.74 -0.75 0.45 1.33E-07 -6.88 -0.35 1.20
3 997.97 14.76 -0.82 0.33 1.23E-07 -6.91 -0.48 1.15
3 998.01 14.77 -0.84 0.23 1.06E-07 -6.97 -0.64 1.07
4 998.04 14.77 -0.79 0.12 7.69E-08 -7.11 -0.92 0.91
WG27
M TCC) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 945.04 0 0.00 0 5.60E-05
2 945.04 0.29 29.00 33.69 5.79E-05 -4.24 1.46 4.70
2 945.04 0.49 53.94 58.64 5.81E-05 -4.24 1.73 4.70
2 945.04 0.77 82.48 87.24 6.21E-05 -4.21 1.92 4.77
2 945.04 1.12 115.80 120.56 6.13E-05 -4.21 2.06 4.76
2 945.04 1.54 147.78 152.67 6.98E-05 -4.16 2.17 4.89
2 945.04 2.08 175.12 180.11 7.69E-05 -4.11 2.24 5.00
2 945.04 2.74 197.55 202.7 8.86E-05 -4.05 2.30 5.15
2 945.04 3.54 215.01 220.2 9.21E-05 -4.04 2.33 5.19
2 945.04 4.49 230.27 235.52 9.72E-05 -4.01 2.36 5.26
2 945.04 5.31 238.64 243.9 9.70E-05 -4.01 2.38 5.25
2 945.04 6.31 243.42 248.78 1.06E-04 -3.98 2.39 5.35
2 945.04 7.19 242.99 248.33 1.05E-04 -3.98 2j # 5.35
2 945.04 8 88 238.17 243.58 l.lOE-04 -3.96 2.38 5.40
2 945.04 10.05 231.54 236.96 1.12E-04 -3.95 2.36 5.42
2 945.04 11.13 228.02 233.46 1.14E-04 -3.94 2.36 5.44
2 944.79 12.3 217.30 222.7 l.lOE-04 -3.96 2.34 5.40
2 944.48 14.13 203.09 208.54 1.15E-04 -3.94 2.31 5.45
2 945.08 15.53 193.61 199.03 1.13E-04 -3.95 2.29 5.43
2 945.01 17.04 182.41 187.9 1.19E-04 -3.93 2.26 5.49
2 945.04 17.97 176.62 182.03 l.llE-04 -3.96 2.25 5.41
2 945.38 19.21 164.53 169.98 1.15E-04 -3.94 2.22 5.45
2 945.11 20.35 155.64 161.11 1.17E-04 -3.93 2.19 5.47
2 945.16 21.44 145.30 150.75 1.15E-04 -3.94 2.16 5.45
2 945.23 22.81 132.03 137.51 1.17E-04 -3.93 2.12 5.47
2 945.23 23.79 122.85 128.31 1.16E-04 -3.93 2.09 5.46
3 945.25 23.95 111.84 117.36 1.22E-04 -3.91 2.05 5.52
3 945.35 24.12 96.97 101.62 5.52E-05 -4.26 1.99 4.65
3 945.42 24.25 84.94 89.03 3.06E-05 -4.51 1.93 4.09
3 945.42 24.34 77.29 80.95 1.85E-05 -4.73 1.89 3.66
3 945.35 24.44 68.82 72.22 1.30E-05 -4.89 1.84 3.40
3 945.04 24.51 62.67 65.77 8.50E-06 -5.07 1.80 3.10
3 945.25 24.57 57.63 60.44 5.50E-06 -5.26 1.76 2.81
3 944.96 24.64 51.56 54.3 4.90E-06 -5.31 1.71 2.74
3 945.28 24.72 44.78 47.31 3.30E-06 -5.48 1.65 2.52
3 944.89 24.79 38.25 40.55 2.20E-06 -5.66 1.58 2.30
3 945.01 24.84 33.76 35.85 1.40E-06 -5.86 1.53 2.09
3 944.92 24.89 29.87 31.87 l.lOE-06 -5.95 1.48 2.00
3 944.75 24.91 27.82 29.66 8.00E-07 -6.11 1.44 1.84
4 944.62 24.95 25.04 26.92 9.00E-07 -6.06 1.40 1.88
WG28
M T(°C) Strain% corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 899.49 0 0 0 O.OOE+00 0
2 899.35 0.33 27.1 1.72E-02 2.09E+01 -4.06 1.32 6.18
2 899.23 0.62 56.56 1.66E-02 5.05E+01 -4.10 1.70 6.06
2 899.39 0.98 91.13 1.66E-02 8.51E+01 -4.10 1.93 6.05
? 899.39 1.32 116.53 1.74E-02 l.lOE+02 -4.05 2.04 623
2 899.39 1.72 144.91 1.76E-02 1.39E+02 -4.04 2.14 6.25
Appendix 10: Stress-strain, stress relaxation mechanical data 310
2 899.39 2.07 166.66 1.83E-02 1.60E+02 -4.00 2.20 6.38
2 899.39 2.41 183.93 1.87E-02 1.77E+02 -3.98 2.25 6.45
2 899.39 2.69 198.69 1.91E-02 1.92E+02 -3.96 2.28 6.49
2 899.39 2.9 207.62 1.89E-02 2.01E+02 -3.97 2.30 6.46
2 899.39 3.04 212.53 1.96E-02 2.06E+02 -3.93 2.31 6.61
2 899.39 3.23 218.93 2.00E-02 2.12E+02 -3.91 2.33 6.68
2 899.39 3.6 228.45 2.02E-02 2.22E+02 -3.90 2.35 6.72
3 899.39 3.63 220.84 8.74E-03 2.16E+02 -4.74 2.34 4.41
3 899.39 3.89 202.33 1.12E-02 1.97E+02 -4.49 2.30 4.98
3 899.39 4.12 185.24 7.30E-03 1.81E+02 -4.92 2.26 4.03
3 899.39 4.33 170.37 5.80E-03 1.67E+02 -5.15 2.22 3.58
3 899.39 4.53 155.83 4.65E-03 1.53E+02 -5.37 2.18 3.21
3 899.39 4.66 146.52 4.05E-03 1.44E+02 -5.51 2.16 2.99
3 897.24 4.83 135.05 3.62E-03 1.32E+02 -5.62 2.12 2.86
3 896.22 5.05 119.71 3.09E-03 1.17E+02 -5.78 2.07 2.64
3 898.6 5.35 98.79 2.58E-03 9.64E+01 -5.96 1.98 2.4
3 898.14 5.46 91.12 2.09E-03 8.90E+01 -6.17 1.95 2.17
3 897.36 5.58 82.42 1.97E-03 8.03E+01 -6.23 1.90 2.11
2 896.9 6.32 132.02 9.10E-03 1.27E+02 -4.70 2.11 4.53
2 896.9 5.74 161.96 5.41E-03 1.585+02 -5.22 2.20 3.49
2 896.9 5.88 170.65 1.89E-02 1.64E+02 -3.97 2.22 6.54
2 896.9 6.1 187.38 1.72E-02 1.81E+02 -4.06 2.26 6.24
2 896.9 6.42 204.47 1.81E-02 1.98E+02 -4.01 2.30 6.41
2 896.9 6.58 213.15 1.83E-02 2.07E+02 -4.00 2.32 6.44
2 896.9 6.93 223.12 1.98E-02 2.16E+02 -3.92 2.34 6.71
2 896.9 7.2 229.25 2.09E-02 2.22E+02 -3.87 2.35 6.87
2 896.9 7.59 235.53 2.09E-02 2.29E+02 -3.87 2.36 6.87
2 896.9 8.24 242.46 2.15E-02 2.35E+02 -3.84 2.37 6.99
2 896.9 9.13 244.96 2.19E-02 2.38E+02 -3.82 2.38 7.06
3 896.71 9.4 226.4 1.56E-02 2.20E+02 -4.16 2.34 5.94
3 896.66 9.86 194.2 9.00E-03 1.90E+02 -4.71 2.28 4.52
3 896.56 10.09 177.64 5.86E-03 1.74E+02 -5.14 2.24 3.65
3 896.42 10.39 157.26 4.99E-03 1.54E+02 -5.30 2.19 3.37
3 896.08 10.65 138.86 3.93E-03 1.36E+02 -5.54 2.13 2.99
3 896.13 10.89 122.76 3.12E-03 1.20E+02 -5.77 2.08 2.66
3 896.05 11.1 108.78 2.74E-03 1.06E+02 -5.90 2.03 2.5
3 895.57 11.26 97.51 2.38E-03 9.52E+01 -6.04 1.98 2.34
3 894.82 11.43 86.09 2.20E-03 8.38E+01 -6.12 1.92 2.25
3 894.38 11.59 75.71 1.73E-03 7.37E+01 -6.36 1.87 1.99
3 894.02 11.64 72.21 1.39E-03 7.04E+01 -6.58 1.85 1.79
3 892.95 11.72 66.9 1.29E-03 6.52E+01 -6.65 1.81 1.74
3 893.22 11.83 59.98 1.32E-03 5.82E+01 -6.63 1.77 1.75
3 892.98 11.92 53.81 1.21E-03 5.21E+01 -6.72 1.72 1.67
3 892.98 11.98 49.96 9.03E-04 4.85E+01 -7.01 1.69 1.45
3 893.2 12.04 46.07 9.98E-04 4.46E+01 -6.91 1.65 1.52
3 892.71 12.12 41.09 9.40E-04 3.96E+01 -6.97 1.60 1.48
2 892.59 12.63 74.19 7.99E-03 6.99E+01 -4.83 1.84 4.33
2 892.59 11.85 100.27 9.10E-03 9.57E+01 -4.70 1.98 4.62
2 892.59 12.09 127.52 1.55E-02 1.21E+02 -4.17 2.08 6.03
2 892.59 12.35 148 1.74E-02 1.42E+02 -4.05 2.15 6.39
2 892.59 12.71 170.18 1 80E-02 1.64E+02 -4.02 2.21 6.48
2 892.59 13.09 185.97 1.94E-02 1.79E+02 -3.94 2.25 6.74
2 892.59 13.46 196.35 2.07E-02 1.89E+02 -3.88 2.28 6.95
2 892.59 13.79 204.97 1.93E-02 1.98E+02 -3.95 2.30 6.73
2 892.59 14.45 212.86 2.17E-02 2.06E+02 -3.83 2.31 7.12
2 892.59 15.27 219.51 2.17E-02 2.12E+02 -3.83 2.33 7.11
2 892.59 15.8 221.95 2.40E-02 2.14E+02 -3.73 2.33 7.5
2 892.59 16.13 224.57 2.09E-02 2.18E+02 -3.87 2.34 6.98
3 892.59 16.46 204.97 1 62E-02 1.99E+02 -4.12 2.30 6.16
3 892.49 16.82 180.72 8.83E-03 1.76E+02 -4.73 2.25 4.55
3 892.59 16.97 170.57 6.10E-03 1.67E+02 -5.10 2.22 3.78
3 892.54 17.11 161.27 5.30E-03 1.58E+02 -5.24 2.20 3.53
3 892.91 17.25 151.36 4.75E-03 1.48E+02 -5.35 2.17 3.33
3 893.27 17.46 137.82 3.89E-03 1.35E+02 -5.55 2.13 3.01
3 893.27 17.61 127.76 3.09E-03 1.25E+02 -5.78 2.10 2.68
3 893.58 17.84 112.49 2.63E-03 l.lOE+02 -5.94 2.04 2.48
3 893.54 18.03 100 2.22E-03 9.77E+01 -6.11 1.99 2.26
3 893.37 18.15 92.25 2.01E-03 9.01E+01 -6.21 1.95 2.16
3 901.07 18.29 83.5 1.65E-03 8.16E+01 -6.41 1.91 1.9
2 896.88 18.84 48.4 5.52E-03 4.49E+01 -5.20 1.65 3.53
2 898.09 18.68 95.42 5.41E-03 9.20E+01 -5.22 1.96 3.48
2 899.15 18.86 128.17 1.33E-02 1.23E+02 -4.32 2.09 5.43
2 899.95 19.1 154.92 1.53E-02 1.49E+02 -4.18 2.17 5.83
2 900.51 19.57 182.47 1.81E-02 1.76E+02 -4.01 2.25 6.32
2 900.65 19.92 192.28 1.96E-02 1.86E+02 -3.93 2^7 6.56
Appendix 10: Stress-strain, stress relaxation mechanical data 311
2 900.73 20.4 203.19 2.02E-02 1.97E+02 -3.90 2.29 6.67
2 901.07 21.16 209.76 2.11E-02 2.03E+02 -3.86 2.31 6.79
2 901.94 22.2 207.84 2.33E-02 2.01E+02 -3.76 2.30 7.12
2 902.06 23.71 205.03 2.24E-02 1.98E+02 -3.80 2.30 6.99
2 902.64 25.59 203.17 2.26E-02 1.96E+02 -3.79 2.29 7
2 902.88 27.24 201.12 2.26E-02 1.94E+02 -3.79 229 6.99
3 902.86 27.57 180.78 1.55E-02 1.75E+02 -4.17 2.24 5.78
3 902.57 27.89 160.11 l.OlE-02 1.55E+02 -4.60 2.19 4.67
3 901.48 28.11 145.86 6.04E-03 1.42E+02 -5.11 2.15 362
3 901.94 28.32 132.55 4.89E-03 1.29E+02 -5.32 2.11 3.26
3 901.26 28.61 114.62 4.09E-03 1.12E+02 -5.50 2.05 2.98
3 901.48 28.84 100.03 3.21E-03 9.74E+01 -5.74 1.99 2.65
3 901.26 29.11 83.51 2.74E-03 8.11E+01 -5.90 1.91 2.44
3 901.07 29.29 72.65 1.91E-03 7.06E+01 -6.26 1.85 2.05
3 900.92 29.49 60.41 1.87E-03 5.84E+01 4^28 1.77 2.03
3 900.7 29.67 49.34 1.56E-03 4.75E+01 -6.46 1.68 1.85
3 900.34 29.79 42.38 1.28E-03 4.07E+01 -6.66 1.61 1.68
2 899.95 30.17 64.78 1.04E-02 6.00E+01 -4.57 1.78 4.79
2 900.1 29.61 99.41 1.09E-02 9.45E+01 -4.52 1.98 4.9
2 900.24 29.82 128.77 1.43E-02 1.23E+02 -4.25 2.09 5.6
2 900.29 30.1 153.89 1.64E-02 1.48E+02 -4.11 2.17 6.03
2 900.22 30.53 173.6 1.87E-02 1.67E+02 -3.98 2.22 6.43
2 900.24 30.93 186.07 1.87E-02 1.80E+02 <L98 2.25 6.41
2 900.36 31.56 194.48 2.13E-02 1.88E+02 -3.85 2.27 6.85
2 900.41 32.99 200.71 2.21E-02 1.94E+02 -3.81 2.29 6.97
2 900.41 34.24 201.5 2.26E-02 1.94E+02 -3.79 2j% 7.06
2 900.44 35.67 203.05 2.28E-02 1.96E+02 -3.78 2.29 7.07
2 900.68 36.84 202.52 2.24E-02 1.96E+02 -3.80 2.29 7.01
2 900.8 38.03 203.33 2.26E-02 1.96E+02 -3.79 2^9 7.04
2 901.02 39.08 204.15 2.28E-02 1.97E+02 -3.78 2^9 7.08
3 901.02 39.29 187.53 1.66E-02 1.82E+02 -4.10 2 j& 6.02
3 900.92 39.53 173.01 1.27E-02 1.68E+02 -4.37 2.22 5.27
3 901.26 39.75 159.49 8.74E-03 1.55E+02 -4.74 2.19 4.38
3 901.38 39.97 145.76 6.67E-03 1.42E+02 -5.01 2.15 3.83
3 901.99 40.13 135.96 5.63E-03 1.32E+02 -5.18 2.12 3.5
3 901.4 40.52 112.75 4.56E-03 l.lOE+02 -5.39 2.04 3.15
3 900.65 40.76 98.76 3.31E-03 9.61E+01 -5.71 1.98 2.7
3 900.9 41 84.42 2.63E-03 8.20E+01 -5.94 1.91 2.4
3 901.14 41.22 71.63 2.09E-03 6.95E+01 -6.17 1.84 2.14
3 901.11 41.49 55.99 1.78E-03 5.40E+01 -6.33 1.73 1.97
3 900.75 41.68 45.45 1.27E-03 4.38E+01 -6.67 1.64 1.67
3 900.61 41.84 36.36 1.21E-03 3.47E+01 -6.72 1.54 1.63
3 900.65 41.94 30.42 8.59E-04 2.91 E+01 -7.06 1.46 1.37
3 899.98 42.01 26.92 7.32E-04 2.57E+01 -7.22 1.41 1.27
3 898.79 42.07 23.17 7.10E-04 2.19E+01 -7.25 1.34 1.26
4 898.35 42.14 19.4 6.36E-04 1.82E+01 -7.36 1.26 1.19
WG29
M T(°C) StrainX corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 1000 0 0 1.83E-02 O.OOE+00 -4.00 -2.85 4.46
2 1000 0.47 10.08 2.02E-02 5.38E+00 -3.90 0.73 4.7
2 1000 0.9 23.44 2.09E-02 1.87E+01 -3.87 1.27 4.76
2 1000 1.48 35.3 2.04E-02 3.06E+01 -3.89 1.49 4.72
2 1000 2.2 48.77 2.09E-02 4.40E+01 -3.87 1.64 4.77
2 1000 2.73 58.19 2.11E-02 5.34E+01 -3.86 1.73 4.78
2 1000 3.41 67.89 2.15E-02 6.31E+01 -3.84 1.80 4.83
2 1000 3^2 73.86 2.11E-02 6.91E+01 -3.86 1.84 4.79
2 1000 4.53 78.86 2.26E-02 7.39E+01 -3.79 1.87 4.96
2 1000 5.19 82.68 2.19E-02 7.78E+01 -3.82 1.89 4.87
2 1000 5.93 84.7 2.21E-02 7.98E+01 -3.81 1.90 4.9
3 1000 6.19 76.46 1.85E-02 7.20E+01 -3.99 1.86 4.49
3 1000 6.35 65.45 1.05E-02 6.21 E+01 -4.56 1.79 3J7
3 1000 6.48 56.23 8.07E-03 5.33E+01 ^182 1.73 2.97
3 1002.42 6.6 48.54 5.98E-03 4.60E+01 -5.12 1.66 2.53
3 1001.45 6.74 38.79 4.65E-03 3.66E+01 -5.37 1.56 2.23
3 1000.41 6.84 32 3.77E-03 3.00E+01 -5.58 1.48 2.02
3 y # a 8 6.95 24.79 3.38E-03 2.29E+01 -5.69 1.36 1.92
3 1001.04 7.04 18.52 2.33E-03 1.69E+01 -6.06 1.23 1.59
3 1000.22 7.11 13.69 1.75E-03 1.23E+01 -6.35 1.09 1.37
3 999.81 7.15 11.13 1.44E-03 9.87E+00 -6.54 0.99 1.25
3 999.15 7.17 9.99 9.21E-04 8.98E+00 -6.99 0.95 1
Appendix 10: Stress-strain, stress relaxation mechanical data 312
3 998.81 7.21 6.96 1.22E-03 5.81E+00 -6.71 0.76 1.15
2 998.38 7.4 19.16 6.35E-03 1.65E+01 -5.06 1.22 2.63
2 998.38 7.28 30.52 6.74E-03 2.78E+01 -5.00 1.44 2.72
2 998.38 7.76 46.25 2.04E-02 4.15E+01 -3.89 1.62 4.74
2 998.38 8.18 58.47 1.93E-02 5.39E+01 -3.95 1.73 4.6
2 998.38 8.58 66.26 2.15E-02 6.14E+01 -3.84 1.79 4.86
2 998.38 8.99 71.9 2.13E-02 6.71 E+01 -3.85 1.83 4.83
2 998.38 929 76.54 1.96E-02 7.19E+01 -3.93 1.86 4.65
2 998.38 9.6 78.24 2.26E-02 7.33E+01 -3.79 1.86 4.99
2 998.38 9.91 79.38 2.28E-02 7.44E+01 -3.78 1.87 5.01
3 998.38 10.23 73.24 1.74E-02 6.89E+01 -4.05 1.84 4.37
3 998.38 10.37 64.18 9.47E-03 6.10E+01 -4.66 1.79 323
3 998.38 10.47 57.13 7.99E-03 5.42E+01 -4.83 1.73 2.95
3 998.43 10.61 48.28 5.41E-03 4.58E+01 -5.22 1.66 2.44
3 998.38 10.78 37 4.17E-03 3.49E+01 -5.48 1.54 2.13
3 998.47 10.94 26.04 3.03E-03 2.42E+01 -5.80 1.38 1.82
3 997.51 11.09 16.58 2.24E-03 1.50E+01 -6.10 1.18 1.57
3 997.68 11.17 10.91 1.40E-03 9.67E+00 -6.57 0.99 1.24
3 996.97 11.24 6.4 1.03E-03 5.33E+00 -6.88 0.73 1.07
3 996.78 11.29 3.58 6.76E-04 2.72E+00 -7.30 0.43 0.86
3 996.88 11.31 2.16 4.62E-04 1.45E+00 -7.68 0.16 0.71
3 996.73 11.32 1.57 3.07E-04 9.80E-01 -8.09 -0.01 0.58
2 996.76 11.5 13.31 1.41E-02 9.35E+00 -4.26 0.97 3.96
2 996.76 11.43 23.78 1 83E-02 1.93E+01 -4.00 1.28 4.51
2 996.76 11.59 27.83 2.33E-02 2.27E+01 -3.76 1.36 5.09
2 996.76 12 40.21 1.93E-02 3.56E+01 -3.95 1.55 4.63
2 996.76 12.43 47.57 2.13E-02 4.27E+01 -3.85 1.63 4.87
2 996.76 12.94 56.13 2.07E-02 5.13E+01 -3.88 1.71 4.79
2 9%V6 13.49 60.63 2.24E-02 5.56E+01 -3.80 1.75 5
2 996.76 13.84 64.33 1.98E-02 5.96E+01 -3.92 1.78 4.69
2 996.76 14.13 66.12 2.38E-02 6.10E+01 -3.74 1.79 5.12
3 996.76 14.41 61.55 1.69E-02 5.72E+01 -4.08 1.76 4.34
3 996.76 14.48 57.1 9.10E-03 5.39E+01 -4.70 1.73 3.18
3 996.76 14.58 50.26 7.30E-03 4.74E+01 -4.92 1.68 2.84
3 9%V6 14.7 42.66 5.92E-03 4.01E+01 -5.13 1.60 2.56
3 996.76 14.8 3&2 4.13E-03 3.41E+01 -5.49 1.53 2.14
3 996.03 14.89 29.97 3.12E-03 2.81E+01 -5.77 1.45 1.86
3 996.2 15.04 20.65 2.88E-03 1.89E+01 -5.85 1.28 1.79
3 996.13 15.11 16.24 2.07E-03 1.47E+01 -6.18 1.17 1.52
3 995.62 15.16 12.82 1.46E-03 1.16E+01 -6.53 1.06 1.27
3 995.64 15.2 10.16 1.18E-03 9.01 E+00 -6.74 0.95 1.15
3 998.52 15.25 6.86 l.llE-03 5.75E+00 -6.80 0.76 1.11
2 998.11 15.43 17.98 1.48E-02 1.39E+01 -4.21 1.14 4.05
2 998.16 15.39 29.66 1.47E-02 2.57E+01 -4.22 1.41 4.02
2 998.33 15.76 44.75 1.93E-02 4.02E+01 -3.95 1.60 4.59
2 998.52 16.08 52.48 2.07E-02 4.77E+01 -3.88 1.68 4.76
2 998.74 16.57 62.27 2.09E-02 5.75E+01 -3.87 1.76 4.78
2 998.67 16.91 66.79 1.98E-02 6.21E+01 -3.92 1.79 4.66
2 998.43 17.51 70.3 2.24E-02 6.54E+01 -3.80 1.82 4.95
2 998.14 18.1 73.95 2.21E-02 6.90E+01 -3.81 1.84 4.95
2 998.01 19.12 75.23 2.26E-02 7.03E+01 -3.79 1.85 4.98
2 998.23 20.03 74.69 2.31E-02 6.97E+01 -3.77 1.84 5.03
3 998.43 20.23 65.77 1.58E-02 6.16E+01 -4.15 1.79 4.16
3 998.6 20.38 56.51 1.03E-02 5.32E+01 -4.58 1.73 3.35
3 998.57 20.5 48.7 6.47E-03 4.60E+01 -5.04 1.66 2.66
3 998.57 20.64 39.78 5.20E-03 3.74E+01 -5.26 1.57 2.39
3 998.38 20.79 30.38 3.97E-03 2.83E+01 -5.53 1.45 2.08
3 998.06 20.92 22.23 2.79E-03 2.05E+01 -5.88 1.31 1.75
3 998.77 21.03 15.63 2.07E-03 1.41E+01 -6.18 1.15 1.5
3 998.72 21.11 10.21 1.56E-03 8.90E+00 -6.46 0.95 1.31
3 998.67 21.17 662 1.28E-03 5.44E+00 -6.66 0.74 1.18
3 998.23 21.2 4.85 9.59E-04 3.83E+00 -6.95 0.58 1.02
2 997.34 21.24 233 9.68E-04 1.29E+00 -6.94 0.11 1.04
2 997.38 21.47 21.92 4.56E-03 1.97E+01 -5.39 1.29 2.25
2 997.41 21.65 33.98 1.55E-02 2.98E+01 -4.17 1.47 4.14
2 997.48 21.89 41.73 2.07E-02 3.70E+01 -3.88 1.57 4.77
2 997.6 22.28 51.87 1.98E-02 4.72E+01 -3.92 1.67 4.67
2 997.75 22.74 59.12 2.04E-02 5.44E+01 -3.89 1.74 4.75
2 997.8 23.32 64.16 2.19E-02 5.93E+01 -3.82 1.77 4.91
2 997.72 24.02 67.08 2.26E-02 6.21E+01 -3.79 1.79 4.98
2 997.41 24.85 70.03 2.15E-02 6.52E+01 -3.84 1.81 4.88
2 997.51 26.07 70.2 2.28E-02 6.52E+01 -3.78 1.81 5.03
2 99À82 27.26 69.33 2.21E-02 6.44E+01 -3.81 1.81 4.94
2 997.82 28.58 68.26 2.31E-02 6.32E+01 -3.77 1.80 5.03
2 997.82 29.34 68.28 2.24E-02 6.33E+01 -3.80 1.80 4.97
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2 997.82 30.42 66.74 2.31E-02 6.17E+01 -3.77 1.79 5.05
3 997.82 30.74 60.23 1.94E-02 5.56E+01 -3.94 1.75 4.62
3 997.82 30.88 51.37 1.08E-02 4.79E+01 -4.53 1.68 3.45
3 997.82 31.02 43.26 6.67E-03 4.05E+01 -5.01 1.61 2.71
3 9 # ^ 2 31.15 35.35 5.30E-03 3.29E+01 -5.24 1.52 2.41
3 997.82 31.27 2&3 4.30E-03 2.61E+01 -5.45 1.42 2.17
3 997.75 31.34 24.02 3.09E-03 2.22E+01 -5.78 1.35 1.84
3 998.06 31.43 18.26 2.91E-03 1.65E+01 -5.84 1.22 1.79
3 997.92 31.5 14.29 2.29E-03 1.27E+01 -6.08 1.10 1.59
3 997.48 31.56 10.57 1.76E-03 9.17E+00 -6.34 0.96 1.39
3 997.58 31.62 7.17 1.84E-03 5.75E+00 -6.30 0.76 1.42
3 996.92 31.66 4.62 1.29E-03 3.42E+00 -6.65 0.53 1.19
2 996.92 31.95 21.3 1.81E-02 1.68E+01 -4.01 1.23 4.48
2 996.92 32.03 35.03 1.06E-02 3.16E+01 -4.55 1.50 3.42
2 996.92 32.25 42.51 1.96E-02 3.78E+01 -3.93 1.58 4.67
2 996.92 32.68 51.59 1.98E-02 4.69E+01 -3.92 1.67 4.68
2 996.92 33.47 57.14 2.21E-02 5.22E+01 -3.81 1.72 4.96
2 9 % 9 2 34.15 60.61 2.21E-02 5.57E+01 -3.81 1.75 4.94
2 996.92 35 62.87 2.21E-02 5.79E+01 -3.81 1.76 4.96
2 996.92 36.16 62.8 2.17E-02 5.79E+01 -3.83 1.76 4.91
2 999.47 37.48 59.08 2.40E-02 5.40E+01 -3.73 1.73 5.11
2 999.06 38.39 57.87 2.31E-02 5.28E+01 -3.77 1.72 5.03
2 998.45 39.28 59.05 2.28E-02 5.40E+01 -3.78 1.73 5
3 998.31 39.57 52.26 1.66E-02 4.80E+01 -4.10 1.68 4.28
3 998.67 39.66 46.8 9.56E-03 4.36E+01 -4.65 1.64 3.23
3 999.78 39.79 39.74 8.15E-03 3.68E+01 -4.81 1.57 2.98
3 998.64 3^9 33.13 5.74E-03 3.06E+01 -5.16 1.49 2.5
3 998.89 40 27.53 4.43E-03 2.53E+01 -5.42 1.40 2.2
3 998.81 40.11 20.93 3.35E-03 1.90E+01 -5.70 1.28 1.92
3 999.06 40.22 14.63 2.82E-03 1.29E+01 -5.87 1.11 1.75
3 999.37 40.27 11.96 1.99E-03 1.05E+01 4^22 1.02 1.47
3 999.66 40.31 9.74 1.47E-03 8.48E+00 -6.52 0.93 1.26
3 999.69 40.36 6.73 1.80E-03 5.33E+00 -6.32 0.73 1.4
3 999.64 40.4 4.38 1.35E-03 3.17E+00 -6.61 0.50 1.21
2 999.35 40.53 11.74 7.45E-03 8.89E+00 -4.90 0.95 2.84
2 999.44 40.77 25.65 1.67E-02 2.14E+01 -4.09 1.33 4.26
2 999.44 41.03 34.34 1.87E-02 2.98E+01 -3.98 1.47 4.51
2 999.44 41.33 40.07 2.26E-02 3.51E+01 -3.79 1.55 4.96
2 999.44 41.68 48.52 1.78E-02 4.41E+01 -4.03 1.64 4.41
2 999.44 42.4 51.6 2.42E-02 4.65E+01 -3.72 1.67 5.13
2 999.49 42.86 52.62 2.09E-02 4.79E+01 -3.87 1.68 4.77
2 999.59 43.84 53.68 2.33E-02 4.86E+01 -3.76 1.69 5.04
2 999.69 44.45 52.65 2.26E-02 4.77E+01 -3.79 1.68 4.96
3 999.71 44.64 47.17 1.59E-02 4.30E+01 -4.14 1.63 4.17
3 999.85 44.75 40.92 l.OlE-02 3.76E+01 -4.60 1.58 3.3
3 999.81 44.83 36.31 7.60E-03 3.34E+01 -4,88 1.52 2.87
3 y # ^ 8 44.93 30.82 5.35E-03 2.84E+01 -5.23 1.45 2.41
3 999.88 45.01 26.61 4.34E-03 2.44E+01 -5.44 1.39 2.17
3 999.85 45.08 22.62 3.52E-03 2.07E+01 -5.65 1.32 1.96
3 999.54 45.19 16.53 2.94E-03 1.48E+01 -5.83 1.17 1.79
3 999.52 45.29 10.45 2.03E-03 8.96E+00 -6.20 0.95 1.48
3 999.47 45.37 6.1 1.71E-03 4.73E+00 -6.37 0.67 1.37
3 y # 3 2 45.41 382 1.32E-03 2.62E+00 ^5.63 0.42 1.2
4 999.08 45.46 1.05 9.59E-04 3.00E-02 -6.95 -1.51 1.02
WG30
M T(^3) StrainX corstress Stress MPa Str.Rate (s-1) log edot log stress corjacket
2 1000 0 0 0 l.OOE+00 0.00 0.00 1.26
2 997.8 0.99 6.3 4.86 1 87E-03 45 28 0.69 1.44
2 998.16 2.04 10.9 9.52 1.75E-03 -6.35 0.98 1.38
2 996.3 3.2 14.92 13.5 1.82E-03 -6.31 1.13 1.42
2 995.59 4.44 17.43 16.02 1.80E-03 -6.32 1.20 1.42
2 995.84 5.74 18.65 17.22 1.84E-03 -6.30 1.24 1.43
2 994.55 7.06 22.72 21.31 1.78E-03 -6.33 1.33 1.41
2 993.95 8.51 23.61 22.18 1.82E-03 -6.31 1.35 1.43
2 995.18 9.82 25.25 23.82 1.84E-03 -6.30 1.38 1.43
2 996.61 11.53 25.92 24.49 1.84E-03 -6.30 1.39 1.42
2 995.06 13.07 27.61 26.18 1.82E-03 -6.31 1.42 1.43
2 999.1 14.82 23.88 22.42 1.93E-03 -6.25 1.35 1.45
2 998.74 16.32 23.41 21.99 1.82E-03 -6.31 1.34 1.41
2 997.75 17.64 24.47 23.05 1.84E-03 -6.30 1.36 1.42
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2 998.98 18.94 25.34 23.93 1.84E-03 -6.30 1.38 1.41
2 999.42 19.85 25.51 24.11 1.80E-03 -6.32 1.38 1.4
2 997.46 21.39 25.51 24.09 1.85E-03 -6.29 1.38 1.43
2 997.46 22.57 26.69 25.29 1.80E-03 -6.32 1.40 1.41
2 997.77 24.87 26.22 24.8 1.84E-03 -6.30 1.39 1.42
2 997.19 25.77 25.35 23.89 1.93E-03 -6.25 1.38 1.46
2 997.36 27.07 26.38 24.97 1.80E-03 -6.32 1.40 1.41
2 998.6 28.38 26.26 24.83 1.87E-03 -6.28 1.39 1.43
2 998.14 29.27 26.24 24.84 1.80E-03 -6.32 1.40 1.4
2 997.43 28.17 1.43 0.01 1.84E-03 -6.30 -2.08 1.42
2 997.41 29.05 21.49 14.89 3.96E-02 -3.23 1.17 6.6
2 997.46 29.57 43.01 36.56 3.76E-02 -3.28 1.56 6.45
2 997.43 30.04 60.88 54.43 3.76E-02 -3.28 1.74 6.45
2 997.43 30.73 72.06 65.35 4.08E-02 -3.20 1.82 6.71
2 997.48 32.99 73.48 66.35 4.60E-02 -3.08 1.82 7.13
2 997.55 35.43 70.76 63.67 4.55E-02 -3.09 1.80 7.09
2 997.7 38.32 65.12 58.01 4.60E-02 -3.08 1.76 7.11
2 997.85 40.95 60.67 53.56 4.60E-02 -3.08 1.73 7.1
2 997.94 43.24 57.61 50.46 4.64E-02 -3.07 1.70 7.14
2 998.04 45.83 54.66 47.53 4.60E-02 -3.08 1.68 7.12
2 998.18 48.63 52 44.9 4.60E-02 -3.08 1.65 7.09
3 998.21 48.87 45.75 39.41 3.65E-02 -3.31 1.60 6.34
3 998.52 49.12 32.19 27.84 1.72E-02 -4.06 1.44 4.35
3 999.37 49.29 22.86 19.73 9.00E-03 -4.71 1.30 3.13
3 y # V 8 49.4 16.68 14.16 5.80E-03 -5.15 1.15 2.52
3 999.78 49.47 12.85 10.78 3.93E-03 -5.54 1.03 2.07
3 999.71 49.51 10.34 8.47 3.18E-03 -5.75 0.93 1.86
3 999.66 49.56 7.58 5.94 2.48E-03 -6.00 0.77 1.64
3 999.66 49.64 3^2 1.72 2.07E-03 -6.18 0.24 1.5
3 999.71 49.67 1.79 0.52 1.49E-03 -6.51 -0.29 1.27
3 999.66 49.71 1.28 0.01 1.49E-03 -6.51 -2.01 1.27
3 998.84 49.73 1.18 0.01 1.26E-03 -6.68 -1.99 1.17
2 998.67 50.16 21.73 18.15 1.17E-02 -4.45 1.26 3.58
2 998.74 50.03 28.34 24.89 1.09E-02 -4.52 1.40 3.45
2 998.74 50.49 36.62 30.05 3.96E-02 -3.23 1.48 6.57
2 998.74 51.25 41.18 34.23 4.42E-02 -3.12 1.53 6.95
2 998.79 52.43 43.58 36.57 4.50E-02 -3.10 1.56 7.02
2 998.79 53.74 43.59 36.42 4.69E-02 -3.06 1.56 7.17
2 998.79 54.89 42.85 35.87 4.46E-02 -3.11 1.55 6.98
2 998.86 56.27 43.35 36.29 4.55E-02 -3.09 1.56 7.06
3 998.86 56.52 43.71 36.65 4.55E-02 -3.09 1.56 7.05
3 998.91 56.7 33.87 28.36 2.79E-02 -3.58 1.45 5.51
3 998.86 56.82 27.49 23.02 1.83E-02 -4.00 1.36 4.47
3 998.89 56.89 23.62 20.07 1.16E-02 -4.46 1.30 3.55
3 998.98 56.96 19.68 16.51 9.19E-03 -4.69 1.22 3.17
3 999.37 57.01 16.92 14.23 6.60E-03 -5.02 1.15 2.69
3 999.78 57.06 14.57 11.93 6.41E-03 -5.05 1.08 2.64
3 999.81 57.11 11.72 9.29 5.46E-03 -5.21 0.97 2.44
3 999.81 57.18 8.19 6.12 3.93E-03 -5.54 0.79 2.07
3 999.9 57.23 5.37 3.46 3.35E-03 -5.70 0.54 1.91
3 1000 57.26 3.81 2.27 2.20E-03 -6.12 0.36 1.54
4 1000.17 57.3 1.85 0.32 2.15E-03 -6.14 -0.49 1.53
